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Foreword

3rd Shaw-IAU Workshop on Astronomy for Education

Teaching astronomy takes both solid knowledge of the subject itself as well as educational skills,such as knowing appropriate methods and techniques for teaching. To this, specific sub-fieldsof astronomy education add their own specialized skill sets: knowing how to operate remotetelescopes, for instance, or the ins and outs of daytime observations. Last but not least, thereare the skills needed in order to make our teaching fair, equitable, and inclusive.
In practice, most of us who are active in astronomy education have only been taught a subset ofthose skills in our academic training. Those who come from professional astronomy and havebranched out into education and outreach typically have advanced training in astronomy, butnot in the relevant areas of pedagogy. Most teachers, on the other hand, have pedagogicaltraining as well as training in the subjects their teach, but often that does not include formaltraining in astronomy and astronomy education.
If this description includes you, and if in consequence you have ever felt motivated to expandyour astronomy education skill set, then this workshop was, and is, meant for you. It is the thirdin a series organised as a collaborative venture between the Shaw Prize Foundation and theInternational Astronomical Union, and with 89 talks and 50 posters in a total of 18 sessions, itprovides a fairly comprehensive “Astronomy Education 101”.
For those who were unable to attend, or did not manage to attend all of the sessions they wereinterested in, we present these proceedings, and the associated talk videos from the workshop.While they lack the interactivity that the 580 workshop participants enjoyed as they posed theirquestions to the speakers, or interacted in the chat, we do believe that they are valuable in theirown right — and we asked speakers to include in their write-ups helpful pointers to additionalresources, so you have the opportunity to delve deeper. If you find these resources useful, and Ihope they will be useful to many, please share them widely.
The workshop was made possible by funding from the Shaw Prize Foundation, for which weare very grateful. You can find the names of the individuals and institutions who organised theworkshop on p. 11 — a big “Thank you!” to all of you!
For us at the International Astronomical Union’s Office of Astronomy for Education (IAU OAE),this is just the start. Helping those who are active in astronomy education to grow their skills,and to become more professional in their activities, is one of our main objectives. Stay in touchif you want to make sure not to miss what is next — from additional events to more resources.On the web, you can find us at http://astro4edu.org, and on that page, you can also find yourcountry’s National Astronomy Education Coordinator Team. We are also on Twitter and onFacebook as @astro4edu.

Markus PösselDirector, IAU Office of Astronomy for EducationHeidelberg, November 16, 2021
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astroEDU: Improving Educational
Activities through Peer-review

Session organisers: Edward Gomez, Las Cumbres Observatory, California &Cardiff University, UK and Michael Fitzgerald, Las Cumbres Observatory,California & Deakin University, Australia
AstroEDU is a peer-review platform that aims to improve astronomyeducation activities. It was created in 2013[1]. It seeks to addressthe disparity between quality and quantity of astronomy educationactivities. A simple web search for an astronomy education activitywill yieldmany results, yet the quality of, relevance and how currentthe results are is unclear. astroEDU uses peer-review to improveastronomy education activities, and then publishes the activitieson its website. Each activity receives a review from a professionaleducator and professional scientist, to review the educational andscientific content in a constructive manner. The published activitiesare syndicated to online repositories, so the activities can achievethe maximum reach. As of 2021, astroEDU has 2 language editions(English and Italian) each with their own editor in chief and editorialboard. The English language edition has published 84 activities andthe Italian language edition has published 40 activities. Some ofthese activities are translated versions from one of the languageeditions.The aim of this workshop was to encourage the community tocreate activities or amend existing activities to fit into the astroEDUactivity template, and to give guidance about reviewing astroEDUactivities.

Link for the talk by Edward Gomez:
https://youtu.be/nAOGZ6XbB8A

Link for the talk by Michael Fitzgerald:
https://youtu.be/vcKK0c6boAU
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Figure 1: A word cloud of the qualities of a good review as suggested by the workshop audience.

Writing an article

The astroEDU activity template may have fields which are unfamiliar to you as a content creator.The aim with this template is not only to provide a guide to reproduce the activity but to provideextra information to the educator and meta-data for the astroEDU (to assist with searching andsorting). Some information you may not already include in your activity is:
Background information: This is important for non-specialists to be comfortable with thecontent and subject area. Try to make this a quick primer on the topic and include text, imagesand videos, as appropriate
Goals: These should be short and general. You should aim to have 2-3 for a short activity. Youraudience should be able to achieve all your goals. An example of a goal is "Students should havean appreciation that gravity pulls objects towards Earth".
Learning objectives: These should be specific. You would like your audience to achieve themajority of these but there should be room to differentiate between abilities. An example of alearning objective would be "Students will demonstrate that objects of different mass fall toEarth at the same rate".
Evaluation: This is your opportunity to check that the students have learnt what you intendthem to. You can do this in many different ways from asking your students questions as partof the activity, completing a survey at the end or something creative like drawing or making aposter. If your evaluation is part of your activity it is more likely the students will do it and youcan learn from it.
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Attachments: You can also attach extra documents that are useful for your activity. These maybe in the form of printable documents the educator will need, videos for the students to watchor web resources.
Becoming a reviewer

During the workshop we asked the audience to describe, based on their experience and fromthe information given at the workshop, what makes a good review. The results can be seen inFigure 1.
The biggest suggestion is for reviews to be constructive. This is at the core of the astroEDUreview process. astroEDU is aiming to improve the quality of astronomy education activities.We would rather not and have not, to date, rejected any activities. We would rather work withauthors to make their activities as strong as possible, so they have the widest reach and widestimpact possible.
astroEDU is currently seeking reviewers to assist with the peer-review process. We also encour-age anyone who has written an astronomy education activity to submit it to astroEDU.
References:

1. Peer-review platform for astronomy education activities, P Russo, E Gomez, T Heenatigala,L Strubbe https://arxiv.org/abs/1501.07116
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Astronomy across Disciplines

Session organiser: Stefano Sandrelli,INAF - National Institute for Astrophysics, OAECenter Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

The "Astronomy across disciplines" session was a ballet. It staged several scenes, going indifferent directions, all revolving around the same central point: how astronomy, and science ingeneral, relates to other basic activities of the human mind.
This reflects the peculiarity of astronomy itself: every primitive culture, every society, whateverit is, wherever it is, developed a relationship of some kind with the day and night sky. Astronomyis "a necessary monster" (to quote the famous Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges), so we findit in every distinct place and time.
In fact, Astronomy is a basic human activity, like the art of sharing stories and information("storytelling" is not a technique as it is - sadly - often regarded: it is a fundamental and pristineform of knowledge).
Consequently, in this session, we explored fruitful methods to create connections betweenastronomy and both art and other STEM disciplines: what are the best ways to promote a deep,creative and fruitful dialogue between astrophysicists and artists? How can we start from Big
Ideas in Astronomy to draw a network of interactions among STEM disciplines? Can astronomygive a relevant contribution to promote critical thinking as a basic competence in a democraticand innovative society? What is the role of storytelling in this process?
A deep and honest dialogue and a mutual respect between professionals, cultures, point ofviews is the first step to get a good result. Dialogue and mutual respect, which also includecreative and lively discussions, of course. With this starting point, it is all downhill from here.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Collaborations and Collisions in Science & Art

Speaker: Brendan Owens, Open Science Coordinator, Science Gallery at TrinityCollege Dublin, UK
What happens when science and art collide? The Science Gallerynetwork explores this exciting frontier where scientists and artistscollaborate to bring their combined effort to the public in a varietyof head-turning exhibits and performances. This talk combinesinspirational works from Science Gallery Dublin with the personaljourney of the speaker; from physics undergraduate, to PublicEngagement Manager at the Royal Observatory Greenwich toresearcher at Science Gallery Dublin, Trinity College Dublin. Thetalk will include practical guidance on how to promote a healthybackdrop for innovation when combining disciplines for publicconsumption.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/6PFS50Fbj00

This talk focuses on practical guidance for astronomy communication broadly, as well as bestpractice specific to science and art collaborations. The speaker begins with a brief contextsetting piece to outline a number of observations from his science communication career so far,which feeds into the guidance. From there, the speaker addresses a number of stereotypes thatany astronomer or scientist should be aware of when entering a public engagement setting. Hegives a number of real-word examples to illustrate the gap between the public perception ofastronomers and reality.
The talk also touches on the key understanding of the lived experience a person brings to thetable in any given encounter. After this, the speaker then brings together some key tips andtricks that should prove useful to researchers when engaging audiences beyond their peergroups, especially if it is for the first time. The talk then moves on to explore the intersectionsof art and science practices to form a healthy foundation to explore collaborations betweenscientists and artists. This is followed by a list of key points to keep in mind when starting acollaborative project with artists. It includes advice on communication, awareness of practicesand stereotypes, practical considerations, tone-setting and more.
The talk concludes with a number of examples of science and art collaborations in ScienceGallery Dublin and the Royal Observatory Greenwich before finishing on some key takeaways tolead into the post-talk discussion.
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Art-Science Collaborations at MIT: Case Studies

Speaker: Evan Ziporyn, MIT Center for Art, Science & Technology (CAST), USA
MIT established the Center for Art, Science & Technology in2012, with the broad mission of creating new opportunities forart, science, and technology to thrive as interrelated, mutuallyinforming modes of exploration, knowledge, and discovery.Partnering with laboratories, academic departments, faculty,researchers and students, CAST has since that time sponsoreda wide variety of projects, including an ongoing Visiting Artistprogram that fosters robust collaborations between artists from anumerous disciplines with scientists, engineers, and technologists.What creates a successful collaboration? How is it defined andmeasured, what principles and models might be gleaned? Thistalk examines three such residencies: Agnieszka Kurant, MatthewRitchie, and Tomas Saraceno.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/T0M-cxkckec

Since its inception in 2012, CAST has helped support numerous art-science collaborations. Thistalk is about a few of the more successful and robust collaborations that we have supported, totry to evince some commonalities between them, and to convey our basic operating principlesand best practices.
Art-Science collaborations at MIT have a long history, as do arts innovations. In 1967 MIT wasthe first American university to establish a program in Artistic Research, the Center for Advanced

Dark Distortions by Thijs Biersteker on display as part of INVISIBLE exhibition in Science GalleryDublin 2020.
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Video Studies; 1985 brought the Media Lab, which has always involved significant participationof artists. These and other programs continue today, and demonstrate MIT’s commitment tofinding ways for art and science to mutually support and enhance one another, to co-exist.Collaboration implies a more embedded relationship, that is direct contact and direct cross-fertilization between the arts and the laboratory, between artists and researchers. Our center iskeenly interested in this, and we consider our mandate to be somewhat ‘free range’ - to makeconnections between programs that otherwise might exist in isolation, allowing us to connectartists with particular labs, centers, and individuals in all disciplines; and to foster richer andmore interactive forms of collaboration between them.
Our selection and development process – which continues to evolve – is based on these practicesand principles: First, proposals and buy-in from the MIT Community – for us, a top-downapproach does not work, for projects to be successful they need to have not just cooperationbut rather the full engagement of a lab, a director, a program. To assure this we call for proposalsfrom the community twice-yearly, in a way that begins very simply and briefly, a short letter fromthe applicant, followed by discussion to assess compatibility with our general mission and fiscalviability, o bolster the forms of engagement, if necessary to help find the right artist or partners,and try clarify goals and outcomes to the extent that these can be anticipated. We then ask forfuller proposals, which are then submitted to an internal Selection Committee of MIT faculty,researchers, and students. Once a project is funded, dialogue and facilitation continue, all theway through the project’s completion. By following this practice we assure the project and theartist will be embedded in ongoing research and teaching. Through this process we also try toavoid selection bias. Rather than focusing on the end result, we look to the robustness of thecollaboration itself - how mutually beneficial it potentially may be to the parties involved. Wefavor projects where research and development is on both sides of the aisle, for the lab andfor the artist. We are mindful of student engagement, which can take different forms: someprojects involve intensive ongoing work by graduate students, others are more about broader-based classroom experiences, others more public facing – lecture/demonstrations, installations,performances – because some kind of public component is essential. While every project has astateable goal, we try to remain flexible and open to change, so that an environment is fosteredthat is conducive to unexpected outcomes.
In addition to accepting proposals, we also sponsor Exploratory Visits from potential artisticcollaborators – relatively short visits with no fixed agendas, bringing an artist around to tourlabs, have conversations, and see what might ensue.
This was the case with our Inaugural Visiting Artist, Tomas Saraceno, who first came to MIT in2012, at the inception of CAST, for what started as an exploratory visit, but resulted in ongoingCAST-sponsored work at MIT in collaboration with three departments – Civil and EnvironmentalEngineering; Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences; and Music & Theater Arts.
A few examples of what came out of that: first, spider webs. Tomas’ interest here caughtthe attention of Markus Buehler, then head of Civil Engineering. Tomas was familiar withMarkus’ lab’s research on spider web silk, and Tomas himself had developed 3D spider webscanning technology with TU Darmstadt. At MIT Tomas shared these scans with Markus’ lab,and subsequently gave them their own tropical tent spider - a spider-in-residence, if you will.That spider built her own web, which the lab then scanned, using their own refinement ofTomas’ technique. They then created a virtual 3D model of the web - and this led to a series of
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experiments, several research papers, and one dissertation. This impacted Tomas’ own ongoingspider-related art, and sparked two other artistic collaborations, the Spider Salon Jam Sessionswhich Tomas organized for various venues, and the Arachnodrone/Spiders Canvas project thatwas generated here at MIT with myself, Isabelle Su, Christine Southworth, and Ian Hattwick. Wesee this as a successful residency, establishing an extremely symbiotic relationship betweenartists, engineers, and a spider.
Simultaneously, Tomas developed a relationship with MIT’s Earth, Atmospheric & PlanetarySciences, in connection with his Aerocene project. Aerocene advocates fossil-free flight andhas in fact conducted multiple test flights, some at MIT, but also including the world’s first fullysolar-powered human free flight, in Argentina. To assist in this work, a team of MIT atmosphericscientists developed software which Tomas named the "Float Predictor", an interactive websitethat uses atmospheric data to determine potential flight paths for the Aerocene, and which isnow part of the project. This work has now been presented at numerous international venues,ranging from the Paris climate summit in 2015, to Saraceno’s own large one-man exhibition atPalais de Tokyo in 2018. Researchers were able to channel at least some part of their work intoan ongoing work of environmental art.
CAST’s set some initial conditions, made meetings happen, facilitated dialogue – and the resultswere multidisciplinary and fluid: research both published and ongoing, tools for art and science,and new artwork both by Tomas himself and by others in dialogue with him. Outcomes bothexpected and unforeseen, and work that continues past the residency itself.
Next, the collaboration with highly distinguished visual Agnieszka Kurant. Her first project at MITwas a collaboration with a group of graduate students from a variety of disciplines, working on a‘signature hack’ for MIT’s annual Hacking Arts Festival, which we help to sponsor. The result was
Animal Internet, involving live web-cams of polar bears and tigers convolved with algorithmscalibrating crowd-sourced emotional responses from the Internet, resulting in what Kurant callsa ‘collective Tamagotchi’ - and only made possible by a collaboration that included work frommultiple disciplines, and, of course, the right artist. Agneiska then began working with Boris Katz,a research scientist in CSAIL’s InfoLab - CSAIL is the Computer Science and Artificial IntelligenceLaboratory. The result was Assembly Line, a very different sort of crowd-sourced algorithmicsculpture, which involves an inversion of facial recognition technology. This then spurred acommission from MIT for Kurant to create a large piece of public art based on anonymoussignatures for display on the facades of two new buildings at MIT in Kendall Square, again incollaboration with MIT computer scientists and students, and this work, The End of Signature,has been completed and installed. 3 significant works by an extremely interesting artist, all done- and indeed only possible in this particular iteration - by collaboration with MIT researchers.
In summary, what works is a combination of elements: an artist for whom preparatory researchis part of their practice, and who is able to break their vision into concrete elements. Scientistswho are willing to suspend disbelief, and who are able to release researchers and/or equipmentfrom other projects. Under these conditions, a common ground can be established around ex-perimentation, risk-taking, and problem solving. A successful collaboration generates rewardingoutcomes in all collaborator’s fields. Some threats to collaboration include conflicts aroundauthorship and ownership, hierarchical divisions of labor in the laboratory, differing conceptionsof problem solving, over reliance on preconceived outcomes, and external factors such as publicinterest or press skewing to one part of the collaboration to the exclusion of the other.
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In our experience, what really works in a successful art-science collaboration is asymmetry,a willingness to embrace edge effects and a spirit of parallel play. A successful residency isan overture, not a conclusion, one that allows for duration and evolution and that embracesunexpected outcomes.

Life, The Universe and Everything: Science Fiction for Teaching
Astronomy

Speaker: Julie Nekola Nováková, Laboratory of Evolutionary Biology,Department of Philosophy and History of Science, Faculty of Science, CharlesUniversity, Prague, Czech Republic and European Astrobiology Institute

Narrative helps people remember more facts and make connec-tions between them, making it a useful tool for outreach andeducation in general. In science education, it is especially helpfulto increase understanding of the process (scientific method) andinterdisciplinarity. I will present examples and best practice forhow scientists can use storytelling for science communication aswell as how existing stories (be it science fiction literature, movies,drama or even opera) can be used to illustrate scientific conceptsand elicit curiosity.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/xZMOTvLzK_0

‘What has inspired you to pursue a career in science or technology?’ A lot of scientists, engineersor entrepreneurs answer by citing science fiction as one of their early sources of inspiration.That is perhaps not surprising, given that this genre of storytelling is directly inspired by scienceand can showcase it to the audience. While most science fiction does not feature much realisticscience and technology, using "technobabble" instead, it still often portrays science as anexciting venture worth pursuing (one example that comes to mind, which mostly uses fictitious"technobabble", but has constantly showed science in good light, is Star Trek).
Aside from inspiration, science fiction (SF) can be used more directly to teach scientific concepts.Narrative has been found to help learning motivation and knowledge acquisition, though it maydepend on prior knowledge of the subject (Wolfe & Mienko 2007, Furman et al. 2007, Glaseret al. 2009). The interdisciplinary nature of the SF genre can reflect multiple scientific fieldsand help connect their findings for people (Vrasidas et al. 2015, Thévenon 2018, Jordan & Silva2019). Last but not least, science fiction often features diverse characters and could be helpfulin reaching underrepresented communities.
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However, scientists using storytelling in outreach and education should remember that any storyshould primarily remain a story and not sacrifice narrative to include more scientific content– a better approach would be to start with a good story and then discuss the science in moredetail.
Using this approach at the European Astrobiology Institute (EAI), we have produced a freelyavailable e-book anthology Strangest of All (ed. Nováková 2020) of reprint SF stories withastrobiological themes, each accompanied by a nonfiction science essay and tips for use inclassroom activities (high school/undergraduate level). Its success prompted us to create amore ambitious book of original stories and essays in both print and e-book. Life Beyond Us,containing 28 SF stories and essays, will be published by Laksa Media Publishing in cooperationwith the EAI in fall 2022 around the time of the launch of the European Spage Agency’s Marsrover Rosalind Franklin.
Numerous science fiction works, especially books, feature quite realistic science and can beused as starting points for outreach. To name only a few: Contact by Carl Sagan, To Be Taught if
Fortunate by Becky Chambers, or Project Hail Mary by Andy Weir. Among movies and series,there are good examples too – book adaptations like The Martian or The Expanse, or originalworks such as Europa Report or For All Mankind. An extensive list of stories featuring variousastronomical topics is kept by Andrew Fraknoi and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific(2015). Finally, one can even find drama and opera inspired by science and containing importantscientific concepts, like Michael Frayn’s drama Copenhagen, where the uncertainty principleis discussed, or Phillip Glass’ opera Einstein on the Beach, alluding for instance on the topic ofthe theory of relativity. These and numerous other works present a good starting place to getscience across to the general public.
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Interdisciplinary Links between the School Curriculum and the
Big Ideas in Astronomy: A Case Study in Chile

Speaker: Lara Rodrigues, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Chile
Collaborators: Maximiliano Montenegro (Universidad de La Serena, Chile)

In this talk, we propose that the Big Ideas in Astronomy (Retr etal., 2019) can be used as a framework to relate different sciencetopics in the curriculum to up-to-date astronomical ideas, thusallowing the development of astronomy literacy at school throughinterdisciplinary links. We present a case study in Chile, wherewe characterized the opportunities to learn astronomy within thescience curriculum from grades 1 to 12 and identified all learningobjectives connectedwith the Big Ideas. We show the developmentof two interdisciplinary classroom units in collaboration withPhysics, Chemistry, Biology, Arts, and elementary science schoolteachers. Finally, we discuss the main achievements and challengeswe faced in this project and some ideas for the future.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/kEM1GhuAPPgs

Astronomy has a great potential to awaken children’s curiosity for science and improve theirscientific literacy [1]. However, it has a small presence within the school curricula worldwideand is mainly descriptive and restricted to Earth-Moon-Sun topics [2]. In fact, all OECD membercountries include astronomical topics in their school curriculum, but only 27% of the curriculaexplicitly mention some astronomy content in all grades, and these are mostly based on factsrather than concepts [3]. In Chile, home of the world’s largest telescopes, astronomy is evenmore relevant as a vector for science education, and the last curricular reform increased thenumber of astronomical topics in the national science curriculum. However, this new curricularversion has not been analyzed in detail.
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The present talk proposes that the Big Ideas in Astronomy [4] can frame interdisciplinary linkswithin the school curriculum to promote astronomy literacy, as it can relate other science topicsin the curriculum to up-to-date astronomical ideas. This argument is based on the results froma case study of the opportunities to learn astronomy within the Chilean science curriculum andfrom developing two astronomy interdisciplinary units focusing on Big Ideas.
A curricular case study in Chile:

The study corpus includes the science sections of all Chilean curricular documents, from grades1 to 12. The documents’ learning objectives were split into smaller units (micro-objectives) toclearly identify the contents promoted in them, following a segmentation methodology [5].Then, the micro-objectives (m-os) were classified according to their relation to astronomy (seetable below). Finally, all astronomy-related m-os were classified in three dimensions: astronomy
subject [3], cognitive process [6], and Big Ideas in Astronomy (BIA, [4]). This talk focuses onlyon the BIA classification, which used the eleven ideas from the original booklet definition ofastronomy literacy.
Relation to astronomy Criteria
Directly related (DR) Micro-objectives that refer explicitly and exclusively to space phenomena or technology

Indirectly related (IR)

Micro-objectives that refer explicitly but not exclusively to space phenomena or technologyorMicro-objectives that do not refer explicitly to space phenomena or technology but areconnected to the Big Ideas in Astronomy(Retrê et al, 2019)
Not related (NR) Micro-objectives that do not refer explicitly to space phenomena or technology andCANNOT be connected to the Big Ideas in Astronomy(Retrê et al, 2019)

The main results from this study were: first that only 8% of the m-os are directly related (DR) toastronomy, and these appear solely in grades 1, 3, 9, and 10. Alternatively, the m-os indirectlyrelated (IR) to astronomy correspond to 14% of the science curriculum and are present inall grades. In this sense, less than 25% of the Chilean science curriculum can be related toastronomy.
Furthermore, regarding the classification in BIA (Figure 1), we can see that the DR m-os arepresent in 8 of the 11 BIAs, with a predominance of ideas 2 and 7. The IR m-os are distributedin 9 of the 11 BIAs, covering those absent in the DR ones and predominantly in ideas 10 and 5.Moreover, when looking at the whole graphic, we can see that the Chilean science curriculumcould cover all BIAs, but with fewer opportunities for ideas 1, 3, 6, and 9.
In conclusion, the DR m-os occupy only a small portion of the Chilean science curriculum,representing a low percentage of all m-os, covering only a third of the school grades, with asmall variety of astronomy topics, and predominantly with low cognition levels. On the otherhand, the IR m-os appear in all grades and includemore topics and higher cognitive processes. Inthis sense, it seems that the astronomy potential for science education is not well explored in theChilean curriculum, but there are opportunities to address astronomy through interdisciplinarytopics such as astrobiology, climate-change, and technology. Likewise, when looking at theclassification in terms of the BIA, it seems that teaching astronomical topics through IR m-os is away to improve astronomy literacy in school education. However, it is also challenging, becausea teacher would need more profound knowledge in astronomy to notice these opportunities –so we should provide them with knowledge and resources.
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Figure 1: Micro-objectives (m-os) classification in terms of the Big Ideas in Astronomy (BIA).

Practical examples: interdisciplinary astronomy classroom units

The first unit focuses on BIA 10 (we may not be alone in the universe). It was developed in 2019as a joint work with science education researchers and last year pre-service teachers in physics,chemistry and biology, and primary education science. We developed two parallel units (forboth 3rd and 9th grades) with the same guiding question: How can we know if there is life on
a planet? The units start with a motivation exercise with news about the TRAPPIST-1 system,proceed with an astro-game in 3rd grade and disciplinary tasks in 9th grade, and end with anactivity to answer the initial question with evidence collected during the unit.
The second one focuses on Idea 7 (we are all made of stardust). It was developed in 2020 withthree science education researchers and five secondary school in-service teachers in physics,biology, and arts. The guiding question was: what is the meaning of "we are all stardust"? Thefinal unit is planned for nine classroom hours in 9th grade, including game development and anartistic installation at school.
Discussion and conclusions

The BIA can frame interdisciplinary links within the school curriculum to promote astronomyliteracy, and a good practical application is the development of classroom units. However, itrequires joint work with an interdisciplinary team (astronomers, education specialists, teachers,etc), so it is not a simple task. Thus, the astronomy education communitymust provide resources:we can make an international effort and develop local initiatives, detailing the interdisciplinaryrelations between the school curricula and the BIA, and create handbooks for teacher trainingand professional development programs, aiming to apply these results in the classroom.
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Teaching Critical Thinking Skills with Astronomy

Speaker: Frédéric Pitout, Institut de recherche en astrophysique et planétologie,Toulouse, France
Students, like all citizens, are inundated with all sort of news bythe media and social networks. That news turns out sometimesto be completely false and it is not easy to make the differencebetween a trustworthy information and a fake news. In France,probably as in many other countries, raising students’ - andteachers’! - awareness of critical thinking as become a priority. Weshall discuss and illustrate with a few examples how astronomycan be advantageously used to train the three pillars of criticalthinking: the scientific methods, including history of science andepistemology, media and information literacy, and the knowledgeof the main cognitive biases.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/175U-qXQBhk

How long have we known the shape of the Earth and how was it determined? How can wefight against misconceptions about the phases of the Moon, the seasons, weightlessness etc.?
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Cover of the book "Beliefs and misconceptions in astronomy" published by CLEA. It was writtenas a "small guidebook for teachers and educators who face numerous misconceptions, beliefsor fake news".

Are ancient beliefs about astrology or the Moon’s influence on birth rate justified? What is theevidence that Americans went to the Moon? Search engines, social networks or media some-times convey uncontrolled information, which combines knowledge and fake news, scientificinformation and beliefs or conspiracy theories. How to avoid these traps if our students donot have the reflex or the habit of analysing the sources of a presentation, the qualities of itsauthor, the contradictory opinions? We therefore propose to explore three complementaryways for transmitting critical thinking skills: the scientific method to explain how astronomical(and more generally, scientific) knowledge is built, media and information education to transmitgood practices, and finally raise students’ awareness of cognitive biases. We think astronomylends itself perfectly to this because it is far from sensible topics and rests on some robustknowledge.
Construction of scientific knowledge: the example of the shape of the Earth

To illustrate the construction of knowledge in astronomy, an interesting subject to explore is theshape of the Earth. Not only because some cast doubts on what we have known for centuries
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about the rotundity of our planet, but also and above all because it is a fine example that calls onvarious notions: astronomy, geometry, optics, etc. It is also a textbook case of reasoned debate(possibly ad absurdum) and illustration of the effects of rhetoric and cognitive biases that wewill see later. The shape of the Earth is a typical example of knowledge that we all (or almost ...)have, but that we would generally have a hard time justifying, demonstrating. The curvatureof the ocean on the horizon? Barely visible. We would rather point out that on the top of alighthouse we can see further; that if the constellations visible in the sky depend on the latitude;that if the length of the shadows cast is, at a given moment, longer in Alexandria than in Syene(Eratosthenes’ experiment), it is because the Earth is (nearly) a sphere. The interpretation ofthis experiment with a flat Earth also works, but it leads to a very small Sun-Earth distance thatis in total contradiction to all that we know.
Media and information literacy

Identify the sourcesWe receive floods of information daily through multiple channels: TV, newspapers, magazines,websites, social networks, etc. It is not always easy to sort out what is trustworthy informationand what is fake news. So we have to instil in our students some good practices. What is thesource and is it reliable? Who is making the point? On behalf of whom or what is he talkingabout?
Reading images and graphsIn astronomy, photos of celestial objects, images recomposed from snapshots taken in wave-lengths invisible to our eyes and computer-generated images are sometimes mixed up. Withoutmore explanations and without the necessary scientific background, untrained students caneasily be confused. It is then advisable to explain and insist on the way images are produced inastronomy. Also, we are showered with graphics to show such or such parameters changing overtime; sometimes without the necessary captions, with truncated axes or a misleading colourcode. Here too, it is essential to have some good practices when looking at and interpreting agraph.
Cognitive biases

This last theme, and not the least, is the result of decades of study and experience in psychologyand social sciences. Cognitive biases are those little distortions in thinking that distract our brainfrom rationality. It is important that the students – as well as the teachers! – are aware of those.Regarding the things of heaven, a remarkable example is the role the Barnum effect plays inthe belief in astrology. The Barnum effect (or the Forer effect, or the sink effect) explains thateveryone will make even the vaguest description of any personality their own. Clearly, in a fuzzydescription, we will find everything that applies to ourselves while obscuring the details that donot correspond. Psychologists speak of the subjective validation effect. Obviously, this effectis very popular with astrologists. However, studies and small experiments show unequivocallythat astrology does not work (besides having no scientific basis). Another well-known bias,which wreaks havoc in the understanding of scientific facts and therefore in the acceptanceof science, is the confirmation bias: each of us tends to give more credit to information thatconfirms what we already know (or think we know). This effect tends to form communities onforums and social networks where internet users sharing the same misconceptions maintaintheir own mistakes.
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Being critical requires constant attention that our brains cannot handle. We can however becautious and aware of our own limits in reasoning and being careful not to drawhasty conclusionsfromwhat we hear and see. We have presented some good reasons for teaching critical thinkingskills through astronomy and outlined the method proposed by CLEA. This involves addressingthree complementary areas: the construction of scientific knowledge, media education andawareness of cognitive biases. To go further, the reader can refer to the special issue number 13of CLEA [1] and to the "Astronomy and critical thinking" dossier designed with the La main à laPâte Foundation [2].
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Integrating Earth & Space Science Education in our Schools

Presenter: William H. Waller, IAU/OAE/US-NAEC, Endicott College and TheGalactic Inquirer, USA
Currently, the interdisciplinary science of Astronomy (or SpaceScience) is seriously under-taught in most primary and secondaryschools. Instead, the core sciences of Physics, Chemistry, andBiology are typically emphasized. The Earth sciences, like theSpace Sciences, are also poorly represented – despite their vitalimportance for our shared well-being. In this presentation, I arguein support of teaching the Earth & Space Sciences together, so thatstudents can attain a more holistic understanding of their physicalenvironment, how it came to be, and where it is headed. Suchteaching (and teachers) should receive the same priority as in theteaching of Physics, Chemistry, and Biology as will be explained.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/B2xkVISh3YI

Currently, the interdisciplinary science of Astronomy (or Space Science) is seriously under taughtin most primary and secondary schools. Instead, the core sciences of Physics, Chemistry, andBiology are typically emphasized. The Earth sciences, like the Space Sciences, are also poorlyrepresented – despite their vital importance in describing key processes within and amongthe rocky Earth, its ice caps, oceans and atmosphere that affect our shared well-being. In thispresentation, I argue in support of teaching the Earth & Space Sciences together, so that studentscan attain a more holistic understanding of their physical environment, how it came to be, andwhere it is headed. Such teaching (and teachers) should receive the same priority as in theteaching of Physics, Chemistry, and Biology. My reasoning for bundling and advancing Earth& Space Science education has institutional, scientific, and cultural underpinnings. These willbe discussed along with ideas for enhancing the interaction, cooperation, and coordination ofEarth & Space Science educators worldwide (see https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ikt
mzxZYdwH2HsilFYp0FRzkcqt4fAMO/view?usp=sharing).
CALL TO ACTION:

To effectively bundle and advance Earth & Space Science education worldwide, our stakeholderinstitutions need to do a better job of interacting, cooperating, and coordinating. They include1. Earth & space science organizations (e.g. NASA, ESA, IAU, AGU, EGU, AAS, etc.)2. Science and education departments in colleges and Universities.3. National associations of science educators (NSTA, NAGT, NESTA, NASE, ASP, etc.)4. State boards of education (MA DESE, CA Dept. of Education, etc.)
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I recommend that the IAU and AGU get the ball rolling by first establishing relations with thelargest astronomical, geophysical, oceanographic, and meteorological associations. Once wehave agreed upon tangible cooperative goals and strategies towards advancing Earth & SpaceScience Education worldwide, we could then reach out to engage the larger national scienceacademies and associations along with national organizations of science teachers. These effortsat coordinating Earth & Space Science Education would help engender among subsequentgenerations a much greater awareness of and appreciation for our vital connections with theEarth, Solar System, Galaxy, and greater Cosmos.

Teaching the History and Philosophy of Astronomy

Presenter: Chris Impey, University of Arizona, USA

Astronomy is a subject with a rich and long history, and connectionsto the development of some of the most important ideas in physics.The philosophical implications of the subject are often neglectedin introductory survey courses. A framework is presented forteaching the history and philosophy of astronomy in a way thatengages students, lets them work in small groups, and encouragesthem to develop writing and reasoning skills. The class is enlivenedby short videos and debates. This type of class appeals to a broadrange of non-science college students.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/Zr__H2yh16g

Astronomy is a subject with a rich and long history, and connections to the development of someof the most important ideas in physics. The philosophical implications of the subject are oftenneglected in introductory survey courses. A framework is presented for teaching the historyand philosophy of astronomy in a way that engages students, lets them work in small groups,and encourages them to develop writing and reasoning skills. The class is enlivened by shortvideos and debates. This type of class appeals to a broad range of non-science college students.The associated poster video gives a brief overview of the course.
Pedagogy: The class is divided into thirteen weekly modules: Ancient Skies, Greek Science,Revolutions, Telescopes, Gravity, Evolution, Mapping, Relativity, Quantum Theory, Stars & Atoms,Galaxies, Big Bang, and Life in the Universe. The core content is 18 hours of video lectures,broken into shorter, 6-8 minute-topics, with associated slides. Half the class time is dedicated todebates and discussions, with students responding to weekly prompts in class, working in smallgroups, then doing individual homework each week on a discussion topic selected from a smalllist. Homework is presented in VoiceThread, a tool which allows for multimedia presentations,
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and which lets students easily comment on each other’s work. A semester-long project allowsfor a deeper exploration of one of the topics of the class.
Learning Goals: This course is for non-science majors, and it does not assume any prior astron-omy knowledge. Such students may not need astronomy after college but can benefit from anappreciation for our understanding of how the universe works. Learning goals are for them tobe able to:

• Appreciate the role of logic and scientific method in advancing astronomy knowledge.
• Understand how different cultures conceived of space and time throughout history.
• Describe how dramatically our view of the universe has changed in the past century.
• Convey aspects of astronomy in a way that any non-science major would understand.
• Recognize the different roles of theory and observation in advancing our knowledge.
• Describe the relationship of astronomy to other fields of science, and also to religion.
• See how science strives for objectivity, but also operates as a human, cultural activity.
• Understand how philosophical thinking can work to advance astronomical knowledge.
• Demonstrate your comprehension of an astronomy topic in a multimedia presentation.

MOOC: A spin-off of this course is a massive open online class, or MOOC, developed for theCoursera platform. This lets the same material reach a very large audience of adult, lifelonglearners. A MOOC typically free and not for college credit, but high-performing students canpay $100 for certificates of completion. The MOOC was launched in September, 2021.
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Raising the Interest and Reaching out with Interdisciplinary
Astronomy

Presenter: Maria Sundin, Department of Physics, University of Gothenburg,Sweden
Numerous people in varied ages and backgrounds are interested inastronomy, but not everybody. Having lectured in interdisciplinarycourses in astronomy for more than 25 years, I would like to sharesome of the topics that have worked well to attract studentsthat not normally would have applied for an astronomy course.These topics could be useful for all teachers since they (1) raisethe interest for several students and (2) open for collaborationsbetween subjects such as astronomy and e.g. history, art, music,philosophy, psychology, culture, navigation, sports as well as thenatural sciences. The contribution will be built around 10 specificquestions e.g. "Which phases of the moon are most common inart?", "Who will go to Mars?" and "What events are related to thePleiades?".
Poster link: https://youtu.be/d7YjM7Z745A

Numerous people of all ages and with varied backgrounds are interested in astronomy, butnot everybody. Having lectured in interdisciplinary courses in astronomy for more than 25years, I would like to share some of the topics that have worked well to attract students thatwould not normally have applied for an astronomy course. These topics could be useful forteachers on all levels since they (1) raise the interest for several students and (2) open forcollaborations between subjects such as astronomy and for example language, history, art,music, philosophy, psychology, culture, navigation, sports as well as the natural sciences. A vastnumber of interdisciplinary subjects and questions exist, something I would wish for everybodyto be aware of when teaching astronomy. In this paper, I have chosen five specific themes asexamples.
Astronomy and sports – Equestrians sportsHow high can a horse jump on Mars? Can a horse breathe on Mars? Is it too cold for horseson Mars? These questions are related to equestrian sports. Most sports can function as anintroduction to other planets or zero-gravity. Students can also be encouraged to invent newsports suitable for different gravities.
Astronomy and Art – The phases of the moonArt showing the moon can initiate a discussion about the phases of the moon, calendars, theApollo-project or perhaps a dialogue about shape and colour in an art class. Looking at manypaintings of the moon, most likely you will find them depicting the moon in full phase or asa crescent. "The sheepfold in moonlight" by Jean-Francois Millet is one of the few paintingsillustrating a gibbous moon.
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Astronomy and Ethnology – The PleiadesWhen will the weather turn cold? How far away is the dawn? Will the rainy season start soon?Countless people throughout history have looked to the Pleiades for the answer. The Pleiades iseasy to identify. Explain why they can be used as a calendar or a celestial clock and talk aboutwhat they really are: newborn stars. As an alternative, you can initiate a combined project inethnology or history and explore myths and usage of the Pleiades.
Astronomy, Technology and Architecture - StarshipsWhich is the best design of a starship? Is there gravity on a starship? How can a sustainableenvironment be created on a starship? Starships can be used to address questions in subjectssuch as physics, design, art, psychology, economics, law and literature. One advantage is thatthe theme of starships is easy to adapt to different age groups.
Astronomy and Navigation – The VikingsHow did the Vikings navigate? Can you use the sun to find your latitude? Why does the positionof the sun in the sky vary? The Vikings sailed during the summer following almost the samelatitude from Norway to Iceland, Greenland and North America. It is believed that they possiblyused a gnomon casting a shadow on a small disc. Students can explore their creativity by learningto determine direction and latitude using the sun and a stick.
Resources:

• Maryboy, N., A guide to Navajo Astronomy, 2004 https://www.raritanval.edu/sit
es/default/files/aa_PDF%20Files/6.x%20Community%20Resources/6.4.5_SD.
10.NavajoSkies.pdf

• Sølver, C., The Discovery of an Early Bearing-Dial The Journal of Navigation , Volume 6 ,Issue 3 , July 1953 , pp. 294 – 296 https://doi.org/10.1017/S0373463300027314
• Instrument navigation in the Viking Age https://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/p
rofessions/education/knowledge-of-sailing/instrument-navigation-in-t
he-viking-age

• Snedegar, K, Astronomy in Sub-Saharan Africa https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-40
20-4425-0_8461

• Sundin, M, et al., Two studies using space sports in education and outreach – Sailingon Titan and Equestrian Sports on Mars XXXth General Assembly of the InternationalAstronomical Union, Vienna, August 20-31, 2018 https://gup.ub.gu.se/file/207694
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Teacher Workshop for the Design of Astronomy
Interdisciplinary School Lessons

Presenter: Maximiliano Montenegro, Instituto de InvestigaciónMultidisciplinario en Ciencia y Tecnología, Universidad de La Serena, Chile
Collaborators: Lara Rodrigues (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile), Ruby Olivares, Car-olina Molina (Liceo 1 Javiera Carrera), Gabriela Clares, Lorena Lastra, Gabriela Contreras, DavidAparicio
In this poster, we present a workshop that aims to support thedesign of an interdisciplinary unit anchored in an astronomictopic, aligned to the national education standards to be appliedat school time. By first identifying the students’ needs andastronomy interests, the workshops support the teacher’s designof a unit structured around a guiding question, with activitiesin every discipline that gather evidence to answer it, and a finalassessment that integrates all the gathered evidence for answeringthe question. Its implementation in a Chilean public high schoolis also presented, where a group of five teachers of physics,biology, and art designed a unit to answer What does it meansthat we are stardust?". Finally, school conditions for a successfulimplementation are discussed."
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p29

Although Astronomy is considered a gateway to other sciences, able to attract more minoritiesand women to science and engineering careers, its presence in National Science curriculaacross countries is relatively low, mainly concentrated in lower grades and promoted throughdescriptive contents (Salimpour et al., 2020). That is the case in Chile, where the problemhas arisen (Marinkovic, 2016; Rodrigues, 2021;) and several solutions have been proposed.In our project, we created interdisciplinary lessons aligned to the curriculum as a solution toovercome these difficulties. Following Begg and Vaughan’s (2011) definitions, in this work, weare focused on the readiest interdisciplinary work, namely multidisciplinary work, where a groupof researchers works in parallel from their disciplinary-specific bases to address a commonproblem. However, interdisciplinarity is not easy to foster, and some conditions must be met(National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine,2005), like promoting bridges across disciplines, institutional support to those bridges, sharedinstruments, and locations and personnel policies that recognize interdisciplinarity.
In this poster, we present the structure of a Teacher Workshop designed to gather teachers,educators, and astronomers for collaborating to design astronomy-related and engagingmultidis-ciplinary lessons aligned to the National Curriculum’s learning objectives. The multidisciplinaryunit was structured around a scientific question as a scientific practice (National Research Coun-cil; 2012) that rises from a current piece of news that should be answered by the students. Then,
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several activities were designed to gather evidence from every discipline involved. Finally, thelast activity integrated all the gathered evidence and fully answered the scientific question. Theindependent activities across disciplines allowed teachers to manage their activities inside theirschool schedule and reduce the impact of the multidisciplinary lesson in the school organization.The final integrated activity was required to allow students to share a common view acrossdisciplines of the worked-out problem. The teacher workshop spanned six weeks, starting withone week for defining the focusing question that would guide the unit. Then, it followed twoweeks of activity selection, adaptation, or creation, one week for the design of the integratedassignment, and two more weeks for the final assembly of the unit. The final product was amultidisciplinary unit guided by the question "What does it mean that we are stardust?" withart, biology, and physics lessons aligned to their learning objectives. It was composed of eightlessons, five within one subject matter and three that included all three subject matters. Thecreation of this unit raised several challenges that are discussed in depth.
References:

• Begg, M. D., and R. D. Vaughan (2011). Are biostatistics students prepared to succeedin the era of interdisciplinary science? (and how will we know?). American Statistician65(2):71-79.
• Cabezón, S., & Rodríguez, V. (Eds.) (2016). Alcanzando las estrellas: hallazgos de lascumbres chileno-estadounidenses de educación y difusió n de la astronomía. Retrieved27 April 2020 from http://www.aui.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Reachin
g-for-the-Stars_lg.pdf

• Marinovic, F. (2016). Estudio Astronomía y Marca País: una mirada desde la opiniónpública chilena. Santiago: Fundación Imagen de Chile.
• National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute ofMedicine.2005. Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research. Washington, DC: The National AcademiesPress. https://doi.org/10.17226/11153.
• National Research Council (2010). NewWorlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astro-physics. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1
7226/12951.

• National Research Council (2001). Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium.Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. DOI: https://doi.org/10.17226/9
839.

• National Research Council (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices,Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. Committee on a Conceptual Framework for NewK-12 Science Education Standards. Board on Science Education, Division of Behavioraland Social Sciences and Education. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.17226/13165

• Rodrigues, L., Montenegro, M., Meneses, A. (2021) Interdisciplinary links between thecurriculum and the Big Ideas in Astronomy: a case study in Chile. Oral presentation at the
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3rd Shaw-IAU Workshop on Astronomy for Education.
• Salimpour, S., Bartlett, S., Fitzgerald, M.T., McKinnon, D. H., Cutts, K. R., James, C. R.,Miller, S., Danaia, L., Hollow, R. P., Cabezon, S., Faye, M., Tomita, A., Max, C., de Korte, M.,Baudouin, C., Birkenbauma, D., Kallery, M., Anjos, S., Wu, Q., Chu, H., Slater, E., Ortiz-Gil,A. The Gateway Science: a Review of Astronomy in the OECD School Curricula, IncludingChina and South Africa. Res Sci Educ (2020). DOI: https://doi-org.pucdechile.idm
.oclc.org/10.1007/s11165-020-09922-0

Bringing the Sun to School

Presenter: Ana Cecilia Soja, Federal Institute of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil
This work is the result of a two-year project that aimed to introduceclassic sky observation experiments into the regular high schoolcurriculum. They connected areas such as Geography, Science,and Geometry and used low-cost material. Its main objectivewas to reconnect students with basic concepts of Astronomy andScience, showing that it is possible to locate yourself spatially,calculate the size of the Earth or even estimate the size of the Sun.Everything is achieved through just the observation of nature andbasic geometric concepts. The students involved in it improvedboth their performance in the Math and Science classes and theirvision about the scientific method.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/5WjVxm_msX8

This work is the result of a two-year project that aimed at introducing classic sky observationexperiments into the regular high school curriculum. At the present time, where Science is bothso important and the fake news is spreading, it is essential to take every opportunity to bringstudents closer to observational methodology and help them develop evidence-based thinking.So, the project was designed to bring students closer to Science topics through observation andshow that the knowledge in Astronomy – and in Science itself! - is multidisciplinary.
The target was students from the early years of high school (15-16 years old), who had lowachievement in Math and Science. They were invited to participate as volunteers after theirclasses, and we had 30 participants at the end. We did a lot of simple observational experimentsusing low cost material.
The first one was based on the classical experiment done by Erathostenes in the III centuryB.C in order to determine the Earth diameter. To perform it, you have to observe the smallershadow of a bar in two different places of Earth at same time and compare their size. We did
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this experiment in partnership with a school in Argentina and our result was very close to thereal value, which motivated the students in the beginning. In this experiment, we use just paperand a small wooden bar.
Another experiment that was very successful was the determination of the Sun’s diameter. Forthis, we only need a piece of paper with a hole that projects the Sun’s light on the ground. Thestudents measure the diameter of the projected image and the distance between the paperand the sun image. As we know the distance between Earth and Sun, we can estimate the Sundiameter using basic Geometry. With several students taking data at the same time, it was stillpossible to discuss errors and arrive at a very precise value. The discussion about performing anexperiment several times is also very important to show how Science works.
We also promoted sky observation and the construction of a solar clock. Many students hadquestions about basic topics, such as the Earth’s movements and seasons that could be discussedduring the activities.
These low-cost experiments helped students to understand the science as a whole process,while reconnecting them with the observation of natural phenomena. They used knowledge ofdifferent areas and made an approach between Astronomy and Geometry. To their surprise,they discovered that Astronomy and Maths are attached.
Our experience shows that doing this kind of activity can help students with low achievementboth to improve academically in many subjects and change their vision about the scientificmethod.

Virtual Reality for Astronomy Education

Presenter: Jackie Bondell, ARC Centre of Excellence for Gravitational WaveDiscovery, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia
Technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) offer both promise andpitfalls when used in education settings. The visualisations can beawe-inspiring and provide users with a sense of scale of objectsusually difficult to comprehend or visualise. However, VR can belogistically difficult to implement. In this case study, we will sharehow we are using VR-based programs for astronomy classroomlessons and highlight the choices wemade in content and hardwareto ensure the experience is engaging, relevant for participants,and cost-effective. Specifically, we will share Mission Gravity andGravity Explorer, classroom programs in which students collaborateto create models of stellar evolution and gravitation by collectingand analysing data from virtual trips to stars and planets.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/5ufI0bv1Xk8
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Virtual reality is a powerful tool for students to interact with and study features of the Universe.Technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) offer both promise and pitfalls when used in educationsettings. The visualisations can be awe-inspiring and provide users with a sense of the scale ofobjects usually difficult to comprehend or visualise. However, VR can be logistically difficult toimplement. In this case study, we will share how we are using VR-based programs for astronomyclassroom lessons and highlight the choices we made in content and hardware to ensure theexperience is engaging, relevant for participants, and cost-effective. Specifically, we will shareMission Gravity and Gravity Explorer, classroom programs in which students collaborate tocreate models of stellar evolution and gravitation by collecting and analysing data from virtualtrips to stars and planets.
As a former secondary science teacher, the author approached the challenge of developing aneducation program to bring the science of topics related to stellar evolution, black holes, andgravity to the classroom in a manner that would be engaging to students and highlight currentscience and technology advancements while remaining true to the realities of the classroom.We decided to let the school’s curriculum drive the development of our lessons and activity toensure we were relevant for teachers. While keeping in mind bringing together the pedagogicalskills of teachers, the science content skills of the researchers, and the technology that VRvisualisation affords, we focused on five principles to design our education program.

1. The instructional Framework should be student-centered and allow the students to buildtheir understanding of the topic by using their own observations within the virtual starlab of Mission Gravity or the virtual gravitation lab in Gravity Explorer.
2. We used the SAMR model (Puentedura 2014) to serve as a lens through which to evaluatetechnology and its meaningful use in the classroom, focusing on the relevant incorporationof technology for learning
3. The lesson plans used in the classroom are formatted on the 5-E Lesson Plan Model...Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate.
4. The virtual environments were developed in-house and periodically edited and improvedbased on feedback from teachers to allow the content to be driven by curriculum choicesand best classroom practices
5. The VR equipment was chosen due to classroom, bandwidth, & cost constraints, whileoptimizing experience and allowing students to collaborate in their learning.

Additional Resources: Teaching Einsteinian Physics in Schools: https://www.routledge.co
m/Teaching-Einsteinian-Physics-in-Schools-An-Essential-Guide-for-Teacher
s/Kersting-Blair/p/book/9781760877712#, OzGrav Education and Outreach Resources:
https://outreach.ozgrav.org/portal2/.
References:

• Nooriafshar, Mehryar & Williams, Ron & Maraseni, Tek. (2004). The use of virtual realityin education. 6-8.
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• Shapiro, Lawrence & Stolz, Steven. (2019). Embodied cognition and its significance foreducation. Theory and Research in Education. 17. 19-39. 10.1177/1477878518822149.
• Puentedura, R. (2014b). Learning, technology, and the SAMR model: Goals, processes,and practice

Providing Education through Astronomy Clubs

Presenter: Myriam Alqassab, IAU-OAE NOC Bahrain, IDA Advocate and anobserver for the AAVSO, Bahrain

Throughout my journey with astronomy, I found that many peopleare afraid to get involved in astronomy or share what they knowwith the public because they believe they are not educated enough,unqualified, or require a high education certificate in astronomy. Inthis poster, I describe how I started an astronomy club to educatemyself and my community about astronomy, despite having noformal astronomy certificate back then. And I also discuss how thisstep opened bigger opportunities for myself and the members ofBahrain stargazers.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/y8eaxKNKiOQ
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Proceeding with astronomy as a hobby or career might be hard at first for many, especially forthose who live in a country where most people are uninterested in astronomy. Some may feelunqualified or not educated enough, or theymay believe they require a high degree in astronomyto be involved in the field. Astronomy clubs play a big role in spreading awareness, knowledgeand providing education by arranging stargazing sessions, seminars, webinars, workshops, andmore. In the poster, I shared my journey about how I established the first Astronomy club inBahrain, and how I succeeded in creating a passionate community of astronomy enthusiastswho would do anything to help me continue Astronomy outreach in our country.

Astronomy Education Without Borders
New approaches for international cooperation about Astronomy

Presenter: Exodus Chun-Long Sit, External Vice-President of Starrix, Hong Kong

This talk explores the reframing of future abilities and promotionalstrategies that would be crucial to Astronomy educators andadvocates, in response to the changes in popular science promotioncaused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Unlike the traditional observa-tional events, through Transmedia Innovation, integrating scienceand arts could be an effective method to visualize the knowledgeand values of Astronomy education, from reconstructing inspiringmindsets to building a shared-valued community without borders.It could also contribute effectively to interactive teaching anddesign thinking for solving real-life problems related to Astronomy.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/IRruDurL0Gg

Traditionally, observational events are organized by regional astronomical organizations andspace museums, specifically amateur astronomers and enthusiasts. Global collaboration withexperts’ concerted efforts induces a synergy effect within innovative festivals, such as GlobalAstronomyMonth (GAM), IAU 100 Global Celebrations, and International Dark Sky Week (IDSW).Taking advantage of social media channels and interactive communication tools, it would be ben-eficial to gather astronomy professionals and stakeholders from different disciplines, includingsenior mentors and youth advocates, and keep updating approaches for creating promotionalmaterials and shared-value open resources.
Despite the anticipated consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, the great passion for orga-nizing festivals had not been affected by provincial and territorial restrictions on travel. Thisprovides a space for thinking and redefining the methodology and strategies of astronomyeducation, in discussion with national coordinators from other places and continents through
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online conferences and seminars. Gathering with people around the globe instantly can beencouraging to explore potential partnerships with common goals and interests. This can be-come an invaluable experience to express ideas without the limitations of regions, time zones,languages, technologies, and resources. Festivals are not only for traditional celebration andheritage conservation, but can also share happiness and cultural values by encouraging cooper-ative learning and inspiring discussions, cultivating future abilities and common sustainabilitygoals as change-makers.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

An issue clearly emerged in our discussion: whatever action one takes, specific care should betaken in relation to any "minorities". For example, the community called for art & science initia-tives capable of engaging visually-impaired people too, with specially designed exhibits or piecesof art. There were also worries about possible conflicts of astronomy-related artistic projects,which imply interventions in the public space and may affect the interests and sensitivities oflocal populations.
This also applies to the use of storytelling, given its historical and local traditions, which varyfrom country to country. While its power as a teaching tool is widely recognized (for exampleStorylines are embedded in the Next Generation Science Standards in the US), care shouldalways be taken to consider local or area authors too – even in Science Fiction’s use for education.On the other hand, an added value of SF is the development of a clear awareness of differentethics and the acceptance of diversity.
Thanks to Big Ideas and to a process of concrete co-designing, teachers and educators can beengaged more deeply. They can help the community to effectively link astronomy to actualschool curricula. The specific links depend on the school level and on the specific country. Thelinks between Astronomy and all the other disciplines should make it possible for teachers touse astronomy for education, which is the vision of our community.
Astronomy education should not strengthen the divisions among different disciplines; rather,it should show that culture and knowledge are a whole - made up of different points of view,strategies, references and so on. And that different types of knowledge can co-exist withoutcontrasts.
The social processes in the construction of science are of great importance. The use of astronomyin promoting critical thinking can gain from a proper interaction with the sociology of science(and with anthropology, pedagogy and so on).
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Astronomy Education Research 101

Session organiser: Saeed Salimpour, Office ofAstronomy for Education/Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy, Germany and Deakin University,Australia

SESSION OVERVIEW

Astronomy Education Research (AER) as a discipline-based researched field is rich, layered andmulti-dimensional, drawing on a range of fields and subfields, which includes but is not limited toeducation, cognitive science, psychometrics, astronomy (and its cognate disciplines) for contentknowledge, and various others.
The AER 101 session was aimed at providing an overview of some key aspects of AER, each ofthese can be unpacked and explored in much more depth than is possible in a single or multiplesessions. Given this aim, the session brought together a panel of experts with vast experiencein conducting AER: Janelle Bailey (Temple University), unpacked Quantitative Methods in As-tronomy Education Research; Julia Plummer (Penn State University), provided an overview ofQualitative Methods in Astronomy Education Research using projects to highlight the charac-teristics of qualitative research; Kathy Cabe Trundle (Utah State University), highlighted thecomplexities involved when conducting research with schools and teachers, and the threetypes of teachers based on their engagement (learners, vacationers, and prisoners); Erik Brogt(University of Canterbury), emphasised the importance of ethics when conducting research,and how as researchers we need to make this our top priority (cardinal principle); and finallyUrban Eriksson (Lund University), editor of the Astronomy Education Journal, highlighted theavenues for publishing when it comes to AER.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Quantitative Research Methods in Astronomy Education
Research

Speaker: Janelle M. Bailey, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, USA
The use of quantitative research methods within astronomyeducation research is appropriate for answering questions aboutchanges in or relationships between variables. Quantitativedata comes in multiple types (categorical/nominal, ordinal,interval/scale, or ratio) and different analysis strategies areappropriate for each. Although assessing p-value for statisticalsignificance is common, it should be used in conjunction withother indicators of statistical quality. Effect size is one of the mostimportant indicators but should be put in context of prior workand theory that drives the research question. It is critical to ensurethat there is strong alignment between your study’s literature andtheoretical framework, research questions, data collection, dataanalysis, and discussion.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/yBMDcWKBHO0

Quantitative research methods are very common within astronomy education research (AER).As such, it is useful to keep in mind a few basics before deciding to embark upon this approach.Many people with astronomy backgrounds will feel quite comfortable with quantitativemethodsbecause they may have used similar statistical analyses within astronomy research, and theyare generally at ease with mathematics. Of course, being proficient in quantitative methodswould likely require a great deal of learning and a large time investment – for example, multiplesemester-long courses or their equivalent. We cannot come close to covering everything here, soinstead I take the focus of hitting some highlights, important or common terms, and foundationalconsiderations for anyone who might not already have experience with quantitative methods.Quantitative methods are typically used for three purposes: to measure differences betweengroups, to understand relationships between variables, or to test hypotheses.
In AER, the group differences question is very common – for example, you might want tocompare grades for students in a course section using a new intervention with students in asection using a traditional instructional approach (or not using the intervention in question).Physics education research (PER) has been using quantitative methods to better understandthe relationship between race/ethnicity and Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores todetermine whether or not the GRE is a good criterion for use in graduate admissions (spoileralert: it is not!) Finally, you might want to test a hypothesis such as, ‘higher spatial reasoningscores will yield higher final course grades’.
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Once you have determined your purpose, you also need to think about the type of data youcan collect. Quantitative data are those that are — or can be converted into — numeric format.There are four types of quantitative data. Categorial (sometimes called nominal) are data thatare distinct types but that have no inherent order to them. A classic example of this is gender –although we could assign female to be 1, non-binary to be 2, and male to be 3, there is nothingabout these classifications that indicate whether one is higher or more intense or better thanthe others as might be interpreted from the assigned numbers. Ordinal data are those thatdo have an inherent order but that there is not necessarily equal separation. Education level(e.g., K-8, high school, college, graduate school) does have an order to it (those examples arelisted from lowest to highest level) but the number of years in each is not necessarily the same.Another common example of ordinal data is the Likert scale (e.g., 1 = strongly disagree to 5 =strongly agree), as there is no guarantee that one person’s difference between 3 and 4 is thesame as their difference between 4 and 5 or as another’s differences. Interval or scale data areordered numbers with equal separate; age, barring leap years, is a great example of this. Finally,
ratio are interval data where 0 means there is no measure of that data. Time on task might bean example from education; temperature measured in Kelvin is a physical science example (notethat temperature measured in Celsius or Fahrenheit is interval data). The types of statisticalanalyses you can perform vary depending upon what type of data you have — for example, amean or median of categorial data is meaningless, but frequency or percentage of each categoryis appropriate.
A decision tree, such as that found in Figure 2.2 of Mertler and Vannatta (2002), can help youdecide what type of analysis is appropriate based upon the number and types of variables (bothdependent and independent) you have. Some of the common analyses you will see withinAER include t-tests, different analyses of variance (ANOVA, ANCOVA, MANOVA, or MANCOVA),linear regression, factor analysis (exploratory or confirmatory), or structural equation modeling.T-tests, a special case of the ANOVA, are among the most commonly used. Most of thesetests will provide some measure of statistical significance, often designated by p-value; .05is most common in education research, though sometimes .1 is used, and smaller values aretypically preferred. The p-value is a measure of how likely it is that the observed effect is realcompared to a statistical model. That said, there are a number of reasons to not rely solelyon p-value (see, e.g., Wasserstein & Lazar, 2016, and associated pieces). One way of betterparameterizing your results is to include effect size, an estimate of the magnitude of difference(or of relationship) between variables (Ferguson, 2016). There are different effect size measuresdepending upon your research question, data, and analysis. Kraft (2020) provides a greatdiscussion on interpreting effect sizes in a way that puts them into context for the type ofresearch at hand. Effect size is particularly useful for comparing multiple studies because itallows for formally analyzing data that comes from studies with different number of participants,analysis types, etc., such as in a metaanalysis where a single omnibus effect size is the goal (aPER example is by Madsen et al., 2015) or a systematic review where the effect sizes are used tosupport clarity without the omnibus calculation (e.g., Lombardi et al., 2021, which includes AERand PER as well as other disciplines).
As you embark upon a quantitative research study (ok, really any kind of study), you want tomake sure there is strong alignment between its different pieces. The background literature andtheoretical framework should explore what has been done and lead into well-informed researchquestions. Those research questions should define the types of data and methods of collection.Quantitative analyses should be determined by the research questions and data types. And the
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results and discussion should connect the analyses back to the theory and prior literature toshow how the study contributes to our understanding of the field. Ensuring such alignment iscritical for robust research design and implementation. The American Psychological Association(APA), whose guidance is typically followed by education researchers, have provided ‘journalarticle reporting standards’ that will help you consider what to include and how to presentcommon types of data (see https://doi.org/10.1037/amp0000389 for the quantitativeJARS; there are qualitative and mixed methods JARS available as well). Finally, if you are notcomfortable with quantitative research methods, collaborating with others is a great way to getgoing.
References:

• Ferguson, C. J. (2016). An effect size primer: A guide for clinicians and researchers. Ameri-can Psychological Association. https://doi.org/10.1037/14805-020
• Kraft, M. A. (2020). Interpreting effect sizes of education interventions. EducationalResearcher, 49(4), 241–253. https://doi.org/10.3102/0013189x20912798
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1529100620973974
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Qualitative Research Methods in Astronomy Education
Research

Speaker: Julia D. Plummer, The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Qualitative researchers are concerned with how the social worldis interpreted, experienced, or understood. Qualitive researchmethods are useful when exploring or identifying unanticipatedphenomena, generating new hypotheses, and gaining a betterunderstanding of an educational context or problem. Thispresentation will introduce you to qualitative research methodsand when they are appropriate to astronomy education researchquestions; why this methodological tradition can contribute toa deeper understanding of teaching and learning; and provideexamples of how to use qualitative methods during studies ofastronomy education.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/73-Jb4RQVk4

This talk provides a broad overview of qualitative research, focusing on when it is appropriateto use qualitative research and some elements of the design of a qualitative research study.Below I describe a few resources that will give additional depth if you are interested in pursuingqualitative research.
Books on qualitative research methods
Glesne & Peshkin (1992). Becoming Qualitative Researchers: An Introduction. Longman.
I cited this text in my talk as it provided a helpful table contrasting qualitative and quantitative
research. The book helpfully clarifies how to think about the role of the researcher as an observer
or participant or both, in your research.

Maxwell (1996). Qualitative Research Design: An Interactive Approach. Sage Publications.
I found this book to be especially helpful as I designed my talk. If you are interested in learning
more about the design of qualitative research studies, this is a useful text as it clarifies the nature
of each aspect of the qualitative research design with helpful examples.

Merriam (1998). Qualitative Research and Case Study Applications in Education. Jossey-Bass.
One useful type of qualitative research is case study, an "intensive, holistic description and
analysis of a single unit or bounded system" (Merriam, 1998, p. 12). This approach is useful when
you want to develop an in-depth understanding of a situation and the people involved.

Saldana (2016). The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers. Sage.
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Once you have taken the plunge and started doing qualitative research, you will soon discover
that you need to think about the systematic process of moving from raw data to findings.
Often this is through a process of generating codes and categories. This is a detailed guide to
the process of coding and all the nuances you might need to think about when working with
qualitative data.

Strauss & Corbin (1998). Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for Devel-oping Grounded Theory. Sage.
Another useful type of qualitative research is grounded theory. Grounded theory is "theory that
was derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process. . .
A researcher does not begin a project with a preconceived theory in mind" (Strauss & Corbin,
1998, p. 12). This is one of the strengths of qualitative research – the ability to develop theory
from data.

Learners, Vacationers, and Prisoners:
Conducting Astronomy Education Research in PreK-12 Settings

Speaker: Kathy Cabe Trundle, Utah State University, USA

To improve science teaching and learning for all children, wemust first understand effective strategies teachers use and thechallenges they face in PreK-12 classrooms. Just as many biologistand geologist conduct field studies out in nature, educationalresearchers’ field work often takes place in PreK-12 settings. Thissession focuses on astronomy education research with teachersand students and provides insights into successfully conductingresearch in schools.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Uh_-BXNGFLM

Why?: Conducting research in school settings allows researchers to understand effective strate-gies teachers use and the challenges they face in PreK-12 classrooms. Just as many biologist andgeologist conduct field studies out in nature, educational researchers’ fieldwork often takesplace in PreK-12 schools and classrooms. Partnerships and collaborations with schools andteachers allow us to work together to improve astronomy teaching and learning for all children.Schools, universities, and researchers share common missions. First, we work to expand theknowledge base of our fields, including what we know about effective strategies for teaching
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astronomy. Second, we strive to educate future generations while we instill and facilitate ourstudents’ interests in and fascination with the wonders and mysteries of the universe.
In order to maximize our influence on astronomy education in PreK-12 classrooms, we mustcommunicate our research to broad audiences, including teachers. One such option is to publishour work in practitioner journals like Science and Children, Science Scope, and The Science
Teacher. Our research team often works with teachers as co-authors on these articles. Theinclusion of the teachers’ perspectives provides authenticity to the manuscripts, and conductingresearch in schools facilitates these co-authoring opportunities to contribute the knowledgebase.
How?: The key to conducting research in school settings resides in relationships – with schooldistricts, science leaders, principals, and most importantly teachers. All relationships withschool personnel should be founded on mutual trust and respect. As academicians, others mayperceive us as disconnected and insulated from "real-world" realities and concerns. Schoolpersonal may see us as aloof "ivory tower" dwellers. Working with teachers and students inPreK-12 classrooms can help bridge the ivory tower gap between universities and schools whileincreasing the relevancy of our work. Establishing close work relationships with teachers iscritical for successful collaborations. A place to initiate a relationship built on trust comes frominclusion of a teacher partner as a member of the research team. Over the years my researchteams have always included an educational researcher (me), a scientist (astronomer, geologist,physicist), and a teacher or teachers. When possible, and especially when working with groupsof teachers, we also include a teacher peer mentor who has experience with the content and/orprior work experience with our team. The inclusion of teachers as research team membersgrounds our work in the realities of the classroom. The teacher serves as a integral teammemberin every step of the research from the design to implementation (instructional intervention) todata gathering and analysis to writing and publication. In fact, we have published numerouspractitioner and research articles with classroom teachers as co-authors.
Where?: Our team experienced the most success in recruiting teachers as research partners byconnecting through existing relationships. For example, we identify teachers who are interestedin educational research via teacher professional development workshops and institutes that weprovide. We also reach out to former students from our classes who are currently classroomteachers. Since these contexts allow for longer-term interactions and the establishment oftrusting relationships, the teachers know us personally. And we have information to help usidentify teachers whomight be interested in the projects andwhowill likely be good contributingteammembers. While we have had the greatest success recruiting through existing relationships,in some caseswehave contacted district science leaders and principalswho recommend teacherswho might be interested in the project.
Who?: In working with inservice and preservice teachers over the years, we have enjoyed col-laborating with many science enthusiasts who are avid learners and great research collaborators.These teachers usually self-select to participate in the workshop, institute, learning opportunity,collaboration, and/or research team. The learners engage with the tasks and content, interactin positive ways with team members, contribute to discussions, and ask questions. In additionto learners, we also have worked with two other types of teachers that we characterize asvacationers and prisoners. We have the utmost respect and admiration for teachers and theircommitments to and sacrifices for their students. By describing these characterizations, we
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do not intend to denigrate teachers, and the characterization is in no way a reflection of theireffectiveness as a classroom teacher. Rather, these next two types of teachers usually emergewhen an administrator selects and/or directs a teacher to participate in a project. In otherwords, the teacher’s participation is not voluntary.
The vacationer teacher may self-select or be selected or directed by an administrator to partici-pate. These teachers disengage for all or a portion of the experiences. The motivation for theseteachers to show up for the experience can stem from an administrator directive, a desiredbreak or vacation from the classroom, and/or the free materials offered with the experience –the souvenirs.
The final type of teacher is the prisoner. An administrator directs, shames (tries to fix a teacherwho does not see herself as broken), or coerces the prisoners to attend the experience. Theseteachers disengage throughout the experiences, and they can be resentful about being forcedor coerced to attend. Prisoners may openly complain about or even disrupt the experience.Thankfully, most of the teachers with whom we have worked over the years are definitelylearners, with very few vacationers or prisoners in the mix. We have found our work withteachers whose motivations originate from sources other than learning or the research itselfto be unproductive. Of course, we work to engage the vacationers and prisoners and provideopportunities and support so that they may shift toward being learners in the experiences.
I offer these characterizations so that you may be aware of the issue of why teachers show upfor workshops, institutes, or research opportunities. Their varying sources of motivation mayinfluence the nature of your relationship with them and affect the success of your researchproject. The key to successful research projects in PreK-12 schools resides in your relationshipswith teachers. Look for the learners and cultivate positive relationships built on mutual trust.

Human Ethics in Astronomy Education Research

Speaker: Erik Brogt, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand
In most jurisdictions, research that involves human participants ordata obtained from human participants is bound by ethical andlegal requirements, andmost scholarly journals require a statementconfirming that projects have obtained the necessary approvals. Inthis session, we will explore some of the common ethical and legalrequirements on astronomy education research, such as voluntaryinformed consent, power dynamics, data confidentiality, and theethical use of secondary data sources. We will pay particularattention to potential ethical pitfalls when researching your ownstudents, whether they are legal minors or not, and ways to avoidthose pitfalls through good and ethical research design.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/_vMGTUItZvU
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Astronomy education research means doing research with humans, on how they teach andlearn astronomy. This means that as researchers, we are bound by the legislation, regulations,and human ethics protocols to do our research. These were set up in the wake of a number ofbiomedical and socio-behavioural experiments that resulted in physical and/or psychologicalharm to participants. For many beginning astronomy education researchers, especially thosecoming from astronomy or physics, human ethics processes are a new concept. But in a sense,the ethics committee serves a similar function to a Time Allocation Committee for a telescope.Just like you cannot just go to a professional telescope and expect to be able to take datawithout having gone through an approval process, you cannot go out and collect data fromhuman participants without some form of external scrutiny. In addition, most education journalsrequire a statement of having obtained the appropriate ethics approval as part of the submissionprocess. At its best, the ethics process is an opportunity to engage in constructive dialogue withknowledgeable colleagues on how to best design and do your research in a way that helps youanswer your research questions while minimising impact on your participants (who might verywell be your students to whom you also have a duty of care). An ethics application typicallycovers a number of distinct elements: Recruitment; Methods; Informed Consent; Privacy andConfidentiality; Data Storage, Access, Security, and Future use. These cover the typical questionsthat would come up in your mind if someone were to ask you to participate in a study. Inastronomy education research, as in most discipline-based education research fields, a lot ofresearch is done by researchers with students who they also teach. This provides unique ethicalchallenges related to these five points that need to be carefully thought through to ensurethat the research is done in an ethically appropriate way. It is the author’s firm conviction thatwhen we do research with students who we teach, our duties as a teacher take precedenceover our research study, and research design and methods should not diminish the studentexperience.
Recruitment and informed consent Potential participants should be able to decline to partici-pate without fear of retribution or penalty. As teachers, we hold a position of power over ourstudents. As such, when we ask students to join our research project, they may feel coercedto participate, even if they do not really want to. In some cases, in an attempt to increaseparticipation rates, researchers link participation to a percentage of the course grade or extracredit. At that point, students will be penalised for not participating, which definitely would beconsidered coercive.A particular point is the use of data that was gathered for another purpose, for your research. It isworth keeping in mind that while you may have access to data in your capacity as a teaching (e.g.student grades, demographic data, GPA), you cannot use that for research purposes withoutethics approval (which will most likely insist on consent from the students).
Methods As astronomers and physicists, we are comfortable with experimental designs (ran-domised trial, randomised control) and quantitative methods such as surveys and statistics.However, these designs and methods are not necessarily the right tools to answer the researchquestion at hand. Qualitative methods provide additional unique insights that should not beoverlooked or dismissed because we are not as familiar with them. One is not necessarily betterthan the other, they just are able to provide different data sets to paint a fuller picture. It is ina way comparable to photometry and spectroscopy. Both are valid tools for particular sets ofresearch questions, one is not better than the other, and they each have their place.
An ethics committee typically has jurisdiction over methods, and they can require you to make
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changes or justify your methods if it is not clear how your chosen methods will help you answerthe research questions. Gathering data that does not (seem to) serve a purpose goes againstthe concept of minimising impact, as you are in essence wasting participants’ time.
Privacy and confidentiality, and data security The right to privacy is absolute and participantshave a right to know how the data will be used, published and what the long-term plans of thedata are (e.g. longitudinal studies, merging with other data from other institutions etc.). Anadditional ethical concern is when you know who of your students has participated in the study,and the students know this as well. This might lead to pressure to participate, or data bias inthe sense that students say what you want to hear, rather than what they think. It is criticalthat data is anonymised as soon as possible, preferably by someone else than the teacher /researcher, that the teacher / researcher does not look at the data until teaching is over andfinal grades have been submitted, and that the students are made aware of this.
Where to go for help and support?

• Your human ethics committee or board if your institution has one
• Colleagues in Education and the Social Sciences
• Educational developers in a Teaching Centre or similar if your institution has one

Further reading

• Antonellis, J.C., Brogt, E., Buxner, S.R., Dokter, E.F.C., & Foster, T. (2012). Regulations andEthical Considerations for Working with Human Participants in Physics and AstronomyEducation Research. In Henderson C; Harper KA (Ed.), Getting Started in Physics Education
Research: 18. American Association of Physics Teachers.

• Brogt, E., Dokter, E., & Antonellis, J. (2007). Regulations and Ethical Considerationsfor Astronomy Education Research. Astronomy Education Review, 6(1), 43-49. http:
//dx.doi.org/10.3847/AER2007004

• Brogt E., Dokter E., Antonellis, J., & Buxner, S. (2008). Regulations and Ethical Considera-tions for Astronomy Education Research II: Resources and Worked Examples. Astronomy
Education Review, 6(2), 99-110. http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/AER2007021

• Brogt, E., Foster, T., Dokter, E., Buxner, S., & Antonellis, J. (2008). Regulations and Eth-ical Considerations for Astronomy Education Research III: A Suggested Code of Ethics.
Astronomy Education Review, 7(2), 57-65. http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/AER2008020
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Publishing in Astronomy Education Research

Speaker: Urban Eriksson, Swedish National Resource Centre for PhysicsEducation, Lund University, Sweden

Last year the new international Astronomy Education Journal (AEJ)was launched and the first issue will be published soon. In this talk Iwill present the journal, its different sections. I will further presenthow to write manuscripts for the journal’s different sections andhow the manuscripts are being reviewed and/or curated. Thejournal is found online here: www.astroedjournal.org.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/TgEQDZ0_4Yk

Publishing astronomy education research (AER) and astronomy education (AE) material can bechallenging when it comes to considering what journal to submit the manuscripts to. There areseveral international journals that do publish such articles but only very few that focus on AERand AE. Here we find, for example, RELEA and JAESE, but none that publish both AER articlesand other AE material.
Further, when writing a manuscript for publishing one needs to follow many rigorous traditionswhen it comes to structure. Usually, journals provide templates, and these must be followed tobe able to get a manuscript considered by the editors. Start by reading the guidelines for thejournal you may consider for you manuscript and follow them when writing! When publishingAER manuscripts these rules are rather strict but when publishing other AE material, you arefreer to do as you (and the editor) want. However, always strive to write short and conciseand, if possible, cite relevant work by others. These manuscripts do not usually get reviewed byreferees, but are curated by editor(s), sometimes after discussion amongst the editorial boardmembers.
AER as a discipline-based research field draws on traditions from education and astronomy, andso manuscripts need to consider the theoretical and methodological frameworks that underpineach of the disciplines. This can often be challenging given that education research methodsinclude both qualitative and quantitative approaches and philosophical underpinnings that areforeign to astronomy research. Therefore, it is important when publishing in AER to collaboratewith those who are familiar with the approaches in either or both fields. At times it may benecessary to seek the experience of collaborators beyond those fields, for example, psychology,policy and governance.
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At the inaugural IAU Astronomy Education Conference (AstroEdu 1), we thus announced the new
Astronomy Education Journal (AEJ). The journal is officially open and is accepting submissions ofmanuscripts – www.astroedjournal.org – and the first issue will be published shortly. Thisonline journal aims to be a key global publication platform for both researchers and practitioners,in the field of Astronomy Education, Research, and Methods.
AEJ aims to meet the needs of the astronomy education community by providing a locationfor all manner of practical, newsworthy and scholarly publications involving developmentsin the field. In a sense, the journal tries to capture the original spirit whilst taking on boardthe important lessons from the, now out-of-print, Astronomy Education Review. By focusingon building community collaboration, disseminating important news and opinions, while alsomaintaining a section on more formal, technical, Astronomy Education Research (AER). Thisresearch section intends to compliment the current scholarly discipline-based work undertakenby Latin-American Journal of Astronomy Education (RELEA), the Journal of Astronomy & EarthSciences Education (JAESE) and, recently, the acceptance of AER articles into Physical ReviewPhysics Education Research (PRPER).
Inspired by our sibling, IAU Commission C2: Communicating Astronomy with the Public journal,the CAP journal, we will accept various types of articles. AEJ will draw on journals such as the
CAP Journal, Nature, and Science, to incorporate both peer-reviewed and non-peer reviewedarticles. There will be a peer-reviewed section of research articles that will be incorporatedinto AEJ’s scholarly indices. These research articles will be formally peer-reviewed as traditionalscientific journal manuscripts and, as such, need to be of a sufficient scholarly standard asrecommended by, for example, Scopus. In addition, there is also scope for published invitedreviews written by specialists of the area of AER.
There will also be a less formal, non-peer-reviewed, but edited and curated section that containsother relevant material, such as, news, announcements, interviews, opinions, resources, corre-spondences, best-practices, classroom and astronomical activities, to help circulate informationamong the community.
We welcome everyone to submit manuscripts to AEJ by visiting: www.astroedjournal.org

1Held in Garching, Germany, 16-18 September 2019, https://iau-dc-c1.org/astroedu-conference/
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Importance and Particularities of Astronomy Education: What
the Research Says

Presenter: Rodolfo Langhi, São Paulo State University (Unesp), School ofSciences, Astronomy Observatory, Brazil

This presentation shows that research results in the field ofAstronomy Education point to justify the importance of its teachingand some of its particularities that differentiate it from othersciences. What are the aspects that differentiate Astronomy fromother sciences regarding its popularization and teaching? Why isit important to teach Astronomy? What Astronomy is present inthe Brazilian government curriculum? The answers are presentedusing the results of research in the field of Astronomy Educationthrough a bibliographical survey.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p32

This paper shows that research results in the field of Astronomy Education point to justify theimportance of its teaching and some of its particularities that differentiate it from other sciences.What are the aspects that differentiate Astronomy from other sciences regarding its popular-ization and teaching? Why is it important to teach Astronomy? The answers are presentedusing the results of research in the field of Astronomy Education through a bibliographicalsurvey. This study is a qualitative research in Education and the method of analysis of data is theContent Analysys (Bardin) with bibliographical survey. The phases of this study are: Pre-analysis,Material exploration, Treatment of obtained results and interpretation. The corpus of analysisare the academic bibliographical production in Brazil ("voice" of researchers): journals of "Bancoda CAPES", "Teaching" Area (from 2004 to 2017); thesis and dissertations about AstronomyEducation (from 1973 to 2018); proceedings of Brazilian scientific congresses (from 2004 to2017).
The results of this research answer the question: It is important to teach Astronomy because: ItAwakens curiosity and motivation in students and people in general, because the Astronomy is"popularizable", favoring scientific culture; Teaching Astronomy can demystify some common-sense ideas or misconceptions; Frees the student from certain fears and ignorance; Illustratesand contributes to a vision of scientific knowledge as a process of historical and philosophicalconstruction; It represents a clear example that science and technology are not far from oursociety; It is highly interdisciplinary, because Astronomy connect with other disciplines; Itsphysical objects of study are beyond the eyes of students, we cannot "touch" most astronomical
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materials to be properly analyzed; It is basically a visual science - the teacher needs to makeuse of pictures, photos, videos, models and other specific teaching resources; It enhancesteachingwork focused on the practice of experiments andmodels 3D, because three-dimensionalastronomical phenomena is not always understandable in teaching with a two-dimensionalfigure; It involves systematic observation of the sky with the naked eye and with telescopes; Yourlaboratory is natural and free, with sky available to everyone; Many of the phenomena observedin the universe have never been, and are not usually found or reproduced on Earth; Its studychallenges the ability of imagination and understanding; Allows the existence of an amateur area- amateur astronomers collaborate with observational data and studies; It enhances citizenshipand interpersonal and social relationships (amateur or scholar clubs and associations); It favorsthe construction of specific non-formal teaching spaces (observatory, planetarium); LearningAstronomy we can note the errors in the sensationalist media news and conceptual errors intextbooks; Learning Astronomy, the teacher not needs to feel fear of this content, neither runaway from teaching it; It leads the human to mental restructurings that surpass intellectualismand simple knowledge; Studying the universe provides the development of unique aspectsof the human mind: fascination, admiration, curiosity, contemplation and motivation; Onlyunderstanding the dimension of universe, we can develop awareness of the urgent need to takecare of our planet (the only possible home to live for now).
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Astronomy Alternative Conceptions in Pre-service Science
Teachers

Presenter: Leonor Huerta-Cancino, Universidad de Santiago de Chile, Chile
Student’s alternative conceptions are persistent, and teachersshould be aware, to address them.But teacher´s alternativeconceptions can influence their students to elaborate alternativeconceptions too. To prevent this from happening, it is necessaryfor teachers to be able to differentiate between scientific conceptsand the most common alternative conceptions on the topicsthey teach in school.In this sense, an important step is to identifypre-service teacher´s alternative conceptions, to then developdidactic designs that facilitate the learning of scientific con-cepts, with the aim of pre-service teachers do not use alternativeconceptions at the time they teach astronomy or science in schools.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/OsEbcI1erQI

Student´s alternative conceptions are persistent, and teachers should be aware, to addressthem. But teacher´s alternative conceptions can influence their students to elaborate alternativeconceptions too. To prevent this from happening, it is necessary for teachers to be able todifferentiate between scientific concepts and the most common alternative conceptions on thetopics they teach in school.
In this sense, an important step is to identify pre-service teacher´s alternative conceptions, tothen develop didactic designs that facilitate the learning of scientific concepts, with the aim ofpre-service teachers do not use alternative conceptions at the time they teach astronomy orscience in schools.
My research was designed to identify and to analyze most common alternative conceptions(CAM), of future Physics teachers, for three cohorts (2014, 2015 and 2016). Categories ofanalysis were defined allowing to select a set of CAM for which it was determined the need to
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develop specific teaching sequences to facilitate future Physics teachers learning the currentscientific knowledge on those contents. To identify CAM, it was used a modified version of thestandardized test Astronomy Diagnostic Test v2.0. Results show a limited set of CAM, similar tothe three groups, on the following topics: movements in the celestial sphere, sizes and distancesat scale, moon phases, eclipses and seasons, and star’s properties.
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Statement of Astronomy Education in Chile

Presenter: Angie Barr Domínguez, Universidad Autónoma de Chile,NAEC Chile team, Chile
Collaborators: Carla Hernández (Universidad de Santiago de Chile), Daphnea Iturra (Universidadde la Santísima Concepción), Maritza Arias (Colegio Leonardo da Vinci Vicuña), and Hugo Caerols(Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez).
The exceptional conditions of the Chilean sky for astronomyhave allowed it to be an undisputed leader concentrating 70%of world capacities. However, Astronomical Education in Chile isnot a developed area. Currently, there is no teacher training inastronomy. In the primary education, the astronomy occupies only6.25% of the topics in the Natural Sciences. After that, astronomyis lost until high school, when students are 15 years and older. Forthis reason, NAEC Chile team carried out the I National Conferenceof Astronomical Education, which arises from the latent need tostrengthen the teaching and learning of astronomy in our country.As a result, it was possible to identify new topics of interest toteachers, needs for their training and to strengthen the studyprogram at school.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p34

The exceptional conditions of the Chilean sky for astronomy have allowed it to be an undisputedleader concentrating 70% of world capacities(1). However, Astronomical Education in Chile isnot a developed area. In primary education, astronomy occupies only 6.25% of the topics in theNatural Sciences area. The aim is to develop a state of art of astronomical education in Chile, forthis reason meetings(2) and focus groups were held with science teachers of primary, secondaryeducation and all people interested in astronomical education in Chile.
This research is explorative, using data collection with qualitative analysis techniques. The datacollection was carried out through surveys and virtual meetings with teachers from differentregions throughout Chile. In total, 256 people interested in astronomical education in Chileparticipated, of which 28% correspond to primary education, 41% correspond to secondaryeducation, 11% correspond to preservice teacher, among others. The participants came fromdifferent areas of the country.
We identify some weaknesses in the teacher training about astronomy education. The activitiesand resources most used in class are videos and models, and the least frequent are observationsof the sky with their students in class. In the scholar programs, there is a discontinuity of astron-omy from the third to the ninth year of schooling (9 years old to 15 years old). From this there isconsensus in the interest to expand the astronomy contents incorporated in the curriculum,and connect astronomy with other areas of knowledge, such as mathematics, history, arts, etc.,as a multidisciplinary science. With this review it was possible to characterize the experience ofteachers on Astronomy Education in Chile and identify the challenges faced by teachers to teach
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astronomy at different educational levels. Lines of action for future investigations are proposedaccording to the findings like:
1. Establish a link between program experts and work with the local educational communityto modify the curricula.
2. Organize teacher training events and developing educational material adapted to theneeds of our country.
3. How to promote astronomy in an integral way in the school program.

References: Reaching for the Stars, Alcanzando las Estrellas: Hallazgos de las Cumbres Chileno-Estadounidenses de Educación y Difusión de la Astronomía Santiago de Chile, noviembre de2016, https://sites.google.com/view/naec-chile

Justifications for Teaching Astronomy in Basic Education: A Look
at Research Carried out in Brazil

Presenter: Antônio Carlos da Silva, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Collaborators: Rubens Parker Mamani Huaman (Cristina Leite), Raquel Gomes dos Santos (Inter-unit Post-Graduation in Science Teaching, University of São Paulo)

It presents a survey of the last ten years, of the importance andjustifications attributed to the Teaching of Astronomy by Brazilianresearchers in the area, in their investigations. Of 220 worksfound in journals related to this field of knowledge, argumentswere identified in 67 of them. To verify the nature of thesejustifications, categories established by Soler (2012) were used:the awakening of feelings that astronomical themes can arousein different audiences; the socio-historical-cultural importanceattributed by humanity to Astronomy; the possibility that thisScience can broaden the worldview and raise awareness on issuessuch as environmental preservation and citizenship; and the abilitythat Astronomy has to interrelate with other areas of knowledge(interdisciplinarity).
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p35

Many researchers in Astronomy Teaching affirm in their investigations the need to promote thedissemination of teaching in this discipline through the stages of Basic Education (LANGHI; NARDI,2014). Thus, we seek to answer "how do Brazilian researchers in the field of astronomy educationjustify the importance of this teaching in Basic Education?". This work, of bibliographical review,
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inserted in the perspective of qualitative research, analyzes the main periodicals in the area inBrazil published between 2010 and 2020 in order to map the main justifications for the teachingof astronomy.
Starting from the context of qualitative research, Moreira (2011) says that the interest of thistype of investigation is anchored in the elucidation and exposition of meanings by the researcherto the meanings people attribute to events and objects in a social context. The researchmethodology is guided by Content Analysis (Bardin, 2016) and went through the organizationphases: pre-analysis, material exploration and treatment of results and interpretation.
We analyzed articles published in the main periodicals in the area in Brazil: Revista Latino-Americana de Educação em Astronomia; Brazilian Notebook of Physics Teaching; BrazilianJournal of Physics Education; Science & Education - UNESP; Science & Teaching - UNICAMP;Essay: Research in Science Education - UFMG; Research in Science Teaching - UFRGS; BrazilianJournal of Research in Science Education – ABRAPEC. In all, 220 works on Astronomy Teachingwere analyzed.
In the pre-analysis stage, we performed a manual search on the websites of the journalsthemselves and collected all articles available until the end of 2020 and that presented astudy within the astronomy theme indicated in the titles, abstracts or keywords. With this setof 220 articles, we organized the material using a reference manager and then skimmed allthe works, selecting those developed in the context of basic education, excluding articles onhard astronomy. In the next phase, designated as material exploration stage, 67 articles wereread in full, in search of arguments aimed at Basic Education and discarded those aimed atnon-formal and informal education; later, we carried out an exhaustive reading of the excerptsthat had the justifications present in the articles. Finally, in the stage of processing the resultsand interpretation, we analyzed the justifications found and categorized them. We use fourmajor categories built from a rereading of a previous work (LEITE; SOLER, 2012): the awakeningof feelings that astronomical themes can provoke in different audiences; the socio-historical-cultural importance attributed by humanity to Astronomy; the possibility that this Science canbroaden the worldview and raise awareness on issues such as environmental preservationand citizenship; and the ability of Astronomy to interrelate with other areas of knowledge(interdisciplinarity).
Among the considerations, it can be indicated that, although there is an increase in the numberof researches that seek to justify the presence and importance of Astronomy Teaching in BasicEducation, the arguments pointed out remain similar to those found by Soler (2012). In addition,the justifications continue to be presented without theoretical foundation, that is, in a superficialway, which reveals the need for research dedicated to investigating these arguments in greaterdepth.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The talks from our experts2 instigated some key discussion points that were unpacked during thelive panel. The overarching themes can be summarised into: Fostering collaborations betweenastronomers, astronomy educators and astronomy education researchers; tips for those new toAER; ways to inspire teachers who may not be interested in participating in research projects,and to foster collaborations with teachers; navigating the Ethics landscape especially acrosscountries; and the nuts and bolts of the Astronomy Education Journal.
Janelle Bailey’s wise statement "there is no point re-inventing a flat tire" provided a fundamentalinsight. Although there are resources, when starting out (or even if you are already) in AER, it isprudent to collaborate with individuals who have expertise in various aspects. For example, havea teacher on your team who can engage with not only the excited teachers ("learners"), but alsothose not interested ("tourists and prisoners"). One way to foster collaborations with teachersis to approach pre-service teachers via the relevant universities and/or colleges, because earlyengagement can potentially sow the seeds for long-term collaborations.
Although some countries/institutions may not have an ethics board, it is vital to understandthat we are dealing with "autonomous human beings", and that we are not doing research onpeople but with people. Therefore, collaborating with researchers who have access to an ethicsboard can provide an objective assessment and guide the ethical considerations of your project,rather than trying to build your own ethics board.

2Sanlyn Buxner joined us as a guest expert for the second live panel session.
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Astronomy Education
with Authentic Data

Session organiser: Niall Deacon, Office ofAstronomy for Education/Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy, Germany

SESSION OVERVIEW

Over the past seventy years, astronomical surveys have accumulated huge amounts of dataabout the sky. This includes a wide range of wavelengths, time domain data allowing the studyof motion & variability, and even non-electromagnetic signals such as gravitational waves orcosmic rays.
Now this wealth of authentic data is being used to introduce school students to the universe.This could include curated educational datasets from remote observatories, training teachers touse survey data in projects with their students or incorporating authentic data into planetariumshows for schools.
This session included speakers who have worked to incorporate survey data into resources forschools. They talked about their own projects, but more importantly shared the lessons theylearned along the way, allowing you to learn from their experiences when building your ownactivities.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

What You Need to Know about the NASA/IPAC Teacher Archive
Research Program (NITARP)

Speaker: Luisa M. Rebull, Caltech-IPAC, USA

NITARP, the NASA/IPAC Teacher Archive Research Program getsteachers involved in authentic astronomical research using thesame online astronomy data archives as professional astronomers.We partner small groups of educators with a professional as-tronomer mentor for a year-long original research project. Theteams experience the entire research process, from writing aproposal, to doing the research, to presenting the results atan American Astronomical Society (AAS) meeting. This talk willprovide an overview of the program, highlighting use of realdata in astronomy educator professional development experiences.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/MLSFNozOZ_c

There are a lot of programs getting teachers in touch with real astronomy data. I find it usefulto think of organizing all these programs as a funnel, where the most interested people movedown the funnel (see Rebull 2018a for more discussion). The programs that reach the mostpeople are at the broadest part of the funnel, and people just need a web browser and aninternet connection to participate. The most interested people might be enticed to participatein working more directly with real data, or even contributing their own data. Very few peopleend up near the bottom of the funnel, doing original research.
"Everyone should know" that there are a lot of programs populating the funnel (listed here:
https://nitarp.ipac.caltech.edu/page/other_epo_programs), and all levels of thefunnel are important! Programs at each level have vastly different goals and audiences. NITARP(http://nitarp.ipac.caltech.edu), the NASA/IPAC Teacher Archive Research Program,lives near the bottom of the funnel.
In NITARP, teachers get an authentic research experience using real data and tools. We modelthe entire research process from proposal to results in a year. (See Rebull et al. 2018b formore information about NITARP.) We have been operating since 2005, so we have refined ourprocedures (and continue to do so). Participants must be US based. They get three trips outof the program: (1) an American Astronomical Society (AAS) meeting to get started on theirproject and see how the AAS works; (2) 3-4 days at Caltech/JPL to work on their project; (3)back to the AAS to present results. NITARP pays for up to 2 students per teacher for the secondtwo trips. All NITARP teams must use data housed at IPAC, but fortunately there are quite a
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bit of ready-to-use data in the archives, with tools getting better all the time."Everyone should
know" that teachers and students get really excited about working with real data and tools.
"Everyone should know" that teachers do not have as much control over their computers asastronomers do, and moreover use Windows or Chromebooks. So, we use online tools likethose at IRSA (http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu) and Excel (because it is widely available)."Everyone should know" that few teachers pre-pandemic had experience working remotely, butour alumni did, and they felt like they had an advantage over other teachers!
"Everyone should know" that partnerships only work if both partners get something out ofit. (See, e.g., "The Power of Partnerships: A Guide from the NSF Graduate STEM Fellows inK-12 Education Program".) In NITARP, scientists learn better how to teach, and teachers learnhow research works and how to get data. "Everyone should know" that working with teacherssubstantially leverages your influence, because if you change the way that teachers think, youchange everyone they teach thereafter, from students in their own classes, to after-school clubs,to peer teachers in the break room.
"Everyone should know" that teachers rarely get to collaborate with other teachers, muchless people in other states. Teachers often work in isolation. Astronomers collaborate easilyand often. Teamwork and sharing skills are an important ‘product’ that NITARP gives theseteachers (see Rebull et al. 2018c). "Everyone should know" that teachers have not been on"research trips" like astronomers. The summer trip is based on that, and it is a new, very intenseexperience for participants. "Everyone should know" that teachers are being asked by the NextGeneration Science Standards to teach in ways that they themselves were not taught. Theycrave training on how to do this and how to use real data. (See, e.g., Rebull et al. 2018d.) NITARPmeets that need. As a result, NITARP has 5x oversubscription, which is rare in education.
"Everyone should know" that we really do publish, in major journals, results of NITARP teams’work. To date, we have 70 science posters, 74 education posters, 8 refereed astronomy journalarticles, & 6 refereed education journal articles. All are on the NITARP website.
"Everyone should know" that teachers are used to literally being the smartest person in theroom when it comes to their subject matter. Astronomers, indeed all scientists, feel stupid allthe time. (We share Schwarz 2008, which is entitled, "The Importance of Stupidity in ScientificResearch.") Teachers are also not used to learning at this level, rapidly, much less in tandemwiththeir students. NITARP teachers learn how to learn in a new way. (See Rebull et al. 2018c.)
"Everyone should know" that teachers tell us their experience in NITARP is "life changing" (seeRebull et al. 2018c), so we must be doing something right!
There are a lot of programs getting authentic astronomy data into the hands of teachers andstudents, but few that do research with the data. Teachers and students are more than capableof using research-grade data and tools to conduct authentic research with a mentor; they willrise to high expectations. They get really excited about doing real research! And, despite thelearning curve, they love using research-grade software & data. This requires a long-term (≈yearat least) commitment to the program; it is a large investment of time per participant, but itcan change teachers’ lives. Educators continue after NITARP to incorporate authentic data andexperiences into their classroom using skills they learned from us.
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Rubin Observatory’s User-Friendly Approach to Working with
Authentic Data

Speaker: Ardis Herrold, Education Specialist for Vera C. Rubin Observatory, USA
Working with authentic data can be an engaging experience.Historically, the challenges with accessing, querying, and analyzingdatasets can cause significant time and technology issues. Addi-tionally, novice learners often struggle to develop quality researchquestions and the skills to explore data. These constraints oftenlimit the types of students or classes that can successfully workwith authentic data. Rubin Observatory’s desire is to make dataaccessible to all students and teachers in a way that honors thetime and technology constraints of the classroom, and is designedto match the appropriate reasoning level and common learningchallenges of students who are novice learners. We introduceinteractive online investigations designed to increase accessibility.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/-7ewXhW9gQk

Rubin Observatory will begin a sky survey in early 2024, covering the entire visible sky everythree to four nights with wide field, high resolution images. Over the first ten years of the survey,co-added images will reveal billions of previously undetected faint objects. For this reason, thesurvey is sometimes described as "wide, fast, and deep".
The Education and Public Outreach team at Rubin Observatory has been working to design waysto allow non-scientists to explore data. One aspect of this has been developing and testing
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classroom investigations that will utilize Rubin data once it becomes available. We aim to applythe "wide, fast, deep" method to our education audience: Provide access to a wide diversity oflearners, by designing means to quickly access and analyze data, and create experiences thatlead students to a deep understanding.
Working with authentic datasets comes with its own set of challenges, which historically hasdiscouraged teachers and students from using them. Our goal is tomake data access and analysisso user-friendly that it is accessible to most students and teachers, instead of only those inadvanced classes, or in classes with no curricular or time constraints.
To make data user-friendly, we identified and addressed the issues facing teachers and studentsin a typical classroom. We chose to focus on topics that are typically covered in an introductoryastronomy course or unit, and designed the investigations to support novice learners.
We recognize three common challenges for teachers:- A limited amount of time to prepare and teach lessons- School technology and infrastructure issues- Feeling under-prepared to work with authentic data
Students introduce additional considerations:- A wide spectrum in background knowledge and skills (math, reading, writing, data literacy)exist within the same classroom- Some students lack confidence in their ability to be successful in math and science
Traditional access to data often requires substantial time and training. There may be firewallsto pass through, or constraints on the size of a data download. Selecting datasets may involvelearning a query language, and/or teaching it to students. The school technology infrastructuremay not support downloading data, or installing specialized software for analysis on a series ofcomputers.
We have designed a way to process data in the cloud by using online tools that are embeddedwithin each investigation. All that is needed is access to the internet through any modernbrowser.
Real data are messy, and often need to be processed in order for a general trend to becomeobvious. We have done necessary reductions in the data and curated data sets where necessaryin order for novice learners to be able to effectively analyze them. Where possible, we havedesigned guided practice with feedback before students begin to analyze their own data.
To assist students with diverse needs, we present data using clearly-designed plots, data visual-izations, and tools that span multiple types of representations: images, interactive histograms,3D spatial analysis tools and mathematical relationships. Embedded calculators do the arith-metic, so that students have more time to focus on computational relationships and quantitativereasoning. Narratives are concise and avoid the use of unnecessary jargon.
Teachers are likewise supported with an extensive teacher guide, assessments and additionalinstructionalmaterials, so that they feel sufficiently prepared to deal with the nuances of workingwith authentic data.
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Finally, we have given much thought to the instructional design that empowers students tounpack and make sense of new complex ideas. Some interactive tools are designed to helpstudents confront and explore learning confusions or misconceptions. We suggest questionsthat lead students through a sequenced reasoning process.
The takeaway message is that making data access and analysis easy does not mean it lowers thedegree of intellectual engagement or rigor. Rather, by removing distractions and unnecessarydata processing and analysis tasks, students have more time and confidence to actively engagein learning, to explore their unique data set, converse and collaborate with peers, and developrobust conceptual models that lead to deep learning and an enthusiasm for exploring thecosmos.

Using Radio Astronomy Data to Engage and Challenge Students

Speaker: Robert Hollow, CSIRO, Space and Astronomy, Australia
Collaborators: G. Hobbs (CSIRO), L. Toomey (CSIRO), S. Dai (School of Science, Western SydneyUniversity)
Using authentic data, especially that obtained directly by studentsis an effective way to engage their interest and develop questioningand analytical skills. Whilst there are many excellent examples ofprograms using optical data, astronomy is a multi-wavelength disci-pline. Using radio astronomy as the context we explore a variety ofways in which students can obtain, be presented with and use data.Flexibility in program design allows students to be engaged in a oneoff experiential engagement or use in short-term or more open-ended student investigations. Examples of these are presentedand advantages and pitfalls discussed. With the massive increasein data rates with new facilities there are exciting opportunities incoming years for astronomy education projects across wavelengths.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/u7AuXulOn2U

Whilst there are many excellent examples of educational programs using optical data, astronomyis a multiwavelength discipline. Using radio astronomy as the context, we explore a varietyof ways in which students can obtain, be presented with, and use data. Activities can rangefrom simple pen and paper exercises, building simple radio telescopes, or using major facilitiesremotely and online tools to view and analyse data. With the massive increase in data rateswith new facilities there are exciting opportunities in coming years for astronomy educationprojects across wavelengths.
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Radio astronomy has the benefit of large (massive) data sets, many of which are freely availableonline. As radio telescopes can operate day and night, they are ideal for school use wheneversuits the school. Recent developments allow simple radio telescopes to be built at low costwithin schools. Challenges exist in that radio data is generally less"obvious" than optical data. Itmay have file formats that require professional research level software, UNIX-based, that aredifficult for school students to engage with. File sizes may also be massive.
Simple activities:

1. Use a transistor radio, tuned between AM stations. To detect Radio Frequency Interference(RFI) from sources such as laptop screens, phones, power points. Can map out sourcesof RFI in the environment. Discuss how a transistor radio is basically a radio telescope –antenna, amplifier, output source (speaker).
2. Colouring in image maps – simple paper examples (https://edu.inaf.it/astrod

idattica/immagine-radio-primarie/) or use coding with colour palettes (https:
//play.inaf.it/la-galassia-m77/) to illustrate images of, e.g., radio galaxies.

3. Worksheets with data and explanations, can target different levels, e.g., Weighing a GalaxyActivity at https://www.icrar.org/outreach-education/resources/
Online Observatory and Virtual Sky Tours:

1. ALMA Walk-throughs with Google Street View: https://kids.alma.cl/walk-throug
h-alma-with-google-street-view/

2. Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory Virtual Tour: https://virtualtours-exter
nal.csiro.au/MRO/

3. Gleamoscope (uses GLEAM low frequency survey fromMurchison Widefield Array, MWA):
https://gleamoscope.icrar.org/

4. ASKAP RACS Virtual Sky Tour: https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/RACS/RACSto
ur/index.html

5. EMU Pilot Survey: http://emu-survey.org/pilot/
Citizen Science:Examples using radio data in Zooniverse (https://www.zooniverse.org/projects):

1. Radio Galaxy Zoo LOFAR: uses LOFAR data to search for supermassive black holes (https:
//www.zooniverse.org/projects/chrismrp/radio-galaxy-zoo-lofar)

2. Bursts from Space uses data from CHIME telescope to search for Fast Radio Bursts (FRBS)(https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/mikewalmsley/bursts-from-space)
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Small Radio Telescopes:

• Dipoles antenna, e.g., Radio Jove (https://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/)
• Satellite dish, e.g., Itty Bitty Telescope (https://www.gb.nrao.edu/epo/ibt.shtml)

Software Defined Radios (SDRs):

Cheap Software Defined Radios (SDRs) replace purpose-built radio receivers and allow users toconnect an antenna to a computer to detect and view radio waves from a variety of sources.They are excellent for viewing Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). Connect to a feedhorn-waveguide-low noise amplifier (LNA) and a software backend, radio signals from space can bedetected, giving a radio telescope for less than $200. Students can experiment with feedhornand waveguide designs, time of day, cooling the LNA or removing it. Software is free.
Examples of Programs Using Professional or Remote Facilities:

1. Pulsar Search Collaboratory: http://pulsarsearchcollaboratory.com/
2. Goldstone Apple Valley Radio Telescope (GAVRT): http://gavrt.lewiscenter.org/
3. INAF FRB Hunting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yghT3ZMzbU
4. VSSEC Radio Astronomy - The Invisible Universe: https://www.vssec.vic.edu.au/r

adio-astronomy-the-invisible-universe/

5. CSIRO’s PULSE@Parkes: https://research.csiro.au/pulseatparkes/
There are multiple ways to engage students with radio astronomy from simple activities tousing major research facilities. Opportunities for browser-based, archived, hands-on telescopeconstruction, real-time observing.More user-friendly tools would be helpful. Massive data setscoming, e.g., ASKAP, SKA. Have an idea? Let’s talk!
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Using Real Data to Teach Astronomy

Speaker: Fraser Lewis, Faulkes Telescope Project and National Schools’Observatory, UK
I will present examples of IBSE (Inquiry-Based Science Education)activities, designed to be "teacher-free", and used as extendedprojects for students of astronomy and space science. Each projectuses data and resources from the Faulkes Telescope Project andthe National Schools’ Observatory. Both projects provide freeaccess via the internet to 2-metre robotic telescopes. Theseresources are based on open clusters and exoplanets and alsoinclude a Citizen Science type project using data from Type Iasupernovae, all of which provide an insight into the scientificprocess. Here, users perform browser-based photometry (usingJS9) on images to add additional data-points to the Hubble Plot, en-abling them tomeasure the expansion rate and age of the Universe.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/QuzvCVxY65w

Based in South Wales, the Faulkes Telescope Project (FTP, http://www.faulkes-telescope.
com/) provides free access, via both queue-scheduled and real-time observations, to a globalnetwork of 2-metre, 1-metre and 0.4-metre robotic telescopes. FTP was originally conceived byDr Martin ‘Dill’ Faulkes to promote the teaching of STEM through the medium of astronomy inschools in the UK and in Ireland.
The network contains two 2-metre f/10 Richey-Chretien telescopes, located on Haleakala on theisland of Maui, Hawai’i (FT North; FTN) and at Siding Spring in New South Wales, Australia (FTSouth; FTS). In 2006, FTN and FTS were bought by Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) and sincethen, FTP has been an educational partner of LCO.
The LCO network now has a further nine 1-metre telescopes along with ten 0.4-metre telescopes.FTP provides free access via LCO’s queue-scheduler and exclusive real-time access to 2-metreand 0.4-metre telescopes in both Hawai’i and Australia. This access is for educational users,predominantly in the UK and Ireland, but also including educators and schools from other partsof the World.
FTP also provides resources (http://resources.faulkes-telescope.com/) with sugges-tions on suitable targets, when they are visible, how to analyse the data and access the dataarchive.
The National Schools’ Observatory (NSO, http://www.schoolsobservatory.org.uk/),allows observing on the 2-metre Liverpool Telescope (LT). The LT is based at the Instituto deAstrofísica de Canarias (IAC) at Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma in theCanary Islands, Spain. The LT features a broader range of instrumentation than FTN/FTS and isrun by the Astrophysics Research Institute (ARI) at Liverpool John Moores University.
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Established in 2004, the NSO provides schools in the UK and Ireland with access to the LiverpoolTelescope through a guided observing system, using 10% of the LT’s time. Its website containsastronomy-related content, news and learning activities. With over 4,000 users, the NSO allowsnon-UK/Ireland based schools and teachers to register by granting free access to both theobserving portal and resources.
The Activities

The first activity (http://www.schoolsobservatory.org.uk/discover/projects/cl
usters/main) was created in 2017. It allows students to learn about open clusters, the lifecycle of stars and the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram as well as the technique of photometry.Including screenshots and screencasts, this activity teaches students how to analyse their datausing Makali’i (https://makalii.mtk.nao.ac.jp/) and e.g., Microsoft Excel. They are thenencouraged to upload their results in the form of a colour-magnitude diagram with the aim ofencouraging them to discuss their findings with other students.
Students can choose between 28 datasets (Bessel- B and -V images from FTP) but it is alsopossible for students to perform their own observations of an open cluster of their choicewith FTP or NSO. There is also the opportunity here to use the FLOYDS (FTN/FTS) or SPRAT (LT)spectrographs to follow-up any object of interest, such as outlier supergiant stars or those starswhich appear to be very red or blue. A second activity (https://www.schoolsobservatory
.org/discover/projects/exoplanets/main) focuses on population studies of exoplanetsfrom the exoplanet.eu website. Students explore the properties of exoplanets (e.g. radius,mass, orbital period) and can search for any correlations between these properties. The activityincludes information on selection effects, which in turn can lead to incorrect conclusions.
Finally, I present a third activity, which has been created as a crossover between IBSE and CitizenScience (https://www.schoolsobservatory.org/discover/projects/supernovae).It uses data collected by FTP from Type Ia supernovae as discovered by Gaia Alerts (http:
//gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alertsindex). Users are instructed on how to performphotometry using an online browser-based photometry tool called JS9. Using robotic telescopes,users can add additional data-points to the Hubble Plot, giving them ownership of their dataand enabling them to measure the expansion rate and age of the Universe.
Advantages and Disadvantages of IBSE-type Activities

We believe students using these activities can gain an insight into the scientific process and thecollaborative nature of science and in time, will go on to develop their own projects and maketheir own suggestions for extensions activities. We note that these projects require a level ofbackground information and can present problems around software installation on differentplatforms and operating systems. Moreover, real data can introduce further obstacles over thesample datasets that we present in the activities.
We will create other IBSE-type resources and intend to base these resources on topics such asvariable stars, black holes and spectroscopy. We hope we can encourage interested parties tocontact us with feedback and suggestions on both current activities and future direction.
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Co-creation 3.0: Taking the Development of Astronomy
Education Resources to the Next Level in the Project Stargazing

Live!

Speaker: Joanna Holt, IAU-OAE NAEC, Netherlands Research School forAstronomy (NOVA), The Netherlands
Collaborators: Joris Hanse (NOVA), Marieke Baan (NOVA, IAU-OAE NOC), Paul Groot and StevenBloemen (Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands)
Traditionally, the majority of astronomy outreach and educationalwork has been undertaken by scientists with an interest inscience communication. However, recent research has shown theimportance of actively including teachers in designing and testingnew educational materials. In this talk we will present a newproject which takes co-creation to a new level. Stargazing Live! is acollaboration between the NOVA education and outreach groupand the MeerLICHT and BlackGEM telescopes. It combines theexpertise of 1) astronomy outreach and education professionals,2) physics teachers and 3) scientists to create an exciting andinnovative education package bringing semi-live telescope datainto the classroom.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/ZTTCk0xoIxA

Introduction to the project Stargazing Live!

The Stargazing Live! project will bring semi-live data (e.g. from the previous night) from theMeerLICHT (www.meerlicht.org) and BlackGEM (www.blackgem.org) telescopes into theclassroom. These small optical telescopes are designed to observe transients in the night sky andin the case of BlackGEM, to search for the optical counterparts of gravitational wave detections.Each night, the data is uploaded to Nijmegen where it is processed automatically.
This project aims to create a suite of educational resources suitable for upper secondary schoolphysics students (16-18 yrs; pre-university education). The main product is a new interactiveplanetarium show for the NOVA network of mobile planetariums, which visit schools across theNetherlands. In addition to covering advanced topics in astrophysics linked to the scientific goalsof the telescopes, the show will include real data projected onto the dome. The project will alsodevelop complementary classroom activities, again using real data as much as possible. Therewill be a short activity suitable for an individual lesson and a more in-depth activity suitablefor student projects. In addition, the project output has the following educational goals: 1) tobe inspirational; 2) to be scientifically accurate and show-case cutting-edge research; 3) to belinked to the curriculum (knowledge & science skills) and 4) to be rigorously tested.
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Co-creation of astronomy education resources

Traditionally, many educational resources and activities have been developed by astronomerswith an interest in outreach. The goal is to create something fun and inspiring, or to promotethe scientist’s research area to a wider audience. However, the creation was often the focuswith little structural testing in schools or feedback from teachers. Didactical tips for teachersor a link to the curriculum were rarely included. More recently, there has been a shift towards‘co-creation’ whereby teachers are more involved in the development process, although thelevel of involvement of teachers is variable. Platforms such as astroedu.org have activelyencouraged the involvement of teachers - publication on astroedu.org requires an activity tobe tested in at least one classroom and all activities are ‘peer-reviewed’ whereby the content ischecked by a teacher and a scientist.
Co-creation 3.0 in Stargazing Live!

We have chosen to title this work co-creation 3.0, due to our requirement to involve threekey areas of expertise at all stages of our project: astronomy, communication/outreach andeducation. Our core team already includes a broad set of these skills with team memberswho are professional astronomers, astronomy communication and outreach professionals, aplanetarium specialist and a former astronomer with formal education experience.
We will boost this expertise with input from physics teachers at all stages of our project, from awide-scale survey and focus groups during the pre-development phase, to testing and feedbackfrom teachers (including during a teacher training event) during themain development phaseto extensive feedback and testing during the post-development phase. The post-developmenttesting will last a full year.
Initial Teacher Feedback

Astronomers and astronomy education and outreach professionals are often in contact withone or more highly-engaged teachers. These teachers typically have a strong personal interestin astronomy and are often avid amateur astronomers. As such, this group of teachers oftenplay a large (or main) role in providing advice and feedback regarding resources.
In our survey and focus groups we talked to a broader range of teachers and the results werenot always what we were expecting. Highly-engaged teachers are typically keen to gain accessto new results and insights, have activities based on real data and see the role of projects likeStargazing Live! to inspire their students. However, the majority of responses suggested thata strong link to the curriculum is the key and the main driver for teachers in deciding whichactivities to give to their students. Below is the summary of a few key differences.

• Topics: cutting-edge astronomyActivity size/length:- final year project (>20 hrs)- in-depth research with real dataQuote: ‘Leave the teaching to us, you inspire them with cutting-edge astronomy’.
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• Topics: gravity & electromagnetic spectrumActivity size/length:- short (<30 min)- support curriculumQuote: ‘My program is too full for activities which are only nice or inspiring, but if I thinkthey will help my students do better in the exam, there is always time’.
Astronomy education resources should be created by astronomy education and outreach pro-
fessionals, with significant input from both astronomers and teachers. The ideal developmentteam will include expertise in all of these areas with further help coming from the engagementof a broad group of teachers in all (pre-, main and post-) development stages.

Astronomy Data Visualization with WorldWide Telescope and
Glue

Speaker: Patricia Udomprasert, Center for Astrophysics | Harvard &Smithsonian, USA
Collaborators: Alyssa Goodman (CfA), Harry Houghton (CfA), PeterWilliams (CfA, AAS), JonathanCarifio (CfA), Nicholas Earl (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign), Mary Dussault (CfA), SusanSunbury (CfA), & Jonathan Foster (CfA)

We showcase astronomy curricula that engage learners withauthentic data through the use of powerful open-source tools,WorldWide Telescope (WWT) and glue. WWT is a rich visualizationenvironment that functions as a virtual telescope, allowing anyoneto make use of real astronomical data to explore and understandthe cosmos. WWT users navigate through 3-dimensional and2-dimensional views of planets, stars, and galaxies, giving them abetter mental model of our universe. Glue is a suite of modulartools for multi-dimensional linked-data exploration that allowsusers to visualize relationships within and among related datasets.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/vSWxw8dMjko

Data visualization with WWT:
In this presentation, we briefly present features in WWT that allow users to view astronomicalimages in a contextualized view of the night "sky." We provide information about three onlineinteractives built using theWWTweb engine and demonstrate usage of the Solar System Explorer
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interactive. Key features include being able to fly to any major object within a 3-D view of thesolar system, scale the planet sizes to their "true" sizes or enlarge them, and speed up timeto make solar system motions easier to visualize. WWT’s open-source web engine allows thecurriculum designer/developer to identify key views and features within WWT that we want thelearner to focus their attention on, so we can provide a customized WWT experience targetedto those pedagogical goals. Links for the WWT resources are provided below.
Data visualization with glue and WWT:
We provide a brief overview of how glue is used to visualize data in a research context andhow the Cosmic Data Stories team is bringing that functionality, along with WWT, to onlineinteractives that will allow the public to practice data science skills. We share screenshots fromthe prototype Hubble Data Story and discuss highlights of this activity, which is intended foruse in high school and introductory college level classrooms. Students will explore a sky view inWWT to select galaxies they wish to "observe," and will use spectra and imagery data from theSloan Digital Sky Survey to measure their galaxies’ velocities and distances (using a standardruler technique). After completing measurements for about five galaxies, the students willvisualize their velocity and distances in a scatter plot using glue and will fit a line to their datato obtain a value for the Hubble constant and age of the universe. They will then aggregate allthe data from their class to obtain Hubble and age values using the larger data set. They willbe able to view the distribution of age estimates from individual students who have used theHubble Data Story and compare that with the distribution of age estimates from entire classes,which will be significantly narrower, to obtain an intuitive understanding of why using a largerdata set can reduce random uncertainties in a measurement. Finally, students will view theirresults in conjunction with historical and modern science data, including Hubble’s own 1929Hubble plot, to see how their own measurements are contextualized within a broader scientificstory. Links to glue and the CosmicDS website are provided.
WorldWide Telescope links:

• WorldWide Telescope: worldwidetelescope.org
• WWT Ambassadors Educational Resources: wwtambassadors.org/educational-mat
erials

• WorldWide Telescope Interactives: wwtambassadors.org/astronomy-interactivesSolar System Explorer: https://wwtambassadors.org/solar-system-explorerStar Life Cycle: https://wwtambassadors.org/Life-Cycle-Of-StarsHubble Law & Big Bang: https://wwtambassadors.org/Hubble-Big-Bang
• GitHub repository for WWT Interactives: http://github.com/wwt-ambassadors

glue & Cosmic Data Stories links:

• glue: glueviz.org
• Cosmic Data Stories: cosmicds.cfa.harvard.edu
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Acknowledgments: The material contained in this product is based upon work supported byNASA under cooperative agreement awards No. NNX16AD71A & 80NSSC21M0002. Any opin-ions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those ofthe authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration.

Screenshot from the WWT Solar System Explorer

Screenshot from the prototype Hubble Data Story
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

GaiaDemos@School

Presenter: Priya Hasan, Maulana Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad,India

Gaia with its unprecedented accuracy has revolutionised ourunderstanding of the Milky Way. It not only provides a threedimensional picture of our universe, but also shows its dynamicnature. Using tools like TopCat and ESASky, we can demonstratethe school students the power of Gaia and change misconceptionsof students of a static never-changing universe. Data has thepotential to convey and convince young inquisitive minds.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/0dbEz0moadU

Gaia is an ESA astrometric and photometric survey that studies a billion stars of our Galaxy.We shall study the importance of using Gaia data to study stars and their three-dimensionaldistribution in the galaxy. A constellation is a group of stars that appears to form a patternor picture like Orion the Great Hunter, Leo the Lion, or Taurus the Bull. Constellations areeasily recognizable patterns that help people orient themselves using the night sky. There are88 recognised constellations. These stars may not be at the same distance and may not begravitationally bound. We can demonstrate to students the association of stars in a constellation.We shall demonstrate the use of TopCat to download and plot Gaia data for the analysis of thestar clusters. We can also use ESASky to help students visualize data.
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References:

• Hasan P., Hasan S.N., AstronomyData, Virtual Observatory and Education,arXiv:2104.10088
• Hasan P., Hasan S.N., Astronomy Education in Covid Times, arXiv:2104.06305

Connecting to Learn Together

Presenter: Carolina Escobar, Galileo Teacher Training Program, Colombia
Our approach is educational, targeting mainly elementary, middleand high school teachers and members of astronomy communitiesas well, who wish to expand their knowledge and skills through theProject Based Learning methodology, using the robotic telescopenetwork of Las Cumbres Observatory as well as free use resourcesduring our workshops. Participants provide input from theirexperience, actively participate in the observations programmingand analyze the obtained results, which empowers them duringthe workshop by applying the knowledge acquired. This motivatesthem to apply the knowledge acquired in their classrooms, showingtheir students that doing science has a deep relationship with theirpersonal learning.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p38

Helios is an initiative of the Galileo Teacher Training Program and started its operation in early2018.
Helios conducts face-to-face and virtual outreach activities focused on teachers, astronomyassociations and for the general public, because it is aligned with the United Nations MillenniumDevelopment Goals such as reducing the knowledge gap and increasing the participation andinclusion of women.
Helios GTTP group has been a member of the LCO’s Global Sky Partner program since 2019,when the proposal Study of Transient Phenomena in Solar Stars was presented, to developworkshops with PBL (Project-Based Learning) methodology focused on teachers and peopleinterested in astronomy, so that these in turn, can transmit the knowledge to their studentsand thus increase interest in astronomy. With its admission to the Global Sky Partner programin 2019, Helios GTTP was the first Colombian group to participate in the Global Sky Partnersprogram of Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO).
HELIOS GTTP has also participated in national and international conferences where the advancesand results of the workshops are presented, and in this way has achieved such an interest in
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these Project-Based Learning workshops that some of its participants have applied to the LCOGlobal Sky Partners with their own projects. To date, Helios GTTP has made 438 observationsusing the robotic telescope network during its workshops. The direct and indirect audience ofits workshops and outreach activities is more than 150 people.
We have contacted the Office of Astronomy for Education in Colombia, the Global Office ofAstronomy for Development and the Office of Astronomy for Development in North America,who have been informed of the intention to expand HELIOS GTTP coverage to impact theSpanish-speaking community. We are working towards constructing a network that will helpachieve the desired vision for HELIOS GTTP.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

We were joined by our speakers for two live discussion panels. One important topic that wasdiscussed was how much context to include in an activity. What information should be includedto give students the right amount of knowledge to carry out an activity and what unnecessary,possibly confusing information to exclude. This section of the discussion also touched on howbest to curate datasets so that students are able to carry out their activities without getting lost.This discussion also included how linked visualizations can be used to bring in extra informationboth to allow students to explore the data more, or to counteract misconceptions.
The panel also discussed how to build activities to match curricula. This can often be a problemas curricula can change within and between countries. The panel discussed how activities canbe based on common elements found across curricula.
The panel also discussed the importance of working with a wide range of teachers to learn whatsort of activities would be most useful in the classroom.
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Citizen Science

Session organiser: Asmita Bhandare, Office ofAstronomy for Education, Germany andCRAL/ENS Lyon, France

SESSION OVERVIEW

In the last few years, several citizen science projects have been very successful in introducingand engaging the public in authentic research. Citizen scientists continue to be a valuable assetin helping scientists tackle large data sets and extract useful information to solve some excitingmysteries of the universe.
This session included contributions from several ongoing citizen science initiatives across theglobe, with an aim to encourage participation in various projects and even motivate anyonewho wants to set up their own citizen science projects.
The keynote speaker, Molly Simon introduced the concept of citizen science and highlighted thepast, present and future projects on Zooniverse, which is the largest online platform for citizenscience. Ananda Hota shared his experience on establishing the first ever Indian citizen scienceproject - RAD@Home, involving several research institutes and successfully engaging the publicin various research projects. Masayuki Tanaka introduced Galaxy Cruise, a citizen science projectrun in Japan, which is an exciting opportunity for the public to use imaging data taken withthe Subaru Telescope to help identify interacting galaxies. Marc Kuchner gave an overview ofNASA’s growing citizen science program and discussed the lessons learned from various projects.Pamela Gay emphasized on providing a supportive, diverse and inclusive community for anyonewho wants to be a citizen scientist and shared insights on ways of adapting this in citizen scienceinitiatives.
Lastly, four additional citizen science projects were highlighted as poster contributions aboutmonitoring meteor shower activities using machine learning (by Siddha Ganju), using citizenscience as a tool for science popularization (by Felipe Sérvulo Maciel Costa), tracking effectsof the solar eclipse on GPS signals (by Carla Hernández), and a project involving the science ofgravitational wave detectors (by Francesco Di Renzo).
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Why Citizen Science: Unlocking the Potential of
People-Powered Research

Speaker: Molly Simon, Arizona State University, USA
Collaborators: Laura Trouille (Adler Planetarium, Northwestern University), Chris Lintott (Univer-sity of Oxford), Edward Prather (University of Arizona), Isaac Rosenthal (UMass - Boston)
The vast wealth of astronomical datasets produced by modern sur-veys - and our shared access to the sky - make astronomy a naturalhome for citizen science projects which provide participants withauthentic experiences of scientific practice. In this talk, I will drawon examples both historical and contemporary from the Zooniverse,to ask what makes an effective citizen science project and how suchprojects can be incorporated in broader engagement programs. Iwill conclude by highlighting the new classroom.zooniverse effortto bring data-rich, citizen science-based, classroom experiences tointroductory undergraduates across a wide array of disciplines.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/A4Tn2w3V_Oc

With the expansion of big data, many research teams across a variety of disciplines are leftwith more data than they have time to analyze independently. Citizen science (commonlyreferred to as people-powered research), is an invaluable method that involves crowdsourcingaspects of the data analysis process, enabling research teams to solve problems involving largequantities of data more efficiently while simultaneously taking advantage of the inherentlyhuman talent for pattern recognition and anomaly detection (see e.g. Trouille et al. 2019 andthe references therein). Zooniverse (https://www.zooniverse.org/) is leading the way inproviding a robust platform for online citizen science. Since its inception in 2007, the Zooniversehas hosted over 350 projects with over 2 million registered volunteers making over one millionclassifications across the platform weekly. These projects have led to more than 200 peerreviewed publications to date (https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications).
At a time when citizen science is gaining in prominence across the world, the Zooniverse hasbecome a core part of the research infrastructure landscape. The Zooniverse encouragesparticipation in active research by supporting the general public to contribute to the cleaning,annotating, and processing of scientific data. Zooniverse projects also facilitate direct interactionbetween citizens and scientists. Raddick et al. (2013) found that the most important motivatorfor Zooniverse volunteers is the desire to contribute to ongoing scientific research. Throughthe Zooniverse discussion forums, volunteers discuss objects of interest, generating hypotheses
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and examining them in the light of new evidence, alongside members of the research team.In addition, each Zooniverse project has a blog and other social media outlets through whichresearch team members share results of the data analysis, publications, and more.
Considering that classifying on Zooniverse projects has a considerably low barrier to entry (vol-unteers simply need an email address), the Zooniverse team has invested considerable thoughtand effort to ensure data quality and reliability. Lack of specialist knowledge or misclassificationcan lead to errors within data produced by citizen scientists (Freitag et al. 2016). Zooniverse’sapproach to citizen science directly addresses these concerns and has led to an establishedtrack record of producing quality data for use by the wider scientific community. By creatingconsensus results based on numerous classifications, researchers working with Zooniverse havebeen able engage a disparate crowd of volunteers to produce reliable results (e.g., Lintott et al.2008, Schwamb et al. 2012, Johnson et al. 2015), leading to discoveries both intentional andserendipitous. Within the field of astronomy in particular, citizen scientists have contributed tothe discovery of new exoplanet candidates (Zink et al., 2019, Eisner et al. 2020), identified previ-ously undiscovered protoplanetary disks (Kuchner et al. 2016), and revolutionized astronomers’understanding of galaxy morphologies (Masters et al. 2019). This list is by no means exhaustive,and accounts for just a tiny fraction of the discoveries Zooniverse volunteers take part in on aregular basis.
The Zooniverse is an excellent resource when integrating an authentic research component intocollege-level general education science courses. By providing these students with insight intowhat actual scientists do, and how modern data analysis works, citizen science can be usedas a tool to contribute to a more scientifically and data literate population of learners. To thisend, we have developed four lab-type activities aimed to improve college students’ data literacywhile emphasizing that citizen scientists make valuable contributions to a variety of scientificdisciplines.
Two of these activities based around the topics of extrasolar planets and climate change, in-corporated data from the Zooniverse projects Planet Hunters (www.planethunters.org)and Floating Forests (www.floatingforests.org), respectively. These two activities havebeen pilot tested with over 3,000 college students enrolled in introductory astronomy andearth science courses. Preliminary results indicated that after completion of these activities,students’ confidence with respect to utilizing data-representations (e.g. graphs, charts, andtables) to make evidence-based conclusions increased significantly. Similar results were foundfor students’ beliefs that citizen science is a valuable tool when making scientific contributions,and that they (as non-sciencemajors) can contribute in ameaningful way to real research (Simonet al. 2021 in prep, Rosenthal et al. 2021 in prep). These two activities will be available for publicuse on the Zooniverse classrooms webpage (https://classroom.zooniverse.org/#/) bythe Fall of 2021, while we expect the two additional activities developed around the projectsPlanet Four (www.planetfour.org) and Gravity Spy (www.gravityspy.org) to be availableby the Summer and Fall of 2022, respectively.
For a more extensive list of Zooniverse educational resources, particularly for online classrooms,refer to: https://blog.zooniverse.org/2020/03/18/zooniverse-remote-online-le
arning-resources/
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#RADatHomeIndia a Collaboratory Model of
Citizen Science Research

(Big-data is a big-resource for development if citizen science follows a Collaboratory approach)
Speaker: Ananda Hota, UGC-faculty, UM-DAE Centre for Excellence in BasicSciences, RAD@home Astronomy Collaboratory, India

RAD@home (#RADatHomeIndia) is a nationwide, Inter-UniversityCollaboratory of professional astronomers, trained citizen scientistsand technical/administrative facilitators. It is the only Indiancitizen science research platform in astronomy. Nearly 30institutes and similar number of professionals have contributedto its growth since 2013. In a "flying pyramid" model, scien-tists and facilitators are its wings, and large number trainedcitizen-scientists (e-/i-astronomers) at multiple levels of expertisemake the multi-layer pyramid. It has 150 e-astronomers, 1000i-astronomers, 2500 active learners, 4700 total members. This waycitizens achieve GMRT telescope time, co-authorship in papers ongalaxy evolution andMS/PhD selections abroad or all round growth.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/VMZzP4BPCsU

RAD@home Astronomy Collaboratory, India (#RADatHomeIndia, https://radathomeind
ia.org/) is a nation-wide Inter-University Collaboratory of dozen professional astronomers,150+ e-astronomers (trained citizen-scientists), 1000 i-astronomers & 2500 active learners in agroup of astronomy-interested 4700 Indians. Its motto is any BSc/BE/BTech can do research(#ABCDresearch) using the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) sitting @home anywherein India free of cost. Though launched as a zero-funded, zero-infrastructure, human-resourcenetwork on Facebook and Google on 15th April 2013, the Collaboratory has achieved significantprogress since the last eight years. It has grown to be a self-sustainable network of citizen-scientists trained to discover exotic black hole galaxy systems primarily from the low frequency150 MHz TGSS DR5/ADR1 data taken with the GMRT, the largest such in the world and prideof India. These citizen-scientists not only come from all parts of India, as shown in the map ofIndia, but also from all walks of life, as long as they have entered University-level science andengineering education.
In last eight years, numerous one week-long Citizen Science Research (CSR) training workshopsknown as "RAD@home Discovery Camps" and one day RAD@home Astronomy Workshopshave been organized with the help of nearly 30 institutions all over India, including UM-DAECEBS (Mumbai) where the Director & Principal Investigator (PI) of the Collaboratory works asan UGC-faculty (University Grant Commission, Ministry of Education, Govt of India). Over 150students/citizens have been trained in Camps co-organized by this research startup (under UGC-FRP mission). Those Camp-hosting institutions are International Centre for Theoretical Sciencesof the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (ICTS-TIFR, Bangalore), Institute of Physics (IOP,Bhubaneswar), Harischandra Research Institute (HRI, Allahabad), Nehru Planetarium (Delhi),
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Vigyan Prasar (Department of Science and Technology (DST), Govt of India). Following Discov-ery Camps, the CSR continues from home and is facilitated by online e-class-cum-e-researchsessions (launched on 14th June 2015) organized by the PI of the Collaboratory. A Camp canaccommodate only 10-20 participants. To train and engage even larger community in CSR,One-Day RAD@home AstronomyWorkshops (ODRAW) are also organized (as in ICTS, IOP, NISER,IIT (BHU &Mandi), IISER (Kolkata & Berhampur)) and even mini-ODRAWs (IISc & DAE-DST-NCSMVigyan Samagam (Mumbai, Bengaluru, Kolkata & Delhi)), which can accommodate 50-100participants who continue to learn from Camp-trained e-astronomers. Purely online/live Work-shops are also organized during Covid-19 pandemic (IAU-OAD sponsored programme at IndianInstitute of Technology (IIT, mandi), DST (Govt of Rajasthan), Thapar Institute of Engineering& Technology (Patiala)). In these Camps/Workshops/talks nearly 40 Institutes have supportedRAD@home and nearly 30 scientists have contributed to the citizen science research training tothe students/citizens.
Exotic black hole galaxy systems discovered this way were proposed to the GMRT for deepobservation and advanced analyses. These proposals named GOOD-RAC: GMRT Observationof Objects Discovered by RAD@home Astronomy Collaboratory, have been rewarded over 50hours of observing time, in four different cycles, in this world-class facility after going throughstandard international review. Several never-seen-before objects/features detecting old/relicmagnetised relativistic plasma, emitting preferentially at low radio frequencies of the GMRT(India) than higher radio frequencies of the Very Large Array (USA) telescope, have been detected.Such synchrotron emitting plasma could be due to past ejection of radio jets, millions of lightyears long and 10-100 millions of years old, from accretion of matter onto super massive blackholes, million to billion times the mass of our Sun, located at the centres of massive galaxies.Alternatively, part of the plasma could also originate in the turbulence and shockwaves producedduring the collision between two clusters of galaxies containing thousands of galaxies each.These cosmic giant particle accelerators, million light years long, accelerate cosmic rays torelativistic speed by Fermi acceleration process and emit synchrotron radiation to be detectedby GMRT. We keep our scientific aims well aligned with that of the national and internationalmega projects. The research results led by the PI have been press-released internationally byNRAO-NSF, NASA-JPL-CalTech, RAS, CFHT, NAOJ-Subaru, NCRA-TIFR etc. and recently has becomea representational icon for one of the seven science goals of the Square Kilometre Array (e.g.SKA-brochure explaining galaxy black hole evolution, and SKA-posters in DAE-DST-NCSM VigyanSamagam). Along with this scientific goal our aim is also to achieve the social constitutional goalsof equity, sustainability and inclusivity through empowering the public through the Internet via
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people-powered citizen science research (CSR). Potential of such a modified CSR collaborationin converting the Big Data problem in to a Big Prospect for a Big Nation has been outlined in thefollowing two publications titled 1. "New results on the exotic galaxy ‘Speca’ and discoveringmany more Specas with RAD@home network" (Ananda Hota et al. 2014) & 2. "Tracking GalaxyEvolution Through Low-Frequency Radio Continuum Observations using SKA and Citizen-ScienceResearch using Multi-Wavelength Data" (Ananda Hota, Chiranjib Konar, C S Stalin, Sravani Vaddiet al. 2016). Several citizen-scientists are co-author in these papers. Camp-trained e-astronomersas well as e-class or RAW-trained i-astronomers become co-authors of such journal papers andinternational presentations. This has been brought to public notice, in the interest of thepublic, by a News/Press Release in the India Science Wire by the Vigyan Prasar, Department ofScience & Technology, Govt of India. RAD@home citizen science research has been highlightedinternationally by Nature-Index in an article titled "How to run a successful citizen scienceproject: Keeping participants involved can go a long way". International Astronomical Union(IAU) and Square Kilometre Array, organizations building largest radio telescope on earth, listedcitizen science efforts for public benefit, specially to take advantage of it during the pandemic.We welcome individual astronomers for co-authorship in publishing papers and institutions forhosting CSR training workshops (contact: RADatHomeIndia@gmail.com).

GALAXY CRUISE

Speaker: Masayuki Tanaka, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Japan
Collaborators: Michitaro Koike, Sei’ichiro Naito, Junco Shibata, Kumiko Usuda-Sato, HitoshiYamaoka (National Astronomical Observatory of Japan)
We present an on-going citizen science project, GALAXY CRUISE.GALAXY CRUISE aims to identify interacting galaxies based onimaging data taken with the Subaru Telescope, and it differsfrom previous citizen science projects in a few key aspects;unprecedented image quality, efficient tutorial based on publicexperiments, gamified user interface, and two-way communica-tions. We believe that even elementary school students will findGALAXY CRUISE interesting. More than 1.5 million classificationshave been collected in 1.5 years after the launch of the project,and interesting results are being unveiled and are shared with theparticipants. We also discuss future prospects of GALAXY CRUISE,including machine-learning.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/J-Ru1r7a_eY

GALAXY CRUISE is a cruise ship sailing across the cosmic ocean. The cruise ship offers anunprecedented view of the Universe with great details of galaxies that have never seen before.
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You, as a cruise member, classify galaxies into various categories, which will help professionalastronomers to address interesting scientific questions about how galaxies evolve. Unlikeprevious citizen science projects, GALAXY CRUISE is very interactive and has a lot of gamificationaspects; passport stamps, souvenirs, classification ranking, etc. There are also monthly newsarticles, seasonal promotions, twitter, etc, to keep the cruise members motivated. Over 1.7million classifications have been made so far and secrets of galaxies are being uncovered.
The Subaru Telescope and Hyper Suprime-Cam

The Subaru 8.2m telescope is located at the summit ofMaunakea, Hawaii. It is among the biggesttelescopes in the world and has addressedmany unresolved issues in astronomy. Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) is one of the main instruments at the telescope and a big observing program is beingconducted with this instrument. GALAXY CRUISE is based on data from this observing program.Details of the instrument and program can be found at https://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/.
GALAXY CRUISE

We have launched a citizen science project, GALAXY CRUISE, in February 2020 (Japanese sitewas launched a few months earlier). It is a cosmic cruise ship sailing across the universe and itprovides an unprecedented view of galaxies in the today’s Universe.
Scientific motivation: GALAXY CRUISE focuses on morphology of nearby galaxies with an em-phasis on interacting galaxies; astronomers know that galaxy-galaxy interactions and mergersare a key phenomenon to drive the galaxy evolution, but its details are not understood verywell. The unprecedented images from Subaru make it possible to address this long-standingquestion.
How to participate: It is easy! Launch your web browser and go to the Galaxy Cruise website(https://galaxycruise.mtk.nao.ac.jp/en/). You can then go over the online tutorial tolearn about galaxy shapes. There are three lessons, but they are not very difficult (except maybefor the last one). After the training, you will get a boarding pass to GALAXY CRUISE. Welcomeaboard!
Sail around the universe: GALAXY CRUISE has a lot of gamification factors. It takes you to agalaxy and you classify it in an interactive fashion. You can zoom in/out and pan as you like. Theuniverse is split into multiple continents and you will get a stamp on your passport when youleave a continent. You can also collect souvenirs as you go along. We also encourage you tofreely explore the universe, discover interesting galaxies and take photos. It is simply fun to sailacross the universe!
Wewill keep youmotivated:We issuemonthly news articles about various topics about galaxiesand citizen science. We also often send messages on twitter. Seasonal promotions are a verypopular event and many passengers participate to complete a mission. We also answer anyquestions you might have during the course of the cruise.
Join GALAXY CRUISE today! We are looking forward to welcoming you on board!
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Citizen Science at NASA: Overview and Best Practices

Speaker: Marc J. Kuchner, Citizen Science Officer, Science Mission Directorate,USA
What would you do with help from 10,000 volunteers? Would youscour a complex data set, quickly explore many out-of-the-wayplaces, or simply harness the creativity of that many unique humanminds? That is what citizen science is all about: imagining newpossibilities, solving hard problems, and at the same time, sharingyour love of science far and wide. I will give an overview of NASA’scitizen science program, tell the stories of remarkable citizenscientists and citizen science projects, and share best practicesgleaned from the NASA community. For more information, take alook at science.nasa.gov/citizenscience.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/xn8BGXQiPGM

Volunteers from around the world drive NASA’s citizen science program, collaborating withscientists on real cutting-edge research. NASA’s citizen science projects have come to dominatetheir scientific fields. They have discoveredmost of the known comets, all of the known samplesof interstellar material, half of the ultracool brown dwarfs andmost of the long period (>2 yr)extrasolar planets from Kepler.
Beyond NASA, the term "citizen science" is applied to a wide range of activities and projects.But at NASA, our policy says: "All NASA citizen science projects shall be designed and imple-mented to meet the same rigorous standards as any NASA science program". As a result ofthis insistence on rigor, nearly 200 NASA citizen scientists have become named co-authors onscientific papers.
Many of the biggest citizen science discoveries from NASA citizen science have been surprises,recognized by citizen scientists, but unanticipated by the science teams involved: Tabby’s starand the "Dipper" star phenomenon (Planet Hunters), the Meyer group comets (SungrazerProject), the oldest white dwarf with a disk (Backyard Worlds: Planet 9), the Peter Pan disks(Disk Detective), and STEVE, a new kind of auroral phenomenon (Aurorasaurus).
At science.nasa.gov/citizenscience, you will find 25 active NASA citizen science projectsonline, 13 of which are astronomy projects.
NASA Citizen Science as a Tool for Science Education: We are just starting to study this ap-plication of citizen science (and note that NASA’s educational efforts are now quite limited).But anecdotal evidence is accumulating that we are changing people’s hearts and minds andteaching them about science – e.g., students who have changed majors and started sciencedegree programs as a result of their involvement in NASA cit sci. Personal stories of NASA citizenscientists are online at science.nasa.gov/citizenscience under People.
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NASA citizen science shares the process of sci-
ence with >1.5 million volunteers, including theseShaw University students, who are working onthe Floating Forests project.

Several NASA Citizen Science Projects now have classroom materials – see the NASA Citizen
Science Resources for Educators document via https://www.dropbox.com/s/b1tuk90vrq
sfnxj/NASA_Citizen_Science_Resources_for_Educators.pdf?dl=0.
Here are three best practices collected from our community of NASA citizen science practition-ers.

1. Use citizen science to teach students that in science, everyone’s work is checked and
double checked. Scientific work must be reproducible, scientific research must pass peerreview, and many citizen science projects have multiple layers of vetting and redundanciesin them to ensure data quality. Understanding this aspect of science is a key component ofscience literacy, and these are special lessons that citizen science experiences can deliverin a uniquely powerful way. Learning these concept helps build trust in science (Weisberget al. 2021). Help students see the many checks and double checks built into the citizenscience projects they use!

2. Help your students get involved in videocons with scientists! E.g. Stardust@Home hasvideocons on the 3rd Thursday of each month. Radio Jove has regular phone calls withvolunteers. Planet Patrol and Disk Detective have videocons once per week. BackyardWorlds: Planet 9 has three videocons per week. Participants in these videocons, meetactual scientists, work on advanced projects and observe how scientists work both inteams and in competition. Meeting an actual scientist, even on a videocon, goes a longway toward helping students establish their scientific identities. Ways to get involved aregenerally described on each project’s website—though you may need to read the wholewebsite to find them.
3. Encourage students to tryNASA citizen scienceon the road todoing a science internship.When you apply for an internship, working on a NASA citizen science project looks greaton your resume because it demonstrates a deep interest in NASA science. For more careerand educational opportunities with NASA, see science.nasa.gov/learners/learne

r-opportunities
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Boosting Online Community to Drive Engagement

Speaker: Pamela L. Gay, Planetary Science Institute, USA
Humans are social creatures, and while we all vary in howmuch we do (and do not!) want to interact, everyone wants aplace to belong. With CosmoQuest, we enhance citizen scienceengagement by making sure those who join know they arewelcome and will be supported no matter who they are. This isaccomplished by: having a leadership team that is open abouttheir disabilities and differences; using the pronoun "they" untiltold otherwise; facilitating non-science conversations aroundtopics like LGBTQ+ that impact engagement; providing moderatedplaces where people can hang out; and more. In this workshop,the structure for designing a community will be laid out, and howto emphasize each aspect in your own community will be discussed.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/BhKXaSukTaw

One of our most important roles as Citizen Science project leaders is to show day after daythat everyday people can learn and do science; making contributions that help advance ourunderstanding of the universe. To be successful in recruiting people to participate in ourprograms we have to break down the stereotypes of science being done by isolated geniuses.We would not be able to have citizen science projects if we had not sorted how to do that tosome degree. The stories we tell inspire people to join our projects. We see in our data the folkswho want to contribute, and who will click and observe for years, content to know they aremaking science possible. We also find there are community leaders, engaging in both scienceand in facilitating conversations and communications in our forums. With these core groups, weend up with groups that in many ways reflect professional science communities. But can we dobetter?
Professionally, astronomy is male-dominated, white-dominated, and we need safe places andsupport groups for members of the LGBTQ community and people of faith. If we do our jobright, our communities will not reflect our profession, but be a better version of the diversesociety we live in. This is not to say we can be a true reflection of society - my programs are notsuitable for the blind, and they require people to have computers, free time, and the ability tolearn certain needed tasks. These are limits.
This brings us lesson 1: Decide who you want to be as a community. At CosmoQuest we startby targeting the science adjacent: sci fi lovers and podcast listeners. From there, we say "wewill tolerate no hate. This is a place where people are accepted without regard to their color,culture, religion or lack of religion, their education level, their wealth, or their caste. We do notcare who you love, but only that you find love in this world. We believe that everyone can dogreat things, and we welcome everyone to be part of us doing great things." When we startedour program, we drew in our audience from the Astronomy Cast podcast audience, and westarted out primarily male, white, educated, and affluent. This was not our goal, so we have
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worked to change as we grow. This required us to both listen on platforms like Twitter whenpeople talk about why they do not feel welcome in the sciences, and learn. It also requires us toask the people we do have who are not the generic affluent white male science lover why theyhave joined us, and why they stay. This is an iterative process; people and society are constantlyevolving, and it is a process we can never call good enough.
When you decide who you want to be, you should strive to reflect that from top to bottom.This meant asking, 1) what is necessary to create a work environment that is welcoming andsupportive of a diverse staff, 2) are we communicating in ways that are as inclusive as possible,and 3) does our community provide support to people such that we are providing a place thatprovides equity rather than just equality.
To facilitate a diverse staff, we looked to Bryan Gaensler’s efforts at the University of Sydney andat Dunlap Institute. All paid positions have allowed part-time and flexible hours. We make itclear that we will schedule meetings around family obligations, and make it a goal that everyoneis cross-trained so folks can take time off without work piling up behind them. We also approachour volunteers from a position of trust; assuming people who want to help might make mistakesbut can be trusted just as much as our staff, and may have more experience or expertise thanwe could afford to hire on academic budgets. Today, our core team is made of majority women,and quite by accident, we have landed in a place where we are all some combination of disabled,queer, and/or people of faith; we are the people who are not majority in science, and we arethe leaders of a community who seeks to reflect society instead of science. No group startsas actually diverse. It is a process. Lesson 2: Find the kinds of people you want to see in yourcommunity who are not already there, listen to them and learn what they want, need, anddislike. Then change what you need to change.
Creating a place of diversity has required the entire team struggling together to find ways topresent ourselves that leave spaces for everyone to feel included in our messaging. This takesmany forms. For instance: we default to the pronouns they/them until we are told to usesomething else. We work to provide transcripts of all of our recordings, and to make contentavailable in ways that can be accessed with screen readers and on multiple devices. We alsomake efforts to admit our own differences, struggles, and failings so people see role models, andif not role models, at least space for their differences to exist alongside our differences. This careis carried all the way through to how we word surveys. When we ask, "What is your gender?"it is not multi-choice. After talking through how people want these questions to appear, wenow give people a blank space to answer. This makes data analysis harder, but leaves space forhumans to be true to themselves.
In a recent marketing survey, we found that the majority of the community is still male, atabout the 70% level, and uncomfortably white. That said, more people identified as having adisability than is typical of the US population, LGBTQ roughly tracks with the population, andour community includes many self-identifying conservative religious folks who co-exist in acommunity with no clear majority between atheists, agnostics, and people of faith. This was anon-scientific study used to understand how to improve programs. We are seeking funding formore in-depth research. Of particular interest, we want to explore how the digital divide affectsengagement by minorities, and how the demands of household and children - the so-calledsecond-shift - impact the ability of women to participate in citizen science and other volunteeractivities.
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Lesson 3: You need to set down community guidelines that are enforced with room for forgive-ness and honest mistakes. Part of creating rules is asking "What is required to make the peoplewe want to welcome feel comfortable? We have forbidden references to weapons or violence,even Marvin the Martian. Sometimes this takes forms I never quite imagined. Recognizingthat people are more than the science they do, our discussion server has channels to sharephotos of nature and animals, and all spiders and snakes are hidden behind Spoiler Tags. It is asmall thing, but it matters. We do what we can to create a community focused on helping andcontributing. This includes people live streaming their citizen science efforts and sharing theirpain and triumph, and it has matured in these Covid times into people supporting each other invoice chats, and when folks need a break, we even created a place to play games, tell stories,and just be humans.
We have adopted a spirit of aggressive acceptance and compassion and are becoming whowe want to be. I hope our lessons will help you build the long-lasting, healthy and growingcommunity that you want to see.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

How Citizen Scientists are Monitoring Global Meteor Shower
Activity with Machine Learning Open Source Research

Presenter: Siddha Ganju, Frontier Development Lab, SpaceML, NvidiaCorporation, USA
Citizen scientists have automated the Cameras for Allsky MeteorSurveillance (CAMS) data network, so data is automaticallydownloaded from the cameras, prepped for triangulation, andanalyzed. Additionally, an ML algorithm replicates the scientiststhought process to sift through the video captured each night toidentify meteor showers with results published on the NASA CAMSMeteor Shower Portal. The open source portal not only aids ineffective communication of ideas and results to a diverse audiencebut is a useful interactive educational tool used to explore meteorshower activity from the previous night globally and encouragescitizen scientists to develop an interest in space science. Learnhow to reuse the open source code for your datasets and exploremeteor showers!
Poster link: https://youtu.be/qbppMOc4dHs

While many of us in astronomy are domain experts, we could utilize the talent and skills ofpeople outside the domain, and that is where citizen science can help. With proper engagementand mentorship, citizen scientists (ranging from high school to university students, all theway to tech industry veterans) can be guided to start contributing innovations to astronomy,spearheading research into new uncharted domains, ultimately publishing research in journalsand top conferences.
CAMS or Camera for All-Sky Meteor Surveillance project (https://www.seti.org/cams),which started with just a single camera trying to map the night skies above California, has nowgrown to 600+ cameras today, spanning citizen scientist-run observatories all over the globesuch that we have eyes on the skies worldwide 24x7. Peter Jenniskens (https://www.seti
.org/our-scientists/peter-jenniskens) who founded CAMS would travel daily to theLick Observatory, take the hard drive, drive back to the SETI Institute and replay the captureddata, sitting in long moments of uneventful darkness waiting for that momentary streak oflight to verify if it was a meteor or not a meteor. Teams of citizen scientists have built the (1)CAMS software that transfers data saving valuable time but also an incredible amount of carbonemissions, (2) trained an AI model to replicate the scientists thought process to distinguishbetween meteors and other objects in the night sky, and (3) build a user-centered visualizationportal that displays night activity from all over the world within your browser.
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The figure shows the CAMS pipeline build by a team of citizen scientists.
As of 2021, CAMS is a mature TRL-9 deployed machine learning project for planetary defenseand has been one of the first machine learning-enabled NASA-funded projects that includespro bono contributions from citizen scientists. CAMS has run multiple Facebook, YouTube Liveevents with 10k+ views. Recently, a team of student citizen scientists were also able to organizea fundraiser, raising 30,000 USD to establish camera stations in India, closing the blind gapwhich existed over the North-Eastern Hemisphere.
SpaceML: How to run a citizen science team/Learnings from running the Citizen Science team:There are few organizations in the world like NASA, where the opportunity to work can have ahuge positive impact on the planet. However, opportunities are very selective, often available toresearchers with advanced educational backgrounds, with the most common starting positionsbeing Postdoctoral positions. Andwhile the funnel of students in advanced STEM fields is alreadylow, it is even lower for women and people of color.
SpaceML helps connect aspiring change-makers with the opportunity to make an outsizedimpact. It does that by inspiring them through talks, training them, opening opportunities toconduct research in a state of the art field, guiding them through generating publications andreleasing free open-sourcing tools, and then giving them the stage to showcase their work infront of NASA Scientists, significantly accelerate the speed of usable research for NASA and itsadoption by scientists. And it does it in an inclusivemanner, irrespective of academic background.With 50+ contributors now, starting from summer 2020, the majority of the students have ahigh school / undergraduate background. With the students scoring an open offer for futureinternships. And even two English teachers who were motivated by climate change, who wentthrough a career transition into data science, with one having landed in a full-time technicalrole. And more importantly, with stories of relatable young changemakers, more people willfollow onto using their talents for social good.
The north star for the program is not research but readily usable, deployed research, a short-coming in the common academic research process. Most free tools released in this program donot require the user to know computer programming or pre-requisite knowledge of artificialintelligence, all it requires is one line to get them running. This further reduces barriers to entryand enables researchers across all disciplines to benefit from the project.
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The program facilitator provides customized learning resources to each candidate to upskillthem in a fast yet approachable manner. Few weeks in, they are paired with their primarymentor who will closely guide them through the rest of the program. Mentors meet with theirmentees every week to discuss progress on their project, next steps and longer term goals. Asthe project reaches a certain level of maturity the candidates present their work to a panel ofNASA scientists and stakeholders. This step serves as a useful checkpoint to ensure that theproject is going in the right direction and that it is readily deployable for real-world scenarios.Contributors are held accountable through a set of key objective metrics. Through this processof delivering short yet impactful demos, the candidates learn valuable skills in public speakingand presentations. The candidates are also provided guidance on scientific communication forresearch publications at prestigious conferences.
SpaceML is unique because there exists no other distributed open-source program that upskillscontributors from a variety of backgrounds (technical and non-technical), ultimately helpingthem deploy code for high public value areas like planetary defense, climate change in a shortspan of time.

Zooniverse and IASC: Citizen Science at the Service of the
Popularization of Astronomy

Presenter: Felipe Sérvulo Maciel Costa, ECIT Melquíades Vilar, Brazil
In times of remote education, astronomy education has also hadto adapt. Today, there are citizen science projects that providetools and resources to support astronomy education remotely,such as the Supernova Hunters and Planet Hunter Tess projects onthe Zooniverse platform, as well as the International AstronomySearch Collaboration, an asteroid hunting project. In addition tocontributing to astronomy education, such projects also allowcitizen scientists and amateur astronomers to contribute to newdiscoveries of planets, supernovae, stars, and asteroids not yetdiscovered by the algorithms that scour the cosmos through largetelescopes. Such initiatives also have the potential to contribute tothe popularization of the field of astronomy and general interest inSTEM.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/i6WhN-fYSEc
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Started in the mid-1900s and popularized in the last 20 years, citizen science is the kind ofscience that involves the participation of volunteers who actively contribute in various areas ofresearch. In the field of astronomy, in addition to seeking a greater participation of amateurastronomers and astronomy enthusiasts in scientific research, there is a parallel objective ofproviding greater dissemination and increased general interest in the areas of STEM (Science,Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), more specifically, in the field of astronomy (whichcan be called citizen astronomy).
Currently, there are initiatives such as Zooniverse (www.zooniverse.org), a virtual platformthat hosts the largest citizen science projects on the internet and is headquartered at OxfordUniversity and at the Adler Planetarium. Zooniverse’s projects span several areas of knowledge,including astronomy, ecology, cell biology, humanities and climate science. Some examples,in the field of astronomy, stand out the Planet Hunter Tess (project that identifies exoplanetsthrough starlight curves recorded by the TESS telescope), the Supernova Hunters (project thatsearches for supernovas through images from the PanStarrs Telescope), Cosmological Jellyfish(initiative that searches for exotic galaxies), and the recent Active Asteroides project, whichsearches for asteroids with characteristics of a comet. Another important citizen astronomyproject is the International Astronomical Search Collaboration (IASC - http://iasc.cosmo
search.org/), one of NASA’s citizen science projects that provides high-quality astronomicaldata to citizen scientists around the world through search campaigns by major belt asteroids(MBAs).
In recent years, there has been a considerable increase in the number of people joining citizenscience initiatives aimed at astronomy (citizen astronomy) around the world. Participationincludes astronomy clubs, schools, science dissemination projects, universities or even amateurastronomers or astronomy enthusiasts. The present work evidenced the participation anddiscoveries of the Mysteries of the Universe Project, from Taperoá, Paraíba, Brazil, and theMelquíades Vilar School, in the projects of citizen science of asteroid search (IASC/NASA/MTCI)as well as in the search for supernovae (Supernova Hunters/Zooniverse) between July andSeptember 2021. Citizen astronomy is a two-way street: more people contributing to citizenscience projects helps to improve and refine astronomy research, improve the algorithms. andproduce more data, at the same time, these people learn. Without leaving home, with the helpof the internet, teachers, students, astronomy enthusiasts and astronomy club members havethe opportunity to contribute to cutting-edge professional science in astronomy and participatein important discoveries. In addition, citizen science projects aimed at astronomy promote thegrowing participation of people in science, multiplying the number of enthusiasts (includingchildren), and fostering interest in astronomy.
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Solar Eclipse 2019: Citizen Science Initiative to Investigate GPS
Signals in Chile

Presenter: Carla Hernández, Center for Interdisciplinary Research inAstrophysics and Space Exploration (CIRAS) Physics Department, Universidad deSantiago de Chile, Chile
Collaborators: Sebastián Pérez, Roberto Bernal, Marina Stepanova, Cristóbal Espinoza andMiguel Pino, CIRAS, Physics Department, Universidad de Santiago de Chile

The solar eclipse in Chile 2019, was a perfect opportunity toinvite the public to join a scientific investigation through a citizenscience initiative. The aim was to gather data that would helpus understand how changes in the illumination pattern affectour planet’s ionosphere. Shadowing by the Moon is expected toproduce deviations in the Global Positioning System (GPS) accuracy.Our initiative, named "Hago Ciencia", invited people to collect GPSdata with their smartphones before, during, and after the eclipse.Participated approximately 5,000 people, providing more than280,000 geolocation. We found evidence that the positioningaccuracy worsened by several decades of meters during thepassage of the Moon’s shadow when compared to before and afterthe time of totality.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/pTe5cNVXJGM

The solar eclipse that happened on July 2, 2019 was visible throughout continental and insularChile, with magnitude 1.0459; Range -0.6466; and a maximum duration of 273 seconds (4 min.33 sec.).
On this occasion, we developed a citizen science initiative called "Hago Ciencia" (translated as"I do science") in order to encourage the participation of people throughout the country. Theinitiative was aimed at studying how the main ionosphere is affected by reduced sunlight for ashort time interval, by detecting changes in artificial geolocation systems. Studies in previouseclipses of the Sun have reported weakening of the ionosphere and effects on the transmissionof radio waves (Cervera and T. J. Harris, 2014).
During a solar eclipse, when the Moon blocks the solar radiation completely over some area ofthe ionosphere, we expect changes in the density of free electrons in that gas column. A 60%decrease of the electron density in the F1 region was observed during the maximum of a totalsolar eclipse (Ding et al., 2010; Coster, A. et al., 2017).
Citizens had to enter the designated website through their mobile phone, and accept access togeolocation data. In the instructions, users were suggested to connect several days before, atapproximately the same time of the eclipse (16:30 CLT) from the same place of registration. The
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Figure 1: Density data distribution/latitude.
initiative involved 4,809 people who contributed to the registry of 284,610 geolocation data(Figure 1). Registration was carried out from different parts of the country, both in continentaland insular territory.
We found evidence that the positioning accuracy worsened by several decades of meters duringthe passage of the Moon’s shadow (Figure 2). The results obtained suggest that the GPS embed-ded into the cell-phones are able to detect the changes of TEC. This finding was possible thanksto the active participation of citizens in the data collection process. High citizen participationduring the eclipse and the large amount of data collected in this initiative confirms the commu-nity’s interest in scientific research.
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Figure 2: Averaged differences in meters between the apparent and real locations of cell-phonesin latitude (Y) and longitude (X).
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GWitchHunters - The Citizens for the Improvement of
Gravitational Wave Detectors

Presenter: Francesco Di Renzo, on behalf of REINFORCE-WP3, University of Pisaand INFN section of Pisa, Italy
Gravitational wave detectors are very sophisticated instrumentsdevoted to the formidable task of measuring space-time deforma-tions as small as a thousandth the size of the atomic nucleus, suchas those produced by astrophysical phenomena like coalescence ofcompact stars or the Big Bang itself. This citizen science projectaims at demystifying the detectors functioning and the work of thescientists to improve them. We present their data in the form ofimages and sounds, and we ask the citizens to identify relationsbetween them or peculiar patterns in images and sounds. All ofthis is presented with the interface of the Zooniverse platform as agame for the citizens, which, playing with simple tasks, can give asignificant contribution to better understand the detectors andimprove them.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/KmJgBJKQuzg

GWitchHunters, from the blending of the Gravitational Wave acronym (GW) and glitch hunters,is a citizen science demonstrator developed within the REINFORCE (Research InfrastructuresFOR citizens in Europe) Research & Innovation Project, with the support of European Union’sHorizon 2020 SWAFS "Science with and for Society" work program. Its objective is to engageand support citizens to cooperate with scientists in the field of gravitational wave research.In particular, this project aims at delivering a deeper, but easily accessible, knowledge of thephysics behind GW detectors and how these can be improved to achieve better sensitivity forthe experimental study of the Universe.
The first step in the development of the project has been to present the data recorded by GWdetectors in a format that enhanced the physical properties of interest and that these wereeasily recognizable by the general public, without any specific expertise in signal processing. Ourfocus has been in particular on transient signals, such as those expected from the coalescenceof compact binary stars, like the celebrated first detection event GW1509141, or other shortexcesses of energy of environmental or instrumental origin, colloquially referred to as glitches.To represent them we make use of specific transformations that normalize the data with respectto the energy of its stationary and Gaussian part (whitening transform), and we visualize themby means of spectrograms, heat maps that show the evolution of their energy with time andfrequency.
In order to make concepts like energy and frequency more friendly to unexpert participants,
1Abbott, B.P. et al., "Observation of Gravitational Waves from a Binary Black Hole Merger," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol.116, no. 6, p. 061102, 2016.
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like young kids, and provide a multisensorial view of this data, useful for people with visionimpairment, we have developed a new sonorization strategy to convert the spectrogram im-ages into sounds. We have done that associating to every frequency interval of these imagesthe corresponding note of the C-major scale of Occidental music, that is, the white keys of apiano keyboard. Then, the energy in each band is associated with the intensity one plays thecorresponding note. This strategy encourages practical demonstrations of signals examples atoutreach events or in schools, making use of common musical instruments.
From these images and sounds, we can recognize the peculiar shapes and tones associated withthe coalescence of compact binary stars and those from signals of terrestrial origin, which wewould like to get rid of in the search for astrophysical signals. Most importantly, we are thenable to distinguish them, and this is one of the tasks that the participants in this project areasked to accomplish.
Moreover, besides the data channel that records the gravitational wave strain, our detectorsconstantly monitor the status of their instruments and environment with dedicated data acquisi-tion channels. If we observe the coincident presence of an excess of energy in the main channeland in one of the latter, with a similar image shape or sound, then this provides evidence fora terrestrial (i.e. instrumental or environmental) origin for that, and also gives researchersinformation on where in the detector this noise has spawned from. This is very important forthe identification of the various noise sources and, getting rid of them, the improvement of thedetector sensitivities. This is also one of the tasks that citizens are asked to complete in theGWitchHunters.
We have delivered this project via the Zooniverse web platform, which includes a nice lookinginterface for visualizing the data and performing the previous tasks, and also plenty of additionalresources and discussion boards about the science of gravitational wave detectors and how toget in touch with researchers in the field.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The two informative citizen science sessions were followed by very lively discussions. Overallthere was a consensus that not only does citizen science prove to be a very useful tool foroutreach but it also helps with introducing research activities and methods. It is essential tofind the right balance between outreach and authentic research, while designing citizen scienceprojects. To make sure that the project is rigorous and productive scientifically, it is beneficial toinclude scientists in the team, to define a clearly stated science question that is accessible foreveryone and to have the data quantity and quality as needed to answer the question. It is alsoimportant to strive towards a more equal, diverse and inclusive community, which takes a lot ofwork and dedication.
To grow the community further, a few ideas of promoting citizen science projects were dis-cussed. Ananda Hota mentioned the importance of highlighting the outreach aspect of citizenscience initiatives, especially in order to acquire government funding and recognition. MasayukiTanaka and Pamela Gay encouraged using social media to help spread the word, e.g. facebookgroups, promotions via National TV stations as done in Japan for GalaxyCruise, and different livestreaming platforms like discord, twitch, YouTube live, etc.
There was a discussion about including citizen science projects into the K-12 curriculum. MollySimon suggested that many of the activities developed for college students can be used inhigh school classrooms and that the Zooniverse projects on the website are accessible to mostages, starting with middle school (https://blog.zooniverse.org/2020/03/18/zoonive
rse-remote-online-learning-resources/). Marc Kuchner pointed out that there aresome challenges for classroom projects in the USA since the next-generation science standardcurriculum does not have a lot of flexibility for adding these kinds of activities. However,several NASA projects have been successfully incorporated for high-school students in India andBrazil. Pamela Gay stressed on the importance of being respectful and giving due credits toall those involved at different levels of the initiative, especially among minority students (seealso https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.13061). Pamela Gay mentioned that several differentcitizen science projects exists, which also work in areas lacking the access to technology, such asobservational work that uses unaided eye where the data can be reported through the phone(e.g. monitoring novas for AAVSO, https://scistarter.org/).
Marc Kuchner shared a funding opportunity called the NASA Citizen Science Seed FundingProgram (https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary!init.
do?solId=%7BA08B277F-1BFE-4663-3E6F-C178EBA87C8C%7D&path=open) for educatorsor researchers who want to propose new projects in Astrophysics, planetary science, biologicaland physical sciences, and Helio physics. Molly Simon also shared that the publicly availableproject builder tool (https://www.zooniverse.org/lab) on the Zooniverse platform can beused to build a Zooniverse project and get help from 2 million+ volunteers around the world toclassify the data.
Although involving machine learning techniques in citizen science initiatives seems like theway forward, Marc Kuchner emphasized that citizen scientists will always have a feature thatmachines do not have, and that is curiosity. The more we can inspire people from all kinds ofbackgrounds, the more science we will do!
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Daytime Astronomy

Session organiser: Markus Nielbock, Office ofAstronomy for Education/Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy, Germany

SESSION OVERVIEW

Daytime astronomy challenges our expectations of what astronomy entails. Our first associationsrevolve around the night sky, rich in fascinating objects like the Moon, planets, stars, constel-lations, nebulae, globular clusters, and galaxies. However, there are many exciting conceptsconnected to celestial objects that everybody can witness even in daylight. Firstly, there is theSun, but we can also find the Moon and certain bright planets during the day or in the twilightof dusk and dawn.
Daytime astronomy also helps us to connect with our cultural heritage. Seasons, timekeeping,and the calendar are closely related to observing the apparent annual motion of the Sun andthe Moon.
Onemajor advantage of daytime astronomy activities is they happen during regular school hours.As such, they potentially reach many children and enrich their teaching with easily accessiblehands-on exercises. Therefore, daytime astronomy is exceptionally well suited to teach basicastronomical concepts with few barriers concerning availability during the day and avoidingpossible safety issues at night.
This session highlights a series of six talks and three posters that present various activities andbest practices to teach fundamental phenomena of the Sun-Moon-Earth system. They includeexamples for diurnal and annual solar motions, activities to measure the size of the Earth, aswell as tips for observing solar eclipses safely.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Sun, Shadow and Sky: Glimpses of "Daytime Astronomy"
Activities

Speaker: Venkateswaran Thathamangalam Viswanathan, Vigyan Prasar, NewDelhi, India
Time reckoning and seasons are linked to the apparent position ofthe Sun in the sky. Outdoor project work helps to determine thecardinal directions, local (astronomical) noon & standard clock time,yearly noon shadow changes, rough time reckoning and seasonalday length changes. Few activities can be completed during theday, and some will require measurements and observations ondifferent days of the year. The learners observe and note the keyaspects, contextualise them, undergo a cognitive apprenticeship,help analyse and interpret information, and learn to work in groups.Observing and interpreting the gnomon’s shadow and the projectencourages young people to participate in knowledge generation.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/IMXicn-eFJ0

Astronomy evokes the image of the starry sky, Moon looming large, and the planets mean-dering in the background of the celestial sphere. One may even consider that "daytime" and"astronomy" to be opposite of each other and that "daytime astronomy" is an oxymoron. Yet,in the history of human civilisation, the dawn of astronomy was marked by the observationsof the Sun in the sky and the shadows it casts. The sun provided the cue for computing thetime elapsed since the sunrise (or the time remaining before dusk falls) and longer time-divisionsuch as seasons and years. Daytime astronomy (DTA) activities attempt to recapitulate these foreducation, popularisation, and outreach efforts.
What can we observe in the daytime? We will illustrate some of the activities that can becarried out in the daytime by observing the motion of the sun and the shadows it creates.
Sun does not rise in the east: A simple activity would clarify that the Sun does not "rise" at thesame point on the eastern horizon. Choose a spot on your terrace with an unhindered viewtowards the east, and mark it. You will have to stand on that spot many times during thisexploration, making the mark durable. Watch the sunrise as it goes above the parapet wall. Askyour collaborator to place a stone on the parapet wall such that the stone and the rising Sun arein a straight line. Come back to the same spot, say after every fifteen days, for say two to threemonths, and at each time place a new stone that marks the sunrise point. Mark each stonewith the date and time at which you made the observation. We can quickly find that successivesunrise points are moving towards the southeast for the six months, and towards the northeast,
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Figure 1: When you join two points on thesame circle, we get the west-east line. Figure 2: The holes perforated in theshape of various faith symbols project dis-tinct images when held closer and all be-come circles when the distance to thescreen is increased.

in the next six months. The southeast position is closer to December 21 (winter solstice), andthe northernmost place is closer to June 21 (summer solstice). "Sun rises in the east": as weunderstand it, is not that correct. With careful observations (and nudging from the facilitator),we can find that the sunrise point is very close to the actual east on two days in a year calledthe equinoxes.
Your shadow your clock: An ancient verse in Tamil tells us how to compute the time duringdaytime from measuring your shadow with your feet measure. Choose a rock or the edge of thepavement (or any fixed object) as the mark. Adjust your position in such a way that the shadowof the tip of your head kisses its edge. Now measure the length of your shadow, with your feet,by slowly tiptoeing towards the stone/pavement.
In the old days in the southern part of India, they used a time division called "Nazhigai", whichis equivalent to 24 minutes. From sunrise to sunset, there were 30 Nazhigai. If your shadowlength is 98 feet measure (by your feet! This is important, remember), then from sunrise, it isnot more than one Nazhigai (or 24 minutes). Alternatively, if it is afternoon and the shadow ispointing towards the east, then in 24 minutes, the sunset will take place. If the shadow length is45 feet measure, then it is two Nazhigai (48 minutes). The table is given a pair. The first numberis the shadow length in feet, and the second number is the time in Nazhigai since sunrise orthe time remaining for sunset. (98:1), (45:2), (28:3), (19:4), (14:5), (10.5:6), (8:7), (6:8), (4.5:9),(3.5:10), (2.5:11), (1.75:12), (1:13), (0.5:14), (0:15). This works roughly for southern India; I am notsure this would work for your place as it is. Why not try measuring the shadow lengths? Preparea table for your area.
When is "midday"?: The clock time 12:00 is not when the Sun crosses the meridian line at yourplace. Place a vertical pole. Draw concentric circles on paper (as shown in Figure 1) and place
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a vertical rod (pencil) at the centre. Note the shadow point of the tip of the pole every fiveminutes. When two points fall on the same circle, add the clock time of these two points anddivide by two; we get the astronomical noon. In Figure 1, the points corresponding to 12:05 and12:20 are on the second circle. Add them 12:05+12:20 and divide them by two. We get 12:12;that is the midday/astronomical noon at the location where this observation was made.
Cardinal directions: Draw a line connecting the two points falling on the circle (Figure 1); that is,the east-west line. Now draw a perpendicular to that line passing through the centre, we getthe north-south line.
Shadow flips: If you watch the pole’s shadow during the astronomical noon every day, we willobserve an interesting phenomenon. In Chennai, from August 18 to April 24, the pole’s shadowwould be towards the southern direction. On April 25, the direction of the shadow would bewest-east. At astronomical noon, there will be no shadow – Zero Shadow Day! However, onApril 26, the shadow would be pointing north! It would point towards the north until August16. On August 17, once again, the shadow would be west-east and at noon, no shadow. Onceagain, Zero Shadow Day. From the next day, August 18, the shadow of the vertical pole flips tothe southern direction.
Message from the Sun: The Surya Sandesh Sun card, developed by Dr Vivek Monterio (Figure 2),shows how science activities make us reflect on our understanding of the world and produce amuch better mutual understanding amongst us. In these dark times of hate, sectarian violence,demonisation of people belonging to other "faiths" and belief systems, good science educationmust also cultivate what in India we call as "scientific temper"; an attitude that is steeped intemperament for reform, humanism and spirit of enquiry. "Surya Sandesh" means "messagefrom Sun". When you hold the card, with perforations marking various faith symbols close tothe ground, in the shadow cast, each symbol appears distinct. When we slowly raise the cardtowards the Sun as high as possible, initially, all faith symbols become the same; circles of light.When we go even higher, the circles touch and merge into each other, symbolising our essentialoneness as human beings, as citizens of planet Earth. We are One under the Sun.
Only a few illustrative activities are listed above. Fun and learning are possible with manymore such activities using low cost/no-cost contraptions. One can make a sundial, measure thealtitude of the Sun at midday to trace the path in the sky, find your latitude and many more.Even in the resource-poor scenario, these are eminently feasible. For example, Navnirmithi, aMumbai based science education group, had developed "Ball-mirror assembly" solar projection.With this, every school around the world can have a solar observatory for exploration andlearning1. Roleplay2 is also an effective tool. The Public Outreach Committee of the AstronomicalSociety of India3 is also developing apps/activities. You can also watch DTA videos by VigyanPrasar4.

1see for the construction and uses of the ball-mirror assembly: https://www.vidyaonline.org/dl/sun-e
arth-games.pdf2https://www.arvindguptatoys.com/arvindgupta/role-play-eng.pdf3https://astron-soc.in/outreach/activities/zero-shadow-day/4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUYA7NWocO8&t=4s and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9
FHT6R-Hm4Y&t=5s
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Where Are We? How Do We Move?

Speaker: Edgardo Quintana, Colegio San Francisco Javier, Puerto Montt, Chile

If somebody asks me "What Everyone Should Know AboutAstronomy Education", it would be concepts like "Where AreWe?" and "How Do We Move?". I think that this information andassociated activities and methods, give us a perspective about whowe are. The talk shows the movements of the Earth in the southernhemisphere, the path of the Sun during the day, the connectionwith the southern celestial pole, and the different experiences withactivities that complement this journey.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/3wiFEWsZpdU

What everybody should know about Astronomy Education: I think we need to add an approachthat connects astronomy with the humans; something like what is generated when you findyourself contemplating a starry night, but from an education point of view; an assimilation of thecontext in which we situate ourselves as beings. I think that this "assimilation" of astronomicalknowledge is important and contextualizes our existence. By educating about astronomy, wecan connect life with what science tells us about what the Universe is like. We ask ourselvesagain "what are we" "how does life originate".
And well how do we achieve this?: My opinion on what we should know about astronomyeducation is based first, as a start, on explaining, "where we are" and "howwemove" in space.
Where are we?: "We are in the solar system, within a spiral galaxy called the Milky Way, at a
distance of 28,000 light years from the center, where there is a supermassive black hole. At
the same time this galaxy is immersed in groups of galaxies."

When thinking of our Solar System we can observe the Moon and the Sun during the day. TheSun is eight light minutes and the Moon is one light second away. From our observatory, it isalso possible to photograph them. The following activities are possible:
Concerning the craters of the Moon, students can point at those visible from our location.
Students can recreate their bound rotation through an activity in which they revolve aroundeach other while facing each other and wearing masks of the Sun and the Moon. They showwhy only one side of the Moon is visible.
Students can also visualize sunspots and their movement through time while observing therotation of the Sun with the help of information from the SOHO satellite page.
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Students can make a solar system scale model. A tactile model would also allow for activitiesincluding blind people.
To comprehend sizes, students can compare the diameters of the Moon, the Earth, and the Sunwith images that are to scale.
To understand eclipses, students can take pictures, work with a lunarium and a lunar calendar.
While applicable to any object orbiting a massive object, such as Jupiter, the Sun, the Moon,etc., it is possible to carry out a mapping of the distance scaling of Galactic objects. Here youcan take advantage of Kepler’s Third Law and the concept of uniform circular motion to extendthe laws valid in the Solar System to also calculate the mass of the galactic central black holewith the star S2, knowing the period and the distance at which the star is from the center. Itjoins with trigonometry, in Chile for 11th graders.
I find that there is information that is very important if we want to understand where we are.This is related to the location of the star closest to us "Proxima Centauri" at 4.3 light years. Thisstar is not observable during the day, but it is possible to refer to it when we see how the Earthrevolves around the southern celestial pole. In this part, it is possible to explain what one lightyear is and calculate that distance in kilometers or compare it to the Earth-Sun distance.
Students can create a velocity-time graph assuming that we want to travel to that star. It canrefer to the highest speeds that human beings have been able to reach when traveling throughspace. This touches the concept of uniform rectilinear motion. In passing, we can connect theactivity with the study of exoplanets Proxima Centauri b and c.
Finally, students can realize that at 70,000 km/h it is possible to reach that star from Earth in100,000 years. Consequently, we are very far from other objects. If there is no nearby life inthe Solar System, we would be even more alone. That tells us that our planet behaves like anisland in the middle of a huge ocean.
How do we move?: "The Earth rotates and is tilted with respect to the ecliptic. We move on
a nearly circular orbit at a speed of approximately 100,000 km/h around the Sun. The solar
system also moves around the center of the Galaxy".

The rotation of the Earth is possible to appreciate with the apparent movement of the Sunthrough the day. In our city, Puerto Montt, it is possible to see the Sun rise in the morning fromthe mountain range towards the sea, passing over Lake Llanquihue. It is very important to havea reference since in this way we can compare different sky positions. From here, we see thevolcanoes Osorno, Calbuco and Puntagudo. With the months changing, we can observe theapparent path of the Sun. In winter, we see the Sun pass at a low altitude and in summer atnoon it is possible to appreciate it near zenith.
Possible activities (some may be complementary) include students producing simulated orphotographic time-lapses or multi-exposures during the day for various seasons, e.g. one insummer and one in winter. For photographs, they need a clear sky. Producing such visualizationsis easier and independent of weather conditions if they use a software like Stellarium.
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In addition, children can produce hands-on scale models of the Sun crossing the sky. Theycan glue several circles representing the Sun placing on a semi-spherical transparent dome.The figure above represents the apparent movement of the Sun in winter and summer. Thismovement can also be illustrated in several complementary ways.
At night, the apparent movement of the stars around the southern celestial pole show us howthe Earth rotates under the sky. During the day, an activity with a Foucault pendulum helps towitness the rotation of the Earth. Students can create a time-lapse that illustrates the variationof the angle with respect to the pendulum’s plane of oscillation. Finally, adequate softwarelike Stellarium, star map or skywalk helps to visualize the effects we see due to the Earth’srotation.
Now, we are alone in the Universe and we move very fast.

Top left: Image obtained by students from the Christopher Clavius Observatory. The sea oftranquility is just visible. Top right: Masks to explain why we only see one side of the Moon.Bottom left: The Sun and sunspots obtained by students at the school’s observatory. Bottomright: The Moon photographed by day.

Left: Work that students can develop to show the apparent path of the sun in the sky fromPuerto Montt. Right: Foucault pendulum from the school to show the rotation of the Earth.
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The Globolocal Project and the Use of the Parallel Globe

Speaker: Nicoletta Lanciano, Università di Roma "La Sapienza" e Gruppo diricerca sulla pedagogia del cielo del MCE (Movimento di CooperazioneEducativa), Italy

From didactic research we fund initial conceptions with bigdifficulties in understanding the point of view of astronomy,geometry, physics, and geography about the spherical Earth.With a globe in the same orientation like the Earth in space, theParallel Globe, we observe fundamental astronomical relationshipsbetween Earth and Sun, in real time. The international ProjectGlobolocal is democratic, because we distinguish concepts likehigh-low, above-under and North-South. Each location, seen fromthe place of observation, is at the top of the world, so it helps tohave a correct image of the Earth in the space.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/qTvZVTIl14k

I presented the Globolocal Project and the use of the Parallel Globe that is a tool for working onAstronomy during the day, but not only that. We also work with the Sun and in the open air. Itmeans that we must wait for a sunny day with no clouds. It is an ecological aspect of our workbecause we must be patient and wait and recognize that we depend on nature. Being in theopen air is a very important aspect of our health and our wellness, meaning that school is alsoconducted in the open air, in a garden, and not only in the classroom.
The Parallel Globe allows many didactic approaches at different levels, with children, youngstudents, and adults because we know from research that adults also have difficulties explainingquotidian astronomical phenomena. The Parallel Globe is very easy to construct: we removethe usual terrestrial globe from its stand, fixed and universal. It is enough to place the globe ona cup, well oriented with a compass, with the North Pole to the North and the South Pole tothe South, and our location on the top: in fact, anywhere we are, the entire planet is below ourfeet.
If I am in Rome - Italy at 42° North, I put the globe with Rome on the top. However, if I am onthe Equator, in Kenya or Colombia, the terrestrial axis is quite horizontal and if I am near theSouth Pole in Antarctica, the axis is rather vertical. So, everybody and every country are in turnat the top of the world and in the part of the globe facing up.
We can put the globe on a cup, or we can build a new flexible stand. With this globe, it is evidentthat "north-south" is different from "high-low" and from "up-down"! Instead, the fixed globemakes us think that there is an absolute up and down. The Parallel Globe helps us to see that"North" is a global geographical reference, while "up" is a local and physical indicator. Then, weput the Parallel Globe in the same position that the Earth has relative to the Sun. The globe
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and the Earth are in a homothetic orientation, and the globe assumes the same position as theEarth has in space. So, the Sun illuminates one half of Earth’s sphere and one half of the sphereof the globe, with the same countries in light and in shadow. This instrument allows us to seethe Earth from outside because in every moment the model is illuminated like the planet.
It helps us to find the connections between the local topocentric perspective and the globalgeocentric one; to reflect on a heliocentric global view: our local situation is considered in aglobal dimension. In fact, we can observe on the Parallel Globe where it is midday and theshadow of a gnomon disappears, where it is night or day, where they have sunset, or sunrise,and much more. Observing the Parallel Globe several times a day, and several days in a year, wecan see which elements vary and which remain constant.
If we observe the terminator, that is a great circle of the sphere, that separates the light from theshadow, we see the direction of Earth’s rotation. We can also measure and calculate how manyhours of light we have in a day, related to the local latitude and the period of the year. Lookingat this instrument is very different from studying these phenomena in a book and repeating aphrase from memory; it is much stronger from the point of view of emotion, of astonishment,of memory.
The Parallel Globe lets us travel to all the countries of the world. If we live in the North, we cansee what happens in Ecuador or in South America. If it is daytime, we can see where, now, it isnight. If it is Summer for Italian people, we can see where it is Winter, for example, in SouthAfrica. For this reason, it is an instrument and not just a model of the Earth. It helps us to askquestions and to find answers. Why the name "Parallel Globe"? Because the axis of rotation ofthe globe is set in the same direction that the Earth has. The angle between the axis and thehorizontal plane is equal to the latitude. At every point of the planet, the horizontal plane isparallel to the tangent plane of the globe. If we put some toothpicks or pieces of plasticine ina radial position as gnomons, we see their shadows, with their direction and longitude, withreference to the inclination of the Sun’s rays. We can put more gnomons on the same meridian,in places with the same longitude, or on the same parallel, in places with the same latitude.With the Parallel Globe we can work on common errors and difficulties: for example, we canapproach problems with perceptive and cognitive difficulties like "why don’t people in Argentinafall off?". And we can see that at noon, even at a Summer Solstice, in most places, the Sun isnever at the Zenith, like a lot of young and adults for example in Europe think! And Summeris not due to the position of the Earth being closer to the Sun. In fact, we have two differenthemispheres that are in different seasons at the same time.
Globolocal is a Project developed by Italian and Argentine researchers, for teaching Astronomyand for helping understand astronomical phenomena, with attention to different countries inthe world with their geographical and astronomical differences, from the Equator to the Poles.Usually, representations andmodels refer to the Northern Hemisphere as if it were universal: thisis a problem of power and furthermore causes many difficulties in comprehending astronomicalphenomena for many. On the web site of the Project we collect photos, didactical experiencesand reflections about the use of the Parallel Globe. The website www.globolocal.net, is nowunder revision.
But above all, the Parallel Globe returns to each and everyone their position on top of theworld and that is why it is a democratic tool! Democracy means to recognize the dignity of
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every position in the world and also the dignity of every language. "The school has the task ofstimulating a profound awareness of the interdependencies of our being in the world and ofpromoting a responsible awareness of the local dimension in the planetary dimension." (MCE)
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The Eratosthenes Experiment: a 2300-Year-Old Ingenious
Measurement

Speaker: Angelos Lazoudis, Ellinogermaniki Agogi, Pallini, Athens, Greece
In ca. 240 B.C., the Greek astronomer Eratosthenes made the firstgood measurement of the size of Earth. By noting the angles ofshadows in two cities on the summer solstice and by performingthe right calculations, he was able to make a remarkably accuratecalculation of the circumference of Earth. In our educationalactivity, students repeat the experiment by using e-learning tools,simple instruments, and a platform (eratosthenes.ea.gr)that allows schools to collaborate with each other. Our aim isto turn this international activity into an important world event,giving students, teachers and educators from around the worldthe opportunity to actively engage in building online learningcommunities, exchange ideas and material through innovativeinitiatives.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Fs4pC1KniMc

Over the past, many methods highlighting science education have been proposed for measuringthe Earth’s radius. Proposed experiments are based on pure mathematics (e.g. the Al-Birunimethod) or even on using modern technology, e.g. a digital camera.
We follow the steps of Eratosthenes, who was an astronomer, scientific writer and chief librarianat the Library of Alexandria. In ca. 240 B.C., Eratosthenes made the first good measurementof the size of Earth. By noting the angles of shadows in two cities on the summer solsticeand by performing the proper calculations, he made a remarkably accurate calculation of thecircumference of Earth.
In our educational activity, students repeat the experiment using e-learning tools, simple instru-ments, and a platform (http://eratosthenes.ea.gr) that allows schools to collaborate.
The main objectives of our proposed educational activity are to:

• Describe the geometry of how sunlight strikes Earth at different latitudes
• Describe how the circumference of Earth was first measured millennia ago
• Describe how to determine local noon
• Measure the angle of the Sun at local noon
• Collaborate with another school some distance away to determine the radius of Earth.
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We use two different types of tools: Map tools such as Google maps or Mapmaker offeredby National Geographic, and Tools for calculating the local noon time such as Stellarium orthe NOAA solar calculator. The latter tools provide us with the necessary information as theexperiment needs to be performed at local noon when the Sun reaches the zenith.
The proposed day for the experiment is during the spring equinox day, on March 21st 2022,because we know that on that day, the solar rays fall perpendicular on the equator. Thus, thedistance that needs to be calculated between any school and the place where the rays fall onthe ground at 90 degrees is the one from the school to the equator.
As schools register with their geographic coordinates, we match those sharing the same or closelongitudes to perform the experiment collaboratively on March 21st or any other day. When twoschools are matched, they measure by following Eratosthenes’ steps, the angle correspondingto the arc distance between their school and the equator. By sharing measurements and usingsimple geometry, they can relate the difference of the two angles to the distance between thetwo schools. Having exchanged this data leads to calculating the Earth’s radius by using themathematical rule of three.
Our presentation provides sample recordings from previous events with schools that shared acommon longitude but were far apart, e.g. a school in Athens (Greece) and another in Vantaa(Finland).
Moreover, we exhibit some photos from Antarctica. During the spring equinox, the solar raysare parallel to the ground making the shadow of an object – in theory – almost infinite. Ourphotos were taken by Robert Schwarz outside the Amundsen-Scott station located precisely atthe South Pole. Robert’s (being 1.83 m tall) shadow is estimated to be more than 100 meterslong!
The Eratosthenes experiment is usually followed by a photo competition. The competition isopen for teachers, and the winning prize is a trip – with all expenses covered – to the DiSTARSsummer school. (http://www.distars.eu)
Our aim is to turn this international activity into an important world event. It gives students,teachers and educators from around the world the opportunity to actively engage in build-ing online learning communities and also exchange ideas and material through innovativeinitiatives.
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Analemmas in Education

Speaker: Vegard Lundby Rekaa, NAEC-Norway, Norway

Analemmas are fascinating. Their shape arouses curiosity aboutwhat it can mean, while knowledge of their origin challenge an oldnotion that the sun is always in the same place at noon, every day.From the analemma, it is possible to calculate simple quantitiessuch as the latitude of where they are observed, as well as theinclination of the earth’s rotational axis. It is also possible to deducesolar mean time is constructed, and that it is only exact on fourdays every year. The exercise taught in this session allows studentsto carry out measurements of the suns motions themselves and,based on these, calculate some basic quantities in the movementsin our solar system.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/KMmaz3lCYWo

An analemma is created by observing the Sun’s position every day during the year, at the sametime each day. The observation can be done directly or indirectly using a sundial or a shadowfrom a pole.
The analemma is a phenomenonwell suited to use in education and demonstrates basic conceptsin space and celestialmechanics. And it is an excitingway to observe the sky, even during daytime.The Sun is our nearest star and an object from which we have learned a lot about our own solarsystem and other planetary systems.
Whichever method you choose to make an analemma: the resulting geometrical shape you getis something close to a figure eight. Most people are aware that the Sun varies in height duringthe year but believe that the Sun is directly towards the South (or the North if you are in thesouthern hemisphere) at noon. This last detail is only true on four days each year! By findinga way to record the actual position of the Sun each day at noon, we get pictures like the onesshown in the Figures.
The primary reason for the change in the Sun’s position, and the "motion" in the analemma, isdue to the tilt of the rotational axis of the Earth. This causes the Sun to pass high in the sky atnoon during summer, and low in the sky during winter. As a result, we find a vertical "motion"of the Sun’s position when compared to the days before and after. The Sun will thus mark thetop and bottom turning-points of the analemma during the summer and winter solstices.
The secondary "motion" of the analemma, sideways, is an expression of the Sun not beingexactly south (or north) at noon. Or put in other words, the Sun is not on the meridian! Most ofthe year, the Sun is either ahead (i.e. passing the meridian before noon) or after (i.e. passingthe meridian after noon).
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This is caused by two horizontal motions that do not follow the mean solar time, or the ex-pectancy that the Sun has completed one lap around the skies during 24 hours. These motionscan be explained by the tilt of the rotational axis and the ellipticity of the Earth’s orbit.
One day is defined as one rotation of the Earth around itself, measured relative to the Sun’sposition in the sky. The rotation of the Earth is, however, not just 360 degrees. During onerotation around its axis, Earth also moves approximately one degree on its orbit around the Sun,thus leading to a 361 degree rotation during one day.
Earth’s rotation is not in the same direction as its orbit. Instead, the rotational axis of the Earthis tilted by 23,5 degrees with respect to the ecliptic. This causes a seasonal variation in thefinal contribution of the one-degree rotation since time is defined and measured along theequator.
Near the solstices, the Sun is either high or low in the sky, with little change in height from oneday or the other. On such days, the equator appears parallel to the ecliptic. This causes the1-degree contribution to be at its largest since none of the orbital motion is vertical with respectto the equator.
Near the equinoxes, the orbital contribution (one degree) is 23,5 degrees off the equator.Therefore, only a component of the motion contributes to a movement that can be measuredin hours and minutes, i.e. parallel to the equator. The orbital contribution is thus reduced by10%.
This gives us the impression that the Sun slows down during spring and autumn, and the Sunwill be crossing the meridian later during the day. During winter and summer, the Sun "speeds
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up" again. Just before the seasons change to autumn or spring, the Sun races ahead and crossesthe meridian before noon.
The final velocity component that causes the Sun not to be in the South (on the meridian) atnoon comes from the slightly elliptic shape of the Earth’s orbit. As the Sun is somewhat closerto the Sun during winter (in the northern hemisphere) and further away during summer, theSun moves faster around the Sun during winter than it does during summer. The differencein distance and velocity is merely 3% (measured relative to the average distance and orbitalspeed). Still, this contribution is enough to give the analemma the asymmetry between thewinter and summer lobes of the "figure eight".
You can make an analemma too!
The easiest and safest way is to attach a horizontal pole on a wall facing southwards. Make surethat the pole is steady and can withstand wind, rain and snow. Put also a ball, a plate with ahole, or a cross at the end of the pole. This makes it easier to mark the exact position of theshadow from the tip of the pole on to the wall.
Add marks with a pen or a marker every day you have sunlight. Remember to get someone tohelp you if you are away for several days. It is best if you can get 2-3 markings every week. Goodluck!

Observing Solar Eclipses

Speaker: Sarah Abotsi-Masters, NAEC Ghana, Ghana Planetarium, Accra, Ghana

A solar eclipse is one of the most awe-inspiring spectacles that canbe witnessed. The recommended method for viewing an eclipsesafely is using eclipse glasses or a telescope fitted with a solarfilter. But these tools are not available to the majority of peoplearound the world. This talk will showcase two simple methods(pinhole and mirror projection) for viewing a solar eclipse usinghousehold objects, thus making eclipse viewing easy, affordableand accessible.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/9Q6RR4xwwfI

A total solar eclipse is possibly themost spectacular and awe-inspiring astronomical phenomenonthat can be witnessed. There are between 2 and 5 solar eclipses each year worldwide. However,
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any given location will experience a solar eclipse on average only once in around 400 years, soif you have the opportunity to see one, make sure not to miss it!
Solar eclipses provide a unique opportunity for science communication to the general public.This is particularly important in areas where scientific literacy is generally low. For example, inGhana, where I live, there is virtually no science journalism. It is very rare to see or hear articlesabout science or astronomy in the mass media. But the total solar eclipse of March 2006 madeheadlines across the country!
The geometry of a solar eclipse provides a multiplicity of rich teaching opportunities since, inorder to explain how a solar eclipse occurs, it is necessary to explain the relative sizes of theMoon and Sun, the relative distances of the Moon and Sun, the phases of the moon (since theeclipse occurs at new moon), the elliptical shape of the moon’s orbit (annular eclipse) and theinclination of the plane of the moon’s orbit (the reason we do not have solar eclipses everymonth).
Many organisations have developed resources and activities that demonstrate the true scaleof the Earth, Moon and Sun, e.g. Astronomical Society of the Pacific and NASE (Network forAstronomy School Education); see resources below.
So the aim is to encourage as many people as possible to observe a solar eclipse when oneoccurs in their region. The specially-designed eclipse glasses are the "gold standard" for eclipseviewing. However, in many regions, they may not be easily accessible or affordable. Hence itis extremely important that communication about eclipses includes how to view the eclipseSAFELY without eclipse glasses. (And it is the partial phase being referred to here since, duringthe period of totality, the Sun can be safely viewed with the naked eye).
Fortunately, there are simple ways to do this, and I will outline two methods; basic pinhole andreflected pinhole.
The great advantage of the pinhole viewing method is that there is no need to build, buy ormake any special equipment, since any household utensil with small holes (no more than a fewmillimetres) in it will do, such as a colander, grater, or straining spoon.
The pinhole method works because an illuminated object reflects light in all directions. A pinholeis small enough such that only the rays that travel directly from different points on the objectcan pass through and hence form an image of the object on a surface on the other side.
If you have no utensils to hand, there are many other ways to produce pinhole images, e.g.simply make a small hole in a piece of paper, use the small spaces between interlocked fingers,or use natural features such as the spaces between leaves on a tree. The end result is that lightfrom a partially eclipsed Sun, passing through the pinhole, will produce an image of the Sun onthe ground or a sheet of paper placed a metre or so away. You can vary the distance betweenthe pinhole object and the ground or paper to get sharper or brighter images. You can even getcreative and create pictures using a pattern of holes!
The reflected pinhole method requires a little more effort to set up, but can also give goodresults, and has the advantage of producing a larger image that many people can enjoy. Take a
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mirror, cover it in paper or tape, leaving a gap (a pinhole) of just a few millimetres. Position themirror so that it reflects sunlight onto a screen or wall, preferably inside a darkened room. Youcan experiment with the size of the pinhole and the distance to the screen; a smaller pinholeproduces a sharper image, but it will be less bright. A greater distance to the screen shouldproduce a larger image. The mirror will need to be taped or held in place with blu-tack or similarto keep it steady.
These simple, accessible and affordable methods enable people anywhere and everywhere tohave an amazing experience viewing the eclipse safely, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity theywill never forget!
Resources:

• Easy pinhole methods: https://www.africanastronomicalsociety.org/solar-e
clipse-2020/easy-pin-hole-methods-to-view-the-eclipse/

• Safe viewing methods: http://www.eclipseafrica.org/Info/WatchEclipse.shtm
l#PinholeTrees

• Worksheet to explain how pinhole projection works: http://www.eclipseafrica.or
g/Info/PinholeProjectionFocus.pdf

• Reflected pinhole method: http://www2.eng.cam.ac.uk/~hemh/transit.htm
• Yardstick eclipse activity: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download-view.cfm?D
oc_ID=327

• Yardstick eclipse activity document: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/docs/Model
MeaningfulEclipses2016.pdf

• Phases and Eclipses from NASE: http://sac.csic.es/astrosecundaria/en/curso
s/formato/materiales/conferencias/T3_en.pdf
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Reckoning Earth’s Size by Taking a Dip: A Hands-on Site-based
Learning Activity

Presenter: William H. Waller, IAU/OAE/US-NAEC, Endicott College and TheGalactic Inquirer, USA
An engaging technique for determining the Earth’s size makes useof one’s local horizon and its dependence on one’s height. I havemade use of a nearby beach, from which a stone breakwater isvisible near my local horizon. Equipped with binoculars, I slowlywalk into the water while sighting a piece of the breakwater thatappears just above my horizon. As I descend, I watch for themoment when that piece just submerges below my apparenthorizon. The measured height from the waterline to my eyes isrelated to the distance of the breakwater and the Earth’s radiusby the Pythagorean theorem, and so I can readily calculate theradius of Earth. Over several years, I have successfully engagedhigh-school students in conducting this experiment amid a widevariety of ocean conditions.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/MrDVMjmKHy0

Many astronomy educators have taught the famous experiment by Eratosthenes (250 BCE),whereby he estimated the circumference of Earth by comparing the angle of the Sun at noon onthe Summer Solstice as observed from Syene (Aswan) vs. more northerly Alexandria in present-day Egypt. A similar experiment can be conducted nowadays by measuring the solar angle atany time simultaneously from two locales that are located at the same terrestrial longitudebut are separated by a known distance of several hundred kilometers. The key to ensuringsimultaneity is to preset the date and time to observe the Sun from each site or, equivalently, tocommunicate live between the respective observers via cellphone.
An alternative approach to reckoning the Earth’s size can be done solo, without the need foranother observer located hundreds of kilometers away. This approach makes use of one’s localhorizon and its dependence on one’s height. I have made use of a nearby beach, from whicha stone breakwater is visible near my local horizon. Equipped with binoculars, I slowly walkinto the water while sighting a piece of the breakwater that appears just above my horizon.As I descend, I watch for the moment when that piece just submerges below my apparenthorizon. By noting where the water line was on my body, I can then use a meterstick to measurethe distance between the waterline and my eyes. That height is related to the distance of thebreakwater and the Earth’s radius by the Pythagorean theorem, and so one can readily calculatethe radius of Earth.
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Over several years, I have engaged high-school students in conducting this hands-on site-basedexperiment amid a wide variety of ocean conditions. That means having a few good pairs ofbinoculars available for use. I have learned that the trick to getting good results is to make surethat the student is spotting a piece of rock that is just barely above their local horizon and thentracking that piece while descending until it just barely disappears from view. If done correctly,one should be able to determine the radius of Earth to well within 10 percent of its nominalvalue (6387 km). You can view an example of this exercise at https://sites.google.com/s
ite/sciencegazette/presentations

If an open sea is not available to you, a similar experiment can be conducted on flat land bymaking use of some object that appears near one’s local horizon and is at a known distancefrom you. You will have to find some way to adjust and measure the height of your eyes (orcamera) to make this method work.

Using Innovative Technologies to Study the Sun

Presenter: David Lockett, IAU-OAE NAEC USA Team, Space Station Explorers,Astronomy in Chile Educator Ambassador, NASA Solar System Ambassador

Our sun, a dynamic star, varies constantly. It also produces energyand solar wind that impact us on Earth. See how students candiscover the ever-changing power of the sun through innovativetechnologies such as VR, 3D printed images, Helioviewer andNASA’s Space Weather Action Center. How do you create hands-onand engaging activities to teach about the Sun? Virtual reality,3D printing and dynamic images of the Sun will be used to teachimportant concepts related to our dynamic star, the Sun.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p43

Space. It is this wonderful, exciting thing to explore for students. Astronomy is an interestingsubject to tackle in the early years. Kids love to look up at the stars at night, especially if theyget to stay out past bedtime! Interactive computer exercises and hands-on activities encouragequestioning, experimentation and exploration and accommodate diverse learning styles.
You can introduce astronomy concepts through a variety of hands-on demonstrations and artprojects. You can teach a simple astronomy unit that covers topics like: Observation, Stars, theSun, and our planet Earth.
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You can explore the principles of astronomy through hands-on demonstrations and projectsthat display the concepts in action. Observe the sun through Parker Solar Probe and use MergeCube to learn more about how NASA is studying the sun’s Corona. The Sun is a yellow dwarfstar at the center of our Solar System. All the planets of the Solar System orbit around the Sun.The Sun and the Solar System orbit around the center of our Galaxy, the Milky Way. The Sunis a star, the only one we can see during the daytime. When we look in the night sky, we seeendless dots of light, every one of them is a star just like our Sun.
Children learn about the layers of the Sun and discover how Earth’s magnetosphere acts likea giant shield to protect us from all kinds of space weather from the Sun’s activity. Introduceyour students to the astronomy curriculum focusing on the Sun. This poster session containsengaging inquiry-based and hands-on science activities developed specifically for learners inthe primary grades.

Daytime Astronomy with CLEA Resources

Presenter: Frédéric Pitout, Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées, Université Toulouse 3 –Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France, Comité de Liaison Enseignants et Astronomes(CLEA)

Organising a night-time observing session in schools is not alwayseasy for various reasons: logistical issues, lack of equipment, etc.Yet, we tend to forget that observing our Sun is also a great way tostudy astronomy. In this poster, we shall present a few activitiesused by CLEA and detailed in a book, entitled The Sun, issued in2018. Some of those activities are very easy to carry out with verylittle material; some require some more elaborated equipment.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/yRj0jOmlRjk

Teachers sometimes tend to forget that they may practice astronomy during the day. Wepresent in this document two activities produced by CLEA, the Liaison Committee Teachers andAstronomers, which is a non-profit organisation that has promoted astronomy in educationsince 1976. The first activity is about studying the path of the Sun in the sky with a salad bowl;the second one explains how to build a sundial with a CD case.
The path of the Sun with a salad bowl: The idea here is to avoid any tricky spherical to planarprojection problems and model the celestial vault with a transparent salad bowl. The virtual
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observer is at the centre of the circle. Therefore, the location of the Sun on the bowl is correctwhen the shadow or the image of the Sun reaches the centre of the circle (see figure below).The students mark, with a marker pen or small stickers, the location of the Sun on the saladbowl during the course of the day, every 30 min or so. To obtain the two extreme trajectories,this should be done several times at various times in the year, ideally at solstice and equinox.Having done all this, the students may draw several conclusions. i) The trajectory of the Sun islonger (longer day) in Summer than in Winter; ii) all trajectories are parallel to each other (andin fact perpendicular to the rotation axis of the Earth; iii) one may determine the latitude of theplace from the inclination of the trajectories.
A sundial with a CD case: Here, we use a cheap CD case as a sundial. The angle between thetwo parts, one being horizontal and the other perpendicular to the Earth’s rotation axis, is setto equal the location’s latitude. In both parts of the case, we insert the dials (available on theCLEA website) available for several latitudes. The equatorial sundial, in the inclined part of thecase, consists of two dials: one for Spring-Summer when the Sun is above the celestial equator,and another one for Autumn-Winter when the Sun is below the celestial equator. A stick isinserted as a gnomon, and a small pearl blocks the CD case in the right location. When all setand the sundial are correctly oriented, the stick casts its shadow on the two dials (horizontaland equatorial) and indicate the local solar time.
References:

• Pierre Causeret, Comment représenter le mouvement apparent du Soleil, Cahiers Clairautn° 119, 2007. http://clea-astro.eu/archives/cahiers-clairaut/CLEA_Cahie
rsClairaut_119_03.pdf

• Catherine Lecoq, Le saladier, un modèle ?, Cahiers Clairaut n° 126, 2009. http://clea
-astro.eu/archives/cahiers-clairaut/CLEA_CahiersClairaut_126_06.pdf

• CLEA (Coll.), Le Soleil, hors-série des Cahiers Clairaut n° 14, 2018.
• CLEA (Coll.), L’astronomie à l’école, hors-série des Cahiers Clairaut n° 12, 2016.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

During the live panels following the talks, most of the comments from the audiencewere positive.They indicated the participants could take away many valuable ideas of teaching astronomy withvery simple and powerful tools. However, a discussion sparked over the choice of language usedduring the workshop. All speakers and participants agreed that even using English as a defaultlanguage constitutes a significant barrier for many skilled educators worldwide and misses outon much of the expertise available globally.
We learned about Zero Shadow Day. Any location between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricornsees the Sun at zenith twice a year, when objects do not cast a shadow at local noon. This daymay serve as an opportunity to advertise astronomy in many countries.
The session host received a comment from one participant that most of the talks focused onobserving the Sun. Asking about other daytime activities, e.g., with the Moon, we learned thatone could relate the lunar phases to the angular separation between the Sun and the Moon.
During the discussion, we also learned about an astronomy teacher network in Chile. Theiractivities are listed on the webpage https://redastropp.blogspot.com, together with aselection of school exercises in Spanish.
A collection of activities, available in Italian, is connected to the highly praised "Parallel Globe"tool. Our partners from the OAE Center Italy are willing to help with translations.
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Earth as a Planet

Session organiser: Dario del Moro,Department of Physics, University of Rome TorVergata, OAE Center Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

Apart from being the cradle of humankind, Earth is also the third planet of our Solar system.This allows us to apply the astronomer point of view to it, and this point of view is the leadingtopic of the "Earth as Planet" session. This point of view has at least two different declinations,which were both explored in the session: the source of the awareness that we are all "underthe same sky", and the consciousness that the physical laws that apply here are the same aselsewhere, and therefore we can learn about our world by comparing it to the others planets.
To represent the first point of view, we had two talks by Mike Simmons and George Miley.They presented ideas and methods to convey this ‘cosmic awareness’ to inspire fraternity andmotivate the young.
For the second point of view, strongly related to the climate change issue, we had two talks byJeff Bennet and William Waller. They introduced ways to advance the public understanding ofglobal warming, with a positive approach, leveraging on our inspirational role as scientists.
On October 13, 2021, actor William Shatner – Captain Kirk of the Enterprise – had his first realorbital flight experience. His first words after exiting the capsule? "Everybody in the world
needs to do this. Everybody in the world needs to see this." Once again, we went into spaceand came back with the awareness that this world is fragile and we should take care of it,together. To solve the problems, together.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy and the Overview Effect

Speaker: Mike Simmons, Affiliate Research Scientist, Blue Marble SpaceInstitute of Science, USA
Upon seeing Earth from space, astronauts often experience theoverview effect, a profound shift in their understanding of Earthas a fragile oasis of interwoven and inseparable systems in thevastness of space. But fewer than 1000 of the Earth’s billions ofinhabitants have had the opportunity to observe Earth as a planetamong the stars first-hand. Astronomy gives us a way to bring theoverview effect down to Earth, providing a sense of our travelingthrough space together. This planetary identity is essential if weare to solve the many problems of Spaceship Earth such as climatechange, pandemics, and profound inequity. The overview effect,however it is experienced, is the key to advancing from "us andthem" to "we."
Talk link: https://youtu.be/KEbgV_HFtuo

Humanity must rise above the earth, to the top of the atmosphere and beyond. For only then
will we understand the world in which we live. – Socrates
The overview effect, coined by author FrankWhite in his book of the same name, is the cognitiveshift experienced bymany astronauts who see Earth from space. We all understand the planetarynature of Earth intellectually. Images from spacecraft, like Earthrise from Apollo 8 and the PaleBlue Dot from Voyager 1, have shown it to us. But we do not really internalize it as part of ourexistence. Like the Copernican perspective of the Solar System, it is something we know to betrue, something we can prove and understand, but that we do not experience directly by seeingit for ourselves from outside. Astronauts on the International Space Station spend much oftheir spare time Earthgazing. The view of Earth changes constantly, and astronauts describe itas giving the impression of a dynamic, living organism. They describe Earth’s atmosphere as"paper-thin", the Earth as appearing fragile, and the dynamic systems of the planet as clearlyinterconnected. They often return with a new appreciation for the Earth as a planet, and for theconnection between humanity and nature. While the lack of visible borders is often quoted asbeing an important aspect of the Overview Effect, there is much more to it. Astronauts also seeEarth surrounded by stars, as a planet embedded in the immensity of the Universe. When askedabout this, astronaut and astrophysicist Jeff Hoffman replied, "You do, from that perspective,see the Earth as a planet. You see the Sun as a star. We see the Sun in a blue sky, but up there,you see the Sun in a black sky. So, yeah, you are seeing it from the cosmic perspective."
The nature of our dependence on each other is not new. R. Buckminster Fuller wrote, "Weare all astronauts on a little spaceship called Earth." Marshall McLuhan added, "There are
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no passengers on Spaceship Earth, we are all crew." Observing Spaceship Earth from outside,experiencing the overview effect, the intellectual concept becomes reality. It is clear, tangible,palpable, even obvious. But fewer than 600 people have seen the Earth from space. Privateflights and virtual reality will help bring the experience to a few more. What about the rest ofhumanity?
The answer is in the stars. Astronomers look into space from Earth, watching our motion amongthe planets and our place among the stars. When we see the Moon rising, we know othershalf a world away are watching it set. When we explore the cosmos with telescopes, we lookout at our cosmic environment. We see that we are in space, orbiting the center of mass ofthe Milky Way galaxy along with billions of other stars. We see the immensity of the Universeand we understand that we are a part of it. Astronomers have a unique perspective, a cosmicperspective. While we do not leave Earth in body, we travel through our local and distantneighborhoods. We are familiar with planets and can see how the Earth is one. We experiencewhat others do not. The passion to share that perspective with others – bringing our telescopesto the streets for people to see theMoon, planets, andmore up close for themselves – is not justabout sharing a hobby. It is sharing the cosmic perspective that reveals our planetary existence.Those first views of the cosmos through a telescope can be life-changing. Astronomy is theoverview effect for those of us who will not make it into space. And it is available to everyoneon Earth.
Astronomy is more than a modern-day hobby. It has been a part of all cultures throughout time.There are astronomy enthusiasts everywhere, and sharing the special perspective they havegained is a passion unique to astronomy. The Blue Marble image taken from the Moon by Apollo8 astronaut Bill Anders started a global movement of environmental awareness, including EarthDay. Anders said, "We came all this way to explore the Moon, and the most important thingis that we discovered the Earth." The Pale Blue Dot image taken by Voyager 1 while six billionkilometers from the Sun shows us the Earth as, in Carl Sagan’s words, "a very small stage ina vast cosmic arena." From space, Earth is not "down there." It is "out there", like any otherplanet. This is a critical part of the overview effect experienced by astronauts. Astronomersunderstand it as well.
I have found a special connectedness between astronomers around the world based on ourcommon experiences. Our cultures may be different, but the practice of astronomy is thesame. We share the same sky. We share that sky with our ancestors as well. We may havedifferent myths about the sky and make different constellations, but even those are createdfor the same reasons. We feel connected with the stars. We always have. The community ofastronomers is truly global, connected by something universal. We can – we must – share whatwe have with others. We hear "We are all in this together" all the time but even those whosay it fail to act like it. The Overview Effect is a paradigm shift that engenders a true sense ofinterconnectedness and interdependence in the few who have experienced it. Astronomy isthe overview effect for the rest of us. More on the overview effect at the Overview Institutewebsite: www.overviewinstitute.org. Watch Overview, a short film on the overview effectby Planetary Collective: https://vimeo.com/55073825. More details on the Center forPlanetary Identity: https://www.planetaryidentity.com/.
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The "Pale Blue Dot - Universe Awareness" Programme for Very
Young Children

Speaker: George Miley, Leiden Observatory, The Netherlands
This talk will demonstrate how exposing children to the wondersof the Universe at an early age can inspire them and contributeuniquely to advancing several of the United Nations SustainableDevelopment Goals. I shall discuss the rationale for reaching out tochildren aged 5 to 10 and describe the use of such an approachin the Pale Blue Dot - Universe Awareness project. UNAWE wasinitiated in 2005 with a main goal of stimulating a sense of globalcitizenship from a young age. It has since been implemented inmore than 60 countries. Pale Blue Dot is building on UniverseAwareness and will in addition focus on advancing each of theSDGs, with a set of appropriate materials and modules.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Xwub8vHU4Bg

Exposing children to the wonders of the Universe at an early age can excite and inspire themand contribute uniquely to advancing several of the United Nations Sustainable DevelopmentGoals, particularly SDG4.7 – stimulating a sense of global citizenship.
The survival of our planet is threatened by many global dangers that can only be tackled bycultivating globalism and adopting a global approach. These dangers include human-inducedclimate change, pandemics, the risk of nuclear war, clashes between rival ethnic groups, in-creasing political polarization, and extreme nationalism. There is therefore a need to cultivate asense of global citizenship, tolerance and solidarity throughout the world. Promoting a worldview in young children at an age when their value systems are beginning to form is one of themost effective tools for doing this.
The strategy of targeting young children to promote the message of global citizenship derivesfrom evidence that:

1. Ages 5 – 8 are crucial in brain development and is a crucial period in the development ofour value systems (Brierley & Barlow, 1994),
2. Early childhood education contributes to global development (Samuelsson and Kaga, 2007,Shonkoff, et al. 2007),
3. The social effectiveness of education is greatest for the youngest children (multi-decadalstudy by Nobel Prize-winning economist James Heckman and colleagues (Heckman et al,2009).

This evidence was the rationale for initiating the Universe Awareness programme (UNAWE) andits follow-up project Pale Blue Dot-Universe Awareness (PBD-UNAWE). UNAWE was started by
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Leiden University in 2005 with the main goal of stimulating a sense of global citizenship from ayoung age. It has since been implemented in more than 60 countries, and was the basis for twoprojects funded by the European Research Council (e.g. EU-UNAWE Team, 2015). "Pale Blue Dot"(PBD-UNAWE), founded in 2018, builds on Universe Awareness and also focuses on advancingseveral of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, in addition to SDG 4.7 on globalism.
The philosophy of PBD-UNAWE is encapsulated in three quotations by Carl Sagan:

1. "Fanatical ethnic or national chauvinisme are difficult to maintain when we see our planetas a fragile blue crescent fading to become an inconspicuous point of light against thebastion and citadel of the stars." (SDG 6 – Peace).
2. "Look again at that dot. That is here. That is home. That is us. It makes clear ourresponsibility to deal kindly with one another, and preserve and appreciate the pale bluedot" (SDG 13 – Climate).
3. "I wanted to be a scientist since my earliest school days. The crystallizing moment camewhen I first caught on, that stars are mighty suns, and how staggeringly far away theymust be to appear to us as mere bright spots." (SDG 4 - Education).

A set of new materials and teaching modules for PBD-UNAWE is being developed by CeciliaScorza at Munich, who is organizing a pilot project in 5 countries, together with local educatorsand astronomers. Pale Blue Dot has been adopted as a "flagship" project by the IAU OAD inCape Town and is being managed by the IAU European Office of Astronomy for Developmentin Leiden. It is planned to translate the materials into several languages and cultures and todevelop and distribute accompanying training tools for teachers.
In September 2020, during the 75th anniversary of the founding of the United Nations, theIAU European Regional Office of Astronomy for Development held a virtual UN GA75 Dialogueon "Astronomy for Global Citizenship" (https://astro4dev.eu/images/main/Dialogu
e_summary.pdf). The speakers included South African Minister of International Relationsand Cooperation, Grace Naledi Pandor. All participants, including Minister Pandor, stronglysupported the concluding statement of the Dialogue that was subsequently communicatedto the UN Secretary General: "Before they are 10 years old, every child should be introduced
to pictures of our tiny earth from space and the inspiring notion that we all together inhabit
a tiny planet in a vast wonderful universe. This will help foster their sense of belonging to a
common humanity (SDG 4.7), encourage them to respect and protect the environment (SDG
13) and advance the cause of peace (SDG 16)"

In summary, stimulating a sense of globalism among all people is crucially important for thesurvival of our planet and targeting young children with programmes such as PBD-UNAWE isone of the most effective methods of doing this. There is a great need to support such efforts.We hope to build up PBD-UNAWE gradually – first with the 5-country pilot project and graduallyincrease the scope of the project until the above UN Dialogue resolution can be implemented.
I am deeply grateful to the many gifted people who contributed enormously to this project overthe years. They include but are not limited to: Mahbobah Ahmadi, Kevin Govender, CarolinaÖdman, Premana Premadi, Rosa Ros, Teresa Riera, Pedro Russo, Cecilia Scorza, and Michelle
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Willebrands (in alphabetical order).
References:

• Brierley and Barlow, "Give me a child until they are 7", Brain Studies and Early ChildhoodEducation, 2nd Ed. (1994)
• EU-UNAWE Team, Final Report Summary. Building on the International Year of Astronomy:Making young children aware of the Universe, Cordis EU Research Results, (2015), https:
//cordis.europa.eu/project/id/263239/reporting

• Heckman et al., Rate of Return to the High/Scope Perry Preschool Program, NBERWorkingPaper 15471 and references therein (2009),
• Samuelsson and Kaga Eds., Proc. Conf. "Contribution of early childhood education to asustainable society" UNESCO digital publications (2007)
• Shonkoff, J.P, Chair, et al. 2007, The Science of Early Childhood Development, National Sci-ence Council on the developing child, Center on the Developing Child, Harvard University(2007)

Astronomers’ Role in Climate Education

Speaker: Jeffrey Bennett, Big Kid Science / U. Colorado (Boulder), USA
You may think of climate science as distinct from astronomy,but the differences are not so important to the public. Bothdisciplines use the same basic physics, and many aspects of climatescience come from astronomy (e.g., Venus). In this presentation,I will focus on why the public popularity of astronomy gives usa unique platform for advancing public understanding of globalwarming. I will emphasize the importance of approaching thetopic ‘with inspiration, not fear’, providing concrete examplesof strategies for audiences ranging from school kids to thegeneral public. Note: Many of the examples will be drawnfrom my book A Global Warming Primer, posted free online at
globalwarmingprimer.com, and my free middle school climatecurriculum (bigkidscience.com/climatechange).
Talk link: https://youtu.be/gtq3ERLCaB4

Global Warming Communication — Why Astronomers?: We are scientists. We may think ofclimate science as distinct from astronomy, but the differences are not so important to the
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public. It is "our" topic. Many of the key topics in climate science are also part of astronomy.For example, Venus and planetary science, Radiative transfer and the greenhouse effect, TheSun and its effects on Earth, Relevance to astrobiology, SETI, etc. Public interest in astronomygives us credibility with the public. For those teaching college courses on introduction toastronomy/astrobiology, your class may be the only place where your students will learn aboutthe science of global warming.
General Principles for Climate Communication: Maintain "radical civility" (as discussed byTravis Rector), which essentially means being respectful to your audience, even to those whomay seem unreasonable to us. Be sure you always focus not only on science and consequences,but also on solutions, so that we are showing that there is indeed hope. Going along with that,your focus should be on inspiration not fear. This is a bit subtle, since global warming is scary,but keep focus on the fact that it is also solvable and our goal is therefore to inspire the actionthat will create the kind of world in which we will all want to live.
What is the "Future"?: Most people tend to think in horizons no more than a few years, andmedia discussions of climate change rarely go beyond about 2050. But, many or most of today’skids – and your kids/grand kids – are likely to still be living in the year 2100 and beyond. So it isimportant to focus on that longer time horizon.
Discussing the Science: "Global Warming 1-2-3": The climate is complex, but the basic scienceof global warming is actually as simple as "1-2-3":1. FACT: Carbon dioxide (and other greenhouse gasses) makes Earth warmer than it would beotherwise (and the more there is, the warmer it becomes).2. FACT: Use of fossil fuels (coal/oil/gas) is adding carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.3. CONCLUSION: We expect global warming to occur.And the data confirm that global warming is happening as the 1-2-3 science predicts.
Discussing the Consequences: There are many consequences, but I find it useful to separatethem into five major categories:1. Regional climate change2. Increase in storms and extreme weather3. Melting of Sea Ice4. Rising Sea Level5. Ocean acidification
Discussing the Solutions: Two basic steps to creating a "post-global warming world":1. Stopmaking the problemworse, which means stop adding greenhouse gas to the atmosphere.2. Find a way (e.g., future technology) to bring the CO2 level back to something more reasonable,such as 350 ppm.
The first step requires replacing fossil fuels with other energy sources, and we already have threeexisting technologies that could allow us to still have just as much energy without causing furthergreenhouse emissions: Energy efficiency, renewables (wind, solar, etc.) and nuclear – mustremain on the table as one of the potential solutions for global warming. Future technologiescould do far more, including providing the energy needed for active carbon dioxide removal.For example, advanced biofuels, solar energy from space, nuclear fusion. And given a timehorizon looking toward the year 2100, it seems almost inevitable that, by then, we will have the
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technology needed to provide clean, cheap, and abundant energy to all.
Inspire Your Audience to Action: Think about two possible futures:1. Status quo, in which we will suffer severe consequences from global warming.2. Rapid action, leading us to a post-global warming world.
Write a letter to your grandchildren that will be sealed in a time capsule for 50 years. What willthey think of the actions you took today?
Resources:For college students: Sections on global warming in my textbooks on astronomy (The CosmicPerspective) and astrobiology (Life in the Universe).For the public: A Global Warming Primer, posted freely at globalwarmingprimer.comFor middle/high school: free Earth/Space Science curriculum posted at grade8science.com;Chapter 7 focuses on climate change.For kids: The Wizard Who Saved the World, more info at bigkidscience.com/wizard.Free Totality app for solar eclipses includes section on global warming; more info and downloadlinks at bigkidscience.com/eclipseScale model solar systems provide a great way to help people obtain a "cosmic perspective" onour planet and also to understand many ideas of global warming. Available now to communitiesaround the world. Information at voyagesolarsystem.org.

Comparing the Climates of Earth, Mars, and Venus –
Educational Takeaways

Speaker: William H. Waller, IAU/OAE/US-NAEC, Endicott College and TheGalactic Inquirer, USA
By comparing the atmospheres and climates of Earth, Venus andMars, I have found a quantitative warming relation that scaleswith the 0.3 power of the carbon dioxide mass overlying eachsquare meter of planetary surface. This relation is consistentwith the more recent warming experienced on Earth due tohuman activities. Although the atmospheric photo-chemistry thatunderlies the observed warming is complex, K-12 students canstill progress in their learning Ð from basic observations of risingtemperatures and carbon dioxide levels to plotting quantitativerelations, interpreting their significance, and deliberating overpossible human interventions.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/gq2LjmfrpPg
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Figure 1: The relationship between percentile warming in Kelvins (relative to an atmosphere-free planet) and the surface density of atmospheric carbon dioxide for Earth, Mars, and Venus.Consideration of thewarming producedby CO2only yields a power-law relationwith an exponentof about 0.3.
The signal has grown ever clearer. The Earth’s atmosphere, oceans, and land masses havewarmed by 1.0◦ C (1.8◦ F) since pre-industrial times. Most of this warming has occurred over thepast 50 years. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has concluded that humanactivities have prompted the bulk of this warming. The burning of fossil fuels, in particular, hasincreased the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide from 280 ppm in pre-industrialtimes to more than 400 ppm today – an augmentation of this greenhouse gas by more than 44percent.
By comparing the climates of Earth, Venus, and Mars, I have considered the solar irradiation ofthese planets, the equilibrium temperatures that they would have without their atmospheres,and the temperatures that currently characterize their surfaces, due to the greenhouse gaswarming produced by their atmospheres. Through these planetary comparisons, I conclude thatwarming by greenhouse gases has played an important role on all three planets. Moreover, thewarming scales with the total amount of greenhouse gases in the respective atmospheres. Byfocusing on the carbon dioxide content, I have found a quantitative warming relation that scaleswith the 0.3 power of the carbon dioxide mass overlying each square meter of planetary surface(see Figure 1). This relation is consistent with the more recent warming experienced on Earth.
Although the atmospheric photochemistry that underlies the observed warming is complex,K-12 students can still progress in their learning – from basic observations of rising temper-atures and carbon dioxide levels to plotting quantitative relations, interpreting their signifi-cance, and deliberating over possible human interventions. These remediations include de-carbonizing our energy production, industrial processes, and modes of transportation, alongwith sequestering the excess carbon dioxide by cultivating more trees, kelp beds, and othernatural photosynthesizers. A 30-minute video presentation on this subject is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUqW8BGbcz0.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy Education and its Role in Saving the Environment

Presenter: Hassan Baghbani, Iranian Teachers Astronomy Union, Iran
Collaborators: Mahdi Rokni, FatemehHasheminasab, ElhamRajaei, Ayda Rajaei,Mina Someilipour,Ameneh Jamali, Fatemeh Baghbani 1.
The role of astronomy education in helping to preserve theenvironment Bushehr Teachers’ Astronomical Society has changedthe way they look at the Earth by holding several astronomycourses for teachers and students in different cities of Bushehrprovince, so that instead of having a limited view, they can have along-term view on preserving the environment. These trainingsare the formation of the largest environmental protection groupsin different cities of Bushehr province, which has been able tomake the most successful examples of environmental protectionin Iran.The way it works is that after training teachers, they buildenvironmental conservation teams in schools and teach students,and make students’ families more sensitive to environmentalprotection.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p22

ITAU is the first interdisciplinary teacher union of Iran with teachers from elementary, secondaryand high school, who work in astronomy and nature fields simultaneously.
Aftermany years of activities there are 20 active local groups of teachers and students in Bushehrand 9 more associations in other provinces of Iran. This association is busy with teaching theteachers and teacher-students, especially in underprivileged areas. Till now more than 2000teachers have gained education in this field from this union. Also, about 10000 students annuallyparticipate in different activities and workshops in motivating the teachers and forming localand international teacher groups are some of the aims in different ways. Teaching astronomyand environment to the teachers of this union.
The result of proper training of teachers and their attention to environmental protection has ledto the formation of the most important environmental defense movements in Bushehr province,in all of which it has been led and managed by teachers. For example, in 2016, prevented theestablishment of a petrochemical plant in the middle of the abpaksh. Also in 2018 becauseresistance to the operation of a stone mine that caused the destruction of the Biramy Mountainand the water springs of the region was stopped, the leaders of that protest were teachers.

1www.skylian.org
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One of the other efforts of teachers to preserve the environment is Resistance against thedestruction of Avicenna forest and the rescue of Nayband National Park from a tourist townand hotel construction that is still underway. The result of six years of efforts by these groups.Preventing the establishment of a petrochemical plant in the grove ,Three large mines in envi-ronmentally sensitive areas And so on. ITAU tried to correct the views of society as much aspossible. In the first step: training in teamwork and holding joint programs will create a closefriendship between peoples. Training And preventing excessive consumption, especially of vitalelements such as water, has an important role in preventing poverty and migration.
Accompanying the local community and protecting the environment and planting trees and pro-tecting animals are a great help to the environment. Self-knowledge and better understandingof themselves in the form of team projects will improve students’ view of future business.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

After the recorded talks, the session hosted a very lively round table with the speakers replyingto the audience questions. Let me recap here some of the more interesting: "How can we getgovernments to act now and cooperatively across the world for long-term solutions?"; "How canwe go from awareness to action? In case, what kind of actions would you suggest to citizens?";"Do we astronomers have to rethink our social role? Do we need to spread more curiosity,inspiration, and motivation?"; "Are we doing enough? How to do more?".
While replying to those questions, the round table participants agreed that we astronomers havea relevant role in spreading the knowledge, in education. We astronomers can help advance thepublic understanding of global warming. However, wemust share that knowledge with a positiveattitude. And it is a matter of using the right approach and leveraging on our inspirational role.Also, we should share the same wonder that we felt as kids, pondering on the Universe. Thosesensations inspired us, motivated us, and ultimately also defined what we are as grown-ups.Introducing early kids to the cosmic perspective may help have better, more aware persons inthe coming years.
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Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
in Education

Session organiser: Stefania Varano,INAF - National Institute for Astrophysics, OAECenter Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

Astronomy is always pinpointed as the "most fascinating of all sciences", the one with thegreatest potential of interesting and involving enormous amounts of people, regardless of theirage, culture, personal history, tastes, learning styles. Great power and opportunities, but alsodeep duties. Particularly the one of being aware of the huge diversity our world hosts, where noone is equal to another and where everybody should be given the free choice and opportunityto approach science and astronomy.
In this session, we tried to give specific suggestions and insights on how to deal with such diverseindividuals and how to devote the power and charm of astronomy to enhance equity in accessto scientific culture, and to foster diversity awareness.
During the session, Amelia Ortiz Gil presentedUniversal Design for Learning, Angela Perez offereda series of inspirational ideas for inclusive education in planetariums, Alan Alvez Brito suggestedhow astronomy can also foster interculturality, by enhancing self-awareness of cultural and socialcomplexities, Keivan Stassun talked about neurodiversity in scientific learning contexts, andAngelica Minodora Nechifor presented effective student-centred approaches, such as project-based learning.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Universal Design for Learning in Astronomy Education

Speaker: Amelia Ortiz-Gil, University of Valencia Astronomical Observatory,Spain

The Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is an educational frame-work that relies on the individual abilities of each student toconduct a successful learning process. UDL is about breaking thebarriers (physical, emotional, cognitive) that many students face, inparticular those with a disability. In this talk, we will outline somegeneral strategies to develop education resources in Astronomyfollowing the UDL principles along with some examples.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/sWja71fO4ec

Every day we have to deal with a lot of diversity in our classrooms. Each student is unique andhas a unique learning style. Some can even be differently abled. But all of them also have uniquelearning strengths which are closely related to their unique learning styles. Therefore, to getthe most out of them as students we need to take into account everyones’ uniqueness. So thequestion is: how can we teach all this diversity together?
Universal Design for Learning (UDL)

The Universal Design for Learning is a framework that focuses on removing all kinds of barriers(which could be physical, sensorial, affective or cognitive) to gain access, learning and participa-tion for students. This is even more clear in the case of students with special needs. The keyis not to focus on the "disabled person" trying to change them, but rather on the "disablingenvironment".
UDL principles: The key to address diversity is multiplicity:

• Providemultiple means of representation: as different people perceive and understandthe information in a different way, we must provide the contents through different per-ception channels. An example of an activity that follows this approach is the planetariumshow "The Sky in your Hands", which combines visual, tactile and sound elements.
• Providemultiple means for taking action and expression: students differ in the ways inwhich they «navigate» through the learning environment and communicate their thoughts.
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Give opportunities for taking action (through materials everyone can interact with) andopportunities for communication (through software and other means). Without thesealternative means for communication and interaction, Prof. Stephen Hawking would havenever made his extraordinary discoveries about the Universe.
• Providemultiple means for engagement: students differ in the ways in which they canfeel engaged and motivated to learn. We can make use of broad choices that reflect thestudent’s interests and provide them with strategies to deal with new contents/activitiesso they feel more confident. A good way to engage your students is by taking advantageof virtual reality technology, as is done in Chandra’s project "Walking among the stars".

A UDL general protocol: A general protocol to follow when designing learning activities in UDLcould be summarised by the following:
1. Teach to all the senses: There are as many different learning styles as learners. Everyonehas his or her own way to learn. This is often usually linked to a particular sense: somestudents remember better what they see, others remember better what they hear, orsome others what they touch, for example. Moreover, several research works have shownthat we learn and remember better the information that we have acquired through morethan one physical sense.
2. Teach to strengths: Use the natural abilities and talents as a foundation for learning or, inorder words, focus on the abilities and not on the disabilities, if there are any.
3. Provide multiple forms of feedback: To find about your students’ strengths, you needalso to provide multiple forms of feedback to gather a complete picture of the students’abilities and to check whether the contents are being acquired correctly.

Specific actions

• Check with the students about their special learning needs. Take into account that if youhelp those who are in the extremes of the learning spectrum, you are also helping thosein the middle.
• Make sure that the activities, resources and equipment are physically accessible to andusable by everybody. For example, reading aloud some written information while thestudents read it will help everybody to understand and remember it better, in particularthose with reading problems, or the visually impaired.
• Provide a variety of means to deliver content, motivate and engage the students. Thiscan be done through hands-on activities, collaborative learning, inquiry-based learning,educational software, internet-based communications.
• Make sure that the communication methods are accessible to all.
• Perform group activities in which students have to support one another by placing ahigh value on their different skills and capacities. This helps them a lot to build up theirself-esteem.
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• Ask for feedback from the students regularly and then adjust the activity accordingly, ifneeded.
• Plan for alternative accommodations for students whose learning needs are not met bythe activity, for example, by providing materials under other formats.

Resources:

• US National Center in Universal Design for Learning (https://www.washington.edu/d
oit/national-center-universal-design-learning)

• Space Learning is for Everyone (https://www.nasa.gov/stem-ed-resources/Space
_Science_Is_for_Everyone.html)

• The Sky in your Hands / A Touch of the Universe (https://astrokit.uv.es)
This work has been funded by the project PID2019-109592GB-100/AEI/10.13039/501100011033from the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación - Agencia Estatal de Investigación.

Astronomy and Education, with Planetarium Eyes

Speaker: Angela Patricia Pérez Henao, NAEC Colombia, Planetarium of Medellín,Colombia

To understand how to contribute with strategies and activities forstudents and the general public in astronomical observatories andplanetariums that constantly receive diverse audiences, from theIAU’s motor disability group we conducted a survey that wouldallow us to understand this situation. We will present the resultsthat we have so far and the conclusions and contributions that wehave.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/_STlVWqRt7A

For several years the need for city spaces or places that welcome all types of audiences withoutdistinction has been on the rise. In order to strengthen the processes and experiences ofinclusion and equity in the institutions with which I have the opportunity to interact, schoolsand planetariums, and to contribute to a more inclusive society, I have been involved in the
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development of accessible itinerant educational material. I am part of a working group of theIAU that seeks to understand the real situation of the Planetariums to receive visitors, amongthese students, with special mobility capacities.
From the previous perspective, it is irrefutable that the protection and enjoyment of the rightsof people with disabilities can be given from the presence and interaction in different spaces, inthis case cultural, that enable comprehensive training through the elimination or reduction ofphysical and social barriers. In this sense, spaces such as the museum have been thinking abouttheir accessibility for people with disabilities, trying to eliminate architectural barriers, favoringaccess to information, adapting galleries and/or museum collections, among others.
First approach: We focus our efforts on raising awareness in the population about the culturalneeds of people with disabilities. Hence, we developed the Astronomy suitcase with all thesenses, a proposal that was born from the interest of two teachers and myself, to awaken theinterest in astronomy topics, to blind students from some educational institutions in the city ofBogotá. This project in the first place with volunteering and the firm purpose of expanding theopportunities of blind children as well as providing new teaching tools to their teachers.
The strategy was well received by the target audience and it surprised us, as it also becamea training tool for teachers on accessibility issues, a tool that raises awareness in students,teachers and the general public to understand that we all have the same right of access to theinformation. Thanks to the support of the OAD, this material exists in Colombia and Chile, withthe possibility of free replication to those who wish to copy it.
With this material we understood that access to information on astronomy issues should alsobe extended, with this methodology, to neurotypical people, and even cognitive disabilities andreduced mobility. The use of 3D models, which can be easily manipulated, allows the experienceof knowledge to pass through the body. This becomes beneficial for all types of people.
Second approach: With the working group on physical disability of the International Astronomi-cal Union, three people in different contexts (UK, USA, and COL), we want to better understandhow the accessibility situation is in Planetariums. Wewant to analyze, gather references and pro-duce written, audiovisual, sound material that facilitates the approach or learning of astronomyto people with physical disabilities.
The strategy was well received by the target audience and it surprised us, as it also became atraining tool for teachers on accessibility issues, a tool that sensitizes students, teachers, andthe general public to understand that we all have the same right of access to the information.Thanks to the support of the OAD, this material exists in Colombia and Chile, with the possibilityof free replication to those who wish to copy it.
On the other hand, the deepening of the universal design created mainly to generate spaces foreveryone can be extrapolated for use in the development of strategies beyond the infrastructure,as it can inspire in the processes of content design, teaching material, activities, and strategiesfor teaching and disseminating science.
Contribution in education: From my perspective as a disseminator and teacher trainer indidactics of astronomy, I have found that the generation of the material in the Astronomy
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Evaluation of prototypes with blind students.

suitcase with all the Senses and the incipient findings of the survey on disability in planetariums,with the view of the use of spaces. It makes me think that the Planetarium and the School havea lot to share as educational and/or outreach spaces.
In this sense, the teaching and learning strategies of both spaces complement each other,especially from the Planetarium to the School.
Resources:

• http://astrokit.uv.es/

• http://materialdidacticoparaciegos.blogspot.com/2013/10/el-sol-tact
il.html

• http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2008/15jan_tou
ch/

• Photographic record 2006 – 2014 Angela Pérez
• Photographic record Nayive Rodríguez
• Inclusión working group: https://iau-oao.nao.ac.jp/iau-inclusion/motor-im
pairments-2/

• Questionnaire for planetariums: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLS
dw7x9Z1QiInyELCoZ5u67g269vh8NQhg3ArmMvWOTasdM8TQ/viewform
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Interculturality and Ethnic-racial Relations in Astronomy
Education and Communication

Speaker: Alan Alves-Brito, Institute of Physics - Federal University of Rio Grandedo Sul, Brazil

Focusing on Astronomy, I will address some key aspects relatedto the main challenges and potentials of the science educationand communication platforms for the promotion of social justice,equity, diversity and inclusion in Brazil, disentangling not onlyethnic-racial and gender issues, but also historical and philosophicalelements of science. I will show some ongoing projects, discussingtheir methodologies and main outcomes.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/IRdunCbN7pI

First, I present the situation in Brazil from the ethical-racial perspective, showing some numbersthat reveal Brazil’s daily structural, epistemic and symbolic racism toward black and indigenouspeople. The remarkable reality is that even though 56% of the Brazilian population is self-declared black, the great majority have no access to (quality) education and scientific culture.At the University system, black/indigenous people are underrepresented, with only 10% of theprofessors/scientists accounting for black people. In this context, Intercultural Astronomy isconsidered as a strong tool in Brazil to benefit society and trigger development, as since 1988different education laws/documents have been approved, which acknowledge that black andindigenous people are citizens, requiring the mandatory treatment of the history, culture andcontribution of African, Afro-Brazilian and Indigenous people to science and Brazilian life at alllevels of the education system.
Second, I present three main educational/communication projects focused on InterculturalAstronomy that we have been developing since 2017: (i) Akotirene Kilombo Ciência that isfocused on the empowerment of black girls/boys specifically from Maroon (quilombola) origin;(ii) OruMbya (Orum, sky in Yorubá, and Mbya, a Brazilian Guarani ethnicity) is a pilot project tocelebrate Astronomy as the fuel of life, in which the stories of the stars are preserved in theresilience of people from four different continents and shared over months, through scientific-cultural activities focused on the dissemination of knowledge, promotion of social inclusion andsustainable development in the context of PLOAD (Portuguese Language Office of Astronomy forDevelopment); and (iii) Zumbi-Dandara dos Palmares Project, which is an action-research projectfocused upon developing a complete diagnostic of the quilombola’s education in Brazil and, atthe same time, offering workshops on artificial intelligence, digital skills and the development ofcomputational thinking for black girls/boys, everything mediated by Astronomy tools as well.
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Third, I will mention the main theoretical and methodological references we have been usingto date. We have used a decolonization approach, as well as the participant-ethnographicperspective, being together with black and indigenous communities all the time, listening tothem and helping them in their political movements for a better life, that is, education combinedwith other aspects of their lives. We have been taking the black and indigenous people’s thoughtsand insights into account on different aspects of their alterities. As a rule, being together withpeople, listening to them and exchanging ideas and cosmic perceptions, has been crucial tothe success of our projects. In order to do this, Inter-Cultural Astronomy has been our maintheoretical and methodological umbrella, as different narratives on phenomena that happen orare present in the sky have driven us away from the colonial way of thinking and interpretingreality.
Fourth, I mention some of our main results, which are, from the University’s point of view,related to a better training of our undergraduate students, as well as building new ways ofthinking about history and philosophy of science, epistemology, psychology, language, politicsand culture. I discuss how the historical construction of the contemporary concept of science,technology, development, innovation and meritocracy needs to be changed, to help us answerfundamental questions: why are there so few black people in Physics and Astronomy in amostly black country? Are these areas of knowledge "affirmative actions" for whites? Why doesscientific racism, a pseudoscience, not have the same status (concern) in science education anddissemination programs in Physics and Astronomy? I conclude by pointing out that science andits methodologies are human constructions indissociable in its historical, social and politicaldimension and, thus, the social markers of difference (subject versus object) in science andscience education and communication need to be considered in the whole process of face-to-face contact with people. This attitude is crucial in order to allow us to rethink our powerrelations in science at school, university and society, decolonizing our thoughts and buildingpositive models based on the black and indigenous identities, promoting the urgent racial equityin Brazil.
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Supporting Neurodiverse Learners for Research Experiences in
Astronomy

Speaker: Keivan G. Stassun, Vanderbilt University Frist Center for Autism &Innovation, USA

We describe the activities and lessons learned from a physicsand astronomy research internship program operated by the FristCenter for Autism and Innovation at Vanderbilt University. Theprogram is intended to engage and support neurodiverse learnersin research experiences that prepare them for success in university,graduate school, and future research careers. We describe theprogram goals, outcomes, and tools that have been developed foruse by others seeking to increase the participation and success ofneurodiverse individuals in astronomy careers.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/h9ySVyu5-kg

As a way of introducing neurodiversity in the context of astronomy research and discovery,we present the example of the discovery of stellar granulation "flicker", originally published inNature by Bastien et al. (2013). That discovery—which has advanced the ability to accuratelycharacterize the sizes and ages of stars, and therefore of exoplanets orbiting those stars—wasmade by a team of faculty and students at Vanderbilt using a novel data visualization tool calledFiltergraph, which was invented by an autistic researcher on the team (see Burger et al. 2013).The complete story of the invention of this tool and of the astronomical discoveries that resultedwas recently highlighted in the television news show 60 Minutes with the American journalistAnderson Cooper (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnAUy4BM0w8).
Supporting Neurodiverse Students: COVID and Beyond

It is important that as a community we learn how to best mentor and support our students. Thepast year of COVID has forced us to learn to support all of our students in new ways. Duringnormal times, at the Frist Center we run a research internship program in person, with on-sitecoaches for social skills (Figure 1). We also have launched an interdisciplinary PhD program thatwe call Neurodiversity Inspired Science and Engineering, throughwhich graduate students – bothneurodiverse and neurotypical – pursue research projects that lead to innovations to supportand/or are inspired by neurodiversity. In addition, we have partnered with major internationalcompanies, such as Ernst & Young to place our interns into great jobs after graduation, for thosewho wish to take their astronomy training into the private or corporate sector.
During Covid, we had to implement some new types of supports as everyone worked in remoteor hybrid environments. These include regular check-ins on zoom with a coach to discussprogress, get advice on managing time and workloads, and mental health. A social worker
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Figure 1: Neurodiverse research interns at Vander-bilt’s Frist Center for Autism & Innovation, shownwith on-site coach at far right. Credit: VanderbiltUniversity.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the free online resourcedeveloped by the Frist Center for Autism & Inno-vation to assist autistic and other neurodiverseteens and adults set and pursue self-determinedgoals. Available at triad.vkclearning.org.

has been available as needed for emotional and psychological support. We also have used thechallenges of the Covid experience to elevate autistic voices and to develop new tools.
For example, we started a monthly webinar series featuring our autistic staff and interns,discussing the challenges of Covid and of neurodiversity from a global perspective includingautistic researchers from around the world. These discussions proved so valuable for building aglobal community, that we are continuing them even after Covid.
Finally, we have used our experience to create an online self-guided tool for learning how to setand pursue goals that autistic and other neurodiverse people can use for their own professionaldevelopment (Figure 2). It is available at the web address: triad.vkclearning.org.
References:

• Bastien, F. A., Stassun, K. G., Basri, G., Pepper, J., 2013, Nature, 500, 427, "An observationalcorrelation between stellar brightness variations and surface gravity"
• Burger, D., Stassun, K. G., Pepper, J., Siverd, R. J., Paegert, M., De Lee, N. M., Robinson, W.H., 2013, Astronomy and Computing, 2, 40, "Filtergraph: An interactive web applicationfor visualization of astronomy datasets"
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Astronomy and Inclusive Education
through Project Based Learning

Speaker: Angelica Minodora Nechifor, CYGNUS Scientific Society, Romania
Project based learning and inclusive education is a way to promoteAstronomy Education, STEAM subjects, to develop skills: criticalthinking, problem solving or inter and transdisciplinary approachcommunication. Teachers and students from all over the country,or world, can work together, supervised by teachers for Sciences,Astronomy, and astronomers by Science, Technology, Arts andMathematics activities. We would like to present you the way wecan teach astronomy using practical and attractive, non-formalmethods, linked to outdoor education and CLIL. It is innovative andcreative. Children from primary schools can work with secondaryand high school students to ensure peer and collaboration learning.In August, we will organise a conference and we wish to presentalso its results.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/yuAuan_ZHyA

Project based learning and inclusive education is a way to promote Astronomy Education, STEAMsubjects, to develop skills: critical thinking, problem solving or inter- and transdisciplinaryapproach communication. Teachers and students from all over the country, or world, canwork together, supervised by teachers for Sciences, Astronomy, and astronomers by Science,Technology, Arts and Mathematics activities. We would like to present to you the way wecan teach astronomy using practical and attractive, non-formal methods, linked to outdooreducation and CLIL. It is innovative and creative.
I am a teacher in a mainstream school, but at the same time an inclusive one, situated in abeautiful mountain area, but, unfortunately, in a former mono-industrial town.
Since 2006, when the copper mine closed, there are no jobs for people living here; therefore,many of our students’ parents left to find jobs in other countries. Our students come fromdifferent environments, with very diverse backgrounds. Most of our students are Romanian, butsome are Hungarian, or from mixed families, some are Romas. Their parents and grandparentscame years ago from different parts of the country to work in the copper mine, so they are verydiverse in culture too. Being amulti-ethnic, cultural and religious communitymade us appreciatediversity; it is useful for each community member’s tolerance, empathy and assertiveness.
However, there are many problems due to the poor family background of some of our studentsor to their psychological and emotional state. We have at least one special education needs childin each class, meaning students with autism, ADHD, Down syndrome, dyslexia and dyscalculia,intellectual disability. We even have students with visual and hearing impairments, to differentdegrees. What most concerns us is that many of them are not diagnosed and this challenges usto use integrated and inclusive teaching methods to make sure that each child in our school is
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valued and motivated to learn. With these children, we work with an adapted curriculum fortheir needs. We do encounter problems, but we try to cope and show them attention. In termsof Astronomy, we can only teach easy things and this is why we want to implement the "RO300Stars" project, or "Wandering through the Universe, We Aim to the Stars"
This project is about promoting educational activities related to the field of Astronomy andSpace Sciences with a view to a future STEAM professional career, as well as to sharing andusing examples of good practice for sustainable development (clean energy, solutions for theclimate change etc.) at local/ national/ global level.
It involves students aged between 6 and 11 years old (divided into two categories: aged 6-8and 9-11), with different backgrounds: students from mass schools, including those being in risksituations, such as learning difficulties or even Special Educational Needs, severe disabilities,like blindness, under-privileged group belonging, minorities, difficult family situations.
An example of PBL is one of the activities in the We aim to the Stars Workshops (WSW) "Guides
for teaching Astronomy to primary classes", namely "How to land on the Moon or Mars?".
Children work in teams, with specific roles, with names. They have to build a spaceship that willtake the astronaut – an egg – safely to the moon. They have to "go" to a shop and buy thingsthey need to build their ship. They have to undergo a fixed budget, so entrepreneurial skills aredeveloped. When they have everything they need, they start to design their ship, drawing it ona scale, and so these little engineers can exercise their planning, counting and technical drawingskills. Then they move to the practical part of this activity and build their ship in which "theastronaut" will be set for its mission to the Moon. Finally, all the spaceships are launched and ifthe astronaut lands safely, meaning the egg is safe and entire, they are declared space engineers.As children are attracted to rewards, we can even design some ID cards or badges using differentapps such as Canva. I think it is obvious how many skills we can develop with an activity likethis: entrepreneurial, mathematical, design, communication, collaboration and so on. If we askthem to send a message into space in a foreign language, we can even develop linguistic skills.Each child, even the special needs ones, can find something interesting in working in this kindof activity.
In order to cope with the needs of this pandemic situation, we can use many applications tohelp students work together, even if they will not be able to meet. One I have already workedwith is Action bound, an application for smartphones and tablets that helps the participantsto accomplish a mission. Teachers need to create an account in order to create the challengesfor the bound and we can use it for different treasure hunts, missions or games. Participantscan participate on their own or, more important for us, in groups. Challenges can be playedoutdoors or online, depending on what we want to achieve, on our imagination and on theproposed challenges. We used it for a local treasure hunt this August 2021, but we should letour imagination fly and create bounds connected to what we like or to our students’ interests.It is more than important to understand that nowadays students are different from formergenerations, that we need to be creative to catch their interest. Information is now at one-clickdistance, they do not need teachers anymore to "inform" them, but to guide them. The futuresuccessful teachers will be those who will be able to find each individual’s needs and to guidethem until they find their way, whichever that is.
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Instruments built by children

Working together on the spaceship in the activity "How to Land on the Moon or Mars?"

Final product and launching the spaceship
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

The Past, Present and Future of Earth and Space Education, and
Implication for Equity

Presenter: Christine Hirst Bernhardt, University of California, Santa Barbara,Endeavor STEM Teaching Project, USA
Astronomy education, particularly in Western Nations, has thepotential to disrupt colonial narratives while providing greateraccess to 21st century skills. Participants will be provided a space toexplore the integrations of astronomy to foster and facilitate equityand justice, while connecting to the natural world. Some issuesmay be personally challenging to address, such as environmentalracism and bias. This session will be highly interactive and allowparticipants to explore the use of satellite imagery to addresssocial justice issues in their region and abroad. Participants willdevelop their own activities connected to their individual spaceswhich they can immediately use in formal K-12 education settings.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/5zYEirg9Z0w

This session will explore astronomy education as a tool of equity while equipping educatorswith the tools to build bridges between student experience and the natural world through asocial justice lens.
Earth and Space sciences encompass the most neglected realm of science education in theUnited States, as well as the lowest representation of Women and People of Color. For over acentury, high school science coursework has minimally included biology, chemistry and physics,integrating Earth sciences in middle grades and eliminating astronomy. There has been nonational test, curricula or standardization for astronomy coursework. The scarcity of courseofferings and absence of Advanced Placement or IB courses have relegated coursework touniversity settings, by which time themoment to select a STEMfield has likely passed. Secondaryand primary environments are critical for the formation of a STEM identity, particularly amongstgirls and students of non-dominant groups. This session will explore the integration of spacesciences in formal education settings to foster STEM identities and build bridges between science,community, and the classroom. Utilization of the space environment can unify learning fromother contents, while providing opportunities to explore the evidential sources of knowledge ofour world. The United States is currently at a pivotal crossroads in science education; the recentinclusion of Earth and Space content into newly adopted national standards, particularly inearlier grades, provides a unique opportunity to contextualize science learning. This is especiallyimportant following a year of remote learning, and more so for students in urban environments.In 2013, the National Research Council adopted the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS),
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which identified and assigned equal weight to the content areas of life (biology), physical(chemistry and physics) and Earth and Space. This is a stark difference from the previous 100years of education, and allows for a drastic restructuring of science course sequencing. Thereis now a far greater emphasis on Earth-Space systems across all grade levels, reflecting theinterdisciplinary nature of the field. The exposure to meaningful and relevant science activitiescan provide an inclusive environment to traditionally marginalized students who do not see thereal world applicability of science in their lives.
This session will explore astronomy education as a tool of equity. Students in urbanized settingsmay have even less academic exposure to astronomy and space sciences through a vicious cycleof deficit thinking and systematic oppression. A pedagogy of poverty has been the dominantnarrative in which high teacher turnover in urban schools fosters a reliance on curricularizing[science] coursework to a minimum set of knowledge requirements, which remove connectionand application to local context and settings. In urban schools, this curicularization may look likenon-local examples, unrelatable representation, and a failure to incorporate areas of relevancyand urgency from daily life into the classroom. This can further complicate the incorporation ofspace sciences, which may seem abstract, complicated, and unnecessary. One can only imaginethe magnification of this separation following a year of remote, removed learning mediated by ascreen. By providing mechanisms of access to space sciences connected to local environments,educators can facilitate authentic learning experiences to previously excluded students in thesefields.
Astronomy education, particularly in Western Nations, has the potential to disrupt colonialnarratives while providing greater access to 21st century skills. Participants will be provided aspace to explore the integrations of astronomy to foster and facilitate equity and justice, whileconnecting to the natural world. Some issues may be personally challenging to address, such asenvironmental racism and bias. This session will be highly interactive and allow participants toexplore the use of satellite imagery to address social justice issues in their region and abroad.Participants will develop their own activities connected to their individual spaces which theycan immediately use in formal K-12 education settings.
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The Urgency and Contribution of the Planetarium in the
Development of Astronomy in Rural Areas

Presenter: Muchammad Toyib, Surabaya Astronomy Club, East Java AmateurAstronomer Communication Forum (FOKALIS JATIM), Indonesia
A planetarium is a theatre built primarily for presenting educationaland entertaining shows about astronomy and the night sky, or fortraining in celestial navigation. The position of the planetarium inan archipelagic country like Indonesia is very important, especiallyfor people in rural areas to get equal rights in obtaining educationand access to technology. With a planetarium that is easilyaccessible, it certainly allows the public to observe celestialobjects together and gradually get scientific information tobring them closer to science, especially astronomy, using fun,interesting, and engaging activities. Through this process, theexistence of a planetarium has become a potential tool for com-munity building in various regions and even rural areas in Indonesia.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p47

Over time, human civilization has been progressing. We have successfully launched artificialsatellites for decades, humans have even been able to walk on the surface of the moon, set upthe International Space Station, send probes to other planets, and most recently, we are stilltrying to uncover the possibility of other habitations beyond there. On the other hand, althoughwe often hear about some of these achievements through the media, few of us have in-depthknowledge of celestial objects, or simply about the Earth we live on. In fact, we hardly careabout any of these things.
The planetarium is not only a means to acquire astronomical knowledge but is also a valuablemedium to increase people’s awareness and love for this one and only habitable planet. Plane-tariums can give the impression of the infinity, dignity, regularity, and wonder of the cosmos andinspire our minds to explore so many other fields of science. Planetariums can also provide anescape from the stress of everyday life. Relaxing under the serene starry sky brings peace andcreativity back to the overworked mind. Lastly, the planetarium functions as a science center,where the public has access to the latest news about the current scientific happenings, as wellas a place for a scientific discussion about the universe.
Above all, planetariums benefit our minds and souls as social beings. They can give great powerto imagination and stimulate creativity in future generations, which will shape the future of ourcivilization. In this way, building a planetarium brings countless rewards. The development ofplanetariums in various regions can be a positive paradigm, which will cancel the dichotomy ofaccess to education that often occurs between those who live in urban areas and those wholive in villages or even rural areas.
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Teaching Astronomy with Culturally Responsive
Citizen Science Curricula

Presenter: Christine O’Donnell, Arizona State University, USA
Collaborators: Molly Simon and Peter Smith (Arizona State University)
We are developing culturally responsive curricular materials basedon Zooniverse projects for general-education college courses.The Zooniverse is the largest online citizen science platform;since launching in 2007, it has supported over 200 projects andconnected researchers with over 2 million volunteers worldwide.Our curricular materials improve the teaching and learning ofastronomy by guiding students to contribute to ongoing researchprojects and by empowering students to connect content withtheir own lived experiences. Students will also practice criticalreflection skills and engage in scaffolded dialog about equity andinclusion in astronomy and space exploration. These materials willundergo extensive pilot testing beginning in Fall 2021 before beingmade publicly available.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/ouRZg0CalCE
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In the US, hundreds of thousands of college students take general education science courseseach year. These courses are designed for non-science majors to contribute to their broad setof skills and knowledge for their future lives and careers as policymakers, business leaders,voters, teachers, parents, etc., but these courses also often represent the last formal exposureto science that these individuals will have.
From previous education research [1-2], we know that general education science courses struggleto foster both a sense of self-efficacy (i.e., the feeling that one is capable of engaging in science)and a sense of belonging. However, research also illustrates strategies that can be used to addresseach of these challenges. For example, curricular materials that have students participate incitizen science efforts, which are projects designed to engage the public in the process of scientificdiscovery by making real and valuable contributions, can increase students’ self-efficacy [3].Additionally, culturally responsive approaches that connect students’ own knowledge and beliefswith content, promote reflection, and foster peer connections and community can encouragestudents to feel a sense of belonging [4].
In this work, we aim to create a new framework for curricular activities (intended for two 50-75minute class sessions with homework in between) that are built on a culturally responsivefoundation and engage students in ongoing citizen science research projects to improve theteaching and learning of astronomy. Our materials feature projects from the Zooniverse, thelargest online citizen science platform; since its launch in 2007, it has supported over 200projects and connected researchers with over 2 million volunteers worldwide. Specifically,we have students who take part in the Planet Four project [5], which has volunteers identifyand classify features on the Martian surface to learn about the weather and climate of Mars.Throughout the activities, students will learn about why researchers study Mars and how theirwork might benefit people on Earth. Before engaging with Planet Four, students are asked abouttheir current notions of what it means to "do science," and after contributing to the PlanetFour research project, we ask students to reflect on their experiences and to compare withtheir prior beliefs about "doing science". Next, students will have options for completing adeeper investigation into the study and exploration of Mars that aligns with their own personalinterests. They will have opportunities to share their findings with their peers to foster peerconnections and community. Finally, students will work in small groups to engage in a discussionon current topics and policy debates, such as planetary protection. These materials are currentlyundergoing an extensive pilot-testing at a range of different institutions (including R1 universities,liberal arts colleges, and community colleges) before being made publicly available.
References:
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Cazadoras de Estrellas: Reduce the Gender Gap in STEM

Presenter: Victoria Paz Perez Gonzalez, Universidad de Chile, Chile
Cazadoras de Estrellas is an astronomy course for Chilean highschool girls, founded in 2018 by female astronomy grad studentat the U.Chile. In this course, the girls learn about the astronomycareer, programming in Python, and most importantly, the role ofwomen in Astronomy. We include specific moments to talk withthem about women in science. We want them to know aboutour own journeys as astronomy students, and question their owninterests and experiences. In this presentation we want to sharethe importance of an explicit approach to gender problems in As-tronomy Education, giving young women space to reflect about thisand meet with young female scientists, helping them identify themain problems that women still face when deciding to be scientists.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p50

Historically women were not included in academic institutions, resulting nowadays in a lackof feminine role models and STEM fields being considered as "masculine". In Chile, overallwomen’s university enrollment is around 54%, but for STEM careers it goes down to 22,6%(CONICYT, 2018). Additionally, female participation decreases to 10% at an academic level. As agroup of female astronomy grad students at the University of Chile, this problem worries us andmakes us want to propose a solution for it.
Cazadoras de Estrellas project founded in 2018 that consists of a series of courses that teachAstronomy to Chilean high-school girls, with more than 850 applicants and 450 participants todate. We offer a course in Astronomy, in which the girls learn about Variable Stars as a centraltopic. Through that, they learn about the history of Women in Astronomy, the Astronomy careerin Chile, programming in Python, and most importantly, the contemporary role of women inScience. Cazadoras de Estrellas has visited 6 regions in Chile during 2018 and 8 more during2020-2021. For the second round of courses we have been able to take this experience tointerested girls, and also develop a research on women in science based on our participants,where we are interested in knowing more about gender stereotypes that our female studentsdeal with in different territories inside our country.
Our courses include specific moments of open discussion about gender issues in science. Wewant them to know about our own journeys as astronomy students, and question their own
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experiences. Originally, the course was designed as a 2-day classroom course, but due to theCOVID19 pandemic, we had to adapt our plan and transform it into a complete online experiencethat would last two weeks, just for the pandemic epoch.
In this poster presentation, we share our experience teaching these courses and also commu-nicate the importance of treating gender issues with girls. A key part of our course consistsin giving young women the space to talk and think about this, through open discussions withus, young female scientists. We share our academic and personal paths as women to newergenerations, and through this experience, we identify the main problems that women still facewhen deciding to continue scientific careers nowadays, female students still have to deal witha lot of barriers in comparison with men. Gender bias still is an obstacle for young women toenter STEM fields.
Our experience with Cazadoras de Estrellas has shown us that it is important to highlight femalerole models to young women. Role models and safe spaces can help bridge the gender gap inscience. After the workshop, girls feel more empowered and self-confident as they wrote in theclosing questionnaires.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The main aim of the session was to encourage diversity awareness and to support designingprocesses that aspire at granting everyone the opportunity and free choice to access scientificculture. Not only, we tried to figure out to what extent astronomy, also thanks to its universality,charm and fascinating power, can be a means to add something to this framework, and how wecan use it to foster everybody’s self-esteem and self-confidence with regards to science, butalso life in general and not to self-exclude by activities they feel are not "for them".
One of the main issues we discussed at the end of the session was if and why Astronomy canbe a privileged way of access and pursue equity goals. Some of the issues with regards to thatwere: how Astronomy has a special appeal that helps the teachers, astronomers to translate itin something understandable for everyone, also addressing other disciplines; how Astronomy ismade by very diverse groups within large international collaborations, helping fostering equitybetween the different countries and different cultures; how Astronomy is a human science inthe first place, making it effective for reminding everybody that they have the right to be partof the game, bringing their own cultural, social and historical narratives on the table. Finally,Astronomy allows us to think about the past, present, future, who we are, why we are here, sophilosophical questions are also playing a big part in the self- and diversity awareness process.
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Evaluation of Resources and Activities

Session organiser: Silvia Casu, INAF -National Institute for Astrophysics,OAE Center Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

Evaluation is a very important topic when talking about education. Evaluation is a continuousprocess that critically examines a program; it can improve program design and implementation,assess its achievements and improve upon its effectiveness. It helps teachers and learnersto improve teaching and learning processes. Evaluation helps us to make evidence-baseddecisions.
There aredifferent types of evaluation, depending on evaluation purposes. There are evaluationactivities that you conduct before you start your work and as you are planning (Front-endevaluation), while a project is in development (Formative evaluation), and at the conclusion ofthe program implementation (Summative or Impact evaluation).
There are different types of data you can collect to perform evaluation: quantitative data(numbers such as simple counts or percentage) and qualitative data (more descriptive in nature).Therefore, there are different types of methods and tools one can use to collect and analysedata, to understandwhat is happening andwhy: graphs, closed-ended surveys, checklists, rubricsbut also interviews, focus groups, open-ended surveys and more interactive data collectionmethods. Moreover, we could use mixed methods in order to have a more holistic view.
This session aims to give a general and basic overview of types, methods and tools commonlyused in evaluation, together with a list of open resources, to help teachers but also scientistsand educators to plan the best assessment of their work.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

An Introduction to Evaluation for Astronomy Education
Programs

Speaker: Sanlyn Buxner, Planetary Science Institute and University of Arizona,USA
Evaluation plays an important role in developing and revisingastronomy education programs and activities as well as under-standing the short and long-term impacts on students, teachers,and members of the public. This presentation will give an overviewof different types of evaluation including internal and externalevaluation as well as needs assessment, formative, and summativeevaluation. We will cover the difference between different typesof assessments used in evaluation and how these types of datacan be used to gain valuable information about your astronomyeducation activities. We will provide resources for assessment anddiscuss the difference between astronomy education research andevaluation. Lastly, we will provide resources for getting starteddoing evaluation.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/vmIo85aXJ3A

Evaluation plays an important role in developing and revising astronomy education programsand activities as well as understanding the short and long-term impacts on students, teachers,and members of the public. In general, assessment is important in helping us, as scientistsand educators, make evidence-based decisions. Assessment helps us understand the needsof our audiences and our communities, understand the quality of our products and activities,and understand the alignment of our programs and activities to audience needs. Additionally,assessment helps us gather information to improve our programs and understand their impact.
I encourage everyone to evaluate their programs, big or small. If you do not evaluate youractivities and programs, how will you know you have been successful? You use evaluation tofigure out what you are doing well and what you can still improve. Lastly, you can use evaluationto convince others to give you time, money, and other resources.
According to the American Evaluation Association (https://www.eval.org/), programevaluation answers questions like: To what extent does the program achieve its goals? How
can it be improved? Should it continue? Are the results worth what the program costs? What
are the long-term impacts? A program evaluation has to be designed to be appropriate for the
specific program being evaluated.
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There are different types of evaluation that are important in any discussion about evaluation.There are evaluation activities that you conduct before you start your work and as you areplanning, activities that you conduct during yourwork as you implement activities thatwill informchanges, and activities that you carry out at the conclusion of the program implementation.Below is an overview of the main types of evaluation.
Front end evaluation is conducted at the beginning of the project, often before you applyfor funding. This may include a needs assessment where you get input from the audience orcommunity you want or plan to work with. This is important as it tells you the types of thingsyour audience needs or wants and avoids having you produce a program or activity that willnot have an appropriate audience. This also helps you build trust and a roadmap about whatyou want to achieve. You may also consider doing a literature review of either peer reviewedliterature, evaluation reports, or other reports that will inform your work. Lastly, reviewingother projects may give you important insight for your new program.
Formative evaluation is conducted while you are implementing a program. This type of evalua-tion helps you understand the quality of the implementation of your program. If you are runninga short event, this may be just asking how things are going and what things can make it betterin real time. If you have a multiple-day workshop, this may include some end-of-day questionsto improve the experience for the next day. Formative can be an individual activity or for bigchunks of your program. The most important aspect is that you want to collect data that isactionable. You also must be willing and able to make changes to your program. Collecting thisdata and making changes can demonstrate that you are being responsive based on feedbackthrough an iterative feedback cycle.
Summative evaluation is conducted at the end of a project, or a piece of a project, to understandthe impacts of the project. This is sometimes referred to as outcomes evaluation or impactevaluation. The overall purpose of summative evaluation is to report on the impact of yourprogram on the intended audience and understand how engaging in your program or activityhas had value for the audience. The summative evaluation is often what is shared in a reportwith your funding agency and can help you answer more long-term impacts about your program.When we think about the actual outcomes we are interested in, it is often helpful to think aboutthe categories of outcomes. These might include participant knowledge, skills, achievement,interests, beliefs, motivations, attitudes, behaviors and choices. A nice framework for thinkingabout different categories of impact comes from the National Science Foundation InformalScience Education program document (http://www.Informalscience.org/framework-ev
aluating-impacts-informal-science-education-projects).
When we think about participant knowledge skills, and achievement there are a variety of wayswe can measure these. These include using tests, grades on assignments on classes, conceptinventories (specific surveys that are designed to get deep insight into students’ knowledgeabout a specific topic), knowledge surveys, as well as interviews and focus group interviewsof either participants or their instructors or supervisors. We can also review students’ work inclass, portfolios of their work or even make observations of performance-based tasks. If weare curious about participants’ interests, beliefs, motivations, or attitudes, using surveys ofinterviews and focus groups will be the easiest way to gather information. If we are interestedin looking at behavior and choices, we may choose to conduct follow up surveys or interviewsof focus group interviews, or we may choose to look at records of behavior such as school and
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employment records. It is important to note that any tool you use should be for the data youwant to gather so that it accurately asks what you are interested in. As you are thinking throughthe types of data you want to collect, it is important to ask, "Howwill I know that I have achievedmy goals?" Once you decide on the types of data you want to collect, you will want to thinkabout a threshold for success? Do you want to make sure everyone has a certain amount ofknowledge that there is an increase? These questions both drive what you collect but also howyou analyze data.
It is also important to think about whether wewant tomeasure participants’ knowledge, interestor motivations at one point in time, if we want to be able to show changes, or if we want tomake claims about long-term impact. These types of decisions will tell us if we need to have asingle survey (one point in time) or a pre- and post survey to show changes over time. If wewant to make claims about changes in participants’ knowledge or attitudes, we need to makesure to take a baseline (pre-) before the program so that we can feel confident that there was achange as assessed on the post survey.
There are two broad types of data that we talk about in evaluation. Quantitative data is data towhich we assign a numerical score or ask participants to assign a value to something. Examplesof quantitative data may include test scores, agreement scales (to what extent do you agreewith), basic descriptive statistics (how many people chose this session). Qualitative data isdescriptive data that is often in participants’ words. Examples of qualitative data include openended survey responses, essays, observation notes, and interviews. Qualitative data help usmake sense of quantitative data and give us more information. It is important to remember thatany type of data can be quantified including interview data (e.g. word counts). Each type of datalends itself to different types of questions and in evaluation, I often encourage folks to use bothtypes of data to support different types of evaluation questions. One example of using bothmight be to conduct a large (1,000) quantitative survey of student knowledge about knowledgeof Solar System exploration, interest in STEM, and career plans. Additionally, you might collectqualitative data through interviews of 20 students to better understand their survey responses,get more information about their interest responses (why they rated questions a certain way)and ask more deeply about career plans.
When we think about the difference between evaluation and research, it is important to re-member that they are similar in data collection and analysis, but different in their overallpurpose. Research is about understanding phenomena and generalizing, and evaluation isabout making judgement about the value of your program. There is a nice discussion on
https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/blog/framing_the_difference_between_r
esearch_and_evaluation.
Evaluation may include both internal and external evaluation. Internal evaluation often involvessomeone who is close to the project, who works on the project, and who may be invested in theproject. Internal evaluators are often less expensive and faster in feedback. External evaluationinvolves someone who is not associated with the project, who is outside the power structure ofthe project, who can give a different perspective and honest feedbackwithout a close connection.External evaluation is often more time-consuming and more expensive. External evaluators areoften required by funding agencies. The overall take-home message is that evaluation helps youshow the value of your work, gives you important feedback to improve and can be done on asmall or large scale. Additionally, evaluation can be done by anyone! You can review your own
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programs, or help out a colleague. When looking for an evaluator, there are online tools such asthe "find an evaluator tool" (https://my.eval.org/find-an-evaluator) of the AmericanEvaluation Association university teaching and learning centers, dedicated evaluation centersat different institutes, your colleagues, other projects who have evaluators, and your networkhere.
I have put together a list of resources (https://tinyurl.com/4stxyhf2) that include guidesto conducting evaluation, guides to preparing evaluation proposals and pieces of evaluationin proposals for funding, links to data collection tools including surveys, interview protocols,observation protocols, and rubrics for assessing work, resources for quantitative and qualitativeanalysis, sources of evaluation reports, and links to standards for evaluation.

Evaluation Basics: Planning for Improvement and Measuring
Impact

Speaker: Amy Grack Nelson, Science Museum of Minnesota, USA

Evaluation is an important tool for improving astronomy educationprojects and assessing their impact. So how do you go aboutcarrying out an evaluation? Learn about the key components of theevaluation process including identifying the goals of the evaluation,choosing the best data collection method, carrying out the study,analyzing the data, and sharing the results. This session will alsoshare a number of resources to help support you in developing abasic evaluation plan of your own.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/fKPimWQjvIQ

What goes into planning and carrying out an evaluation?: At the most basic level, planningand carrying out an evaluation includes identifying the purpose of the evaluation, selecting datacollection methods, identifying the sample, analyzing the data, and reporting results.
Evaluation Purpose: First, we need to identify the purpose of the evaluation. Two typicalpurposes of evaluation are for improvement (formative evaluation) and to measure impact(summative evaluation).
Formative evaluation takes place while a project is being developed. The purpose of forma-tive evaluation is to identify areas of improvement to help ensure a project is meeting its
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intended goals and outcomes. Ideally, formative evaluations are an iterative process wheredata is gathered, changes are made, and additional data is gathered to see what additionalimprovements are necessary. Formative evaluation can look at areas such as comprehension,confusion, enjoyment, and ease of use.
Summative evaluation takes place when a project is out of the development phase. The purposeof summative evaluation is to measure the project’s impact on intended audiences, or how wellthe project was able to meet its outcomes. Ideally, results from a summative evaluation canalso be used to further improve a project, or inform future projects.
Data Collection Methods: We then need to identify how we are going to gather data to answerour evaluation questions. What methods are going to give us the type of information we needgiven the structure of the program we are evaluating and the audiences we are gathering datafrom? Data collection methods can include surveys, interviews, focus groups, interviews, andmore interactive data collection methods.
Sample: We also need to think about the sample. Whom are we gathering data from and howwill we obtain our sample? You might decide to collect data from everyone participating in aprogram, or you may want to select or recruit a sample of people.
Data Analysis: Our data collection methods can give us quantitative or qualitative data. Weget quantitative data from things like closed-ended survey questions or tallies of observingparticular behaviors using a checklist. We get qualitative data from methods like interviews ornotes from freeform written observations describing what we are seeing. Often we want to usemixed methods in an evaluation, both quantitative and qualitative, as it gives us a more holisticview of the program.
Quantitative data are numbers, so wemight look at simple counts or percentages. If appropriate,we might carry out statistical analyses. We often use graphs to visualize these results in reportsand make the findings easier for readers to understand.
Qualitative data are descriptive in nature and can give us deeper insights into the experiencespeople are having. These data are often analyzed by creating codes that are applied to the data.These codes can be ones that you already have or codes that emerge from responses. Afteryou code the data, you create themes based on those codes and report how frequently thosethemes appeared in the data. You might also include example quotes from the data in a reportto help exemplify the findings.
Reporting: There are various ways you can share your findings. It might be a formal report or abrief or memo where you summarize findings in a more digestible format. Maybe instead of areport you have a meeting with program staff to discuss the results and make sense of the datatogether. There are a variety of ways you can share the data and it is important to consider theaudience when thinking about the best way to share findings with them.
Resources:

The Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE) has a wide variety ofresources to help you plan your evaluation on their website informalscience.org. Visit their
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"Design Evaluation" section, as well as search their collection of thousands of evaluation reportsto find examples you can learn from. Below is a list of additional resources that are helpful fordesigning evaluations of informal science education experiences.
• Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education. (2011). Principal investigator’sguide: Managing evaluation in informal STEM education projects. Washington, DC: Author.urlhttps://www.informalscience.org/evaluation/pi-guide
• Feder, M. A., Shouse, A. W., Lewenstein, B., & Bell, P. (Eds.). (2009). Learning Science inInformal Environments: People, Places, and Pursuits. Washington DC: National AcademiesPress. Free download here http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12190/learning-scien
ce-in-informal-environments-people-places-and-pursuits

• Friedman, A. (Ed.). (2008). Framework for evaluating impacts of informal science educa-tion projects.
• Report from a National Science Foundation Workshop. From: www.informalscience.
org/documents/Eval_Framework.pdf

• Fu, A.C., Kannan, A., & Shavelson, R.J. (Eds.) (2019). Evaluation in informal science,technology, engineering, and mathematics education. New Directions for Evaluation, 161.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/1534875x/2019/2019/161

• Pattison, S., Cohn, S., & Kollmann, L. (2014). Team-based inquiry: A practical guide forusing evaluation to improve informal education experiences. https://www.nisenet.
org/catalog/team-based-inquiry-guide
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Europlanet Evaluation Toolkit

Speaker: Anita Heward, Europlanet 2024 Research Infrastructure, University ofKent, UK
In this presentation, we will give a practical guide to the EuroplanetEvaluation Toolkit (http://www.europlanet-eu.org/europl
anet-evaluation-toolkit/), a resource that aims to empoweroutreach providers and educators in measuring and appraising theimpact of their activities. The toolkit is intended to provide adviceand resources that can be simply and easily integrated into normaloutreach and education activities. The toolkit has been developedover a number of years with input from professional outreachevaluators and from active outreach providers within the planetaryscience community. The toolkit includes a brief introduction toevaluation, a choice of 14 data collection tools, worked examplesof data analysis techniques, case studies and tutorials.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/d2bdL_oKMUA

Evaluation can provide essential information in understanding the effectiveness and accessibilityof outreach activities in engaging diverse communities. In this presentation, we will give anoverview of the Europlanet Evaluation Toolkit, a resource that aims to empower outreachproviders and educators in measuring and appraising the impact of their activities. The toolkit isintended to provide advice and resources that can be simply and easily integrated into normaloutreach and education activities. It is available as an interactive online resource at https:
//www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europlanet-evaluation-toolkit/, as adownloadable PDF and as a hard copy (including a book and set of activity cards).
The toolkit has been developed over a number of years with content provided by professionaloutreach evaluators Karen Bultitude and Jennifer DeWitt (UCL, UK). Initially, a series of focusgroups and scoping discussions were held with active outreach providers from the planetaryscience community, in order to determine what they wanted from such a toolkit, and what sortof tools would be of most interest. A shortlist of tools was developed based on these discussions,with volunteers testing out the tool instructions once they were drafted.
The toolkit begins with a brief introduction to evaluation and steps to choosing the right tools.This advice takes the form of a series of questions to help design an evaluation approach andmake the most efficient and effective use possible of limited time and resources. The toolkitoffers a choice of 14 data collection tools that can be selected according to the audience (e.g.primary, secondary, interested adult, general public), the type of environment and activity (e.g.drop-in, interactive workshop, ongoing series, lecture/presentation or online) or according towhen they might best be used (during, beginning/end, or after an event). The online version ofthe toolkit includes a set of interactive tables to help with the selection of which tool is mostappropriate for any given situation.
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The data collection tools are:
• Physical Ranking Scales: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool
-physical-ranking-scales/

• Graffiti Wall: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-graffit
i-wall/

• Mentimeter: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-mentime
ter/

• Palm on Chest: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-open-
palm-on-chest/

• Geographic Location Map: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/euro
planet-evaluation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-geographic-location-maps/

• Snapshot Interviews: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europlan
et-evaluation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-snapshot-interviews/

• Pre/Post Quizzes: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europlanet
-evaluation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-pre-post-quizzes/

• Pebbles in a Jar or Box: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europl
anet-evaluation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-pebbles-in-a-jar/

• Three Words: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europlanet-e
valuation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-three-words/

• Target Evaluation: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-tar
get-evaluation/

• Post Event Surveys: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-p
ost-event-surveys/

• Photograph Diary: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluation-tool-pho
tograph-diary/

• Peer Interviews: https://www.europlanet-society.org/outreach/europlanet
-evaluation-toolkit/evaluation-tool-peer-interviews/

• Tweet Sentiment Visualisation: https://www.europlanet-society.org/evaluatio
n-tool-tweet-sentiment-visualisation/

The toolkit also includes descriptions and examples of how to use two techniques (word-cloudsand thematic coding) to analyse the data, as well as some top tips for evaluation and recom-mended resources. For some of the tools, the case study examples include information abouthow the tools have been used in the context of an event, how the data was collected and
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analysed, and what conclusions were reached, based on the data gathered. Over the past year,videos and training resources for using the toolkit have been added, as well as virtual alternativesto the physical tools. Case studies contributed by the community are very much welcome.
The Europlanet Evaluation Toolkit has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871149 (Europlanet 2024 RI)and 654208 (Europlanet 2020 RI).

Assessing Students in the 21st Century

Speaker: Priscila Doran, NUCLIO / Project Coordinator, Portugal
Innovation in education has been a very much debated themearound the world and teachers have been making huge effortsto update their teaching methods. From shifting the classroominto a more student-centered environment to the use of gamesfor learning and the personalized and individualized approach toteaching, education is suffering a huge transformation. However,one question is often asked by teachers, which is: "How can I assessmy students when I teach in innovative ways?". When teachersshift their teaching methods and offer students a diverse and morepersonalized learning experience, the traditional standardized testsand exams become obsolete. If students encounter different learningopportunities inside the classroom and have the freedom to exploretheir own interests while learning fundamental life skills, it is naturalto think that each student will acquire slightly different pieces ofknowledge and retain different concepts at the same time. Therefore,a standardized assessment that focuses on such knowledge retentionwill not effectively portrait the real learning development of eachstudent. Moreover, in an era where knowledge is easily accessedthrough a browser and a smartphone, it becomes imperative toshift the focus of student assessment. More than evaluating theability to retain knowledge, it becomes important to focus bothteaching and assessment in the development of fundamental skillslike learning how to learn, critically thinking, innovation, divergentthinking, collaboration, communication, creativity, self-confidence,self-awareness, self-regulated learning, amongst others. Consideringall the aforementioned it is important to develop innovative ways ofassessing students so that assessment itself becomes a powerful toolin the learning process. Tools like checklists, rubrics and automatedglobal assessment tools are proposed.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/aGE-8Ob3zmk
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The system that we call today "traditional education" was once created to teach very specificskills and knowledge that would be required in very well-known lines of work where individualswould probably work throughout their lives [1]. However, the world has evolved and the veryfast and accelerating technological development has changed the future perspectives of everystudent entering school, increasing the possibilities and unpredictability of their future.
Students entering school now will discover possibilities in their future that wemight not imagineor predict today [2]. As a consequence, it becomes a futile attempt to try to determine whatspecific knowledge they need to acquire for their future career. Moreover, since knowledgetoday is readily available through one-click on a smartphone, rather than requiring students tomemorize a whole list of concepts, it becomes much more important to focus on important coreconcepts and to teach students relevant skills for their future. Students in this century mustlearn how to learn, how to distinguish valid from non-valid information, how to think critically,how to be innovative and creative, how to communicate, how to be tolerant and respectful, etc.[3]
In order to achieve this, teachers have been making efforts worldwide to innovate in theirteaching practice, joining innovative projects, using new tools, newmethodologies and changingthe classroom environment [4]. More importantly, education is becoming more inclusive andmore personalized and this often raises an important question: "If we are offering a personalizedlearning experience, how can we assess our students"?.
When teachers shift their method into a student-centered approach and allow each studentto explore learning at their own pace and according to their own interests and talents, itis natural that each student will learn differently and sometimes grasp different concepts.Furthermore, students will develop different skills and at a different pace. As such, usingstandardized assessment methods like tests and exams, that focus on memorized knowledge,becomes ineffective. Consequently, in order to properly innovate in their teaching, teachersalso need to innovate in the way they assess their students.
When used correctly, assessment can be a powerful tool for learning and for self-development,but in order to innovate and create a meaningful assessment for the 21st century, we firstneed to reflect on a few questions. The first question we should think about is: "why do weassess our students?" Do we assess them to give a final score, make them compete with eachother and place them in a ranking that rewards them for their ability to memorize knowledge?Or should we assess students to provide them with the best support and self-awareness forthe development of fundamental skills and invest in collaboration and acceptance instead ofcompetition?
The second question is: "Are we being inclusive when we use a standardized assessment, liketests and exams?"
"Sometimes, the most brilliant minds do not shine in standardized tests, because they do not
have standardized minds" - Diane Ravicht

Human beings are all different from each other and there is no such thing as a standard person.If we acknowledge this, then it becomes clear that assessment should not be standardized, butdiverse, fluid and adaptable to each individual.
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So, in order to solve the problem, we need to revolutionize assessment. And to do so, it isimportant to look at students’ assessment from different perspectives. It is important to innovatenot only the methods and tools that we use, but also the overall assessment, teaching andlearning mindset.
We need to invest in an assessment methodology that is adaptable to any teaching style, thatfocuses on students’ skills and that it is formative and informative, instead of judgmental. Anassessment that is continuous throughout the learning process and that provides students withmultiple opportunities for development and improvement. And through this, it also providesteachers the opportunity to continuously evaluate the effectiveness of their methods, as well asimprove their teaching and adjust it to the needs of each class.
We need new tools that allow for an effortless and quick formative evaluation. In this presen-tation we propose tools like checklists, rubrics and an automatic global assessment that allowteachers and students to collect valuable information and have a visual representation of thedevelopment along the year. The checklists allow both students and teachers to regularly assesswhat has been achieved and what needs to be further developed. The rubric allows for a regularquantitative and qualitative evaluation of the proficiency and development of students in thedifferent fields of assessment. And finally, the global assessment tool gathers all the informationin one place and automatically creates graphics of each student’s development in each field ofassessment.
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Finally, we need a completely new mindset on assessment and in the school as whole, whereassessment is considered a powerful tool for the development of fundamental life skills. Amindset that promotes collaboration, tolerance and acceptance and where each student istreated and accepted as a unique human being and is valued by their qualities and talents.
NUCLIO is coordinating a project (The ASSESS project: https://assess.nuclio.org) that focusesentirely on the creation of an innovative mindset around student assessment and that willintegrate innovative assessment tools into a digital app for teachers and students. We welcomeall teachers, educators and all those who are interested to participate in the project, to shareyour ideas with us and to give us your contribution.
To have access and explore some new assessment tools, teachers can explore the assessmenttoolkits that were designed in the framework of two Erasmus+ projects: the IDiverSE assessmenttoolkit (https://idiverse.eu/idiverse-assessment-toolkit) and the POLAR STARassessment toolkit (http://polar-star.ea.gr/content/assessment-toolkit).
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How did that happen? Mixed-method Evaluation of Astronomy
Resources

Speaker: Sophie Bartlett, Cardiff University / Faulkes Telescope Project, UK
Astronomy is a well-known effective point of engagement, sparkingstudents’ curiosity and desire to learn. However, astronomyhas a lot to offer; pretty pictures, a mind-blowing vastness,big telescopes, and application of much of the more mundaneclassroom science. As a result, it can be difficult to disentanglewhat specifically causes students’ engagement. That is, what doesan astronomy resource need in order to be effective and what othercomponents are surplus to requirement? This presentation focuseson a PhD study involving 226 secondary school students thatset out to answer this question. Focusing on both methodologyand results, this presentation will explore how mixed-methodevaluation can offer valuable information for developing anddelivering effective astronomy resources. By using quantitativemethods to identify what happens, and qualitative methodsto identify why this happens and under what circumstances.Although mixed methods evaluation demands greater time andmanpower, it can provide hugely valuable results that are notexclusive to a single resource, but that provide transferable findingsthat can be of use to future development andwider educationalists.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/VK_XnMB6wec

Astronomy is a well-known effective point of engagement, sparking students’ curiosity anddesire to learn (Salimpour et al., 2021; Osborne and Collins, 2001). However, astronomy has alot to offer; pretty pictures, a mind-blowing vastness, big telescopes, and application of muchof the more mundane classroom science. As a result, it can be difficult to disentangle whatspecifically causes students’ engagement and positive learning experience when engaging withsuch materials. That is, what does an astronomy resource need in order to be effective andwhat other components are surplus to requirement?
A mixed method approach to evaluating such resources offers a valuable opportunity to capturethis information. Its opportunities and strengths are argued here in the context of a PhDstudy involving ten case studies of secondary school classrooms that set out to identify howteacher-implemented astronomy resources can promote student learning experiences.
In a broad sense, evaluation is typically quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative approaches areused to explain a particular phenomenon through numerical data collection. They are deductive,objective and outcome-oriented. Qualitative approaches are inductive, subjective and process-oriented (Streefkerk, 2021). Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages (seeStreefkerk, 2021 for further detail). However, by combining the two methods we are able tosurmount many of the individual limitations and utilise the individual advantages. As a result,
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the evaluator can gain a more holistic understanding of the phenomena at study. Where thequantitative data can provide an understanding of what happened, the qualitative data cangive a more comprehensive understanding of why it happened (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie,2004; Ivankova et al., 2006; Denscombe, 2008; Greene, 2008). This is particularly useful informative evaluation, where you are looking to develop or improve resources or where youyielded negative responses. Evidence of poor or even negative impact in quantitative data isdisheartening, but not understanding why such a result was yielded due to a methodologicallimitation can also leave you with little understanding of what caused such a result and whatsteps can be taken to improve results in the future. Althoughmixedmethods evaluation demandsgreater time and manpower, it can provide hugely valuable results that are not exclusive to asingle resource, but that provide transferable findings that can be of use to future developmentand wider educationalists.
Creswell and Plano-Clark (2011) also discuss the sequencing of mixed methods. They explainthat depending on what method you implement first, your evaluation can be either explanatoryor exploratory. Exploratory methods begin with qualitative methods and then generalisationsare sought through a follow-up quantitative method. This is helpful if you are looking to makegeneralisations, perhaps if your resource was effective among a small student cohort, you wouldwant to identify if it is effective among larger or additional cohorts.
Alternatively, explanatory methods first apply a quantitative phase in order to understand thegeneral picture, and is followed by a qualitative phase in order to explore the patterns fromthe quantitative data and why such findings were yielded. An explanatory approach is helpfulwhen you want to understand the processes and mechanisms behind the quantitative results,perhaps to inform future astronomy resource development.
In the case of this PhD study, a sequential explanatory design was followed as the researcherwanted to understand specifically what happened but also what processes and experiencesled to those outcomes so that findings could be transferred to future and wider educationalresource development. The quantitative method involved a closed-questionnaire consistingof Likert-scale items. The questionnaire was implemented on two occasions: before studentshad engaged with the astronomy resources, to reflect on these five areas in relation to theirday-to-day science lessons, and after students had engaged with the resources, to reflect ontheir experiences when using the astronomy resources. The use of a parallel questionnaire pre-and post-engagement meant that direct comparisons could be drawn and also offered a toolthat could be used with future resources.
For the qualitative arm, classroom observations, student focus groups and teacher interviewswere implemented with a smaller subset of the audience. Classroom observations were carriedout before astronomy resource implementation (during a ‘normal’ science lesson) and whilestudents were using the astronomy resources. Focus groups and interviews were implementedafter implementation of the activities. In line with the sequential explanatory design, the focusgroup and interview question schedules were informed and guided by preliminary results fromthe questionnaires and observations. This allowed the researcher to explore why such eventstook place and why students were or were not engaged.
This process of mixed method evaluation revealed five key elements that promoted positivelearning experiences among students. Although these were identified in the context of particular
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astronomy resources, these elements are considered applicable to any activity or resource. Eachof the five elements is now described, with accompanying relevant quote excerpts from students.1. Processes of investigation and exploration that encourage students to follow the scientificprocess of gaining new knowledge: "It was interactive, using real data. This makes it feel more
relevant". 2. Experiences of autonomy gives students a sense of ownership over their learning:
"I liked the freedom of finding things out on our own". 3. Novel, unexpected experiences offera ‘wow’ factor and provide an element of surprise: "What? So that is the age of the Universe? I
feel like Einstein!". 4. Providing students with opportunities to cooperate and collaborate withtheir peers helps provide a sense of relatedness (Gagne and Deci, 2005) "It is easier to work
off each other, like some people might have stronger points in that subject so they can teach
other people stuff". 5. Embedding effective differentiation into resources to foster students’confidence and provide them with a challenging but achievable task: "So I can do science".
However, despite the opportunities for autonomy and a student-centred classroom, the role ofthe teacher was still crucial in influencing students’ experiences. Observations of each classroomrevealed that despite using the same resource, implementation differed in each setting. Whereteachers had a great awareness of individual learning needs among students, they were ableto adapt the resources and embed appropriate differentiation. Additionally, great preparationfrom the teacher and familiarity with the resource led to more positive learning experiencesamong the students.
The results of this study provided valuable insight for educators and resource developers. Thefive key elements that were seen to promote positive learning experiences can stand as afoundation when developing a resource. Resource developers should recognise that resourceswill be implemented slightly differently in every classroomand thus should consider the teacher’srole and their support needs. Resources should be adaptable and apply various scaffolds thatcan be added or removed in order to differentiate appropriately.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The presence in both sessions of all the speakers created the basis of very fruitful discussionsabout different aspects of evaluation. They stressed the importance of planning evaluationfrom the very beginning in the project design (even for short projects), in order to make theexperience as positive, and its results more useful, as possible.
We discussed observation protocols in the evaluation process, in particular for young children,besides interviews and drawing pictures, pointing out the importance of evaluating the students’engagement level.
Similarly, it is important to note that when designing surveys with many types of questions, it issometimes difficult to balance between a reasonable survey length and reliable results. Indeed,if the survey is too long, and it presents many open-ended questions, it could discourage peoplefrom compiling it. A suggestion is to verify that the duration of the compilation does not takemore than about ten minutes.
Finally, we discussed the difference between evaluation and research: even if they are similarin data collection and analysis, they are different in their overall purpose. Research is aboutunderstanding phenomena and generalizing, while evaluation is about drawing judgementconclusions about quality, merit or worth. For both, anyway, it is important to respect someethics requirements in data gathering and using. Some ethical guidelines have been developedby the American Evaluation Association (see https://www.eval.org/About/Guiding-Pri
nciples).
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International Collaborations with
an Educational Component

Session organiser: Alessandra Zanazzi,INAF - National Institute for Astrophysics,OAE Center Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

The session focused mainly on two aspects of international collaborations and networkingactivities that could be crucial for educators. On one hand, examples of international projectsespecially intended for education and communication to the public. These normally promoteteacher training, networking occasions and activities and resources to share. They could alsoprovide ideas, sometimes funding, always motivation, and inspiration to teachers and kidseverywhere.
On the other hand, examples of international scientific big research projects that have a veryinteresting public part and educational component, which is of course very useful because itprovides insights, data, ideas at the forefront of scientific research that are inspirational bothfor teachers and students.
Huge networks of teachers and activities with different approaches were presented, some ofthem "really international", others more local; examples of how international projects could beadapted locally; examples of networks for producing and sharing resources and activities onnon-traditional innovative science (gravitational waves, cosmic rays), resources, training, andtools to engage the students and the public at best.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy Education in a World Without Frontiers

Speaker: Rosa Doran, NUCLIO, Spain

Astronomy is a very powerful tool to foster international col-laboration. Education beyond borders will be the team of thispresentation where the experience of 20 years of collaborationwith people worldwide will be shared. The recent pandemic hasstrengthened and opened an opportunity for global collaborationbut has also brought to light the dangers of gender imbalances,stereotypes and the challenges of the digital divide. Strategies totackle this and other aspects for a truly global collaboration will bepresented.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/E3dw1tgiP-w

The main objective of this talk is to share with the audience our experience in teacher trainingand its importance not only for the spread of Astronomy per se but also to create awareness ofthe importance of its understanding for a more human friendly attitude to life on Earth.
One of the missions we have as astronomy educators is to empower educators to promoteastronomy learning in a more innovative way and ensure that students and their familiesunderstand and recognize the importance of Astronomy in our daily lives. There are manyinternational programs devoted to the professional development of educators in the field ofAstronomy. I am presenting the ones that are known to me, probably forgetting many otherimportant ones. Listed below are the links to the ones mentioned in my presentation, inalphabetical order:CESAR - https://cesar.esa.int/COSPAR panel of Education - https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/ESERO - https://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner/European_Space_Educa
tion_Resource_OfficeEuropean Association for Astronomy Education - https://eaae-astronomy.org/European Hands-on Universe - http://www.euhou.net/European School Innovation Academy - https://esia.ea.gr/Faulkes Telescope - https://www.faulkes.com/faulkes-telescope-projectGalileo Teacher Training Program - http://galileoteachers.org/Global Hands-on Universe - http://handsonuniverse.org/IASC - http://iasc.cosmosearch.org/International Planetarium Society - https://www.ips-planetarium.org/IUCAA - https://www.iucaa.in/
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Las Cumbres Observatory - https://lco.global/education/NASA - https://www.nasa.gov/hrp/educationNASE - http://sac.csic.es/astrosecundaria/en/Presentacion.phpOAD - https://www.astro4dev.org/Office of Astronomy for Education - https://www.haus-der-astronomie.de/OAESpace Awareness - http://www.space-awareness.org/en/Universe Awareness - https://www.unawe.org/
Although these are quite a few programs, they are in fact far from enough, led by amazingpeople willing to make this world a better place through education. I will focus on a coupleof them, the ones that I am more involved with. The main driver of our efforts is the GalileoTeacher Training Program (GTTP), inspired by the methodology created by the Global Hands-onUniverse team. GTTP is a movement of educators at a global level. It does not produce resourcesbut rather supports and endorses the organization of teacher training events. Each event isorganized locally and in order to be officially recognized, the training event has to incorporatethe following elements:

• Information Communication Technology (ICT) tools such as planetarium software, imageprocessing software, simulators, etc.
• One or more topics of astronomy following a specific list of suggested topics.
• Inquiry and Project-Based Learning and interdisciplinarity.
• Observations of the Sun and/or night sky (naked-eye or with telescopes).
• Integrating at least one of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
• The adoption of an inclusive approach (UDL for instance)

The Global Hands-on Universe (GHOU) educational efforts and GTTP managed to reach over 70000 educators worldwide in various types of activities: teacher-training events, big activities,small activities, participation in projects, etc. Every country highlighted in the map has at leastone national representative that has helped organize one or more activities in the region. Oneexample of such activities is the Cosmic Light EDU teacher training, an effort that emergedduring the International Year of Light in 2015 and counted on the support of the IAU. Anotherexample is the Open Astronomy Schools initiative that incorporated the activities during thecelebration of the IAU100 anniversary. GTTP partners with several organizations and events toenrich the offer to educators and also extend the coverage to regions that can benefit from theseevents where scientists, trainers and educators are sharing their best practices, exchangingideas and creating a strong community of astronomy education innovators. Some examples ofthis collaborations are:Astronomy Education Adventure in the Canary Islands: http://galileoteachers.org/astr
onomy-education-adventure-in-the-canary-islands-2021-online-course/COSPAR K: https://www.cospar2020.org/stem/Journey to Space Exploration:
https://cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Events&Id=198Global Hands-on Universe: https://handsonuniverse.org/ghou2021/
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In the end, the main aim is to ensure educators are equipped with the necessary tools toenthuse students towards a better understanding and appreciation of astronomy and scienceas an overall. During the training events, high importance is devoted to 21st century skills, tothe sustainable development goals, to the use of ICT to enhance learning, to the use of OpenEducational Resources and the adoption of inclusive attitudes. But the training is not all that isnecessary, the training events are just part of a much broader strategy that uses what we call the5 Pillars of Community Building". There are 5 phases that need to be in place in order to achieve aproper adoption and implementation of the opportunities presented to educators: Engagement,Training, Support, Recognition and Community. During the training events some elements arevery empowering. The integration of real data to enable the feel of an authentic discovery,the work with scientists, the replication of scientific discoveries and the possibility to dive intoreal research experiences, such as the discovery of supernovas, asteroids, the observation ofexoplanets, etc. The importance of careers in space exploration and astronomy research isalso highlighted during the events, trying to avoid stereotypes in terms of gender, abilities andcompetencies.
The major goal in the end is to help educators raise generations of science-literate individuals,capable of making wise decisions, grounded on critical thinking and on the solidity of science.
Finally, in order to help everyone recognize that we live in the same world, that we are allhumans under the same sky.

Benefits Global Science Outreach Programs Bring to
Educational Initiatives

Speaker: Jorge Rivero González, Joint Institute for VLBI ERIC (JIVE), TheNetherlands
Astronomy is considered a gateway science for education due toits ability to encompass many subjects present in school curriculaworldwide, inspire curiosity and foster critical thinking. In thissense, astronomy education initiatives are a keystone for globalpublic engagement programs organised in recent years such as theUN IYA2009, IYL2015 or the IAU100 initiative. Among their benefits,these programs mobilise economic resources, distribute and sup-port localisation of educational resources and foster organisationof initiatives to reach communities that have little or no access tothese types of actions, e.g. GalileoMobile project. In this talk, Iwill present lessons learnt from designing, coordinating and imple-menting international collaborations with educational components.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/voaeQ6qgtgg
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In this summary, lessons learnt from designing, coordinating and implementing internationalcollaborations with educational components are presented.
Why astronomy for education?

Astronomy is the perfect tool for development, education, diplomacy and outreach and, in-deed, there are a wide variety of examples of projects that help support the UN SustainableDevelopment Goals (https://sdgs.un.org/es/goals). If we look specifically into education,astronomy is considered a gateway science for education [1] due to its ability to encompassmany subjects present in school curricula worldwide, inspire curiosity and foster critical thinking.Astronomy has been indeed identified as the favourite topic for boys and girls in many countriesaround the world [2].
International initiatives with educational components

Astronomy education initiatives are a keystone for global public-engagement programs organisedin recent years such as the UN IYA2009 (https://www.astronomy2009.org/resources/do
cuments/IYA2009_Final_Report/index.html), IYL 2015 (https://www.light2015.org/
Home/About/IYL-Final-Report.html) or the IAU100 initiative (https://www.iau.org/
static/archives/announcements/pdf/iau100-final-report-ann20019.pdf). Theseinitiatives have reached hundreds of millions of people around the world and comprised the keyaspect of astronomy/science for education as one of their goals. Other interesting initiativesare the EC-funded Universe Awareness (https://www.unawe.org/), Space Awareness (http:
//www.space-awareness.org) and spaceEU (https://www.space-eu.org/) projects,which reached 1 million students with their actions. Another example is a project that specificallyworks with underrepresented communities, such as GalileoMobile (www.galileomobile.org),which since its foundation in 2009 have shared different cosmovisions under the same sky andreached over 17,000 students and 2,000 teachers in 15 countries.
Benefits of global science outreach programs for educational initiatives

Community Engagement: global astronomy outreach programs mobilise the international com-munities of amateur astronomers, communicators and educators. Examples of these are the100 Hours of Astronomy in 2009 and 2019 or the Astronomy Day in Schools in 2019 that includedmany activities with educational components inside or outside schools. These types of initiativesalso provide opportunities for the development of innovative approaches and for people tostart their involvement in astronomy education.
Production, localisation and distribution of resources: global astronomy outreach programsattract institutional support, bringing funding for the production of educational resources, whichare fundamental for communities that could not afford basic materials. Prominent examples ofresources produced through international projects are the Galieoscope (Pompea et al., 2011),the Universe in a Box (https://www.unawe.org/resources/universebox/), and the IAUastroEDu platform (https://astroedu.iau.org). However, it is important to notice that theproduction and distribution of resources are not enough. Localisation is equally important withtranslations and the adaptation of materials/activities to local reality to make resources relevantto local teachers.
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Understanding National curricula: international collaboration contributes to learning aboutdifferent realities of educational systems and international projects bring the expertise andopportunities for it. As an example, the Space Awareness Project made a preliminary studyin 2016 about how astronomy was present in school curricula in the 11 countries where itsactivities were implemented as a basis for the production of their own activities. Another recentexample is the review of astronomy on educational systems in 66 done by the IAU OAE NationalAstronomy Education Coordinator Teams (https://www.haus-der-astronomie.de/oae/w
orldwide).
Teacher Training: international initiatives bring opportunities for funding for the organisationof teacher training, see initiatives from the Galileo Teacher Training (http://galileoteach
ers.org/) or the NASE (http://sion.frm.utn.edu.ar/nase-prueba/) programs duringIYA2009 and IAU100. In recent years, The co-creation of programs and work with pre-serviceteachers have also been important in order to introduce the benefits of astronomy in workshopsthat involve teachers at the first stages of their careers.
Promote inclusive actions: a key aspect of global outreach initiatives is emphasising the par-ticipation of underrepresented groups. Examples such as "A Touch of the Universe" (https:
//www.uv.es/astrokit/) project or the IAU "Inspiring Stars" (https://sites.google.com
/oao.iau.org/inspiringstars) exhibition inspire our community and encourage people tonot leave anyone behind as we reach for the stars.
Sustainability: It is very important when organising global programs to consider early on thesustainability of your actions. For educational activities, it is very important to train teachersso that they eventually continue using astronomy in their classrooms. As far as sustainabilityis concerned, especially working with underrepresented communities, lessons learnt fromthe GalileoMobile project show the importance of continuous contact with communities. Forinstance, the Amanar project (https://www.galileomobile.org/amanar) that supportsthe long-standing refugees of Western Sahara, started the e-Amanar project, which used theWhatsApp platform to implement continuous capacity-building support to Sahrawi teachers.
Education is the most important tool that can be used to change the world. It is our job as aninternational community to learn from each other and work together toward this goal.
References:

1. The Gateway Science: a Review of Astronomy in the OECD School Curricula, IncludingChina and South Africa - Salimpour et al. (2020)
2. The ROSE project An overview and key findings - Sjøberg and Schreiner (2010)
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The AWB Nigeria Experience

Speaker: Olayinka Fagbemiro, Astronomers Without Borders (AWB) Nigeria,Nigeria
AWB Nigeria has over the years collaborated with various interna-tional organizations in the effort to take Astronomy to every childin the country. Without the support of these partners, it wouldhave been very difficult to reach the thousands of kids reached todate. Supports have been in the form of resources, funding andhuman resources. Nigeria being a country where Astronomy isnot taught in schools at both Elementary and High School levels,the teachers have had to rely on other means of incorporatingAstronomy into the curriculum mostly through extracurricularactivities. AWB Nigeria has enjoyed the support of partners incarrying out Astronomy outreach, competitions, among others.Also, being part of various workshops, conferences, symposia, etc.has exposed members to international best practices in AstronomyEducation.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/k27zAVRT8MY

The Astronomers Without Borders (AWB) Nigeria, is a non-governmental organization withthe aim of spreading Astronomy and its benefits throughout Nigeria. AWB Nigeria organizesastronomy-based events on a regular basis. Astronomical events, which capture the popularimagination, create excitement and generate media attention.
Our organization uses astronomy as a tool to inspire children and as a starting point for con-tinuing STEM education in their schools. Our scope also involves the development of schoolextracurricular activities that will drive STEM Education in schools, teacher training, setting upof Astronomy clubs in schools and other science-based outreach activities.
The need for collaboration in Astronomy Education in Nigeria arises since Nigeria is a countrywhere Astronomy is not taught in schools either at elementary or high-school levels. Teachershave had to rely on other means of incorporating Astronomy into the curriculum, mostly throughextracurricular activities. Nigeria has a really low number of Professional Astronomers. Lastly,without collaborations, the scope of engagement in Astronomy would have been too smalland based on the prevailing circumstances. The benefits of collaborations in Astronomy fordeveloping countries are the expansion of Astronomy Education scope, exchange of knowledgeabout international best practices in the teaching of Astronomy, teacher training, hands-onresources and exchange programs for school kids.
The past and current, local and international collaborations by AWB Nigeria are the NigerianSpace Agency, Defence Space Administration, the National Commission for Refugees, Migrantsand Internally Displaced Persons, Office of Astronomy for Development (OAD), AstronomersWithout Borders (AWB) International, SSVI, Vixen Company, Japan, ASGARD, Belgium, and
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UNAWE. Some of these can be found in the following links:
https://awbnigeria.org/covid-19-support-for-internally-displaced-persons
-project/
https://awbnigeria.org/idp-children-astronomy-outreach-project/
https://awbnigeria.org/astroart-competition-organized-by-the-ohio-state-
university-department-of-astronomyfirst-place-cornelia-egbodor-from-nige
ria-age-13-e-t-extra-terrestrial/
https://awbnigeria.org/asgard-near-space-experiments/

The challenges of international collaboration in Astronomy Education are the differences in timezones, differences in school curricula, heavy custom duty on donations from abroad, and thehigh cost of shipping materials from abroad.

A Journey of a Thousand Miles Begins with a Single Step:
Education in International Collaboration

Speaker: Beatriz Garcia, ITeDA (CNEA-CONICET-UNSAM) and National Tech.University-Mendoza, Argentina
In the era of multi-wavelength and multi-messenger Astronomy,the cooperation in multidisciplinary collaborations is part of thedevelopment of the discipline. This approach is also an opportunityto innovate in education, opening a new door to the knowledgeusing strategies designed from the beginning of the experimentsand which are part of the Project Management. In this contributionwe will present the formal framework and challenges thatconform the road map for education of non-traditional topics andnon-traditional detection, from the moment in which the idea ofthe contact with the community is born, until the moment in whichthe collaborations open the original data for public uses, especiallyin education, is part of the activities inside large collaborations.As an example and evidence of the meaning of education ina big collaboration, we focus on the Pierre Auger Observatory(https://www.auger.org/), located in Malargüe, Argentina,the largest observatory available for measuring ultra-high-energycosmic rays. Along with important scientific discoveries, educationand outreach work has been carried out across the 18 participatingcountries and online.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/-bvVZSHlSoo
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Management in Education and Outreach: Beyond Management, the organization of the Col-laboration consisted in task groups, led by task and co-task leaders. The activities are planned,discussed inside the Task Force, submitted to the Collaboration Board, and performed or im-plemented. One of the tasks is Outreach. Big projects bring together expertise from frontierscientific research and educational research in formal and informal science learning, along withuser communities, to demonstrate how even Nobel Prize-winning science can be systematicallyintegrated into the school curriculum.
Design thinking and continuous upgrade as a strategy: Design thinking is a non-linear, iterativeand a User-Centred process that teams employ to understand users, challenge assumptions,redefine problems and create innovative solutions to prototype and test. Involving five phases— Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test— it is most useful to tackle problems thatare ill-defined or unknown. This is the framework for Education and Outreach design in PierreAuger and many collaborations.
The Pierre Auger headquarters was designed with a VC, which was inaugurated in 2001 and it isa "living" space, which is upgraded permanently, in the same way, and with the same vision asthe detectors. This Center welcomes on average 8000 visitors a year. Permanent and temporaryexhibitions have been prepared both in reality and virtually. Most of the activities and resourcesare available in English and Spanish.
Successful histories of the PA: As part of the community of Malargüe, every year the PierreAuger Observatory takes part in the parade celebrating the anniversary of the town, it haspromoted the creation of a devoted Argentinian Stamp, the installation of the James Cronin HighSchool, the development of science fairs for elementary and high-school students from all thecountry every 2 years. It has given the support for the installation of the first digital Planetariumin Argentina, presented the initiative for the Ordinance 1298/15 on Dark Sky Protection inMalargüe (sanctioned on Abril, 14 2005). It installed one of the first interactive VC of a scientificinstitution in the country with a virtual visitor tour available in English and Spanish; this can befound in the website of Auger (izi) and has become very important during the lockdown period,when the visits in person have been very limited. Several activities were organized in order tohighlight the importance of the work in science developed by women.
Open Access Data and Masterclasses: In 2021 the Collaboration decided to release 10% of thedata used for the results reported at the International Cosmic Ray Conference 2019. The purposeof the release is to allow a wide community including professional scientists, people interestedin education and outreach initiatives, and citizen scientists to re-use the data in their projects.This first sample amounts to over 20000 showers measured with the surface detector arrayand over 3000 hybrid events obtained from the surface and fluorescence detectors.
The Master Classes have been a very powerful tool to get high school students involved inthe work made in the big experiments for years. The Pierre Auger Collaboration has preparedMaster Classes to reinforce outreach efforts.
Virtual Visits (VV): Between 2020 and 2021 PAO started the Virtual Visits to the Observatorycompletely synchronous, mainly as a consequence of the pandemic. The idea arose from thecontact with Frontiers from H2020 and was extended to more visits not only in English, mainlyfor European countries, but also in Spanish for Latin America. This activity completely modifies
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the way to communicate science to the public, required training for the local guides for theonline transmission of the visit, allows the assistants to know all about Pierre Auger, and seenormally forbidden areas (like the Assembly Building, where the detectors are prepared or theCentral Data Acquisition area).
Synchronous VV permits immediate feedback from the public. After the VV a survey is sent toall the participants to collect opinions, feelings, suggestions and ideas and assure a permanentimprovement of the activity. These visits increased the number of visitors by more than 100%and will continue beyond the pandemic restrictions in a hybrid format.
A new experience: QUBIC Collaboration: Based on the experience in PAO, QUBIC Collaborationstarted the Education and Outreach activity in San Antonio de Los Cobres. QUBIC, an acronymthat means Q-U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology, is a very innovative instrument tostudy the CBM. It is under assembling at this moment in Salta city and will be installed in AltoChorrilos, near SAC at 5000 masl in 2022.
Not a lonely project: The Research Infrastructures FOR Citizens in Europe project (REINFORCE;
https://www.reinforceeu.eu/), developed under the Project REINFORCE (GA 872859) withthe support of the EC Research Innovation Action under the H2020 Programme SwafS-2019-1,aims at engaging and supporting citizens to cooperate with researchers and actively contributeto the development of new knowledge for the needs of science and society. Four demonstratorsare ready to be launched as Citizen Science projects using the Zooniverse platform, assuringaccessibility through the sonification of the data.
Inherent to International Projects, a specialmention of cooperation in the development of CitizenScientist proposal combining the know-how of different groups, institutions and Collaboration,is also deployed. Good communication media must be available using different tools likewebsites, networks, YouTube channels, access to open data, guided visits (face-to-face andvirtual), satisfaction surveys, Citizen Scientist projects, open classes.
The participation in a collaboration means several responsibilities, because the communicationof the results with the public must have the agreement of all the members and is an opportunityto learn from other institutions, groups and scientists with a great experience in outreachshowing that "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step", according to theChinese proverb, and the possibilities along the road are, as thewavelengths and themessengers,multiple, as well as the challenges.
References: Caballero Mora, K.S, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration, Outreach activities at thePierre Auger Observatory, 37th International Cosmic Rays Conf. (ICRC), PoS(ICRC2021)1374 -Proceeding of science, 2021.
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IGrav: Engaging People Throughout the World in Exploring the
Exciting Field of Gravitation

Speaker: Magdalena Kersting, University of Oslo, Norway
The mission of IGrav (the International Gravity Outreach Group) isto engage people throughout the world in exploring the excitingfield of gravitation, and in particular gravitational-wave andmulti-messenger astrophysics. IGrav will accomplish this missionthrough the creation, sharing, and dissemination of a variety ofeducational and outreach resources. In this talk, we will discusshow we can create opportunities and promote knowledge transferacross international collaborations, and how we can find themost effective ways of working together within the astronomy& astronomy education community. One particular focus will lieon creating a platform to determine best practices and promoteeducation and evaluation efforts in astronomy education.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/lGBu8z307xM

We discuss the creation, sharing and dissemination of education resources across internationalastronomy and astrophysics collaborations.
Why do we collaborate within IGrav?: We care about educating future generations and es-tablishing public understanding of the scientific process. We want to find effective ways ofworking together within the gravity community. Through collaborative efforts in education &outreach, we hope to accomplish more than individual members of our gravity communitycould accomplish alone. We are pretty global. We have an Indico category hosted at EGO inItaly, mailing-lists hosted at LIGO Livingston, a website hosted in Caltech, and a wiki hosted inGlasgow.
We continue to gather enthusiasts and advocates for gravitational-wave education & outreach.By collaborating across universities, countries, and organisations, we can extend our reachthrough extended networks and shared resources and methods. Bringing together differentperspectives to use complimentary approaches and pool educational efforts and expertise ingravity education & outreach. Pooling efforts provide insights into the efficacy of our approaches,which allows improving their quality and tailoring them to the needs of different groups ofaudiences.
What can we do and achieve? Development of IGrav:2018: Virgo-LIGO-IPPOG meeting in Pisa2019: 1st meeting in Valencia (Amaldi 13 & GR 22)2020: 2nd (virtual) meeting (LISA symposium)2021: IGrav becomes a subcommittee of GWIC (Gravitational Wave International Committee)
IGrav is organized into six working groups: Formal education & evaluation, Science festivals, Art
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and science, Multi-messenger astronomy, Diversity, equity and inclusion, Igrav governance, andCommunications & governance. The IGrav Formal Education & Evaluation working group gatherspassionate physicists, educators, and teachers with a shared interest in formal education andevaluation of education and outreach efforts in topics of modern gravitation and gravitationalwaves. The group aims to create a platform to share existing resources, determine best practices,and promote formal education and evaluation efforts.
How to promote education efforts?: We do not want to reinvent the wheel. We have startedto compile lesson plans and resources, including relevant curriculum links. Eventually, we aimto set up a repository on the IGrav webpage. How can we incorporate our resources in teacherprofessional development workshops and programs? Our main challenge is to reach teachersand instructors.
IGrav (www.igrav.org) will continue to support and sustain our gravitation education &outreach community.

But Do They Understand Me? How to Make Astronomy Beliefs
Visible and What to do When You Find out

Speaker: Linda Shore, Astronomical Society of the Pacific, USA
Collaborators1: Suzanne Gurton (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), Anna Hurst (Astro-nomical Society of the Pacific), Kari O’Connell (Oregon State University), Dennis Schatz (Institutefor Learning Innovation)
Whether you are an astronomer communicating with the public, amuseum educator leading planetarium experiences, or a teacherworking with students, knowing what your learners are thinking "inthemoment" is key to successful engagement. The Astronomical So-ciety of the Pacific has been developing "feedback tactics" scientistsand science educators across the globe can use to spark audiencecuriosity and make audience thinking visible. The ASP also providesscientists with training and support on how to interpret feedbackthey get and modify their presentations based on responses. In thissession we will introduce you to engaging astronomy feedback tac-tics you can use in a science classroom, museum, or under the stars.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/cnj9uGFuKtk

Howmany of us, as educators, have led an astronomy lesson andwonderedwhether our studentsare learning? Are our explanations making sense? Are our demonstrations helping make the
1Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s)and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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Example of an astronomy poll used in a virtual public engagement event.

concept clear? Are we using too much jargon? Was the hands-on activity effective in addressingpreconceptions? Regardless of whether the students are young children in elementary school,families visiting a planetarium, or adults attending an evening lecture, the fundamental questionall educators ask themselves is the same: are they understanding me and if they are not, what
can I do right now to change that? Knowing what learners think, feel, and believe "in themoment" and using that knowledge to make immediate adjustments to a lesson is the key tosuccessful teaching (NAP, 2017). While most educators know this and strive to engage theirstudents in authentic investigations and lively discussions, too many of us still forget to check inwith our learners, observe and listen carefully to what they have to say, and respond to theirfeedback in ways that will spark curiosity, increase interest, and enhance learning.
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific, in partnership with Oregon State University, the Institutefor Learning Innovation, and the National Radio Astronomy Observatory are working collab-oratively to develop tools and resources for professional astronomers designed to help themuse engaging "feedback tactics" to make audience thinking visible. The project also providesscientists with training and support on how to interpret the feedback they get and modify theirpresentations based on audience responses While the OTSF project focuses attention on helpingprofessional astronomers, the tactics and approaches we are developing can be used by anyastronomy educator, in a variety of venues, and with learners of all ages and backgrounds. Theproject is funded by the National Science Foundation, NSF DRL AISL #18110222, The On-The-Spot
Feedback Project.

What is a "feedback tactic" and how do you design them? Tactics include polling an audience,having learners use models to show what they think, engaging learners in kinesthetic activities,and interpreting student drawings (see Table 1). There are many ways to get audience feedbackand the tactic you choose often depends on the age and background of the audience, as wellas the goals for the astronomy lesson. For example, when working with very young children,kinesthetic activities and drawings are often a better way for them to articulate their thinking.What all successful tactics have in common is that they not only make audience knowledge
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visible to the educator but can (and should) spark curiosity and interest. The Figure above is anexample of an audience/student poll that we recently shared with astronomers leading virtualpublic engagement events. The COVID-19 pandemic forced almost all education venues to pivotfrom "face-to-face" to entirely virtual instruction. We found that audience responses could stillbe collected in engaging ways using the annotation function included in video conferencingplatforms, like Zoom.
Using, interpreting, and responding to responses to audience feedback is part of a larger ap-proach to audience engagement our OTSF Project promotes and includes Planning, Implement-ing, and Reviewing. Planning includes knowing the background and expectations of the learnersand setting specific goals (Besley and Dudo, 2018); Implementing involves gathering audienceresponses and responding in the moment (NAP, 2017); Reviewing is done at the conclusion ofthe event and requires educators to reflect on what aspects of the lesson worked and whatcan be improved in the future. Table 2 summarizes the steps that define successful scienceengagement.
Resources:

• The On The Spot Feedback Project Website (under construction): https://astrosocie
ty.org/education-outreach/higher-education-and-early-professionals/o
n-the-spotfeedback.html

• National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017. Communicating ScienceEffectively: A Research Agenda. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. https:
//doi.org/10.17226/23674.

• Besley JC, Dudo A, Yuan S. Scientists’ views about communication objectives. PublicUnderstanding of Science. 2018;27(6):708-730. doi:10.1177/0963662517728478
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The discussions at the end of the sessions focused on different aspects: first of all the languageand adaptation issues emerged strongly. The speakers and the participants stressed the needfor translating but also of adapting, contextualising and "decolonising" the activities proposedin the framework of international projects. This need for inclusion is, of course, particularlyacute in the case of collaborations, which by their nature involve several countries, languagesand cultures. One way could be thinking – or re-thinking – the activities so that, for example,there is less need for written content, they use more visual materials.
Another issue is the sustainability of the projects - not all local communities can think of finan-cially supporting international education and training efforts on their own. It is the responsibilityof the projects to help, for example, by empowering the local teachers that will provide a multi-plier effect. This model of empowering others to do things is very frightening but enables us toreach out to more and more people. Also, whatever the project, it has to be flexible enough sothat the local community can use local materials and resources and it can be empowered toadapt according to what they have. The actions of projects should help the local communitiesto sustain their own programs and should take an open, bottom-up approach so that they canbe engaged in the implementation from the very beginning.
We also discussed the lesson learnt from the pandemic: the need to organise online low-costevents has allowed us to see ‘new faces’ of people that would not have been able to travel longdistances and participate in person (for example, in teacher training activities, or at conferences).This has allowed the involvement of people from disadvantaged and remote areas and indeedfrom all over the world. This, while not replacing face-to-face interaction, offers huge advantagesthat must be taken into account.
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Low-Tech Astronomy Education

Session organiser: Rosa M. Ros, PolytechnicUniversity of Catalonia, Spain

SESSION OVERVIEW

The general opinion suggests that poor technology is equivalent to poor education. After the twosessions of Low-Tech Astronomy Education, the general approach from many participants wascompletely different from the previous conception. Low-Tech seems simple at the first approachbut helps to introduce very difficult concepts. Low-Tech promotes motivation for students andteachers, practical demonstrations, and models and analogies in teaching. Low-Tech helps to geta deep understanding in the process of learning through the hands-on approach. It promotesthat students feel as the protagonist of their learning process. Low-Tech promotes the highestcomprehension of the students and is useful in all the countries: with different degrees oftechnological advancements. Low-Tech is used with young and experienced teachers.
In this session, the invited speaker Beatriz Garcia, from Argentina, gave several examples of Low-Tech methodology and explained the philosophy of this project. Tan Hoe Teck from Singaporepresented a simple planetarium constructed by his students. In-Ok Song from South Koreaexplained the successful example of the NASE course in her country. Corina Toma from Romaniapresented an example using Low-Tech methods in the classroom after many years of experiencein this area. Breezy Ocaña showed an example of a NASE course in USA and Dominican Republicand presented results from a survey in order to show low- and high-tech comprehension of thestudents, and finally, Deodatus Kiriba, from Tanzania, mentioned the results of an example ofthe NASE course in his country.
Additionally, there were 5 posters contributions. Jorge Rivero from The Netherlands, explaineda special project with Sahrawi Refugee teachers, Rupesh Labade from India, described a mobile-application used to teach astronomy, Hassan Baghbani from Iran introduced a festival for stu-dents with Low-Tech materials, Akihiko Tomita from Japan presented an adapted model from aNASE demonstrator, and Mahdi Rokni from Iran presented a relationship between astronomy,literature, and poems from a Low-Tech point of view.
This session was curated with the help of Boonrucksar Soonthornthum (Thailand), Noorali Jiwaji(Tanzania) and Beatriz Garcia (Argentina).
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Inexpensive/Cheap/Low-cost Astronomy and Quality: Between
Prejudices and Reality

Speaker: Beatriz Garcia, ITeDA (CNEA-CONICET-UNSAM), National Tech.University-Mendoza, Argentina
Astronomy is the oldest scientific discipline to which Humansdedicated time in a systematic way. The knowledge grew expo-nentially in the last centuries and also the technological needs ofthe astronomers to decipher the Cosmos. But, is the knowledgeand comprehension of the main concepts of the discipline alsoconnected with the new technologies or you can teach andlearn first level astronomy at a low-cost?. What really means"inexpensive" in a world where the technology is dominant, but hasno sense for the most part of the people? The idea of this sessionis to show how understand big discoveries with low cost resourcesand discuss the impact, with some examples, of educating anddeveloping the critical thinking in the new and overloaded withtechnology generations.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/dEU24GETAJk

Astronomy is the oldest scientific discipline to which Humans dedicated time in a systematicway. From the past to the present, the knowledge grew exponentially and also the technologicalneeds of astronomers to pursue their objectives: to decipher the Cosmos.
New Methodologies are needed: Methodology in Education plays a fundamental role at thetime to transmit concepts in Astronomy. The organization of knowledge starts with the firststeps of humans to decipher the movement of the planets and the stars, until the StandardModel of the origin, evolution and possible future scenarios for the universe. In this sense,different approaches to the process of teaching/learning are important, mainly, if the idea is toassure that the students understand how nature works. The didactic of Astronomy can not befaced only in one way and must be thinking for all, in a frame of reference in which education isinclusive and sustainable.
Low-cost vs quality teaching: One question that a teacher can ask while preparing material forclasses can be if quality teaching of the discipline is only possible using new technologies or if itis possible to teach high quality Astronomy at low-cost with inexpensive materials. Perhaps, wealso need to define what really means "inexpensive", in a world where technology is dominant(and sometimes not very expensive), but where that technology has no sense for most people.The highlight of this contribution is to show that the understanding of big discoveries is possible
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Figure 1: Material to prepare the activity for expansion of the universe and detection of radiowavelengths.

using low-cost resources and materials. The focus of the discussion should be on the teachingpractices and the impact on educating new generations that are overloaded with technology.
Hand-on activities, learning by doing: We propose to make an approach, for different topics inAstronomy, through some examples to help understand what we say when we propose low-costactivities. These two examples are, a) the radio wave detection and b) the explanation of theHubble-Lemaître Law. In both cases, we just need material that we have at home or are veryeasily available at a market (see Figure 1).
The approach presented in this contribution is based on the Network for Astronomy SchoolEducation-NASE Program (Ros, et al. 2018; www.naseprogram.org), a complete frameworkof didactics of Astronomy that allows to address all the topics in Astronomy, Astrophysics,Astrobiology and Cultural Astronomy.
Evaluation of Impact: After training a teacher on this approach, it is important to evaluate theimpact of the activities. It is well known that if a teacher or a professor is not enthusiastic anddoes not have the appropriate knowledge, it will be very difficult to apply the activity in theclassroom.
This evaluation was made through Satisfaction Surveys, and the intention was to answer ques-tions, such as, "how useful are the activities", "how easy is it to implement the proposal inclass", and "how good is the methodology?". In this way we explored the perception of theparticipants to a teacher-training program based on low-cost materials. In all cases, the answerswere very positive, over 80% of satisfaction (see Figure 2).
Impact in the classroom: The other main topic is the real use of materials and resources and thisexploration is carried out using a simple form to detail the evidence of the use of activities.
After positive results from the evaluation of the proposal, we revised our ideas about teachingAstronomy, and asked ourselves if the hi-tech and high-cost technology is really a need at thetime to transmit Astronomy concepts in a classroom?
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Figure 2: Satisfaction Survey results: average of evaluation of Utility and Methodology.

The low-cost, low-tech tools and resources are not correlated with low-quality education inastronomy. Using different approaches and upgrading contents, the proposal is useful not onlyfor primary and secondary and high schools classes, but also in colleges.
The methodology based on learning by doing and using low-cost materials helps to understandconcepts and contents, produce a perdurable knowledge, helps face more complex topics,ensures inclusion in economically disadvantaged audiences and much more!
Reference: Ros, R. M. et al, 14 steps to the Universe, Rosa M. Ros and Mary Kay Hemenway. Eds,Albedo-Fulldome, Spain, ISBN: 978-84-15771-46-3, 2015.
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Development of Student’s Planetarium
for the Teaching of Astronomy

Speaker: Tan Hoe Teck, School of Science and Technology, Singapore
A home-made planetarium is a STEM project for presentingeducational and entertaining shows about astronomy and thenight sky, or for training in celestial navigation. The design that I amproposing is a 6-meter diameter dome, which can accommodateabout 15 students comfortably at any time. Having the dome toconduct Astronomy Lessons reduces the need to have a perfectweather all the time for stargazing, which is a rare event in lightpolluted cities. The main advantage is student engagement:hands-on construction, planning and implementing a planetariumprogram. Besides the low cost and portability, the home-madeplanetarium can encourage sharing of ideas, problem solving andcreativity amongst students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/alAKugM0ax4

The design1 that we are proposing is a 6-meter diameter dome, which can accommodate about15 students comfortably at any time. Having the dome to conduct our Astronomy lessons reducesthe need to have perfect weather all the time for stargazing, which is a rare event in light pollutedSingapore night skies. The key parameter for successful learning is student engagement.
Hands-on Learning: Adoption of hands-on learning for the design, purchasing and building forthe student leaders. The topics include geometry, cost benefit analysis, sewing, electrical wiring,and ventilation system designs.
Student Agency: Student teachers have to plan and implement an interesting Astronomy pro-gram for the audience / participants. The student teachers can plan their planetarium programsaccording to different themes (e.g. seasonal skies, planetary hopping, deep sky objects, stellarevolution etc.)
Immersive education for participants: Student participants will be engaged in Astronomy sto-rytelling, engaging their senses (light, music, sound, temperature) in a simulated stargazingevent even during the daytime.
Low Cost: The low-cost and portability of the Planetarium are not its only advantages: it isa student self-assembled planetarium that can encourage sharing of ideas by students, trou-bleshooting and creativity among students. In terms of pedagogy, such an engaging environmentis ideally suited to a project-based learning (PBL).

1Brozis, Mirosaw and Widerski Kamil, 2018. Students’ planetarium. Phys. Educ. 53 035029.
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IAU-NASE Workshop in Korea

Speaker: Song In-Ok, Korea Science Academy, KAIST, South Korea
In South Korea, the NASE course first started this spring 2021.There are various approaches to teachers’ training courses in ourcountry and the NASE workshop is one important way to makecomprehensive programs for all levels of training courses. Eachhas a different character and expectation, and the NASE programis expanding our training course to comprehensive programs atvarious levels. The lecture on astronomy covers most areas of basicastronomy and the hands-on session with materials that studentscan easily access. In addition, the organizational operation andphilosophy of NASE are expandable and sustainable in theircountries, so it will be helpful not only in astronomy perspectivesbut also in learning organizations.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/VNAmw-5dTXQ

There are various approaches to teachers’ training courses in our country and theNASEworkshopis one important way to make comprehensive programs for all levels of training courses. Thereare various teacher education programs in Korea. All teachers must have an official certificateto work at the school and the government controls the number of teachers in each province orcity. Teachers can optionally receive various training courses according to their interests whileworking. There are two kinds of training courses, 1) professional driven by the astronomicalsociety which is short and periodical, 2) amateur driven by amateur astronomical society. Thetraining conducted by amateurs is also open to the general public as well as teachers. AsNASE is introduced to our country, additional training methods have been created and will becomprehensive.
Each program of teacher’s training is explained in detail and introduced in the NASE program.The NASE program was conducted online. It was first run in Korea in January of this year, and thesecond one was organized in July. If it is held again around January next year, all 10 workshopswill be conducted. Most of the participants were high-school teachers, and about 20 teachersper workshop participated. It was supposed to be offline for 2-3 days, but it has been divided into3 workshops and conducted for one year. Most of the local teachers are in science high-schoolsand science-gifted schools because every major city has science high-schools. It is expected thatthe workshop contents will be spread through them as bases.
NASE highlights:1) simple and variety activities,2) hands-on and activity-oriented,3) communication, sharing and development of thoughts,4) philosophy of the sustainable system.Of course, the main power of NASE is the activity-oriented teaching style in our country andanother point of view for the same content. It should be noted that communication and
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sharing is also the key point of NASE. For example, since English is not our native language, aninterpreter was needed. It is well facilitated with pre-translated powerpoint presentations usedby instructors. Finally, organizing training sessions in the future makes the program expandableand sustainable in the country.
References:

• Astronomy Education around the World, NAEC Summaries 2020 (https://www.haus-d
er-astronomie.de/oae/worldwide)

• Gayab Yeol education program, private communication
• KASI teacher’s education program, private communication
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Understanding Space Travel

Speaker: Corina Lavinia Toma, Tiberiu Popoviciu Computer Science High-SchoolCluj-Napoca, Romania
Astronomy means many difficult notions and the teacher mustknow the power of understanding of a child and to make space forreal empathy and creative solutions. To achieve this the teachermust use intuitive models and experiments. I present a projectachieved with my students about a travel in our Solar System. Whydo we have to travel at first in a circular orbit? What is an escapevelocity? What is a Hohmann transfer orbit? What is a launchwindow? These are some of questions the project answers. Aftermany years of teaching I realize that most important are not theformulas, not the problems solving, not to use very sophisticateddevices but to make students imagine, to see or to visualize, usingsimple objects and if it is possible the objects they have in theclassroom.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/7jmOJlrtCvc

From the first successful orbital launch of Sputnik 1 mission on 4 October 1957, space travel hasseen an unimaginable development. But such a journey means a lot of technology, many lawsand physical principles, different types of trajectories in comparison with those on the Earth,only one fuel station at the departure and some "science tricks" to increase or decrease thespacecraft speed, to get rid of the gravitational influence of the Earth or to travel huge distanceswith minimum energy consumption, etc. To catch students’ attention, videos, pictures, andarticles about Huygens-Cassini Mission (https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/117
76/cassini-trajectory/) and science news about Rosetta mission were presented.
At first students were acquainted with scientific terms and principles and this was done usingsimple and intuitive models and hands-on activities. The students were told that the initialrocket trajectory is a curve because the velocity of the rocket has 2 components: a vertical oneand a horizontal one. The true trajectory is not a parabola, but a part of an ellipse with theEarth as a focus. As an experiment, the students threw a ball in an oblique direction and filmedthe movement and then they could study the parabolic trajectory. After that, they comparedthis type of trajectory with an elliptical one. In space the orbit is a balance between the forceof gravity and rockets’ tendency to move in a straight line. Because the distance to the Earthoscillates, the trajectory becomes an ellipse.
The students were amazed at how easily an ellipse with a piece of chalk and a string can berepresented (see Figure 1). They chose the distance between the foci and so the drawn ellipsehad different shapes. If the distance was 0 then the ellipse became a circle. Thus, the studentseasily understood the quantities that appear in the ellipse equation and its eccentricity. Oneach orbit, a spaceship has another speed, so to move from one orbit to another it must usepropulsion systems to change speed. This means an orbital manoeuvre. On the other hand the
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transfer orbit from one orbit to another is a Hohmann orbit (half an ellipse) and in order totravel on such an orbit, the spacecraft must change its speed twice: at the beginning and at theend.
Using Newton’s laws, the students calculated all velocities of the planets on their circularorbits from the Solar System, all escape velocities and then the velocity variations for theHohmann transfer orbits. On a Hohmann ellipse, the fuel consumption is set to minimumbecause this is where the changes of kinetic energy are smallest. When a spacecraft passesfrom a planet to another the configuration of the two planets in their orbits is crucial. Thedestination planet and the spaceship must arrive in their respective orbits around the Sun atthe same point and simultaneously. This requirement for alignment gives rise to the conceptof launch windows. Thus, the students understood that a spaceship cannot travel directly to aplanet on a rectilinear trajectory. Finally, they calculated all the required orbital radii, velocities,and velocity variations and then developed a software that modelled interplanetary travelsusing the Hohmann trajectories from one planet to another [1]. Through it the students couldanalyse orbital manoeuvre velocities and necessary travel times between planets.
How to understand what is a fly-by (a slingshot or a gravity assist manoeuvre) in space withoutknowing what it means as a relative movement and how to increase or decrease the momentumof one body by colliding with another body? The students made experiments with collisionsbetween balls with differentmasses, whichwere thrown in different directions andwith differentvelocities. An interesting example was to let a tennis ball and a basketball fall at the same timelike in Figure 2. After the collision with the floor, the tennis ball gained a higher momentumthan the basketball and had a much higher speed and as a result reached a height much higherthan the height from which it fell. This explains the fact that a spacecraft can save fuel andcan be "powered", if it passes by a planet or another celestial body with a large mass. Thisexperiment is inspired by the NASE course, where it was used to explain the simulation of asupernova explosion [2].
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The most important thing is to make students understand that a computer is a tool that helpsthem calculate more easily or simulate a physical process, but if they do not completely under-stand the important phenomena, they cannot program and cannot become authors of valuablesoftware. In the presented project it has been proven that the explanation and the understand-ing of space mechanics concepts are easier through simple experiments, intuitive examples ormodels and the using of cheap materials. Why is it so important to do this? Some answers areas follows: the students are eager to do hands-on activities; they like to work together and tofind some answers alone; they do not forget what they see and experience. The students cancreate a software or use a ready-made one only after they understand very well the necessarynew concepts and physical phenomena.
References:

1. ICT in Science Teaching, Space Travel, page 60, https://www.science-on-stage.eu/
sites/default/files/material/istage1_en.pdf

2. 14 Steps to the Universe, page 115, http://sac.csic.es/astrosecundaria/en/cur
sos/formato/materiales/libro/llibre_angles.pdf.

The Low-Tech and High-Quality Correlation in Astronomy
Education

Speaker: Breezy Ocaña Flaquer, San Diego State University, USA and GabrielaFlaquer, GenerAcciones, Dominican Republic
A Low-Tech Approach (LTA) to astronomy is highly beneficial forteacher training since the amount of technical knowledge andskills required can be intimidating. Regardless of the teacher’sbackground, LTA in astronomy has an enormous impact in breakingdown walls and making science fun, interesting and approachable.According to teachers from the Dominican Republic and the USA,two countries with different education systems and approaches totechnology, LTA has been useful. To clarify, LTA does not mean lowstandards or low expectations. We have maintained a high-level oftechnical concepts and skills training, while providing hands-onmaterials and creating small learning communities through socialmedia and WhatsApp, which combined, serve to boost confidence,maintain engagement, and provide platforms for clarifications anddeeper levels of understanding.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/4dWwwH7E-34
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A Low-Tech Approach (LTA) to STEAM education in general, and Astronomy education in par-ticular, can be highly beneficial for teacher-training. An element that teachers sometimes findintimidating in these subjects, is the amount of technical knowledge and skills required. Motiva-tion and positive relationships are key factors in attracting people to new areas of learning. Inthis sense, our experiences with didactic training in astronomy have had an enormous impact inbreaking down walls and making science seem fun, interesting and approachable to teachersthat otherwise might be intimidated by higher tech environments.
Modern Astronomy is a science that depends completely on technology. In some cases, it usesthe technology already available, and when this is not available, it also develops technologiesthat are then used by the general public. But when we refer to astronomy in education, weneed to start with the basics of astronomy - as done by ancient astronomers - where it doesnot necessarily depend on technology, but it is still able to reach new levels of knowledge. Weneed to learn how to observe our surroundings, to pay attention, to ask questions - just as itwas done when astronomy began being a science.
LTA does not discard the use of a technological approach, but LTA brings many advantages. Itallows a wider audience to participate in the understanding of the subject with a more hands-onand experiential approach, which also makes the learning accessible to any socio-economic level.Schools that have the capability of buying equipment, can also take advantage of LTA, whichbenefits students in so many ways. For example, they could develop their own tools, whichfacilitates another level/area of learning besides astronomy. Due to the approach involvingstudents, it also creates an even deeper understanding of astronomy itself. Moreover, thefact that the students not only understand the topic, but build their own materials does fostercreativity, resourcefulness, and the experience and gratification is empowering. This goes hand-in-hand with the United Nations Sustainable Goal2: Quality in Education. Another importantpoint is that, although being empowered is important for students in general, it is especiallyrelevant for female students in particular, or students from underprivileged areas. These twopoints are closely linked with United Nations sustainable Goals, Gender Equality, and ReduceInequalities.
We have offered didactic teacher training workshops in the Dominican Republic (the Networkfor Astronomy School Education (NASE) [1, 2] , Galileo Teacher Training Programs (GTTP) [3], andothers) all of them offer LTA to Astronomy. The NASE workshop has been the most completeone, with material for astronomy, astrophysics, astrobiology, and cultural astronomy. BecauseNASE uses LTA, many teachers from different backgrounds and most of them with no experiencewith technology, were able to take, understand, and recreate the material from the course. Afterthe workshop’s conclusion, all teachers shared that the course was useful, with 95% of themsaying it was very useful.
Interestingly enough, in the USA we offered the same NASE workshop. The material and thecontent were exactly the same for both countries. Here, we are including their opinion as acomparison sample, since the teachers in the United States, in general, have more access totechnology than teachers in the Dominican Republic. The reaction of teachers was very similarin both countries. In the United States, they all found the workshop useful, with 83% finding itvery useful. This means that even if we have access to technology, there is no doubt of howmuch we can gain, learn, and enjoy when we take a Low-Tech Approach to Astronomy.
2https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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Figure 1: This plot represents the correlation between the level of technology used vs the levelof comprehension of the students. The bigger the circle, the more data we had at that point. Ascan be seen, the biggest circle is the one that corresponds to the lowest technology with thehighest comprehension.

We have asked the Dominican teachers, both, who have participated in these training sessions,and other astronomy teachers, for their experience. We can see in Figure 1, that where wehave the most amount of data is in the lower-tech range with the highest comprehension ofthe material. In this plot, the amount of data is represented in the size of the circle; the biggerthe circle the more data points were found. The biggest circle corresponds to the point wherethe teachers considered the technology used was the lowest and the comprehension of thestudent was the highest. We also note that there was data where the teacher considered thetechnology to be high and there was a high level of comprehension as well. This does not meanthat by using a higher tech approach you do not generate high comprehension, but it doesmean that you are not sacrificing the quality of the teaching by using a LTA. It also means thateveryone benefits from a Low-Tech Approach, and not only the teachers/students who havealready been exposed to technology and do not find it intimidating (which is the minority of theteachers/students).
In conclusion, a Low-Tech Approach does not mean Low Expectations or Low Standards. On thecontrary, it means that without sacrificing the concepts and the quality of the materials thatwill be taught, it is accessible to a wider range of students and teachers who are exposed toand comfortable with technology, and also to the students and teachers with less access andless exposure to technology. Throughout all the activities we have maintained high-levels oftechnical concepts and skill training. We have provided hands-on materials. And small learningcommunities were created, which served to boost confidence, maintain engagements, andprovide platforms for clarification and a deeper level of understanding.
References:

1. Ros, Rosa M.. Physics Education, Volume 47, Issue 1, pp. 112-119 (2012).
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2. Deusta, Susana E.; Ros, R.M.; García, B. American Astronomical Society, AAS Meeting#223, id.449.03. January 2014.
3. Doran, Rosa,. 38th COSPAR Scientific Assembly. Held 18-15 July 2010, in Bremen, Germany,p.2.

Universe Observing Using Locally Constructed Instruments: A
Case of Young Astronomer’s Briefcase

Speaker: Deodatus Stanley Kiriba, Astronomy and Space Science Association ofTanzania (ASSAT) and Tanzania Agricultural Research Institute (TARI)-SelianAgricultural Research Center, Tanzania
Collaborator: Noorali Jiwaji (Astronomy and Space Science Association of Tanzania (ASSAT) andOpen University of Tanzania, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania)
Astronomy links concepts in Science and a basis for understandingGeography. Its historical development provides teaching methodsof Science and Mathematics. Hands-on activities provide excitingways to understand science and guide students into Science andupcoming Astronomy careers being developed in Tanzania. Wewill describe the application of Young AstronomerŐs Briefcase(YAB) as a tool kit for carrying out hands-on activities for universeobservation by using easily available materials around the schooland home such as ruler, simplified quadrant and Spectroscope.YAB has been explored and tested through NASE Trainings andthus there is a need to scale-up such a tool kit during Astronomytraining across Tanzania.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/wJMiyD3DoOk

Astronomy links concepts in Science and provides a basis for understanding Geography. Itshistorical development provides teaching methods of Science and Mathematics. Hands-onactivities provide exciting ways to understand science and guide students into Science andupcoming Astronomy careers being developed in Tanzania. However, Astronomy training inTanzania is very limited because it is not offered in Universities, so teachers enter the teachingprofession with little understanding of Astronomy and often with misconceptions and lackconfidence in those topics as part of the primary and secondary school curriculum.
In 2019 and 2020, the Astronomy and Space Science Association of Tanzania (ASSAT) in col-laboration with the Open University of Tanzania organized a three-day IAU-NASE (Network of
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Figure 1: Constructing and using the Ruler during NASE training in Tanzania.

Astronomy Schools Education) intensive residential training for 30 primary and secondary schoolteachers in rural outskirts of Dar es Salaam city, supported by NASE trainers from abroad withthe local expert and also build the skills of local trainers to conduct wider local training. Amongthe several courses that were taught to the participants, one of the topics that was offered wasthe Young Astronomers Briefcase, which excited the attendees immensely.
Hands on activities:

Young Astronomer’s Briefcase (YAB) consists of simple instruments such as ruler, simplifiedquadrant, spectroscope, simple horizontal goniometer, planisphere,mapof theMoon, equatorialsundial, red light flashlight (torch), compass, wristwatch, paper, pencil and a camera. However,of these instruments, the first three, the ruler, simplified quadrant, and spectroscope caughtthe attention of the trainees due to their simplicity and low price and that it can be made locallyand yet allows measuring difficult to view parameters in astronomy. During the training, thetrainees were asked to perform different activities as highlighted below:
Activity 1: Use of a ruler to measure angles between any two objects within the classroom andhence a ruler can also be used to measure angular distance between two stars in the sky. Thetrainees had to cut a cardboard of 20x3cm using a scissor or a cutter, and cut a string of length of65cm. A photocopy of a centimeter ruler was pasted on the cardboard using glue. Each traineetied the string to the non-flexible ruler (cardboard) such as to set the string to a length of 57cm.To measure the angular distance between two points in the classroom (or two stars in the sky)they were observed with the end of string almost touching the cheek just below one eye so thateach centimeter on the ruler becomes equivalent to 1 degree of angular separation between thetwo point or stars (i.e., 1 cm = 1º). The trainees were able to understand why it is not possibleto measure distances in the sky and instead can use angles, which can be directly and easilymeasured (see Figure 1).
Activity 2: In this activity, the trainees were taught to use a simplified quadrant to find thealtitude (angle of elevation above the horizon) of the stars. While working in groups of twotrainees - one looking through the viewfinder and the other making the readings. To make thesimplified quadrant, the trainees were asked to cut a piece of cardboard of 20x12 cm into the
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Figure 2: Using the Quadrant during NASE course in Tanzania.

shape shown in the diagram below using a scissor or a cutter. A piece of string of 25 cm lengthand a stone (or any heavy object) knotted at the end of the string. A prepared photocopy of theangle scale on a quadrant was pasted on the cardboard and two round hooks were fixed on theupper edge. A high object or a star can be viewed from the back end of the quadrant and alignedto be seen through the both hooks so that the position of the string on the quadrant indicatesthe altitude (angle) above the horizon. Once again trainees were impressed that heights of treescould be measured using the quadrant and by applying trigonometry using the distance to thetree (see Figure 2).
Activity 3: In this activity a simple spectroscope was constructed to display the spectrum ofsunlight. In making the spectroscope, the trainees were asked to paint the inside of a matchboxwith black marker, then to cut a piece of CD (1/8 of CD) and paste this on the inside bottom ofthe matchbox (with the recorded side of CD facing up) and make a hole on the other side ofthe matchbox. Each trainee was asked to use the spectroscope with the sun or the lights ofthe classroom and hold the open end of the matchbox towards the Sun or the lights and viewthe image of the spectrum formed through the hole made on the other side of the matchbox.Trainees were amazed that a spectrum could be seen so easily using such an easy construction.
In this view, all these instruments and activities are practical and have been applied in theclassroom during the NASE Trainings for primary and secondary teachers in Tanzania. It isexpected that the teachers who participated can train their students at their respective schoolsto make their own instruments and organize instruments in an easy-to-use briefcase. Withthese activities, students will gain confidence in their measurements, take responsibility fortheir own instruments, develop their creativity and manual skills, understand the importance ofsystematic data collection, facilitate their understanding of more sophisticated instruments andrecognize the importance of observation with the unaided eye, both in history and today.
References: Rosa M Ros (2019) Young Astronomers Briefcase, NASE publications, http://sa
c.csic.es/astrosecundaria/en/cursos/formato/materiales/conferencias/T4_en.
pdf.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Lessons Learnt from e-Amanar Online Teacher Training through
WhatsApp for Sahrawi Refugee Teachers

Presenter: Jorge Rivero González, Joint Institute for VLBI ERIC (JIVE),The Netherlands
Collaborators: Sandra Benítez Herrera and Nayra Rodriguez Eugenio (Instituto de Astrofísicade Canarias), Andrea Rodriguez Antón (Instituto de Ciencias del Patrimonio - CSIC), Fabio delSordo (Institute of Astrophysics - FORTH), Diego Torres Machado (Brazilian Center for Researchin Physics), Eduardo Monfardini Penteado (IAU OAE), Mayte Vasquez (EUMETSAT), Felipe Carrelli(Oswaldo Cruz Foundation), Demetrio Rodrigues (Independent Filmmaker), Alba Fernández-Barral (Cherenkov Telescope Array Observatory), and Sarah Massalkhi (IFF-CSIC)

The e-Amanar pilot provided follow-up capacity building for teach-ers involved in the 2019 Amanar project at the Sahrawi Refugeecamps in Tindouf, Algeria, through their phones via WhatsApp thatis efficient to slow internet connection environments. e-Amanarresponded to challenges raised by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020such as the closure of non-essential humanitarian actions at thecamps affecting teachers’ continuous education. By providingmobile internet data to 17 teachers we organised a 4-monthtraining using audios, texts and slide images to foster discussionabout the universe. The pilot resulted in a very successful assetfor the continuous connection with teachers and thus supportingAmanar’s long-term goals. In the talk, we will present the pilot’soutcomes and lessons learnt.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/vlsRz4Wvs9c

In this summary, we present outcomes of the e-Amanar pilot that provided online capacitybuilding to Sahrawi refugee teachers through the WhatsApp platform. The Amanar project[1] is an outreach initiative from GalileoMobile [2] that supports the long-standing refugeesof Western Sahara. The Sahrawi refugee situation is one of the most protracted in the world,with refugees living in camps near Tindouf, Algeria, since 1975. Access to basic resources isvery limited and UN agencies have identified urgent humanitarian needs [3]. In 2019, Amanarorganised a summer program in the Canary Islands (Spain) with Sahrawi children spending thesummer with host families there as well as activities in the camps, with 635 children, 66 teachersand 150 people from the general public participating in the project activities [1].
e-Amanar pilot: Amanar responded to the challenges raised in the Sahrawi camps by theCOVID-19 pandemic in 2020, such as the closure of non-essential humanitarian actions affectingteachers’ continuous education. Thanks to an IAU OAD grant, we organised the e-Amanar
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4-month training pilot and provided mobile internet data to the 17 participating teachers. Theplatform used for the training was WhatsApp, which different educational initiatives haveshown benefits as a platform to be used for educational activities in slow internet connectionenvironments [4], including refugee context [5].
To make sure the content was relevant for them, the Sahrawi teachers picked the astronomicaltopics of the four modules of the training. For each module we relied only on audios, texts, andslide-images, producing all audios and texts in Hassaniya and Spanish. The implementation ofeach module was done through a 2-week period for teachers to go over materials at their ownpace and to foster discussions. During the first week, we presented the theoretical backgroundand in the second week we focused on how to introduce the topic in the classroom using asreference the GalileoMobile handbook of activities [6]. A typical day consisted of us sharing acouple of audios with 3-5 minutes duration, images, and short-texts along with them that wouldtake the teachers 10-15 minutes to go over. We also started discussions and someone from theteam was always around the chat to answer any questions.
Preliminary Lessons learnt: At the moment, we are still evaluating the impact of the pilotand here are some brief preliminary impressions: 1) Having a script for implementation of themodules was quite useful, but it was also important to be flexible and react to teachers feedback;2) We found that it was also important to give some time between modules, for them to notbe overwhelmed and to interact as well with topics outside astronomy to engage with thembetter; 3) Teachers were quite keen on asking questions about general topics in astronomy; 4)They were more eager to participate in discussions about the theoretical backgrounds than theimplementation in the classroom. Once the evaluation of the project is completed, we will makethe required adjustments to the methodology and materials to continue working remotely withmore teachers in 2022-2023 [7].
References:

1. Benitez-Herrera. & Rivero Gonzalez (2020) | www.galileomobile.org/amanar
2. Benitez-Herrera. & Spinelli (2015) | www.galileomobile.org
3. Humanitarian Needs of Sahrawi Refugees in Algeria 2018–2019 (UNHRC, 2019).
4. https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/brief/how-countries-are-u

sing-edtech-to-support-remote-learning-during-the-covid-19-pandemic

5. Teachers for Teachers: Advocating for Stronger Programs and Policies for and with RefugeeTeachers in Kakuma Refugee Camp, Kenya - Mendenhall (2018)
6. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6k0cDTz-CUTZC10RHZuYzlaaWM/view?r

esourcekey=0-JOLgs5KUw5X98isbz9RPTA

7. https://www.astro4dev.org/2021/01/05/overview-amanar-2-0-a-refuge-in
-the-stars/
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Bringing Astronomy to the Students and Teachers using
"AppStronomy"

Presenter: Rupesh Labade, Inter-University Centre for Astronomy andAstrophysics, Pune, India
Nowadays we can see the evolution of science and technologyworldwide. However, teachers and students in many developingcountries are not fully aware of it. Also, they should know howto use this technology in the learning and teaching process. Soin this poster I want to share my practices with all of them. Ihave done some low-cost experiments with mobile applicationsand used them in teaching and learning astronomy. We basicallycall it "AppStronomy". They proved to be effective during theCOVID-19 pandemic, when students were away from their schoollaboratories and were missing their regular experimentation. Wefound these applications to be useful for students as well as forteachers to engage them in quality experimentation at home.Using these low-cost experiments they can better understand basicconcepts in astronomy. These experiments are cost-effective andeasy to make. We did several experiments using these applicationsand got good observations.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p54

The basic idea behind the concept of "AppStronomy" was to help students perform basic scienceexperiments at home to better understand the scientific concepts that they learn in school. Low-cost experiments using mobile phone sensors can be easily performed to understand conceptssuch as light intensity, spectrum, magnetism, electricity, motion, acceleration, gyroscopes,sound intensity, frequency, Doppler effect, SONAR, and many more.
To get better and precise results using mobile applications, the sensors need to be calibratedand it is also important to understand how one can reduce manual errors. For this project Ihave used the following freely available mobile phone applications: Arduino Science Journal(Google LLC, https://science-journal.arduino.cc/), Phyphox (RWTH Aachen University,
https://phyphox.org/), PhET Simulations(University of Colorado Boulder, https://phet.c
olorado.edu/), Zero Shadow Day by Alok Mandavgane (https://astron-soc.in/outrea
ch/activities/zero-shadow-day/), and Stellarium (https://stellarium.org/).
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Sky Exploration Festival, a Different Experience for Students

Presenter: Hassan Baghbani, Iranian Teachers Astronomy Union, Iran

Sky exploration festival is a time to objectify the science ofastronomy Iranian Teachers Astronomy Union (ITAU) created thisfestival in 2013, which has since involved thousands of students.During this festival groups of students camp in nature and spend aday with astronomy leaders. They connect to astronomy combinedwith geology, biology, literature, art, hiking and sports. The mostimportant and interesting point about this festival is that all ofwork, management and teaching are done by other students whohave learned and experienced it before.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p79

The Sky exploration festival includes astronomy and environmental training. Tenting, observingthe sun, photo galleries, info-graphics, making astronomical instruments, working with tele-scopes, observing planets and the Moon, bird-watching are among the most important partsof the festival. Over the last six years, 6350 students have participated, of which more than5,500 were girls (see Figure 1). Each team consists of 4 or 5 students and they receive scientificprojects every November. Student groups get five months to complete these projects in theirschool or village/city. Methods and structure of the sky exploration festival can be used now byall of the countries and schools around the world.
The best way to learn is to teach. In Kavoshgaran Festival, all the components of the programare performed by the students themselves (see Figure 2). This method has caused students toread the materials in such a deep way that they can teach, so they have the highest learningefficiency. On the other hand, some students who participate in the festival, try to participateagain as a leader in the coming years. In order to gain such an honor, they can also gain theexperience of a teacher, while they are students. This method is a kind of talent that has helpedto discover more talents than today. Mehr Observatory and ITAU are run by the same talentsand have been very successful. This method has also helped to carry out all activities with honor,which has been a great help in reducing the cost of the program.
They need to understand nature: These days the contact of children with nature and the planetis so limited that many students do not understand the connection between the excitement ofspending a night in a tent. A night with classmates in nature and inside a tent is a sweet experi-ence, held at the Sky Explorers Festival, which received the highest score by the participants.Also, the environmental problems that are increasing year by year on our planet is a seriousdanger and shows that we are performing poorly in implementing the geographical lessons, andwhen we correct this method. And in this case, a part of the geography lesson is to go to natureand touch it.
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Figure 1: The girls at the festival.

Figure 2: Kavoshgaran Festival.

Finally, students understand being away from home for a day, and have the opportunity to findtheir own needs independently of the parents and it helps to better appreciate their parents.
Media highlights: https://mond.ir/module/news/21470, http://mond.ir/module/new
s/41407/.
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Development of a Solar Demonstrator Projected in the
ClassroomModified from the NASE Demonstrator

Presenter: Akihiko Tomita, Wakayama University, Japan
The diurnal motion and the different movements of the Sunthroughout the year, which are studied in elementary school,are things that can be observed in daily life, but are not easy forstudents to understand. The teacher training program, NASE,has developed an excellent teaching material called the solardemonstrator, that can be easily constructed. By attaching aflashlight to the arm of the NASE solar demonstrator and projectingit onto the ceiling and walls of the class room, an elementaryschool teacher Yumine was able to show the movement of the Sunto the students in the entire classroom. The students and theirteacher were able to observe and enjoy the movement of thevirtual Sun throughout the classroom.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/W8CxTawqHXs

The teacher training program, NASE, has developed an excellent teaching material called thesolar demonstrator, a paper-craft tool for explaining the movement of the Sun, that can be easilyconstructed. The teacher, Yumine, originally practiced projecting a simulated Sun on the wallsand ceiling of the classroom by attaching a flashlight to an equatorial mount for the telescope.This is a very good teaching tool, but an equatorial mount is a rather large piece of equipment. Itis also a specialized piece of equipment for children. He then used the NASE solar demonstratoras an equatorial mount specialized for the movement of the Sun, which led to the developmentof this new teaching material.
The students, along with the teachers, could observe the simulated movement of the Sundepending on the season throughout the classroom. The feedback from students was verypositive; "The locations of sunrise and sunset are different depending on the season." "Insummer, the days are certainly longer. I was able to confirm this once again." "In winter, thealtitude of the Sun is so low. Also, the Sun’s rays are at an angle, so in winter, the sunshine comesthrough the windows well." "In summer, near the time of sunrise and sunset, the northern wallis also exposed to sunlight."
References:

• "Stellar, solar, and lunar demonstrators" RosaM. Ros, Francis Berthomieu, NASEWorkshop2, 14 steps to the Universe, Rosa M. Ros and Mary Kay Hemenway. Eds, Albedo-Fulldome,Spain, ISBN: 978-84-15771-46-3, 2015.
• http://sac.csic.es/astrosecundaria/en/cursos/formato/materiales/con
ferencias/T2_en.pdf
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Figure 1: The newly devised solar demonstratorbased on the NASE solar demonstrator. A brightflashlight, the model Sun, is attached to the armwhich indicates the meridian in the sky. Thisphoto shows an example of a latitude of 35 de-grees north in Japan.

Figure 2: The diurnal motion of the model Sunprojected from the flashlight on the wall and ceil-ing of the classroom is simulated by the motionof the arm. The photo shows the sunrise on theautumnal equinox day when the Sun rises fromdue east.

Impression of Astronomy in Persian Culture and History
Inspired by Poems of Khayam and Attar

Presenter: Mahdi Rokni, Astronomy instructor at SINA, Iran
Collaborators: Fatemeh Abdoust, Maryam Hadizadeh, Melika Gonbadi, Reyhane Johari and JalilAllahkhani Topkanloo (Iranian Teachers Astronomical Union (ITAU) members)

There is a huge connection between science, nature and lit-erature with Persian culture in Iran. If you look into Iran’shistory and search in many places or read Persian poems youcan find a lots of astronomy knowledge. Some of Iranian greatpoets have been also astronomers such as Khayam or theybecame mystics like Attar Nishaburi. This is about stories andpeople who lived in different ages or lived at the same agetogether and they have had a huge impression on Persian culture. itcan also separate science, literature andmysticism from each other.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p57

Ghias al-Din Abu al-Fatah Omar ibn Ibrahim Khayyam Neyshabouri (Omar Khayyam) was apersian polymath, mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, and poet. In this study we reviewhis personal life and achievements, relation between his poetry and astronomy. We also study
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The Mausoleum of Omar Khayyam is a mod-ern monument of white marble erected overOmar Khayyam’s tomb located in Omar KhayyamSquare, Nishapur. Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám is the title that Ed-ward FitzGerald gave to his 1859 translation fromPersian to English.

the architecture of his tomb. Omar Khayyam (1048-1131) was born in Zebar-khan in Mamorievillage south of Ghadamgah- Neyshabur. He was skilled in politics, mathematics, philosophy,theology, mysticism, astronomy and literature.
Omar Khayyam knew the science of trigonometry and created Khayyam triangle, also known asPascal triangle. He used the sphere and poles of Earth created by Abu-Ali Sina and the book"Remaining Signs of Past Centuries" by Abu-Rayhan al-Biruni to design Jalali calendar and alsomeasured the length of a year 365 days and 5 hours and 48minutes and 46 seconds; his calendarwas precise; just 1 second every 30 years.
Omar Khayyam was a disciple of Abu-Ali Sina who was a disciple of Aristotle and Plato. Platobelieved in idealism and rejected evidence of negation of God according to rationalism. OmarKhayyam not only believed that God is the creature of the whole universe but also believed inthe power of nature in human destiny; He was a naturalist.
As Omar Khayyam was a disciple of Abu-Ali Sina and his philosophy stressed the impermanenceof the world so he insisted on being happy. As he was an astronomer, astronomy had a hugeinfluence on his poetry. Omar Khayyam’s tomb was first built by order of Reza-Shah in 1934; 29years later Hushang Seyhun, a very famous and experienced architect designed a new tombfor Omar Khayyam which was based on his thoughts. His tomb has a tower with a height of 32meters with 10 bases which are represented by two-digit numbers. The court symbolizes thesun from the inside and the wine cup from the outside.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

We thank everyone for the lively discussion following this session. Below we summarize someof the questions and answers.
Tan Hoe Teck was asked about the time it takes to build the planetarium. He answered thatalthough the research paper is available, it is challenging to obtain all the parts simultaneously,and mistakes can happen. Generally, it took about 6 months, wherein each month, one sessionof 6 hours was carried out. He was also asked how the students have the time to do all thiswork? He clarified that the students spend their after-exam period to build this planetarium,as an extracurricular activity. About 50 members of the Astronomy Club were involved in theplanning and construction.
Song In-Ok was asked how the content of the NASE course/workshop was evaluated effectively.She answered when the contents are new approaches, it inspires teachers a lot and that NASEhas many creative approaches with low-tech. Song In-Ok was also asked how one can applythese activities into the school curriculum. She mentioned that it might not be in the schoolcurriculum but that NASE programs are developed to fit into the content of classes and can forexample, be used as demonstrations in the classroom. She was also asked about the certificationin Astronomy in Korea and she clarified that teachers can have their certificate in the departmentof education of Earth-science. The final comment was that more NASE courses should be locallyconducted so the benefit of its low-tech approach can also be seen by the governments.
Breezy Ocaña elaborated on the point that "low-tech does not mean low comprehension".Astronomy is a science that depends on technology, this might give the impression that if we donot have the technology we cannot teach "good astronomy". This is far from reality, includinga low-tech approach is beneficial. It takes the student back to the basics allowing a deeperunderstanding, a more hands-on approach and they are the protagonists of their own learningprocess. This can also be seen in the result of the survey we carried out. Breezy was also asked ifapart from the overall technology exposition, the socioeconomics were similar in the two casesin the Dominican Republic and the USA. She responded that for most of the teachers the realitywas very different, with less access to education, information and of course, technology.
Beatriz García was told that using a rubber band to illustrate the expansion of the universe isvery clever and thanked for sharing the idea. This experiment is an analogy rather than a "proof".Also, with analogies, we need to be very cautious and aware of their limitations. Do you explainthose to your students? She clarified that yes, we can consider the experiment an analogy, theuniverse is not a rubber band, but the result is the same. You need to show without any doubtthat the galaxies are driven apart by the expansion. Some demonstrations are not easy in theclassroom, you need a model and to explain how to verify the model.
Beatriz García was asked about accounting for local cultures in the NASE workshops. Sheresponded that in principle, the most important thing is that the NASE courses are given in thelocal language, this fact not only includes the translation from the original texts but also to adaptthe language to each community. There is a complete workshop about Cultural Astronomy, andthe content may change for each country. Please visit www.naseprogram.org.
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Naked-eye Astronomy

Session organisers: Anna Sippel, Office ofAstronomy for Education/Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy/Haus der Astronomie, Germanyand Tshiamiso Makwela, University of CapeTown, South Africa and Office of Astronomy forEducation, Germany

SESSION OVERVIEW

Naked-eye astronomy invites us to enjoy and learn about the night sky without any optical aidor a telescope. In theory it might seem easy to simply look up and dive into the world of stars,but in practice is often difficult to achieve. Some of the contributing difficulties include: lightpollution, night sky observations cannot be carried out during regular school lessons, and ourmodern world provides us with many distractions preventing us from looking up at all. As such,this is one of our main tasks as educators & practitioners, to encourage and motivate studentsto overcome this first step. In addition, observing the night sky with no tools is an activity thatmany professional astronomers have little experience in. However, learning about the night skycan help us overcome our fears of the night, and unlock the wonders of the sky.
This session guided us from theory to practice and application of various aspects that enableus to plan projects related to Naked-eye astronomy, and our enthusiastic speakers shared veryvaluable experiences. Various possibilities were presented to provide students as well as thepublic, with different backgrounds and interests an invitation to the night sky. This can be viathe use of a mobile phone app to get started until the use of a planisphere is learned, night skyobservations at observatory or historical sites or even in a café in a city.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy Diaries and their Effect on Students’ Understanding
and Attitudes

Speaker: David R. Gozzard and Marjan G. Zadnik, University of WesternAustralia, Australia
Traditional lectures have been shown to have limited effectivenessin conveying unfamiliar concepts. To increase student engagementand understanding of concepts students in an introductoryastronomy course were instructed to record and analyze theirnaked-eye astronomical observations over a semester. Pre- andpost-course evaluations including an astronomy concept diagnostictest and an attitudes survey were used to determine the effectthis activity had on students’ learning. The results suggest thatobserving diaries are a positive learning experience for the majorityof students. However, the diary task must be carefully integratedinto the course content to derive maximum effectiveness.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/JS2Bcj-QKmU

Setting students the task of recording their own regular observations of the night sky, andgetting them to analyse and reflect on what they observed, can help students to learn basicastronomy concepts that traditional lecture-style classes often fail to convey. When usedproperly, astronomy diaries help to promote students’ engagement with the course material,allow students to express their own creativity and preferences, and benefit students whostruggle with exam-style assessments. However, the diaries take a lot of effort on the part ofboth the students and teachers, and must be weighted accordingly in the marking scheme. Formaximum benefit, an assessment involving astronomy diaries should include a set of compulsoryobservations, guided observing opportunities, early feedback on students’ efforts, and anemphasis on analysis and discussion of their observations.
Introductory astronomy courses have proved very popular with students not majoring in science,technology, engineering, or mathematics degrees needing to fill the science portion of theirgeneral education requirement. As a result, such "astronomy 101" classes have become veryimportant because they are often the last formal science education a student may receive, andso the last chance to influence their science knowledge, literacy, and support for science.
Students’ understanding of key phenomena, such as the cause of seasons and phases of themoon, are fundamental to understanding other scientific concepts, and making sense of newresearch findings reported in the media. However, traditional methods of teaching (i.e., lecturesand exams) are not as effective as we would like for conveying new concepts, and are particularly
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ineffective when students come to a class with prior, inaccurate, conceptions about how theirreality works. Students are capable of reproducing what they have been told, but they have notinternalized the information and understood the concepts, and they cannot apply what theyhave learned to new situations.
‘Observation journals’ are commonly used for teaching and assessment in fields such as biologyand conservation. Students are instructed to keep these journals to record, in detail, whatthey see in the field, in order to hone their observation skills. Observation diaries have alsobeen advocated for use in astronomy education as a way of increasing student engagement,and improve their understanding by encouraging them to see astronomical phenomena forthemselves.
We gave our students the task of keeping a diary of their own naked-eye astronomical observa-tions over the course of the semester. As well as assessing the presentation of the diaries andstudents’ reflection and analysis of their observation, we also used a pre- and post-course testto assess how students’ understanding of astronomy concepts improved, as well as how theirattitudes to astronomy and science changed. By comparing the results to a similar astronomyunit that did not include the diary task, we were able to analyse the effects the diary task hadon students’ understanding and appreciation of astronomy.
Results: We found that, at the start of the semester, there was a large disconnect betweenour students’ appreciation of ‘science’ versus ‘astronomy’. On average, our students believedthat astronomy was both more difficult and less useful in their lives. By the end of semester,students’ positive attitudes towards astronomy had improved and come closer to par with theirattitudes towards science in general, more so for the class with the diaries than for the classwithout the diaries.
Many students put a large amount of effort and creativity into their diary, suggesting the diariesdid stimulate greater engagement with the assessment task. A number of the diaries includedvery good illustrations or other artistic flair. Some students chose to blog their observations,and two even chose to present multimedia diaries using PowerPoint.
The results for the astronomy concept tests show that the class that used diaries did experiencea greater improvement in their understanding of the concepts, but the size of the effect wassmaller than hoped. We also compared students’ marks for the diary assessment with theirmarks for the final exam and found very weak correlation, which indicates that tasks such as theastronomy diary may suit some students who normally struggle with traditional assessmentmethods.
Using astronomy diaries in the classroom: Based on our research and the results of otherstudies on astronomy diaries and other forms of observational journal assignments, we haveseveral recommendations for how to effectively implement an astronomy diary task.
Setting the task – Show students examples of previous diaries to indicate what is expected of agood diary. Allow students to choose the format of their diary, in order to allow them to exercisetheir creativity, as long as their chosen format is able to convey the necessary information. Picka free astronomy app (the authors used Stellarium) to help students navigate the night sky,and show them how to use it. Provide students with the marking rubric at the start of the
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assessment. (An example rubric is shown in the table below.)
Guidance – Set compulsory observations that the students must complete in the first four weeksof the semester. Recommended compulsory observations are: 1) observe the position and timeoffour sunsets (or sunrises), 2) four observations of a planet moving against background stars, and3) four observations of the Moon on consecutive days. Run a teacher-guided observing sessionwith the students. This must be done as early in the semester as possible because students areresistant to changing their observing practices once they have established a routine.
Early feedback – At the end of the compulsory observation period, give feedback and an earlyor indicative mark to the students to help them adjust their observing or reporting practices.Discuss the diaries and observations in class.
Marking – Emphasize the need for reflection and analysis of accumulated observations in themarking in order to guide students towards deeply considering how the sky changed over thecourse of the assignment and the pattern that emerged. Encourage students to draw diagrams toexplain the reasons for the phenomena they are seeing. The assessment should be appropriatelyweighted (20+% of the course total) to reflect the level of effort students should (and do) putinto the task.
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Students’ Mental Models about the Apparent Motion of the
Sun and Stars

Speaker: Hans Bekaert, KU Leuven, Department of Physics and Astronomy andLESEC, Leuven, Belgium
We administered the AMoSS test with 12 multiple choice questions,which focus on distinctions between different aspects of theapparent motion of the Sun and stars, to 16-17 years old studentsof 6 Belgian secondary schools (N=410). We also asked them toexplain their choices. The analysis of their answers reveal that,despite instruction, most students only demonstrate a rudimentaryunderstanding of the apparent motion of the Sun and stars fordifferent locations of the observer and different times during theyear. On top of that, there is a clear distinction between the repliesfor the Sun and stars. Thanks to the classification system we havedeveloped to categorize the explanations, we are able to identifydifferent student mental models about the apparent motion of theSun and stars.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/XiOLWjgEioE

Problem Statement

Although the apparent motion of the Sun and stars is part of our daily life, research revealsthat many students have alternative conceptions about this phenomenon (Slater et al., 2015;Plummer, 2009; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994; Trumper 2001). However, only little is known aboutstudents’ understanding of similarities and differences between the apparent motion of theSun and stars. This study focuses on these differences and similarities. We therefore designed aframework to disentangle different factors that influence the apparent motion and to comparethe different aspects for the Sun and stars in relation to the time of the day, time of the yearand the observer’s latitude. For each factor we designed test items, also inspired by literature.This resulted in the AMoSS test1 (Bekaert, 2020) with 12 multiple choice questions: 6 questionsabout the Sun and 6 parallel questions about the stars. For 6 out of 12 questions, we also askedstudents to explain their answer. Figure 1 shows the first two questions of the AMoSS test as anexample of two parallel items.
We administered the test to 410 high school students (16-17 years old) during a science class.Based on the multiple choice answers, the mean score for all participants on all questions wasM = 45%, SD = 18%. On average the six Sun questions (M = 55%, SD= 24%) were answeredmore correctly than the six star questions (M = 36%, SD = 21%). Bottom up from the studentexplanations, we have designed a classification system to categorize these written explanations.This categorization system should give us insight into the students’ mental models about theapparent motion of the Sun and stars. In this paper we report on the mental models we have

1The work was co-funded by the Erasmus+ program of the European Union (2020-1-IT02-KA201-079528).
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Question (a): On March 21st, an observer in Brus-sels sees the Sun in the south high above the hori-zon as shown in the figure. Where does this ob-server see the Sun one hour later?

 

 Question (b): On March 21st, an observer in Brus-sels sees the star Regulus in the south high abovethe horizon as shown in the figure. Where willthis observer see Regulus one hour later?
Figure 1: Two corresponding questions: (a) The apparent motion of the Sun. (b) The apparentmotion of stars.

identified, based on the classification of the students’ written explanations and a statisticalanalysis (Latent Class Analysis) of the multiple-choice answers.
Students’ mental models

For a more detailed understanding of how students explain the phenomena of apparent motion,we try to identify their underlying mental models. Although there is no agreement about theexact definition of a mental model, in general, the term refers to the internal representationsthat people form of the outside world through their interaction with it. Bao (Bao, 1999) putforward his definition of mental models by considering other descriptions in the literature.According to him, mental models are "productive mental structures that can be applied to a
variety of different physical contexts to generate explanatory results" (p. 13). Corpuz and Rebello(Corpuz & Rebello, 2005, 2011) defined a mental model as "students’ way of understanding a
certain physical phenomenon", which can also be unseen physical phenomena. Mental modelsmay contain contradictory elements and are generally different from scientific models, whichare accepted as valid if they are coherent, stable, and experimentally validated.
A latent class analysis of student answers on the different questions together with our classifica-tion scheme, allowed us to identify four specific mental models that students use to explaindifferent aspects of the apparent motion of the Sun and stars. Apart from these models, werealized that many students are very incoherent in their explanation and do not show consistentreasoning to explain the apparent motion of the Sun and stars.
Administering the Apparent Motion of the Sun and stars test (AMoSS) with a group of Belgianstudents of the fifth year (16/17 year olds) of secondary education (N=410), allowed them toidentify several mental models that students use to explain their answers.
In the presentation, the different mental models about the apparent motion of the Sun andstars, will be discussed in detail.
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Inviting Students and Teachers to Look Up!

Speaker: Julie Bolduc-Duval, Discover the Universe, NAEC Canada, Canada

Astronomy is all about observing the sky, but teachers rarely do itwith their students. There exist many activities to explore the skyduring the day and at night, from a rural area as well as from a city.We will present many ideas which we brought into an educationalmodule named Looking Up! available in English and French. Theactivities can be adapted to many grade levels and require verysimple materials. We strongly believe that discovering the skyallows students to connect with their environment and learn abouta lot more than just astronomy.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/62UsFlMMqfI

In our busy everyday life, we do not tend to pay much attention to the sky. We rarely look up,day or night, and most of us unfortunately do not feel a connection with the sky. It is a sad realitysince there are many objects and phenomena that can be observed easily, during the day or atnight, and from everywhere, whether you live in a city with a lot of light pollution or in a ruralarea with pristine night sky. We feel it is important to invite teachers and their students to lookup to reconnect with the sky and their environment. Spending time outdoors and observing oursurroundings allows us to better know, understand and appreciate our environment. And thisimpact goes beyond astronomy: developing one’s own experiences in nature is essential to beconnected to the land and the different species that live there.
Educational module Looking Up! Observing the sky and the different visible phenomena canbe very rich and bring beautiful discoveries for everyone, especially students. We created theeducational module Looking Up! with that goal in mind: to enable students and their teachersto discover the sky easily and without complicated instruments. It consists of eight simpleactivities enabling students to learn more about the Moon, the Sun, the Earth and its motions,as well as the stars and constellations. The activities can be adapted to many grade levels orage of the students. While some of the content connects more closely to the grade 6 schoolcurriculum in many provinces here in Canada, we have adapted some of the activities to lowerand higher grades before. We hope you can get inspired by this educational guide and weinvite you to adapt the activities to your own reality, especially if you live at latitudes muchdifferent than about 45 degrees north. This educational module can be downloaded for free onour website at www.discovertheuniverse.ca/resources. It is also available in French at
https://www.decouvertedelunivers.ca/ressources.
Observing the Moon: The Moon is the easiest celestial object we can observe directly andeasily. Students could keep a Moon journal for a month to discover its phases. The goal is toobserve the Moon as often as possible during a full lunar cycle. Obviously, it will be impossibleto observe it every day, since clouds will be present. It is OK: you do not need daily observations
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to observe patterns and understand how phases work. Invite them to observe often, day andnight. Young (and not so young) people are often surprised when they notice the Moon indaylight for the first time! When the Moon is visible during the day, you can bring balls outsideto model the phase of the Moon. By holding the ball under the real Moon, the ball will showthe same phase as the Moon. This simple activity allows students to realize that the Moon isalways a sphere, and that its phase is simply the result of how the Sun lights the Moon and ourperspective here on Earth.
Observing the Sun: While we do not recommend direct observing of the Sun for your eyes’safety, there are ways to study the position of the Sun to notice differences throughout theyear. These observations can then be tied to concepts about the Earth’s rotation and revolutionaround the Sun. Students can be invited to study daily or seasonal cycles by paying attentionto the position of the Sun over a certain period. An easy way to do this is by measuring thelength of a shadow many times in a day and comparing. Another great activity for students is topay attention to the position of the Sun as it sets. They could draw the horizon looking westfrom their home and draw the position of the Sun once a week or so to notice differences. Ifstudents have access to digital cameras and are up to the challenge, they could take pictures ofthe sunset over a long period and create a video with all pictures. They might be surprised torealize how much the Sun moves on the horizon between the summer and winter solstices!
Observing the Stars: Observing the stars and constellations might be harder if you live in a light-polluted area. You could still invite students to learn more about the stars using a star finder ora sky map. You could also discuss light pollution and have themmeasure the light-pollution levelwhere they live. We highly recommend the program Globe at Night (www.globeatnight.org),which providesmaps of how specific constellationswould look under a dark sky vs a light-pollutedsky.
Observing the sky is the basis of astronomy and each of us can learn more about the universesimply by looking up more often. Whether in the school yard, in the park or at home, simpleactivities can be carried out to "live" astronomy instead of just passively learning it. Thisexperience will be even richer for budding young astronomers and will create memorableexperiences for all.
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Naked-eye Astronomy Projects

Speaker: Shylaja B S, Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium, Bengaluru, India
I would like to broadly classify them in to day time and night timeastronomy projects. In the daytime projects involving the sun,shadow measurements at meridian passage was one of the mostsuccessful project. There were a few related to the moon as well.Although the night sky offered very little scope for the urbanites Iutilised the passages of HST and other bright (artificial) satellitesfor a few practical sessions. The most popular among them waswith the local radio stations which gradually got converted toWhats App sessions last year. The occultations, conjunctions andmeteor showers also offered a good opportunity. I will quote someexamples and possibility of exploiting these ideas for the currentpandemic era.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/4aOp5QGuWMI

Today, in the era of space age, observing with naked eyes still holds the key to understandingthe universe. Thus even before using the digital gadgets, we need to get the basics right andthat is possible only by naked eye observations.
The sky watch actually begins in the day observing the sun. However, we will restrict ourdiscussion to the night sky only.
The easiest object to start sky-watching is the Moon, which not only tells about its own motionamong the stars but also about the stars in the background. Noting the phases and the repeata-bility may appear to be a routine thing that loses charm in no time. But finer details like theliberation and the visibility of craters throw challenges. Eclipses, both lunar and solar, offer agreat opportunity for naked eye observations - something a camera cannot capture. One of thebest examples is the sky brightness measure, which hints at the solar activity in case of solareclipse and the volcanic dust content in the earth’s atmosphere. The gradual emergence of starsin the vicinity of the moon as the eclipse progresses into a pitch dark sky is an interesting towatch and enjoy. The colour of the eclipsemoon also is an enjoyable sight. More so if it has a starcluster like Preasepe or the nebulosity of theMilkyWay nearby. The penumbral eclipse is anotherchallenge for naked eye observers (see https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap161012.html). Irecall an elderly man of 80 calling me to check if something was "wrong" with the southerntip of the moon. Having observed the moon for over 60 years he was able to recognise thepenumbral shadow.
The orientation of the crescent moon to the horizon varies from month to month and also withlatitude. All these offer great opportunities for those with a skill in painting.
More familiarity with the moon and its motion will make one look for occultations, closeconjunctions with planets and bright stars. The passage of the Moon through clusters like
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Preasepe is an enjoyable sight indeed. This also makes one ponder at the not-so-interestingrepeat performances after occultations exactly 28 days later.
High tides are well-known along the coast; the periodicity associated with it is also known tofisher folk. Few students monitored the height of the tides through the month. They were ableto identify the effect of perigee and apogee even when the events did not coincide with thenew or full moon. This was one of the most effective ways of debunking the myth of the "superMoon".
One of the challenges faced by all sky gazers is to mark a lunar analemma. The solar analemmais quite simple to achieve. In the case of the moon the figure of 8 will have different orientationsthroughout the year. This can be best rendered as a hand drawn picture or with images from avery simple aim and shoot camera. (see https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap200507.html)The other type of objects that attract the naked eye observations are the planets. Here again, themutual conjunctions and bright stars provide great opportunities. Last year the passage of Venusthrough the star cluster Pleiades offered a great opportunity. The conjunction in December2020 when Saturn and Jupiter approached each other with a small angular separation was usedto test the detectability of the limit of naked eye observations.
Twilight has always been a delight to watch and enjoy. It is interesting that an estimate of theduration and the richness in colours done 100 -150 years ago resulted in the important deductionof the effect of volcanic dust on twilight. Spending a couple of minutes watching the colourfulsunset and twilight can give clues on the volcanic dust content, which renders the sky morecolourful and extends it to a much longer duration.
Concepts like heliacal rise and set can be easily understood with naked eye observations. Thelight pollution, in today’s context and the visibility of the horizon play an important role inestablishing the sightings of heliacal rising as well as the youngest moon.
Bright comets like Hale Bopp and NEOWISE offer a great opportunity for naked-eye observations.There have been interesting reports of "detachments" - ejection of a knot-like structure in thetail of comets - by naked eye observations in the past. Meteor showers are best enjoyed withnaked eyes. The cell phone camera can be of some assistance.
When we try to observe the stars and constellations the challenges are many. The planetariumsand sky apps on themobile phones offer short quick dosages like capsules - a natural, nourishing,vitamin rich dosage should be procured by patient sky watch sessions only. Beginners find itextremely difficult to identify the constellations. More so under a light-pollution free sky. Oneof the earliest attempts here in Mysore (almost 50 years ago) was with the radio guided tour.The listener would move to his terrace with the radio and just a handy 30cm scale. The datesfor these broadcasts would be chosen around the first quarter, so that the moon is available asa guide. This was very effective and achieved a very vast geographical coverage. The purposeof the scale was to guide the listener to the stars around the moon - it would be held at arm’slength and the reading would help them identify the star. This kind of exercise would also helpin star-count exercises, which can indirectly hint at the effect of light pollution.
After establishing the familiarity with constellations and star charts, one will mature to observevariation in brightness of stars as was done by the young boy John Goodricke 300 years ago.
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A simple exercise of observing the rise and settime of the moon throughout the month led to avery interesting discussion in the class room. Theduration of the full moon night through the yearalso generated lot of discussion.

The drawings and photographs of the lunareclipse was used by school students to get theradius of shadow and the radius of moon.

This is the age of digital gadgets. Therefore the group calls, chats (the order of the day duringthe pandemic) serve the sky watch sessions very effectively. We found this especially usefulduring December 2020 for the great conjunction event.
The artificial satellites are a big problem for sky watch. However we can use them to ouradvantage. I found the passages of ISS especially useful for introducing the names of theconstellations to the beginners. The session would be planned for about 15 minutes to havethe ISS passage in between. Thanks to Heavens-Above.com, (Alok.com and Xavier Jubier) thecharts could be provided well in advance. The constellations along the path were introducedbefore the event. The identification would be attested when the ISS arrives - this dot in thesky serves as a pointer. The accompanying audio commentary helps the listener to correcthimself if he made any mistakes. The commentary continues after the event to guide them toother constellations. Occasionally even HST would grace the sky for a second session throughdifferent sets of constellations. For children it is fun. For adults the accuracy of prediction is awonder. In any case, this short break from routine drives them towards the sky - an exerciselong forgotten.
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Promoting of Astronomy through Naked-eye Observation on
Heritage Sites

Speaker: Siramas Komonjinda, Chiang Mai University, Thailand
Many Heritage Sites were built based on the knowledge ofAstronomy. Without any instruments, people in the past observedastronomical events, recorded and analysed them. They couldsystematize their observations and find their own astronomicalknowledge. In this talk, we will present the work of the Archaeoas-tronomy Research Group in Thailand. Many heritage sites werebuilt using ancient astronomical knowledge. During every visit visitto these monuments, astronomers observe the Sun, the Moon,and the stars of the ancient people. These engage the interestin Astronomy from archaeologists, historians, and the public. Itis promoting local knowledge which made locals interested inAstronomy, both ancient and modern.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Gl0gB2W0zDY

Astronomy is one of the oldest knowledge of humans. Since hominids started to understandthings around them to form the early communities, they observed the Sun, the Moon, planetsand stars. They counted the date between each full moon, positioned the Sun of each sunriseand sunset, and checked the position of wanderer stars. For example, a bone found in Thaïscave, close to Saint-Nazaire-en-Royans, France is a part of a bovine rib engraved with lines thatmight be related to Luni-solar time record. It is dated back to 12000 years ago. (Portal to theHeritage of Astronomy, 2021)
These kinds of observations create systems of calendar of their own in many cultures. Calendarsmight be based onMoon phases (lunar calendar), Sun position (solar calendar) or both (luni-solarcalendar). Planets may also appear in some cultures, especially those with Chinese influence,i.e. 60-years cycle which is related to the Great Conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn.
Even though these people are naked-eye astronomers, they used many kinds of instruments toobserve; from small instruments like a quadrant to large instruments like the monument. Manyheritage sites of several cultures were built to support these ancient astronomical observations.Recently, the Chankillo solar observatory and ceremonial centre has been inscribed on theWorld Heritage list. This is a prehistoric site (500-200 BC) in Casma Valley near the north-centralcoast of Peru. A thirteen cuboidal tower runs north-south. From the observing site which is 3km away, the Sunrise could be observed at the gap between each tower. From Summer solsticeto Winter solstice, the towers are interpreted as horizontal markers for solar observation (Portalto the Heritage of Astronomy, 2021).
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Archaeoastronomy sites in Thailand

Thailand, is a country which well-known in her rich of cultures and natural resources. Manyhistorical sites are popular for tourists, including Ayutthaya (Siam Capital during 14th – 18thCentury) and Sukhothai (Capital of Sukhothai Kingdom during 13th- 14th Century). However, thecountry which was known as Siam is actually a combination of many kingdoms of the past. Untilthese days, a tourist will find the difference in culture, language, and food between each partof Thailand. These are the heritage of the long history of the descendent of those kingdoms.For example, Lanna Kingdom, which became part of Siam in the late 18th Century was anindependent Kingdom from 1262 AD, and Chiang Mai was its capital from 1296AD.
Nevertheless, the cultures were exchanged between these kingdoms and also with the sur-rounding kingdoms such as Khmer Empire or Pagan Kingdom (presently part of Myanmar) orinfluenced by China and India. This creates a specific knowledge in many subjects, includingastronomy.
In our research, several heritage sites were studied in their relationship with astronomicalknowledge, especially those in Lanna and the South-eastern part of Thailand. They are mostlyBuddhist monuments related to the 10th – 13th century. These places are not only religiousmonuments but also used as astronomical instruments.
For example, Prasat Hin Phanom Rung (Phnom Rung Stone Castle) in Buriram, a Hindu-Buddhisttemple complex of Khmer Empire which dates back to the 10th century, was restored in the1970s – 1980s. The sunrise phenomena which can be observed twice a year through the mainpart of the complex attract people to observe. (Komonjinda, 2011) Recent studies (Saelee et al.,in prep) indicate that the alignment of this temple reveals the relation with the observation ofSpica and could be used for the intercalary-month year in the luni-solar calendar that was usedin the area.
Naked-eye Observation at Historical Sites

In order to analyse the usage of astronomical sites, researchers have to collect naked-eyeobservation data from the site as it was done by ancient people. Although the observationcan be simulated from modern technique, to understand what people did and gain the sameenvironment, one has to be in the same situation. Researchers also have to be patient as somephenomena could be observed once a year.
To conduct this observation, it is required special access to the national reserve area both duringthe tourist visiting time and after dark and a long term observation. This activity interests peopleby many means. Archaeologists and historians can gain the experiences on how ancient peopleused the sites. This could help them understandmore about the site such as the interpretation ofinscription. The observation also supports tourism. The knowledge of astronomy can make thestory of the site more interesting and the observation experience can gain tourists an invaluableexperience.
The most important thing is the impact on local people. Many historical sites were abandonedas it was useless by means of present day activity. The knowledge of astronomical use ofsites should be spread out, not only to keep the site persistent but also to take pride in local
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knowledge.
In 2020, the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand plans to have a trainingprogram on Archaeoastronomy including the Naked-eye observation. But due to the COVID-19pandemic, the training was postponed to 2021.
For more than thirty years, the integrated learning to the unified concept technique was initiatedand used at Chiang Mai University to train undergraduate Science students and later apply forhigh school students in science classroom in university program (Wongta et al., 2019) Theprogram found a success story as it gives the new generation scientist understand the relationbetween science and history.

The Citizen Night-sky from Valparaíso

Speaker: Sebastián Ramírez Alegría, CITEVA, Universidad de Antofagasta, Chile

During the summer of 2016, in a small bar in Valparaíso (Chile),there was talk series dedicated to the night-sky observation.The activities were open to anyone interested and focused onrecognizing several objects in the sky using only our eyes. Theparticipants started recognizing their knowledge, realize thechallenges (both temporal and spatial) associated with observingthe sky in the city, and finished observing different celestial objectsin the summer night. In this talk, I will present this brief project, itsactivities, problems, and main learnings -for participants, myself,and future projects.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/0iCHdU1aM6k

Disclaimer: This text is a composition of opinions based onmy experience in Chile as a professional
astrophysicist doing outreach. Please consider I am not an expert on outreach activity design.

For most of us, the first experience of the sky at night is using only our eyes. But with time,we are exposed to high-resolution and astonishing images of cosmic objects: planets and theirsatellites, nebulae with a variety of colorful shapes and shades, multitude of stars crowdingthe central region of star clusters, or galaxies grouping and deforming themselves into galaxyclusters.
These beautiful images require special equipment, previous technical knowledge, and time foracquisition, reduction, and construction. The general public does not consider the last twogroups of needs (knowledge and time) as a mandatory requirement and usually gets captivated
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by the idea: "to observe the sky, I need a (powerful) telescope." Many of the questions receivedat the end of outreach activities in Chile reflect this general idea: "what telescope should I buy?"or "where can I buy a not-so-expensive but very-powerful telescope?".
A telescope is an instrument to amplify the spatial resolution for a reduced field of view. Whenwe attach a camera, it also allows us to record the image and store the observed photonsduring a specific time (the "exposure time"). This characteristic makes it possible to record -andobserve- dim objects and fine details in the sky. The telescope also has some disadvantages: itrequires some basic knowledge of optics, is expensive and fragile, demands technical knowledgefor its proper calibration and operation, and may need updates -with an associated cost- toimprove our cosmic exploratory experience. And for many users, the smaller field of view andthe monochromatic images are reasons for feeling disappointment.
Nomatter how large the telescope, stars are so distant theywill always appear as dots. In the caseof planets, colors look pale compared with high-res images. A combination of both phenomenaaffects nebulae and galaxies: distances pale objects hard to resolve2. For these reasons, buyinga telescope may not be the best advice for a new explorer of the skies, particularly in a city3.
On the other hand, the naked-eye sky is a low-cost natural activity, accessible formost inhabitantsof a city. But this simple idea is not common to recognize. Trying to introduce the differentobservable objects using only our eyes in the night sky, I participated in a short workshopcalled "Cielo a Ojo Desnudo." This workshop invited anyone around the "Trabalengua" cafe inValparaiso to two activities:

1. A regular talk by an astronomer (myself) about the objects observed in the night sky:this talk was relaxed, inviting to share experiences and trying to remember what everyparticipant had seen during the night. The Moon and stars were the most mentionedobjects. With the help of panoramic photographs (Figure 1), we recognized planets ("thesetingling dots in the sky, following the solar and lunar path"), star clusters (such as Pleiadesand Hyades), and galaxies (the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, plus our own MilkyWay) as part of the "daily" night experience. After mentioning a variety of objects (human-made objects, planets, stars, the Moon, galaxies, clusters), I commented on the physicsassociated with them, and some examples of the ideas are:- Gravity puts together stars in "stellar clusters" or "galaxies." "Constellations" are a groupof stars projected by chance in the sky close to each other.- The stars twinkle due to the atmospheric turbulence plus their tiny apparent size. Theyare very distant and hot objects, with different colors from red (cool stars) to blue (hotstars) and beyond (millimeter/submillimeter, infrared, ultraviolet, X- and Gamma-rays).- Planets do not twinkle despite the atmospheric turbulence. These objects look slightlybigger than stars and reflect the sunlight.
2. A night-sky observation in the city. After a short walk (less than 5 minutes), we reachan open place in the Playa Ancha’s hill and start recognizing objects in the sky. With afinding chart printed before the activity, we see the difference of brightness and sourcedistribution in the sky (understanding part of the Milky Way’s structure), how the Moon

2To separate individual objects in the image. For distant objects, their details merge, forming a single source.3Highly light-polluted cities forbid their inhabitants from this experience. Better illumination may recover thisnatural resource.
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Figure 1: The night sky at Cerro Paranal, during the lunar eclipse of 21 December 2010. Thispanoramic photo shows the Milky Way, Venus, Saturn, the Zodiacal light, the Magellanic Clouds,and some easy to recognize constellations in the Southern sky. Credit: ESO/Y. Beletsky (CC BY4.0).

and planets move through a narrow path (the ecliptic), and the astronomical origin ofthe cardinal points. We realized the limited use of the finding chart for a specific nightand hour, because of the changes in the sky, due to the Earth rotation and translationmovements.
Because the activity occurs in the city, all participants experience the effects of night pollutionwhen they try to observe stars at different parts of the sky (closer to the hills v/s closer to thezenith). Because it happens in their neighborhood, the cost is low and connects with their nightsky (it is part of the city and the neighborhood).
This activity happened only in February 2016, but the general talks continued for two moreyears. The participation in the 2016 series was good; most of the participants attended allthe workshops/talks: astronomy, knitting, bread-making, and mathematics. The general cross-disciplinary interest reflects the spirit of Valparaíso’s inhabitants and the city itself: one ofthe main ports in the Pacific at the beginning of the XX century, host of many Chilean culturalexplorations: film recording, football club, newspaper, astronomical observation with telescopes,firehouse, and a long etcetera, happened first in Valparaíso.
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Star Stories at Kottamia Observatory

Speaker: Ola Ali, National Research Institute of Astronomy & Geophysics, Egypt
Every year, hundreds of astronomy lovers visit Kottamia Ob-servatory to enjoy the clear sky and learn about astronomy.Whether they are school students or adults, the observatorystaff always creates a program that suits each group. Mostly,I prefer to work with kids 6-15 years old. At this age, kids arefascinated by the sky and are passionate to learn all about it.When designing a program about astronomy and night sky, Ilike to integrate stories from ancient astronomy mythology. Thisprovides a fun learning experience and keeps the attention ofmy audience. Over the years, the outcome of these visits hasbeen amazing. Some of my students choose astronomy as gradua-tion projects. Others even chose to pursue astronomy academically.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/_jjBjxbebqQ

National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics (NRIAG) is a Research Institute thatfollows the Ministry of Higher Education & Scientific Research here in Egypt. It has 2 mainDivisions: Astronomy & Geophysics, It has 5 departments, 12 laboratories, around 300 staffmembers, and tens of facilities all over Egypt. NRIAG has a very long history of astronomicaland Geophysical observations since it was established in the year 1839 as a Royal observatory atBollak then moved to ABBASIA in the year 1868 before it was moved to the current location atHelwan in 1903; making it the oldest research institute in North Africa and becoming one of theworld heritage sites in Science and technology.
Besides its role in scientific research, NRIAG has a great role in community services and thedissemination of scientific culture; especially in the field of Astronomy. One of these services ispublishing simplified scientific information throughout different social media platforms, such asFacebook, Twitter, and Instagram, also, NRIAG has a channel on YouTube containing lectures toamateurs and professional astronomers and geophysicists. IAU National Outreach Coordinatorfor Egypt, Prof. Somaya Saad is from NRIAG, also NRIAG hosts the activities of the ScientificSociety of Astronomy & Space in Egypt, the society aims in the first place to carry out outreachevents.
One of the special facilities of NRIAG is Kottamia Astronomical Observatory. It is located approx-imately 80 km away from the center of the capital "Cairo" in the direction of the Suez city, overa mountain that rises 450 meters above sea level. The Observatory was established in 1964, asan extension of Helwan observatory. It contains a 74-inch telescope, it is the largest telescope inthe Arab world, the Middle East, and North Africa. A large number of scientists and researchersin the field of astronomy and physics use this telescope. It is unique in terms of its location, andits around 250 net clear nights throughout the year.
Kottamia Observatory is regarded as a small scientific city, besides the 74-inch telescope, there
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is a 14-inch Celestron Telescope, a number of rooms equipped for the convenience of Observers,a plant to generate electrical power (Diesel generators) to run this amount of equipment andhuge electric motors for the Telescope. There are also two water reservoirs, a Garage, Kitchen,Engineering laboratories, and workshops for electricity and mechanics, a lecture hall, and anumber of small telescopes used for the observatory visitors.
Every year, hundreds of astronomy lovers visit Kottamia Observatory to enjoy the clear sky andlearn about astronomy. Whether they are school students or adults, the observatory staff alwayscreates a program that suits each group. For me, I prefer to work with kids around 6 to 15 yearsold. At this age, kids are fascinated by the night sky and are passionate to learn more about it.
I start the visit before sunset with a tour at the observatory and the 74-inch telescope, thenI took them to the Lecture hall to give them a small talk about some fundamental definitionsof astronomy especially the night sky such as (celestial sphere, stars, planets, constellations,conjunction, and so on). Also, I show them that they can practice stargazing from their home,not only from the observatory, they can observe the sky from everywhere, the limit for whatthey can see is the pollution and lights. I show them a photo of any conjunction I took from mybalcony, and motivate kids to observe these phenomena as they are the most visible events inthe city’s sky. I tell them the date of the next conjunction and ask them to tell their teachers orparents to help them see it. After that, I start talking about the constellations, the most excitingpart for me and the most memorable part for the kids, I explain the idea of constellation &whether this image is real or not, then I show them pictures containing some stars and ask themto use their imagination to connect the stars and create a figure. At night we set our telescopesand start to observe the sky. I guide them through the different constellations, to make it easierfor them to remember, I tell them the myth around each constellation, for example, the Greekmythology of Cassiopeia (the queen), Cepheus (the king), Andromeda (their daughter), Cetus(the sea monster), Perseus (who saved Andromeda). These star stories inspire kids to observethe sky and create their own stories. We spend the rest of the night laying on our backs andlooking at the sky.
Over the years, the outcome of these visits has been amazing. Some of these kids chooseastronomy as a graduation or science project in their school. They ask their teachers or theirparents to communicate with me and inform me that they have succeeded in their projectbecause they choose astronomy, and their teachers and colleague were fascinated by theprojects, also I noticed that the thing the kids remember the most, is the stories about thesky and that they continue to observe the sky from their houses. Others even chose to pursueastronomy academically, one of these kids chose to enter the faculty of science just to studyastronomy. I met her in her first year of college and she was very proud to achieve her dream,the dream that started when she visited NRIAG and saw a telescope for the first time in her lifeand her interests grew after she saw the wonderful night sky of Kottamia observatory.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Star Tales that Tell the Origins of their Names

Presenter: Hani Dalee, Arab Union for Astronomy & Space Sciences, OlympiadCoordinator & IAU/NOC Qatar, Qatar

Most of bright stars are well known to astronomers and amateurastronomer, but that is because they read their names in thebooks or to heard about them. In our talk, we will give some exam-ples about some of these names andwhere theywere derived from.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p59

If you try to look carefully into sky charts, paper or digital-based ones, you will be astonished todiscover that most of these stars have Arabic origins that occurred during the Arabic-Islamiccivilization, along with translations carried out later in Europe. Naming procedure has been donefor the last 1000 years. Origins of these names go back to the following points: Lunar Mansions,Stars with Double Names, Arabic Constellations and Stars of Translation & Transliteration.
Al-Sufi & His Book: It was Abdul-Rahman Al-Sufi (903-986) who put the most important astro-nomical book in the Arab-Islamic civilization "The Book of Fixed Stars", in which he re-studiedPtolemy’s Almagest and drew a figure for each constellation. He re-calculated and describedthe position of each star on the figure and put them in a list. Finally, he mentioned the tales ofstars in the Arabian sky from where stars in modern atlases are being named until now. Arabicorigins of star naming can be summarized as follows:

1. The Lunar Mansions are stars one or more where the moon is seen to reside every night.There are 28 mansions according to the length of the sidereal month. Of these mansionsAldebaran in Taurus, Sheratan & Botien in Aries, Al-Heka in Orion, etc.
2. Constellations in the Arabian Sky: Arabs used the stars according to their need to travel inthe desert during different semesters of the year. Along with that, they wrote their ownstar legends, some talking about the love story between Suhail (Canopus) and Thurayya(Pleiades), another talks about Vega the eagle who tries to hunt the baby camel at thesame time with the two wolves, a third is telling the tragedy of the poor’s food plate,another nice one is talking about BenatNash (daughters of Nash) who are still chasing
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Al-Joday (Polaris) for killing their father, and many other beautiful tales which actuallywrite down their heroes names above in the sky, those stars we are still telling their namesuntil now and thereafter.
3. The Arabian sky was recognized by "Names of stars in pairs". These pairs are divided intothree categories:Star Pairs with a Single Name: They are two stars close to each other, they are given thesame name with a little difference such as saying northern & southern, or brighter &fainter, etc. For example, Farkadan (Two Brightest), Diban (Two Wolves), Nasran (TwoEagles).Groups of Stars in Pairs: They are stars making pairs of shapes with the same name. Forexample, Nasakan (Two Lines), Kaffan (Two Palms), Thera’an (Two Arms).Individual Stars in Pairs: They are two stars, together, they are given a single name. Forexample, Thira’ (The Arm), Niyat (The Arteries), Shaula (The Sting).
4. The Role of Translation & Transliteration in Star Naming: Arabs knew scattered stars hereand there and some shapes according to their needs. They did not divide the sky like whatPtolemy had done in Almagest, therefore, when AbdulRahman Al-sufi wrote his book"Sowar Al Kawakib", he adopted Ptolemy’s work. Actually, Al-sufi has done a great jobwhen he re-drew constellation figures and described their individual stars in a list, andbecause the book was in Arabic, new names such as Deneb, Alpheratz, Thuban, Kaus,Rasalgethi and many other names appeared when translations and transliteration of thefigures from Al-sufi’s and other astronomical books took place in Europe. These newArabic names were not known to Arabs themselves in their desert.

The total ratio of Arabic star names in the sky chart is about two thirds of the total number ofnames. Even if we only count the 2017 IAU Catalogue of Star Names (IAU-CSN), which is madeof 240 Stars in total, 163 Arabic Stars = 67%. Because new software and mobile applicationsappear, more and more new names are still appearing, most of them are Arabic in origin.
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Astro-cultural Tourism in Romania - Another Way of Doing
Astronomy Education

Presenter: Elisabeta Ana Naghi, Education Ministry, Romania
Victor Anestin – considered to be the father of Romanian amateurastronomy: "Numbers and long equations are not the bait withwhich the admirers of heaven can be caught". In the last fewyears, we have witnessed a series of private inquiries unveilinga special kind of astronomical heritage in Romania. We groupthe main objects of interest for the Romanian astro-culturaltourist into the following list: 1) Astronomical ornaments tobe found on old village houses, 2) Astronomical timekeepingdevices, sundials, 3) Cosmological representations inside churches.The list may go on but what is most important is the fact thatastro-cultural tourism can be a good starting point for astronom-ical education in the case of youngsters, adults and the elderly alike.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p60

Victor Anestin (1875-1918) – considered to be the father of Romanian amateur astronomy – oncesaid: "Numbers and long equations are not the bait with which the admirers of heaven can becaught". In the last few years, we have witnessed a series of private inquiries unveiling a specialkind of astronomical heritage in Romania. Soon this legacy may constitute the core of a specialkind of tourism involving astro-cultural travels. As a dark night forms the underlying resourcefor celestial tourism (visiting unpolluted skies for observational or photographic astronomy), wegroup the main objects of interest for the Romanian astro-cultural tourist as follows:
1) Astronomical ornaments to be found on old village houses. Stylized astronomical decorationspertaining to certain celestial events such as eclipses, comets or other solar imagery have beendiscovered mostly in northeastern and northwestern Romania.2) Astronomical timekeeping devices. The tourist can visit about 200 Romanian sundials, mostof which are concentrated in the historical province of Transylvania: attempts to coalesce theminto specific sundial trails have been made for the cities of Alba Iulia (2015) and Cluj-Napoca(2021); in the first case a flyer has been published, in the second case even a booklet.3) Cosmological and astrological representations inside churches. A few frescoes depictinghistorical solar system diagrams (some geocentric, some heliocentric) can be found inside someof the picturesque, small wooden churches scattered in the area around Zalău and Baia Mare:they constitute a great starting point to the history of astronomy for the casual visitor. Finally,some churches also exhibit frescoes of the zodiac signs, though the link of religion and astrologyis a complicated, albeit an interesting one. It is rather remarkable that the vast majority ofthese discoveries and the efforts to make them known have been undertaken by amateurs.The list may go on but what is most important is the fact that astro-cultural tourism can be agood starting point for astronomical education in the case of youngsters, adults and the elderlyalike.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

All speakers and participants agreed that regular observations are a key ingredient in lessonplans to achieve this. These can be as simple as drawings of the phase of the moon, but thereis no limit in how elaborate students can be to combine night sky observations with creativeinterests as well. And we concluded that for a true learning experience, students need to learnabout the motion of stars with the use of a planisphere and other non-digital tools rather thana phone app that might distract them from the sky as well. Students translate what they learninto mental models and it is important to ensure that those mental models are correct as it willbe difficult to change them further on.
If night sky observations with teachers and students are possible, fast moving objects such asthe International Space Station can be used as natural laser pointers. Historical astronomicalsites are of high interest to not only astronomers and while very fascinating in itself, can help usto interest a broader population in astronomy as well. It was pointed out that even in very light-polluted areas, the moon can be observed. Depending on the region of the world, backgroundknowledge in the population can vary related to reasons not rooted in the school system as well,for example, if many observatories are close by or if the path of the Sun is observed for religiousor cultural reasons.
Look up, learn and enjoy!
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Online Formats for Astronomy Education

Session organiser: Samir Dhurde,Inter-University Centre for Astronomy andAstrophysics, India

SESSION OVERVIEW

The internet and its associated technologies have together provided a wealth of opportunities,expanding the reach and approaches of not only science butmore importantly science education.In the context of astronomy education this has led to a great increase in the number of resourcesavailable online. It can be challenging for novice educators (even experts) and students to filterthrough these and select the better ones. This session brought together a range of talks andposters, which provided a small snapshot of not only what is available in the context of onlineresource repositories and formats, but also some of the best practices and solutions related totaking astronomy education online. Some of the resources include e-books, e-course websites,citizen science projects, lab activities, sky viewing tools, and various repositories. The sessionaimed to show the ease and also the hurdles faced by those who have actually tried their handat this. It is hoped that it will give the audience enough information and confidence to usean online resource for teaching or starting their own platform. The session mentioned mostlyopen-source and free content that can address a key barrier related to equity and accessibility.These have to be considered when developing online resources for astronomy education.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Online Resources for Teaching Astronomy

Speaker: Chris Impey, University of Arizona, USA
The growth of the Internet has facilitated the easy availability ofresources for teaching astronomy, particularly at the introductorylevel. This overview concentrates on resources that are free oropen access. Basic materials like textbooks, lab activities, andlarge numbers of astronomical images can be found, along withhigher-level items such as concept inventories and interactiveinstructional tools. Instructors can find teaching guides and tips forinterdisciplinary approaches to astronomy. There is also a smallbut growing research literature on astronomy instruction to befound online. Taken together these resources are of great value toboth novice and seasoned instructors.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/tB3-KvJE01I

This brief summary of (mostly free) online resources accompanies an oral presentation for theOnline Platform theme at the 3rd Shaw-IAU Workshop on Astronomy for Education.
The Internet has transformed the teaching of astronomy. Before 1995, instructors were mostlyreliant on a printed textbook, 35-mm slides, and their own lecture notes. Depending on localresources, they might also be able to incorporate labs, hands-on activities, and the use of smalltelescopes. Now, they can choose from a wide, and occasionally bewildering, array of onlineresources to augment what they do in the classroom. The challenge is to find the tools that areeither evaluated in peer-reviewed publications or have proven their efficacy in other ways.
Textbooks: A free, open-source textbook introductory astronomy is Astronomy by AndrewFraknoi, DavidMorrison, SidneyWolff, et al., published byOpen Stax (http://openstax.org/d
etails/astronomy). Another comprehensive online book, consisting of 520 articles, organizedinto 19 chapters, is Teach Astronomy by Chris Impey, et al. (www.teachastronomy.com).
Laboratory Activities: A listing of both full collections of lab activities (from university astronomydepartments) and a set of individual activities is Compilation of Free Astronomy Lab Activitiesby Andrew Fraknoi (http://www.fraknoi.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Laborat
ory-Activities-for-Astro-101.pdf).
Instructional Tools: ComPADRE is a digital library of educational resources in physics and astron-omy intended for instructors and students, sponsored by the American Association of PhysicsTeachers and the American Astronomical Society (https://www.compadre.org/astronomy/).Merlot has college-level educational resources in a wide range of academic disciplines, with
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about 800 astronomy items (https://www.merlot.org). Hosted by NASA’s JPL, the Cen-ter for Astronomy Education (CAE) features a large collection of resources that have beentested and validated by fifteen years of research on pedagogy and student learning (https:
//astronomy101.jpl.nasa.gov/).
Concept Inventories: A concept inventory is a research-based assessment that probes a stu-dent’s understanding of key concepts in a subject. Typically, it is administered with a carefullydefined curriculum, and learning is measured before and after the concept has been covered inclass. Key astronomy concept inventories are at https://www.physport.org/assessments/.One early inventory, the Astronomy Diagnostic Test (ADT), can be found at: http://solar.ph
ysics.montana.edu/aae/adt/.
Short Videos: Videos can provide useful augmentation or enrichment for an astronomy class.Astronomy has long been well served by long format (video from national media producerssuch as PBS/NOVA and National Geographic. But a relatively new phenomenon is short formatvideo, often made by individual scientists, NASA or ESA missions, or educators, often withinexpensive equipment. YouTube is the place to find many excellent videos on astronomy;a web search for astronomy returns 2.9 million results, with about 5000 new videos addedevery day. A few noteworthy resources in this arena include: the Astronomy Crash Courseseries, hosted by Phil Plait and distributed by PBS Digital Studios (https://www.pbs.or
g/show/crash-course-astronomy/), the 110 videos made by the AGV team (https:
//www.youtube.com/ActiveGalacticVideos/), short videos to go with sections of anintroductory astronomy course, curated by Andrew Fraknoi (https://www.oercommons.o
rg/authoring/18222-short-videos-for-use-with-each-chapter-of-openstax),collected from space agencies, public TV, observatories, and science museums.
Interactive Tools: Kevin Lee at the University of Nebraska has created a set of interactivematerials on astronomy for use at the introductory college level or the high school level. Thematerials include dynamic think-pair-share questions with 500 items in 22 topic modules (http:
//astro.unl.edu/classaction/) and 15 online lab modules built around simulations ofphysics and astronomy phenomena, with students able to set up initial conditions and varyparameters (http://astro.unl.edu/naap/).
Sky-Viewing Tools: The number of programs and apps to help students learn the sky has grownastronomically in recent years, with new and powerful versions coming out regularly. Theexemplar of integrating images from ground- and space-based telescope with a view of thenight sky is the WorldWide Telescope (WWT), an open-source collection of applications anddata, hosted on GitHub, with the data available in the cloud (http://www.worldwideteles
cope.org/webclient/). The project provides over 50 examples of "tours" that instructors canuse in the classroom to give students a sense of the richness of the night sky. As an extension ofits detailed maps of the Earth, Google makes available sky maps (https://www.google.com
/sky/), and zoomable maps of the Moon and Mars, including 3D models and 360-degree views.The best open-source planetarium software is Stellarium (http://stellarium.org/), whichis supported on all major operating systems.
Citizen Science: Citizen science has millions of volunteers working on thousands of projectsacross all fields of science, without formal training. For a database of projects, see https:
//scistarter.com/. The archetypal citizen science project in astronomy is Galaxy Zoo
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(https://data.galaxyzoo.org/), where non-scientists classified 900,000 galaxies with areliability similar to that of professionals. Galaxy Zoo expanded a few years ago into Zooniverse(https://www.zooniverse.org/). The site has a million registered volunteers. Astronomicalprojects include looking for solar coronal mass ejections (Solar Stormwatch), detecting ISMbubbles (Milky Way Project), detecting extrasolar planets (Planet Hunters), analyzing Marsimages (Planet Four), looking for stars where planets are forming (Disk Detective), and findingpreviously undiscovered asteroids (Asteroid Hunter).
Image Collections: The iconic site Astronomy Picture of the Day (APOD) started at the sametime as the Internet, in 1995 (https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html). Its firstpost had 14 views, and by 2012 it had reached one billion views. With over 8000 imagesplus explanatory captions, it is one of largest repositories of astronomical imagery on theInternet. Hosted by the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC) and sponsored by NASA,Astropix is an archive of over 7000 images from the world’s major observatories (https:
//www.ipac.caltech.edu/outreach/project/astropix). The largest source of imagesoutside the United States is the archive of the European Southern Observatory (ESO). There areover 12,000 images on their site, plus over 3300 short videos and animations, all free to use foreducational purposes (https://www.eso.org/gallery/).

Platforms to Create your Own Online Astronomy Courses

Speaker: Amit Dhakulkar, North-West University, Mahikeng, South Africa
Several online platforms are available for teachers to use, createand host their own Open Educational Resource (OER) courses. Buthow does one choose which platform to use? To answer this wereview some of the common free and open-source platforms thatcan be used to develop and deliver courses using a rubric developedfor this purpose. We discuss the features of the platforms forpedagogical features with a special focus on the requirements ofastronomy education. We also discuss technical and infrastructuralrequirements of the platforms. We will also look at features ofthe platforms which offer free hosting services for online OERcourses. Finally, some aspects of open licensing and its implica-tions specifically for the educational context will also be elaborated.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/G4OsWGfqXaE

Online learning has become very significant in the past decade due to increase in computingdevices, connectivity and Open Licensing framework. With Covid-19 pandemic, online learninghas assumed special significance. Various institutions and individuals offer online courses in theform of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Creating and deploying courses has become
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increasingly simple for authors with the rise of several online platforms which allow MOOCs.Several platforms exist offering multiple ways to create and deploy online courses. We discusssome major platforms, their features in the context of Astronomy Education.
Several online platforms are available for teachers to use, create and host their own OpenEducational Resource (OER) courses. But how does one choose which platform to use? Toanswer this, we review some of the common free and open-source platforms that can be usedto develop and deliver courses using a rubric developed for this purpose.
We looked at three major free platforms -Moodle (GPL V3; https://sandbox.moodledemo
.net/), P2PU (MIT; https://course-in-a-box.p2pu.org/) and OpenEdx (AGPL & Apache;
https://studio.edx.org/) - for developing and deploying online courses with the followingcriteria: Free and Open-Source licensing (not proprietary), Wide usage and Customisable, Self-Management, and Available Support.
The talk presents the basic anatomy of an online course with detailed sharing based on platformfeatures like Learner Interface, Authoring area, Assessments and Analytics that are useful toknow for anyone planning to host a reasonably large online course.
Most important for the educators in this session, there is a discussion on the features availablefor authors and also tips about how to decide on content. In brief, it always helps to have abasic outline which can be modified as required. These platforms may help you better if youhave your Learning Objectives clear and also a Course Outline. Some amazing assessmenttypes are available now, which can make the author’s life easier and even improve the students’experience.
The above three platforms are also reviewed based on these, as well as their Technical andInfrastructural requirements. These platforms allow you to host the course (or multiple courses)off your own server and so these are important to consider. Of course they also offer freeor paid hosting services for online OER courses so that you do not have to worry about themaintenance.
Finally, some aspects of open licensing and its implications specifically for the educationalcontext are also elaborated. Open Educational Resources refer to content which is licensed in amanner which allows for (re)use, remix, adaptation, and distribution with certain conditions.Releasing content with an open license allows for more access and the content can be reusedto build other resources. Several astronomical image and data repositories are available asOERs. IAU’s astroEDU also has peer-reviewed science education activities. These and manymore relevant OERs exist which can help create your course by using, adapting, remixing them.Thus to end, we stress that licensing is important: Please make and release your course as anOER so that everyone benefits!
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Create Better Interactive Apps

Speaker: Edward Gomez, Las Cumbres Observatory, California and CardiffUniversity, UK
Interactive websites and apps are a highly scalable way to sharea research topic or educational concept. Before starting on anew project of this sort, you should consider 4 basic principles toensure your app has the maximum impact. During this talk I willdiscuss the meaning and importance of these 4 principles. Theyare "Goals first", "Who is your audience?", "Time is precious" and"Thinking Technology". Finally I will give 2 case study examples ofhow I used these in projects I have worked on, namely "astroEDU:a peer review platform for astronomy education" and "Star in aBox: an interactive app to explore the lifecycle of stars".
Talk link: https://youtu.be/IyCP-S3_lr0

Starting a new project always holds a lot of excitement, particularly if it is to create an interactivewebsite or app. Be careful not to confuse your excitement for the project with how others willperceive it. I have developed many interactive websites in my career, some have been successfuland others, less so. The projects which have both been popular and endured have been ones inwhich I did not let my, or my team’s, excitement run away with the development. We want tomaintain enthusiasm for the project but we also do not want to get lost in the details. I use fourbasic principles for planning projects, see Figure 1.
Goals First: Before you start coding, graphic design work, or content creation, sit down withyour team and discuss your goals. What do you want to achieve with this app? Make themconcise and few in number. For a small project 1-2 goals are good. For a larger project, setting3-5 goals is appropriate. Make them general, not too specific. You want the majority of peoplewho engage with your app to achieve their goals.
Who is your audience?: Understanding who your audience is, is crucial to the success of yourproject. Trying to make your app appeal to everyone is not a good idea, particularly for aneducational project. You should at least have a primary audience, e.g., high-school students. Itis acceptable to have multiple groups, because there are synergies between different audiencesin education, e.g., high-school students and teachers. Refer to your goals to make sure theaudience you identify can achieve your goals.
Time is precious: Even if you have done an excellent job of making your app entertaining, therewill be an initial threshold the audience needs to get through to get to the interactive part.Make sure that the background information or set up is concise and easy to follow. If your apprequires your audience to do a lot of reading, this will turn away some of your audience. If yourapp is tedious, this will also limit the number of people who complete it, and who achieve yourgoals. This step is very important to consider in your design and development phase.
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Figure 1: The four basic principles of better app design.

Think Technology: There are many different considerations to consider when developing yourproject. The audience you have identified may have technological limitations. For example,if your audience is schools in the developing world, you should make sure your website canbe viewed using mobile internet and on mobile devices. Your project may also have a lifelonger than the anticipated lifetime. Plan for who will maintain your app, otherwise technologyadvances may make your app defunct (e.g., Flash websites are not compatible with modernweb browsers). If you are invested in your project, you will become the de facto maintainer.
There are potentially many other stages that you will need to consider to make your app asuccess, including taking input from your supporting institution or funders. Remember that justbecause you find your app entertaining and inspirational does not necessarily mean anyoneelse will. These four basic principles give you a good starting place when developing websitecontent, interactive websites, virtual or augmented reality apps.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

A Free Online, Open-source, Introductory Astronomy Textbook

Presenter: Andrew Fraknoi, Fromm Institute, University of San Francisco, USA
The non-profit OpenStax project at Rice U. publishes free,on-line, open-source, textbooks in every introductory field incollege/university. The astronomy textbook in their series, bysenior authors Andrew Fraknoi, David Morrison, and SidneyWolff, now has over 1,100 faculty adopters, and has been usedby half a million students worldwide. So far it has saved NorthAmerican students more than 40 million dollars in astronomytextbook costs. The book’s development was aided by almost70 astronomers, who helped with making sure the science wasaccurate and pedagogy effective. The book is easily updated andhas links to a wide variety of web pages and apps. The book’s OpenEducation Resources Hub has over 35 free ancillary materials. See:
http://openstax.org/details/astronomy.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/-Xo-SqVE0Gk

The non-profit OpenStax project at Rice University, supported by a group of major US charitablefoundations, is working to produce a free, professionally-edited, open-source, on-line textbookin every field in which college students take introductory courses. Currently, they have over 40such books published.
My coauthors, DavidMorrison and SidneyWolff, and I had beenwriting textbooks for commercialpublishers for a while. The publisher of our last book became such a large conglomerate, thatthey found themselves publishing six competing lines of astronomy textbooks simultaneously!Ours was neglected and left to wither as a result. So, we were delighted to be approached byOpenStax to spearhead the project to write their free introductory astronomy textbook.
The book, cleverly entitled "Astronomy," was published in 2017, and despite the fact that ourpublisher has no money for publicity or sales reps, it has been found by astronomy instructorslooking for ways to reduce the cost of their courses. Today, the book is being used at over 1100institutions, and has had over half a million student readers. The publisher calculates that thishas saved US students more than $40 million in astronomy textbook costs so far. Anyone canread or download the book at: http://openstax.org/details/astronomy.
In producing the book, we had help from over 60 colleagues in astronomy and astronomyeducation – both with making sure the science was up to date and with assuring effectivepedagogy. Among these colleagues are: Debra Fischer (Yale), Heidi Hammel (JWST), SteveKawaler (Iowa State), Lloyd Knox (U of California Davis), and Martin Elvis (CfA). Available for
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Textbook senior authors: Sidney Wolff (NOAO), David Morrison (NASA Ames), and AndrewFraknoi (Foothill College), seen a few years ago.

on-line reading, and downloadable for all devices (including an OpenStax phone app), the bookis being updated regularly. The nice thing is updates only require moving electrons around, andnot chopping down trees.
Among the features of the book that colleagues have told us they find useful are:1) mathematical formulas and worked-out examples are in boxes, so they can be included orskipped as the instructor wishes;2) each chapter includes a summary, plus review questions, thought-provoking questions,numerical problems, and collaborative group activities;3) recent web resources (including videos, animations, and apps) are provided as live linksthroughout the book and more are given at the end of the chapter;4) profiles of astronomers (past and present) are included in the chapters as boxes;5) short sections point out connections between astronomy and other fields students know.
A key aim of the book is to present astronomy in ways that are accessible to non-science majors,who make up the vast majority of the students who take intro astronomy in North America. Thechapters are filled with analogies taken from the student’s own lives; with clear discussions ofHOW we know things, not just WHAT we know; and with occasional touches of humor.
The book has an Open Education hub of free shared resources at: https://www.oercom
mons.org/groups/openstax-astronomy/1283/?__hub_id=27. Adopters can use thehub to get ancillary materials developed by the authors or by fellow instructors, such as: alist of free short videos on the web to go with each chapter of the text, a guide to free labmanuals on the web for introductory astronomy courses, a list of science fiction stories withgood astronomy, organized by topic, a guide to including more multi-cultural astronomy in yourcourse, a primer on things a first-time Astro 101 instructor needs to know and do, a resource withmany links to the contributions of women to astronomy, a guide to how instructors can respondto pseudo-scientific claims brought up by students (such as moon-landing denial, creationism,astrology, UFOs, etc.), a summary guide to using the free planetarium software called Stellarium,PowerPoint slides with all the book figures, etc.
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A new Learning Management System, keyed to the free textbook, has recently been developedby one of OpenStax’s partner companies. The system, called Expert TA Astronomy, includes:more than 1100 multiple choice questions, more than 1100 true-false review questions, 276calculation questions (with different values for different students), 234 graphical questions(including ranking, sorting, labeling, and chapter review.
All of these are automatically graded by the system. In addition, the roughly 800 essay questionsfrom the book are now also included. You have to grade answers to these yourself, but thenthe grade is added to the gradebook being kept by the system. Expert TA: Astronomy has othersecurity and convenience features that make homework, tests, and grading easier to manage.See: http://theexpertta.com/astronomy.
We encourage you to take a look at the textbook when you have a chance. While it is onlyavailable in English at present, we hope one day to see it translated into other languages andused in other parts of the world. If you have any thoughts about the book and how else it canbe useful, please feel free to contact the author.

Astronomical Midlands: Engaging Rural and Online
Communities in Ireland with Radio Astronomy

(What we have learned from running a variety of online events - Top Tips!)
Presenter: Áine Flood, Trinity College Dublin, UK

We will discuss tried and tested methods for communicatingastronomy concepts in an online format. We have used and willexamine the pros and cons of various ways to interact with andengage participants and audiences through live video calls. Thisincludes stepping back from the screen for hands-on, tactiledemonstrations and activities specifically developed or modified towork in a remote or at-home setting, keeping interest and attentionwith younger audiences by changing formats and allowing formultiple forms of interaction to suit various learner types, agesand ability levels.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/dlcft1fUNLQ

The AstroLands team at I-LOFAR ran online Astro Camps open to different age groups duringschool holidays, first in summer 2020, again at the spring/Easter break in 2021 and most recentlythis summer. The participants were divided by age, and the themes of astrophysics and spacescience were explored over the course of the camps, running daily from 10am to 1pm.
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The sessions were varied to keep interest and focus. Key tips are to be organised, very organised!Test and check all parts of your event, test and become familiar with the platform you are using,have backup options for any technology features and options if participants have trouble withtheir internet connection, or other issues.
We had an online timetable to hand with links for all materials. Whatever you will need, have itall in one place, so it can easily be found if anything goes wrong or crashes! Also have a backupoption for everything. We had all resources for the camps shared and accessible to all facilitators,so that the leading presenter for each section could change at the last minute if necessary.
Wherever possible, have a flexible timetable! "Live" does not always go according to plan, andwhen it is online there are extra challenges to changing plans on the spot. We did includeguest speakers for these camps, but for the most part had them on in the first morning slot,so that if the questions ran on we could modify our own activities to the available time left.The facilitators also kept in touch to communicate any issues or delays using a separate chatplatform such as Slack.
Know your capabilities and keep numbers restricted if necessary. For these camps, numberswere strictly limited to allow for an immersive and interactive experience. With three facilitators,we restricted the capacity to 21 participants per camp. This allowed for all to have a chance toask questions of guest speakers and participate in group discussions, and three breakout roomswith small groups of seven participants, ideal for all to be fully involved in the activities. Domake use of helpful technology features, such as breakout rooms. This is especially helpful witha young audience to keep things moving and fresh.
It is important to keep the structure varied. For these camps we switched between listening anddiscussing to more involved hands-on activities. Typically, we would have a guest speaker cometo chat to the group and answer any questions they had. We followed the talk with an activity,split into breakout rooms and got hands-on with a building, designing or creative task. The aimwith this was to step back from the screen as much as possible for a more tactile experience.This was followed by a short break allowing for the breakout rooms to finish at slightly differenttimes without impacting the next session.
With all guest speakers it is important to arrange a call prior to the event. This goes for all events,but was vital for the online Astro Camps. A short informal chat allowed us to get across thetype of event we were creating, the tone and level it should be pitched at to create the rightatmosphere, and also do practical checks such as screen sharing and presenter access on thevideo call platform. For these camps a casual, informal but of course well informed tone workedbest.
It is important to remember there are benefits to running camps andworkshops online. Althoughdifferent to an in-person experience, it does allow people to join from wherever they are, andwith younger participants we found that some with anxiety issues or different learning needswere more comfortable participating from the safety of their own home, and the option tointeract and ask questions via the chat box instead of speaking up was appreciated.
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Astronomy and Remote Learning: A Stellar Combination

Presenter: Christine Hirst Bernhardt, University of California, Santa Barbara,Endeavor STEM Teaching Project, USA
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) aims to bring Earthand space science to K-12 standards since now this comprisesnearly 25% of all science content in US education system. Thisposter will spotlight several remote astronomy investigations,which are embedded into NGSS courses, while providing curricularjustification. Spotlight lessons include: Satellites and Social Justice,Satellite Dynamics, Starlight, Solar Observations, InvestigatingLunar Craters, and Citizen Science Aboard ISS. Participants will gainaccess to over a semesters’ worth of take and go remote astronomylessons for grades 7-12, in any NGSS course. Lessons can be takenas a sequence or a snapshot, and are ready to embed into a LMS.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/uvi1c42YlgA

Every child looks up at the moon in wonder and curiosity, yet for years astronomy education hashad no place at the roundtable of K-12 standards. Fortunately for space enthusiasts, the adventof NGSS has changed that trajectory. Earth and space science have been elevated to Nationalimportance, and comprise nearly 25% of all science content in new standards. Despite thisdrastic shift, few teachers have the necessary background or resources to integrate these newtopics. Further, many teachers are currently adapting their entire practice, including new topics,into remote environments. This setting is fortuitous for astronomy education; many resourcescan be easily integrated into remote settings, and even allow for greater investigation than in aface-to-face setting. Astronomy education has the capacity to empower students to investigateand design solutions to real world problems, while the space environment presents evidence forglobal patterns of change. This session will spotlight several remote astronomy investigationswhich are embedded into NGSS courses, while providing curricular justification. Spotlightlessons include: Satellites and Social Justice, Satellite Dynamics, Starlight, Solar Observations,Investigating Lunar Craters, and Citizen Science Aboard ISS. Participants will gain access to over asemesters’ worth of take and go remote astronomy lessons for grades 7-12, in any NGSS course.Lessons can be taken as a sequence or a snapshot, and are ready to embed into LMS. Eachlesson focuses on the value of studying space, and the implications for society. Lessons addressequity in STEM, and are scaffolded to multiple modalities of learning, while utilizing real-timedata (solar observations). Each lesson is free, and requires only internet access. Teachingremotely may present new challenges, however teaching space content should not be one ofthem. This workshop will provide resources for easy integration of topics, to maximize studentengagement.
References: www.astrolessons.com, stellarium.org.
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Teaching Online K-12 Astronomy in the USA

Presenter: Denise Wright, NASA Johnson Space Center Houston, NASAPlayground, ISTE, USA
Schools across the United States have explored online learningoptions due to a shortage of K-12 teachers who specialize inphysics/astronomy. In some schools astronomy is not offeredbecause it is considered an elective course. Recently, a rise inonline learning has occurred in the US due to the virus COVID 19.This has caused many students and teachers to pivot from face toface teaching to the online learning model. When designing andplanning an online astronomy course, there are many consider-ations, for example, what type of learning management systemwill be used to deliver the course content? What units will bedeveloped in an online high school astronomy course? This sessionwill highlight the creation of a US high school level astronomycourse using open education resources (OER) to educate studentsin an online learning model.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/ecTFFHg-jW4

In the United States, many K-12 schools are exploring the option of astronomy online education.Three reasons that astronomy is being offered through online learning are the shortage of earthscience educators, the worldwide spread of COVID 19, and astronomy being considered anelective course, and thus, in some cases, not fitting into the public school schedule. Onlinelearning has the opportunity to remove many of these barriers for students.
When designing an online astronomy course, a learning management system is required todevelop the content. Moodle is the open-source learning management system that was chosenfor this course. Moodle allows for a variety of online activities that may include forums, quizzes,tests, drag and drop items, and interactive assignments created and integrated by third partysoftware such as H5P (https://h5p.org/). Moodle has many accessibility options for learners,such as screen reading, a consistent course layout, and multiple ways to provide written, audio,and video feedback on assignments.
Each unit for this online high-school astronomy course was created with a backwards design unitplan. This unit design pedagogy was originally published in the book "Understanding By Design"by Wiggins and McTighe. The overall goal of the backwards design unit plan is for educators tocreate each unit with the end goal and work backwards to design the learning experiences. Inthis high-school level astronomy course, the units that are included are: Unit One: ObservingOur Night Sky, Unit Two: Nature and Light of Telescopes, Unit Three: Life and Death Of Stars,Unit 4: Incredibly Massive Objects and Gravity, Unit 5: Our Amazing Sun, Unit 6: Earth andIts Satellite , Unit 7: Planetary Motion and Gravitation, Unit 8: Our Solar System: Terrestrialand Jovian Planets, Unit 9: Comets, Nomads, and Exoplanets, Unit 10: Galaxies, and Unit 11:Cosmology.
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The individual course lessons have been designed for students to learn about the foundations ofastronomy. Someof the assignments include virtual labs, freemobile/ipad astronomyapps, open-source software, such as Stellarium, and close captioned videos fromNASA. The students becomecitizen scientists by participating in several Zooniverse (https://www.zooniverse.org/)projects that are embedded in the course. Citizen science projects allow everyday people tohelp astronomers conduct simple scientific research. A few examples of citizen science projectsthat students participate in through the course are locating comets in a picture taken from atelescope, searching for exoplanets based on light curve data, and classifying galaxies basedon their shape. Another exciting opportunity for students is that they have the ability to viewthe night sky with the South Carolina State Museum Observatory (http://scmuseum.org/e
xplore/observatory/) distance-learning telescope. The telescope is a 1926 12 3

8
inch AlvanClarke Refractor. It was retrofitted with a web camera and Sky Net, so that classrooms can gointo live virtual meetings and have lessons on the moon, stars, and visible planets. The additionof the distance-learning telescope adds a higher level of engagement in the astronomy onlinecourse. The opportunity for high-school students to take an astronomy course online, providesan experience they may have not had and creates a modern understanding to this gatewayscience that inspires people of all ages and every culture.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Some pertinent issues raised during the discussion included how to get new teachers andaudiences into online learning, how to make content engaging and interactive, and how toprovide feedback to students in relevant and familiar ways. A basic solution of a web-based freerepository, along with live video calls, has been tried by some. More advanced solutions likehosting an online course may require some specialised help, for which teachers can refer to thissession’s content and also take help of any local tech experts or IAU OAE. Here it will be best touse open-source tools, which are also easy to get support for. The issue of engagement could beaddressed by including exciting things like hands-on activities, astronomical images etc. Someteachers will find this shift daunting, due to lack of confidence, time or infrastructure. Thesecould be reduced by tying up with local education/tech experts or through a community ofpractice. Resource producers could engage teachers at their local conferences, use live demosand support them to use online formats/resources for astronomy education. There are alsothe barriers of accessibility, including access to the internet itself. It was noted that there areexamples of resources like an online course, running via a locally stored offline version. Othersessions in the workshop have also discussed accessible, low-cost and low-tech teaching ideas,which could be referred to in this case.
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Remote Observing

Session organiser: Eduardo Penteado, Office ofAstronomy for Education/Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy, Germany

SESSION OVERVIEW

Remote observing is a powerful tool to inspire and engage students in science, as it enablesthem to pursue scientific projects with real data. With the availability of remote telescopessprayed over the world offering educational programs, the possibilities for teachers and studentsto take part in remote observing projects is a reality.
The aim of this session was to explore the key topics about remote observing applied to thescholar community. Contributions by a bunch of experts in the field were delivered in the formatof talks and posters, sharing experiences and valuable information about how to engage witheducational projects involving remote observing.
The first talk contribution was from Sascha Hohmann, who provided an overview of whatis required for having an effective remote telescope education program. Michele Gerbaldiexplained the importance of having a well structured management of a student project thatincludes remote telescopes observation. Alice Hopkinson explored ideas of using interactivechallenges and character narrative to approach younger audiences, while Michael Fitzgeralddescribed the reasons that might stop teachers using robotic telescopes in their teaching. NayraRodríguez Eugenio spoke about advantages and disadvantages of a variety of approaches,which can be used when working with robotic telescopes, and Mary Dussault spoke about howintentionally-designed remote observing experiences can produce positive learning outcomes.This session also included three interesting and important poster contributions. Priya Hasanhighlighted some successful activities with students getting in contact for the first time with liveastronomical data obtained with remote observing. Eamonn Ansbro told us how important it isfor students to perceive their own projects, which is possible to be done with remote observing.Josina Nascimento shared details about a successful project of remote observing provided byamateur and professional astronomers, which mobilized hundreds of people in each event.
We hope that the information available in this session may instigate and be helpful for thosewho intend to take part in remote observing projects.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

How to Set Up a Remote Telescope in Education

Speaker: Sascha Hohmann, Leibniz Institute for Science and MathematicsEducation, Germany
With the spread of the Internet in remote locations, there isnow the possibility of setting up high-quality telescopes in goodlocations that can be used for educational purposes. However, itis not enough to just set up the telescope in a good location andoffer high-quality pictures. Equally important is the provision of auser-friendly interface and coordinated, tried-and-tested teachingmaterials like worksheets and additional information, sinceteachers often have neither the time nor the specific backgroundknowledge to develop appropriate materials in everyday schoollife. This paper presents important aspects of setting up a remotetelescope using the example of the Stellarium Gornergrat inSwitzerland, including the possibilities of international collabora-tion.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/LjHoLRcy0-o

Remote Telescopes in Education: The level of light pollution is increasing worldwide, makingastronomy in cities more and more difficult. Further observations in the field of astrophysicsrequire additional expensive equipment, which is available at very few schools. Therefore,opportunities for students to record their own data in astronomy and astrophysics are oftenvery limited. Even though there is a large amount of freely available data online, the entireacquisition process - including technical aspects - is part of understanding scientific process[1].
Thanks to the increasing spread of the Internet - even to remote locations - new opportunitiesfor astronomical education are opening up. Even places with very good observing conditionsare now often connected to the Internet, including many places that were previously used forastronomical research.
These places often no longer meet the demands of state-of-the-art research, but still offerexcellent conditions - and the infrastructure needed to operate a telescope. There is now anincreasing number of remote telescopes dedicated to education and citizen science [2].
Remote telescopes in the educational field can either be directly remote controlled or automati-cally perform observation tasks and provide the images. The former has the main advantageof giving observers more freedom, while feeling more like classical observations. However,one is dependent on specific times, depending on where the telescope is located. In addition,
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Figure 1: The three fundamentals of setting up a remote telescope in Education.

the observations may take a lot of time. Automated observation is much more efficient, bothin terms of telescope utilization and observer time. This procedure also corresponds to theprocedure in modern astrophysics. Both possibilities, however, require a certain degree ofabstraction from the learners, so that most remote telescopes are rather unsuitable as an intro-duction to astronomy [3], but offer great potential for more advanced problems, for example inProject-Based-Learning units [4].
First Steps: Conception, Hard- and Software and Money: Building and operating a remotetelescope is a big project. With the experience of building a remote telescope in the educationaland citizen science area - the Stellarium Gornergrat (https://stellarium-gornergrat.ch/)in Switzerland [5] - some important points to consider are explained here.
The first steps are mostly conceptual and technical, the main aspects can be found in Table 1.After these questions are answered, one must think about the financing. The possibilities rangefrom local sponsors and the local university to national or international donors, although thisdepends strongly on the respective situation.
From a Remote Telescope to a Remote Telescope in Education: Learners and teachers arenot astronomers or astrophysicists, so one cannot generally assume any special knowledge.Accordingly, they need more than just the data, a key element is also provided materials. Theseenable work with the recordings, providing not only worksheets but also additional texts for thelearners and solutions and further information for the teachers. It is important to provide thematerials in the native language [6]. The materials should also be adapted to the respectivecurricula in order to facilitate their use in the classroom.
Additionally, easy access to the telescope is important. Both learners and teachers must be
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Points to consider (Some) Aspects
Control of the telescope Direct control or automatic observing?Target group Primary School, Secondary School, University, Citizen Science, etc.Expertise in the team Technical, software, astronomical, pedagogical knowledgeHardware Different telescopes (magnification and field of view), dome,weather sensors, server etc.Software Remote control of the server, dome control, telescope control,observation control, camera controlAccess Easy control, customizable presetsMaterials Teaching materials, worksheets, further information textsfor teachers and students, back-up-data for unsuccessful observation

Main aspects to consider for a remote telescope in education.

able to obtain good images without any special prior knowledge, for example by using presetsettings, which however can be adjusted by advanced users.
In summary, a remote telescope in education is therefore also based on three fundamentals:hardware, software and education (see Figure 1). International collaborations with other remotetelescopes are recommended, especially during the setup, but also in the long term.
References:
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& Educ, 22: 2109-2139.
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Management of a Project Involving Observations with Remote
Telescopes and Data Reduction

Speaker: Michele Gerbaldi, Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris (IAP), France
In the inquiry-based Astrolab program, undergraduate studentsplan observations with remote telescopes from Las CumbresObservatory, and transform them into a scientific result. It isa learning-by-doing tutorial to understand the complexity ofpractical work through the interdisciplinary aspect of Astronomy.The students take an active role in determining how to collectand analyze data to fulfill the goal of the lab. Thus, studentsengage more thoroughly in the scientific process. But it is alsomore challenging for the tutor, as these labs can be harder tosupervise. Students lacking experience in the process may requiresignificant coaching and assistance. However, the positive learningexperiences are considerable. Therefore, a project managementfor tutors was developed.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Y4-Mw-H_TSc

To get undergraduate students involved in science studies, lab activities are a necessity, butoften scarce funding limits the capacity to implement it. In that context the enquiry-basedlab Astrolab was developed, with support from the Office of Astronomy for Development(www.astro4dev.org), one of the IAU Offices. It is mainly implemented in the Sub-SaharanAfrica, but activities in Peru and Nepal are starting up.
The tutorial has primarily been developed for undergraduate science students in order toemphasize the interdisciplinary nature of astronomy, and its natural links with technology andinstrumentation.
In doingAstrolab, students in sciences plan andperform real-timeobservationswith remote/robotictelescopes, and transform those observations into a scientific result. It is a learning-by-doingtutorial to acquire research competences and to understand the complexity of practical scientificwork.
The access to a telescope is the core for this program. The remote telescopes used are thosefrom the Las Cumbres Observatory (https://lco.global/). Telescope time has been grantedthrough the Global Sky Partners program. 10 telescopes of 40 cm can be used located in boththe Northern and the Southern hemisphere. Altogether, the allotted time covers about 20 hoursof possible continuous observations.
The challenge for students in the project is the planning of the dates of the observations to enablethem to construct the light curve from the data obtained, taking into account the period of theirtarget. This is the most difficult part of Astrolab as the knowledge of the student on periodicphenomena is essentially limited to oscillating functions. The students know such variable
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phenomena from electromagnetism studies. The rich pedagogical aspects of the astronomicalvariable phenomena are often neglected.
However, for eclipsing variable systems the concept of Ephemerid is an obstacle and requiresunderstanding. Indeed, to fix the observational dates the student has to understand themeaningof the Ephemerid of a periodic phenomenon in astronomy to perform observations at well-chosen dates to cover the phase at best. It means understanding the relation between thephase, the date of a potential observation in Julian Date, and the civil date, and the accessibilityof the telescope at that date, including the Moon phase.
In Astrolab, the students have an active role in determining which eclipsing binary system toobserve, how to collect and how to analyze the data. This engages the students more in thescientific process, but it is also challenging for the tutor.
As the students lack experience in this process, it requires significant coaching and assistance.However, the positive learning experiences are considerable. Consequently, an Astrolab projectneeds educational management.
The learning process runs from idea to conclusion: Starting from basic principles of astrophysics,we let young people discover the thrill of doing science by going themselves through thecomplete research cycle, including hands-on observations planned by themselves.
The tutoring is not monitoring. The management consists of careful supervision, respecting thestudents’ previous undergraduate knowledge in STEM activities.
Just an example of the difference betweenMonitoring and Supervising for telescopic observation.In Monitoring: pre-designed observations of pre-selected objects are given. In Supervising: thetutor will guide the student to select the "best" target in the framework of her/his timetable, byasking questions or making comments, but not giving a solution.
Therefore, the management process of the project requires the supervisor for each studentto:

• verify that all aspects of the student project are on track, according to agreed plans andschedules (often imposed by the university calendar)
• verify the data collected by the student: the student must have the habit to check eachimage as soon as taken, not to accumulate the images till their analysis

To conclude, project management enhances student engagement continuously. The effective-ness of the project lies in the supervising challenge. The tutorial is based on computer gamescharacteristics that attract but are difficult to manage: autonomy, possibility of failure, learningby doing.
The supervision requirements, detailed above, apply evenly well to inquiry-based activities athigh school level.
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Engaging Young Audiences in Remote Observing: A Case Study
with "Serol’s Cosmic Explorers"

Speaker: Alice Hopkinson, Las Cumbres Observatory, UK
Currently, many robotic telescope projects require prior astronomyknowledge and scientific skills. These investigations appeal mainlyto older students. Reaching younger audiences requires a differentapproach. One technique is to introduce remote observing andastronomy through interactive challenges and character-basednarrative. Journeying through missions with clear goals andsimple follow-up investigations makes observing accessible tonew audiences. Incorporating many materials - such as videos,workshops and games - can create a cohesive, simple and funenvironment for learning. In this talk I will discuss the practicalelements of this approach, using our project "Serol’s CosmicExplorers" as a case study.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/HPMMe-tHYMU

In general, many education projects using robotic telescopes are aimed at older students. Theseprojects are often research-based and technically complex. However, robotic telescopes provideopportunity for hands-on experience with astronomy that can also inspire and benefit youngeraudiences. Enabling children to take their own pictures of space can give a sense of agency inastronomy learning which leaves a lasting impression.
At Las Cumbres Observatory, Serol’s Cosmic Explorers (serol.lco.global) is an educationprogram we created to make robotic observing accessible and enjoyable for children andaudiences without prior astronomy knowledge. The key points of the talk are as follows and aresummarised in Figure 1.
Do not assume knowledge: Primarily, we cannot assume any prior knowledge of the subject.Explanation of the observing process should be kept simple and enjoyable.
Clear structure: The observing program should be clearly structured, whilst still giving theuser some agency. With Serol’s Cosmic Explorers, we provided structure through missions andchallenges. The missions grouped astronomy themes, and the challenges focused on specificastronomical objects within each theme. The user is still given some agency within this structurethrough choices such as the target to capture.
Guided analysis: Including guided analysis after the user has received their image can helpthem learn more about the object they have captured. In Serol’s case, we guided the analysisthrough questions and multiple choice answers. In this way, encouraging the user to considercertain aspects within their images can help them to start thinking scientifically about theseobservations.
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Figure 1: A summary of the key points to consider when creating a remote observing programfor young audiences.

Gamification: To further increase engagement and retain the interest of a young audience, youcan incorporate some aspects of gamification. For Serol, we used badges, with a new badgeunlocked after every challenge is successfully completed. We included a progress page to viewall badges obtained as well as an option to review all images taken. In general, you want projectrewards to excite the user so that they remain engaged in learning.
Storytelling: It can be engaging to use storytelling, for example through video animation, as away to disseminate important information relating to the topics of your project. Using anthropo-morphised characters in these stories can be particularly engaging for children. As an example,we created animated videos that help set the scene for the missions the user will undertake.These stories and the theme of the observing process all work together to create a friendlyatmosphere that encourages exploration, and frames learning and observing as a fun journey.
Self-contained learning environment: Lastly, it is helpful to place the observing project in a selfcontained learning environment, where everything needed is readily available in one place. Foryounger audiences, combining narrative content with practical tasks for the project can providea cohesive and enjoyable learning experience. Incorporating multiple mediums for learningcan further improve this self-contained educational environment. To meet this need for Serol,alongside the observing missions and the videos, we also included printable activities such as3D models and colouring sheets, a video game, and workshops.
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Things that Stop Teachers Doing Robotic Astronomy Education

Speaker: Michael Fitzgerald, Las Cumbres Observatory, California and DeakinUniversity, Australia

Teachers are the gatekeepers of access to students and also directactivity undertaken by students in the classroom. If we are toembed this technology into schools beyond the gifted and talented,we need to address the needs of everyday teachers. Theseneeds are amplified for schools in poorer, rural and under-servedcommunities. In this talk, research on the needs and blockingfactors identified by teachers for robotic telescopes usage areoutlined and some examples of how to address these needs areidentified. This talk is particularly suited to projects attempting toengage multiple schools.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/W2Jp7YpRm0I

STEM Education with Robotic Telescopes: Lessons from a
Multi-approach Project

Speaker: Nayra Rodríguez Eugenio, Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias (IAC),Spain
Within the field of educational projects with robotic telescopesthere is a variety of approaches: activities or research projects withpre-observed data, pre-designed observations of selected objects,guided research projects and authentic astronomical investigations,using either remote-controlled or automatic observations. TheEducational Project with Robotic Telescopes (PETeR) of the Institutode Astrofísica de Canarias offers all these types of models throughcollaborations with institutions owning robotic telescopes. In thistalk I will review the advantages and disadvantages that we haveidentified of each approach, the type of user that prefers eachof them, and the resources, training and support that users ofeducational projects require to be able to develop them effectively.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/v0hs9_dabt4
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When setting up an educational project with robotic telescopes, we must consider whichformat is best suited to the specific needs of our target audience, the objectives pursued andthe resources available: telescopes and instrumentation, amount of observation time, staffdedicated to the project, etc.
The IAC is a Spanish R&D center in astrophysics that operates the Observatories of the CanaryIslands, which host the telescopes of some 60 institutions from more than 20 countries. Thanksto the Agreements on Cooperation in Astrophysics [1], the IAC receives a percentage of theobserving time on these telescopes and, in 2004, decided to allocate part of its guaranteed timeon some robotic telescopes to education. To this end, the IAC created the Educational Projectwith Robotic Telescopes (PETeR) [2], an online inquiry-based lab that allows schools to carry outtheir own observations and research projects in astronomy. The availability of observing timeon several telescopes, which also offer different types of observations through user-friendlyportals, has allowed us to open the project to the entire Spanish educational community, fromprimary to secondary school and vocational training.
Our users, regardless of their educational level, have access to the full set of resources andeducational approaches we offer: pre-defined observations of selected objects, activities andresearch projects with pre-observed data, guided research projects and open astronomicalinvestigations, using both automatic and remote-controlled observations. This makes PETeR aunique laboratory to evaluate the suitability of each of these models to the type of user, as wellas their strengths and weaknesses.
Approaches:

Pre-defined Observations: Our model consists of obtaining and analyzing one- or three-colorimages of different types of objects that can be selected from a list. The observing interfacesets, for each object, the appropriate instrument, filter(s), and exposure time. Therefore, this isthe easiest option to integrate into teaching practice, as it requires less prior knowledge and isless time-consuming.
For this approach we use the Liverpool Telescope and the observing portal of the NationalSchools’ Observatory (NSO) [3], which allows observations of regions of the Moon, planets,nebulae, stellar clusters and galaxies, and also provides information about the selected object.To visualize and analyze the images, software specially designed for education is also offered.
This experience can be carried out on its own or integrated into a research project, and ismainly chosen by primary and secondary school teachers with little or no previous experiencein astronomy. The major weakness of this approach, when undertaken as a stand-alone activity,is that it does not involve an inquiry-based learning process by itself.
Didactic Units: Each Unit introduces several astronomy concepts related to primary and sec-ondary school curricula, and provides one or more practical activities, which make use ofpre-observed data and serve as a practical introduction to the different tools of the imageprocessing software.
Didactic Units are designed for structured or guided inquiry, but can serve as a first step in anauthentic research process by complementing the activities with the planning, acquisition and
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analysis of new observations, either pre-defined or open-ended.
The type of users who tend to choose this format are 5th-6th grade primary teachers (8-10 yearold students), secondary school teachers of STEM subjects with no or little previous experiencein astronomy, and also high school astronomy clubs.
Among the advantages that our users highlight about this approach are that it does not requireprevious knowledge of astronomy, and that they do not have to spend a lot of timeonpreparationbecause the teaching materials are already adapted to the curricular contents.
Guided Research Projects and Open Astronomical Investigations: These approaches corre-spond to authentic research processes, either guided or open inquiry. In the first case, wepropose to the teachers the type of research to be carried out and the possible methodologyto follow to select the objects, observe them and analyze the data obtained. Some examplesof guided research projects we offer are the characterization of variable stars and exoplanetswith transits, the detection of Supernovae, and the confirmation of asteroid orbits. In the openapproach, it is the group of students plus teacher who decide what they want to investigate. Inboth cases we provide scientific and technical advice when required.
The open observations required for these types of projects can be performed directly by ourusers through the observation portal of Las Cumbres Observatory (to which we have accessthrough the Global Sky Partners program [4]), The Open University’s public portal [5], and theadvanced interface of the NSO portal. They can also be done remotely and supervised using theSARA telescopes [6].
These projects are usually developed by teachers who attend our specific training courses.In these trainings they learn basic concepts of astronomy and telescopes, how to use theobservation portals of the different telescopes, how to work with astronomical images, andthey also develop some of the activities and guided research projects we offer.
The strength of these approaches is that students experience the scientific process in all itsphases. And the disadvantage would be in the time required both from teachers, who haveto be trained beforehand, and from the project coordinator, since it is normal for schools torequest individualized advice at some point.
Teachers who participate in PETeR and attend our training courses highlight the enormouspotential of these approaches to develop active learning in STEM areas, and to foster scientificthinking in their students and collaborative work.
References:

1. https://www.iac.es/sites/default/files/documents/2018-05/intergovern
mentalagreement.pdf

2. PETeR website: www.iac.es/peter
3. National Schools’ Observatory website: https://www.schoolsobservatory.org/
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4. LCO Global Sky Partners website: https://lco.global/education/partners/
5. OpenScience Observatories (OU) public observing portal: https://www.telescope.or

g/

6. The Southeastern Association for Research in Astronomy: https://www.saraobservat
ory.org/

Broadening Participation in Remote Observing: Strategies
Gleaned from 25 Years of MicroObservatory

Speaker: Mary Dussault, Center for Astrophysics | Harvard & Smithsonian, USA
Collaborators: Alaalden Ibrahim, Frank Sienkiewicz, and Erika Wright (Center for Astrophysics |Harvard & Smithsonian)

The Micro Observatory telescope network has been in continuoususe by hundreds of thousands of learners worldwide since 1996.From more than 2 decades of research and development facingmany challenges and some success, we report on: 1) findingsfrom research that provide actionable evidence for what works; 2)some new tools and promising techniques (ours and others’) forengaging new audiences in remote observing; 3) a practitioner’sperspective on how and why the incredible potential of authenticSTEM learning through remote astronomical observing platformshas not (YET) been realized; and 4) how participants in this IAUworkshop can help to meet this potential through the broadeningof participation to communities of learners that have beenmarginalized from deep STEM engagement
Talk link: https://youtu.be/D16P1L5aTAw

Session attendees may find the following resources useful. Most are referred to in the talk.
Relevant Articles, Actionable Findings – What Works?:

• Gould, R. Dussault, M. & Sadler, P.(2006). What’s Educational about Online Telescopes?:Evaluating 10 Years of MicroObservatory. https://access.portico.org/Portico/s
how?content=E-Journal%20Content&cs=ISSN_15391515&auId=ark%3A%2F27927
%2Fpgg3ztfbdch&auViewType1=PDF - 15 years old, but still some relevant insights andinformation.
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• Gomez, E. L., & Fitzgerald, M. T. (2017). Robotic telescopes in education. AstronomicalReview, 13(1), 28-68. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/21672857
.2017.1303264 - An article everyone interested in this session should read.

• Krumhansl, R., Busey, A., Krumhansl, K., Foster, J., & Peach, C. (2013, September). Visualiz-ing oceans of data: educational interface design. http://oceansofdata.org/sites/o
ceansofdata.org/files/Visualizing-Oceans-Data-Report-Dec2013.pdf - Anincredibly useful set of research-informed guidelines.

• Schibuk, E., Wright, E., & Dussault, M. E. (2020). Illuminating the Universe. Science Scope,43(9), 22-31. https://www.nsta.org/science-scope/science-scope-julyaugus
t-2020/illuminating-universe - A Boston teacher’s description of YouthAstroNet inaction.

MicroObservatory Links:

• MicroObservatory: https://mo-www.cfa.harvard.edu/MicroObservatory/
• Observing With NASA portal to MicroObservatory: https://mo-www.cfa.harvard.e
du/OWN/

• DIY Planet Search portal to explore exoplanets: https://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/mic
roobservatory/diy/index.php

• YouthAstroNet Program: https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/research/youthastron
et

• YouthAstroNet poster of preliminary research findings (findings presented in talk are yetto be published): https://mo-www.cfa.harvard.edu/OWN/pdf/YAN_Poster2017_A
AS.pdf

Promising Tools and Techniques:

• Messier Bingo—first step engagement for novice observers fromLas CumbresObservatory— https://messierbingo.lco.global/

• Browser-based Image Analysis Tools: Js9 (created by developers of DS9) https://js9.si
.edu/, Js9-4L ("for Learners" – Js9 adapted forMicroObservatory users) https://waps.c
fa.harvard.edu/eduportal/js9/software.php, Afterglow Access (created by IDATAproject in collaborationwith Skynet@UNC): https://idataproject.org/resources/and https://afterglow.skynetjuniorscholars.org/

• Exoplanet Watch – "next step citizen science engagement" for robotic telescope users.
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exoplanet-watch/

Broadening our Perspective on Broadening Participation: Bevan, B., Calabrese Barton, A., &Garibay, C. (2020). Broadening perspectives on broadening participation: Professional learningtools for more expansive and equitable science communication. https://www.informalsc
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ience.org/broadening-perspectives A STEM Toolkit from the Center for the Advance-
ment of Informal Science Education (CAISE), to help STEM education practitioners and science
communication groups reflect on and strengthen their efforts to broaden participation.

Acknowledgments: This material is based onwork supported by the National Science Foundationunder Grant Nos. 1433431, 1433345, & 2049012, with additional support from the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration under Award No. NNX16AC65A. Any opinions, findings,and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and donot necessarily reflect the views of the NSF or NASA. We acknowledge that MicroObservatorytelescopes, and the authors’ astronomical institutions, are located on the traditional territoriesand stolen land of Indigenous peoples, including the Tohono O’odham and Hia-Ced O’odhamNations in Arizona; and the Massachusett, Nipmuk, and Wampanoag Nations in Massachusetts.We invite you to join us in reflection and action to engage with communities that have beenharmed or marginalized by some of the dominant practices of science.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

The HR Diagram with Remote Telescopes at LCO

Presenter: Priya Hasan, Maulana Azad National Urdu University, India

With the lack of dark skies, the pleasure of doing astronomicalobservations with telescopes has been very strongly affected. Theexperience of obtaining live astronomical data is a very importantstep in Data Analysis. In partnership with the Las CumbresObservatory, we are training students to observe star clusters,open and globular. We teach them processing of the images andphotometry. They finally make Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams ofthe clusters to study stellar evolution.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/rilSSDrM_dc

The Las Cumbres Observatory has a set of 0.4m robotic telescopes placed all over the world.We, as Shristi Astronomy are Global Sky Partners and have access to these telescopes. Wealso have an ongoing IAU-OAD Project "AstroSprint" which is a guide to projects using archivaldata in astronomy. The purpose of this work is to provide hands-on experience to students inastronomical data from telescopes.
Star clusters are groups of stars that formed from the same molecular cloud, at the samedistance, of the same age, varying only in mass. They are unique objects for which we canfind stellar parameters using the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. We will train students on thefundamental concepts of photometry, magnitude scales, airmass, stellar evolution and the HRDiagram. We shall also submit observation proposals and train students to do photometry andplot HR diagrams.
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The Sky at Your Home: Remote Observing Talks to the Public
while Observing the Sky

Presenter: Josina Nascimento, Observatório Nacional / Ministério da Ciência,Tecnologia e Inovações, Brazil
Collaborators: Ricardo Ogando, Alba Lívia Bozi, Eugênio Reis (ON/MCTI), Leandro Guedes,Wailã Cruz (Planetário do Rio), Wagner Corradi, Mariângela Oliveira-Abans, Adriano Messala,Saulo Gargaglioni (LNA/MCTI), Claudia Mattos (MAST/MCTI), Gabriel Hickel (UNIFEI), JamesSolon (AstroPE), David Duarte, Romualdo Caldas (CEAAL/UFAL), Marcelo Domingues, MacielSparrenberger(CASB), Erick Couto (AstroAra), Ariel Adorno de Sousa, Jean Carlos Rodrigues(CAR), José Carlos Diniz (CANF), Sérgio Lomônaco (NGC 51/Espaço Ciência Viva), Carlos Palhares(Observatório Zênite), Heliomarzio Moreira, Ednardo Rodrigues (Seara da Ciência/CASF), DanielRaimann (UDESC Oeste/Apontador de Estrelas), and Thales dos Santos (Clube de Astronomia deRoraima)

Opening domes and offering the sky through telescopes hasalways been one of the moments of greatest encounter betweenresearchers, students, educators, family members and for everyonewho wants to know a little bit about the universe. Because of thepandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2, we teamed up with amateurastronomers from various locations in Brazil, which is vast inlatitude and longitude, to show the sky through their telescopes.Since June 2020 until now they have formed 19 remote observationlives of the sky, where we show the moon, planets, star clusters,nebulae, galaxies and comets.Both amateur and professionalastronomers are involved in the project and some of them areteachers as well.Lives last about four hours and have hundreds tothousands of people watching and interacting.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/zpQ8OL6-1oA

The Observatório Nacional (ON) is one of the oldest scientific institutions in Brazil. Among ourevents, one of the most beloved attractions is when the students, educators and the generalpublic gets to observe the sky alongside the researchers, which brings about a great deal ofconnection between both parts. When the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic came aboutwe could no longerbe with our beloved public, so we started promoting online events in our social media. In April2020 we started to seek out partnerships with amateur astronomers throughout the countryand, in June of that same year, we held our first virtual meeting with the public in the project"The sky at your home: remote observation", in which we streamed live the sky while talkingto the public, just as we had always done when meeting face-to-face. Later on, professionalastronomers and astrophysicists as well as elementary and high-school level teachers joined theproject. This greatly enlarged the scope of the project and reinforced national integration.
At 16 months old, the project has had 20 editions, one each month and 4 special editions. LiveStreaming has been such a wonderful experience for all of us that we have not been able to
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keep it under 4 hours. Those have been lovely hours that we spend together, showing the skyand talking about the astronomical instruments, formation of the Universe, the evolution ofstars,sky phenomena, light pollution, sky by different cultures and so many other subjects thatthe public bring to the conversation. The fact that our partners are spread out geographicallyover the entire country allows us to show the same phenomenon from different angles. Wehave also made possible that a phenomenon would be seen in real-time even when impossiblefor a certain place, due to either weather instability or simply not being night in that area whilethe event was taking place.
The live streams recorded on our YouTube channel, allowing people to watch them even afterthe event. A typical live stream ends with about 1 to 2 thousand views and usually gets up to10 thousand views afterwards, but the live streaming of the Mars occultation by the Moon(9/5/2020), the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn (12/21/2020), the Total eclipse of the Moon(5/26/2021) and Annular eclipse of the sun (6/10/2021) has, respectively, 44, 265, 73 and 13thousand views. These eclipses were not visible from Brazil, but we started live streaming fromother areas of the planet at 5 am. On both occasions, teachers joined us with their students.That was fantastic! This project has been of utmost importance to educators, students andtheir families, as said spontaneously by the attendees themselves, as well as neuro-pedagogueswho work with special education. It will have its continuity guaranteed even when face-to-faceactivities return, due to its unprecedented success and reach.

Appreciate the Awesomeness of the Universe

Presenter: Eamonn Ansbro, Kingsland Observatory and Space Exploration Ltd.,Ireland
Students can be encouraged to astronomy by what I call the‘Amazing Astronomy Program Initiative’. It is important thatstudents own projects and feel connected in an exciting newway of using remote observing. Students carry out astronomyobservations and research projects using robotic telescopes fromthere schools and colleges. Projects of interest can be adaptablewith hands-on activities focusing on concepts in astronomy, digitalimaging, light & colour, etc. These elements alone are designed tosupport authentic inquiry: e.g., requesting images with a robotictelescope; using image processing software to enhance and makemeasurements of images; asking questions; connecting science toeveryday life.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p68

Awe of the Universe: Awe is felt when our mind begins to comprehend something that we didnot comprehend before. This can be as simple in marvelling at the immense expanse of space,
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pointing a telescope towards the sky to capture galaxies, nebulae, and star clusters. Students’images stay with them and bring a feeling of greatness whenever they need.
Every child at some stage is in awe with the universe. Students can be encouraged to astronomyby what I call the ‘Amazing Astronomy Program Initiative’. It is important that students ownprojects to discover the universe and feel that connection and excitement in a new way of usingremote observing.
Owning the telescope requires immersion: The main key tool in remote observing is the tele-scope. The telescope, although remote from the classroom, should be presented as not just atool to request images, but an integral experience of using the telescope that feels fun to use,so the student is fully immersed. This approach is different from the conventions in protocolsfor remote observing.
Technology and Vision: The use of recent vision technology significantly provides a reality that isnot normally provided in conventional remote observing. The idea is for the student to own boththe telescope and a suggested project. We emphasize real vision when using our telescopes.This means that the observer is connected to the telescope with a vision system that portraysitself as if the observer is within the observatory. This way the experiential connection becomesa new experience than the conventional disconnection as if the telescope is remote and doesnot feel real to the student observer.
The observer operates the telescope similar to a flight pilot’s cockpit. Multiple cameras achievethis goal. Motion detection synchronises the camera with the telescope movement, so the pilothas the controls, has the visual front view of the scene. This provides the special, emotionalaspects, providing "spatial" experience similar to real world experience and therefore a spatialcognitive experience. This leads to more excitement because of initiating this awe.
Connectivity and authentic inquiry: Students carry out astronomy observations and researchprojects using robotic telescopes from their schools and colleges. Projects of interest can beadaptable with hands-on activities focusing on concepts in astronomy, digital imaging, light& colour, etc. These elements alone are designed to support authentic inquiry: for example,requesting images with a robotic telescope; using image processing software to enhance andmake measurements of images; asking questions; connecting science to everyday life. In thisway, you can enable them to participate and experience the thrill and excitement of scientificobservation and discovery.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Both remote observing sessions were followed by live discussions with the speakers goingdeeper in the topics addressed during their talks and following up with questions and commentspresented by the public.
It was a consensus that remote observing based projects have an enormous potential to engagestudents in science, but need to be constantly improved in order to serve more people, mainlythose in underprivileged areas and countries.
Funding opportunitieswere therefore addressed as a bottleneck for long termobserving projects,making it difficult to scale the projects at national or even international levels. Nevertheless, itwas reminded that some projects are for free or at low-cost for the participating schools andtherefore, opportunities are available to engage in such projects.
Another topic discussed concerned how to start engaging with remote observing projects. Foreducation use, it seems to be a consensus that the best thing to do is to engage with the LasCumbres Observatory through the Global Sky Partners program: https://lco.global/educa
tion/partners/. Nevertheless, all speakers mentioned that those interested in joining remoteobserving projects should get in contact to start a conversation. Another point raised by theattendees was that it would be useful if there was a master catalog listing the available remoteobservatories. It was mentioned by the speakers, however, that there were already attempts inthis direction, but it is hard to keep these lists up-to-date. Big projects, such as Las CumbresObservatory, SkyNet and iTelescope, tend to keep their data updated, which might not be thecase for the smaller ones.
Finally, another topic addressed by the panelists concerned the need of having educationalmaterial in different languages, which could benefit many teachers and students. As for now,most material is in English, some in Spanish and even fewer in other languages. Preparing allthe material in multiple languages is not that straightforward, but definitely something to bepursued in the future.
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Student Competitions

Session organiser: Aniket Sule,Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education(HBCSE-TIFR), India

SESSION OVERVIEW

The session on the student competitions was focussed on discussing the role of competitions inthe life of school students. School level student competitions come in different forms. Somecompetitions like Olympiads give importance to challenging problems and invite the brighteststudents to solve them in a time bound manner. Some other competitions invite students toparticipate in small research projects. Such projects can be in the form of building a small gadgetor can be collecting data from a simple experiment or preparing a detailed plan proposal fora futuristic idea. There are also a number of outreach oriented competitions, like astronomythemed drawing / photography contests, theater performances or quizzes. These types ofcompetitions pique student interest in Astronomy.
In order to cover this wide spectrum of competitions, the academic committee of the sessionchose five speakers. Greg Stachowski, who is the president of the International Olympiadon Astronomy and Astrophysics (IOAA), spoke about motivation behind the organisation ofAstronomy Olympiads as well as positive outcomes of these competitions. Josina Nascimento,who has worked with the Brazilian National Astronomy Olympiad for a number of years, spokeabout how a national astronomy Olympiad programme can create a large participation baseacross the country covering the majority of schools and support inclusive practices. Ioana Zelko,who was a student participant in multiple international Olympiads and is currently a mentor forUSA Astronomy and Astrophysics Olympiad, talked about the role Olympiads play in the life of astudent and how it canmotivate students to take a serious look at a career in astronomy research.Danijela Takač, who - as a school teacher - has worked with the Croatian National AstronomyOlympiad for a number of years, talked about how mini research projects by school studentscan be part of national Olympiads and what value such open ended exercises offer to students.Lastly, Olayinka Fagbemiro, who volunteers for Astronomers Without Borders in Nigeria, spokeabout an art competition for school students, which unleashed students’ creativity and openeda window for adults to get a glimpse of students’ ideas about space and astronomy.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

The Purpose of Olympiads

Speaker: Greg Stachowski, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland

Science olympiads are a form of intellectual competition for schoolstudents originally inspired by the sports Olympics, and just like insports they can motivate young people and provide a frameworkfor them to learn and grow. In this talk I will briefly explain theInternational Olympiad on Astronomy and Astrophysics and how it(and national level competitions) can help education by inspiringstudents, as a resource of educational materials for teachers andas a means to connect students and teachers with amateur andprofessional astronomers.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/NHFXYHmfbTc

In this talk I would like to introduce the guiding principles behind olympiads, show how theycan help with education in astronomy (and by extension in other STEM subjects) and explainhow an event such as the International Olympiad on Astronomy and Astrophysics works.
The name "olympiad"was deliberately chosen by the founders of the first ‘intellectual’ olympiadsin the early 20th century to evoke the spirit of the sporting Olympic Games. To quote theInternational Olympic Committee:
"The goal of the Olympic Movement is to contribute to building a peaceful and better world by
educating youth through sport practiced without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic
Spirit, which requires mutual understanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play."

Today the olympiads which descend from those early events aspire to the same ideals. Theyare competitions, but organised with the aim of motivating young people to learn and developand do so in friendship with their peers from around the world. So how do olympiads achievethese goals? First, by channelling the natural competitiveness of young people towards learning.Rewards (progressing through different levels, receiving medals or prizes) is based primarily onpersonal achievement rather than ‘overcoming’ someone else.
Second, the syllabus and questions in olympiads go beyond the school curriculum. Studentswho want to participate have to learn and think independently, read more widely and practicetheir chosen subject. They have to develop not just problem solving skills but also learn how toseek out information and manage their time.
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Third, olympiads bring together students with a shared interest from different places, acrossregions, across the nation or internationally.
When it comes to learning astronomy, olympiads are particularly useful because there is oftenvery little astronomy in the school curriculum in many countries. More generally in STEMsubjects,the curriculum often lags behind the latest research. Textbook problems are oftentheoretical or use artificial data to give the expected answer. In such cases the curated syllabusof an olympiad can be useful to students and their supporting teachers in learning astronomy.They get to solve more stimulating problems involving recent research, can perform their ownobservations and interpret real data, using approximation methods, iteration, error analysis andstatistics - topics which are often underrepresented at school level.
Aside from this, students who participate in olympiads may be eligible for benefits such astuition grants or university entry points, depending on their country. From the point of view ofpreparing a team to participate in an olympiad, training programs can easily be expanded toinclude more students than just the team, spreading the benefits to a wider group. Teachersalso benefit from the resources which olympiads prepare. The syllabus and past papers areavailable and can supplement textbooks. Papers from international olympiads are translatedinto the languages of the participants and made freely available together with model solutions,which can be a great resource especially in countries where astronomy textbooks in the nativelanguage are not common. Several problem books have also been published in a number oflanguages which include a wider discussion of questions.
Finally, teachers who participate in training their students or who attend olympiads as teamleaders come into contact with amateur and professional astronomers and planetarium staff,which gives further opportunities for expanding astronomy education at the school level. Inturn professionals can better understand the needs of teachers and students when thinkingabout outreach. Participating in an olympiad can also convince students (and their parents!)that studying astronomy is a worthwhile career like, say, engineering or medicine.
Olympiads attract the attention of the media and government. This can lead to more resourcesand better public knowledge of astronomy. National and regional olympiads and workshopshave been organised thanks to this attention and a junior International Olympiad is in the works.The physical resources from olympiads such as telescopes can also be distributed for use byschools after the event. To show how an olympiad is organized we can look at the InternationalOlympiad on Astronomy and Astrophysics (IOAA). This has taken place since 2007 and teamsfrom about 50 countries participate, each with 5 students and 2 adult team leaders. The hostcountry provides all accommodation and living expenses as well as cultural events, while theteams pay for their travel. During the IOAA there are three individual rounds: theoretical, dataanalysis and observation. There is also a team competition, and an (optional) poster competition.Questions are vetted by the team leaders. Awards are given for achieving an objective scorerather than being ‘first’. Social and cultural events take place between rounds.
The theoretical round consists of classical problems: derivations, formulae and concepts, allsolvable without calculus as this is not in the curriculum in many countries. The data analysisround involves real data, including measurement errors and outliers, from which the studentsobtain realistic results using a variety of methods. The observation round can involve anycombination of naked-eye, telescopic or simulated observations and tasks such as identifying
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objects, measuring positions and sizes or timing events.
The team competition mixes students from different countries, encouraging them to worktogether much like a real research group. The tasks are designed so that all members cancontribute and this is often where students without practice at ‘exam technique’ can achievegood results. Finally the poster competition gives students an opportunity to showcase theirout-of-Olympiad astronomy interests through conference-style posters.
In summary, olympiads are competitions which follow the ideals of the Olympic Movement.They can provide students and teachers with an introduction to the wider field of astronomyand astronomy practitioners beyond the school curriculum, and should be thought of as anothertool for our common goal of improving and propagating education in astronomy.

Building up a National / Regional Talent Nurture Program
through Competition

Speaker: Josina Oliveira do Nascimento, Observatório Nacional – ON/MCTI,Brazil
Collaborators: João Batista Garcia Canalle (Instituto de Física – IF/UERJ), Eugênio Reis Neto(Observatório Nacional – ON/MCTI), Gustavo de Araújo Rojas (Universidade Federal de SãoCarlos), José Bezerra Pessoa Filho (Instituto de Aeronáutica e Espaço – IAE/MD), Júlio CesarKlafke (Universidade Paulista – UNIP), Thiago Paulin Caraviello (ETAPA)
The Brazilian Astronomy and Astronautics Olympiad (OlimpíadaBrasileira de Astronomia e Astronáutica; OBA) is an annual nationaleducational competition inaugurated in 1998 and currently in its24th edition. Its main goal is to improve science education usingastronomy and astronautics as motivators. As a consequence, itincreases the students’ interest in these subjects. Despite notbeing part of the national school curricula, astronomy’s appealas a fascinating and multidisciplinary science act as a catalyst tobring students and teachers alike closer to other sciences, suchas mathematics, physics, and chemistry, and other disciplines likegeography, history, philosophy, and arts. One may question howa competitive event such as an Olympiad can foster the rise ofnew talents. Part of the answer lies in the strategies employed toattract and capacitate teachers from all school levels. We will alsoshow how we have successfully reached teachers and studentsfrom all states in Brazil and how the wide-ranging award schemestimulates the emergence of new talents.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/_n2CoPt5crE
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The first factor that contributes to the formation of national talents is the innate objective ofthe olympiad, which, since its conception, has been much more than a competition, but rathera way of piquing the interest of the children and the young in science. OBA was intended tobe used as a pedagogical resource, an instrument that, much more than awarding the beststudents, reached the objective of captivating the interest of the younger population in science.The exam should be interesting and designed in a way that aims to not draw back the studentdue to lack of necessary knowledge. Without a doubt, the event could serve also to reveal youngtalents, promote astronomy and unite people that worked in the teaching and popularization ofastronomy [1].
The second factor is the reach of the olympiad since the first year of elementary school, whenchildren are still learning to read. The exam is presented through simple phrases and imagesthat lead the student to think about the nature in which they live.
The third point is the structure of the exams. The exams are applied at 4 different levels accordingto the school year, from elementary school to high school. The olympics exams themselvesare moments of learning. The questions bring specific knowledge and motivate the student todevelop the rationale using the other curricular course contents as base.
The fourth factor is fundamental for the success of this enormous action and consists of thecapacitation and constant communication with the professors. Since 2009, OBA has promotedthe EREAS (Encontro Regional de Ensino de Astronomia/Regional Meetings of Astronomy Educa-tion) aiming to capacitate elementary, middle and high school teachers in astronomy education,with 78 meetings to date. Other actions have arisen in several parts of the country having theMeetings as inspiration, with the two projects dedicated mainly to the continued formation ofthe teachers, but also with actions along with students. They are "Olhai pro Céu" / "Look Upat the Sky", which is a project in partnership with the (ON) (Observatório Nacional/NationalObservatory) and the MAST(Museu de Astronomia e Ciências Afins/Museum of Astronomy andRelated Sciences) in Rio de Janeiro and "AstroEducadores" (AstroEducators), which is an onlineplatform of national reach.
The Meetings EREAS and Look Up at the Sky are not happening during the pandemic causedby the new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, but the AstroEducators modules are occurring, since suchproject was already designed in 2013 to be a remote course, with tutoring and always withdevelopment of activities that can be reproduced in the classroom.
The following books were distributed broadly and free of charge to schools throughout Brazil:"Astronomy Guide: Continued Graduation of Teachers" [2] and "Astronomy and Astrophysics"[3]. Besides, in its homepage [4], OBA publishes an ample volume of didactic material andexplanatory videos with the proposed activities for teachers to develop with their students.Using social media and digital communication tools, OBA is in constant contact with the teachers,as well as with the students.
The fifth factor is related to the broad awarding to students and the motivation for awardceremonies. In the last year of in-person exams, in 2019, the 22nd edition of OBA had 884,979students distributed through 9,965 schools. 49,648 medals were awarded, as well as certificatesfor all the students, teachers and schools [5].
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The sixth factor is related to the effect of vectorization, since groups of talented students, whowon OBA medals, have been organizing informal groups to prepare new students to join andwin their own OBA medals. Along the same lines, students who were selected to participatein Brazilian teams at the international olympiads have volunteered to prepare the next teams.Certainly, OBA has been contributing to the success of many students, seeing as many of themedalists receive scholarship offers, either partial or whole, from excellent private schools.Others, after concluding high school, were accepted by renowned international universities,such as MIT and Harvard University. More recently, some Brazilian universities are also reservingspots for the olympic medalists
References:
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Competitions from the Perspective of a Student

Speaker: Ioana Zelko, University of California Los Angeles, USA

Competitions create an educational opportunity for students ofall backgrounds. In this talk I will discuss data that shows thatby participating in competitions, students can learn to feel likescientists, get to know interesting peers from other countries, learnfrom each other, solve fun challenges, learn the value of teamwork,and have an overall fun and rewarding experience. Awarenessof the existence of the competitions can motivate a student tostart learning the subject, and good results in competitions haveresulted in college admission and retention of interest in research.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/m4wIHGiSwE0

This talk will discuss four aspects of the competitions from the perspective of a student. First, Iwill do a brief summary of what the "process" looks like from the perspective of a student, withtraining and participation. Then I will discuss the impact on education, and community building.Finally, I will conclude with the contributions of competitions to research retention.
Let us start with the competition "process" as seen from the perspective of the student. Thefirst and sometimes most important step is awareness of the subject and the existence of thecompetition, combined with motivation to participate. Very often, students have never heardof the astronomy or astrophysics competitions, and they may not be aware of what the field isabout, or what the problems and questions in the field are like. Letting students know about theexistence of the competition is a very important part of the process. The other key ingredient ismotivation. Students need to be able to visualize themselves participating, and to know thebenefits in doing so.
The next stage is the training. The training process varies based on opportunities available to thestudents, such as the existence of local teachers and clubs. However, all the materials requiredby astronomy and astrophysics competitions are readily available online. This gives a studentthe chance to successfully train, if given the time. Independent study can often be sufficient,and self-studying students have excelled in the competitions very often.
The next step in the process is participating in the competitions themselves. Often, the compe-titions have different levels, such as local, national, and international. After participating in astage, the students return to training, either in preparation for the next stage (if they qualified),or for the next year’s edition. This cycle allows them to chisel their skills in the subject.
Finally, in the last step, participating students graduate high school and become alumni of theprogram.They often form a support network for students, as well as peers during the next levelsof studies, up and beyond the PhD level. In addition, they often give back to the high school
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competition programs by volunteering to train younger students and help with the organisationof the program.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the high school competitions is their impact on education.This survey shows the responses of 82 student participants in the Global e-Competition onAstronomy and Astrophysics, an online high school competition that was conducted in 2020 toreplace IOAA during the pandemic. The overall picture reflected in the answers was that thestudents had a positive experience and that the goals of GeCAA were achieved. For example, tothe question "Please rate your overall experience participating in GeCAA" on a scale from 1 to 5spanning "poor" to "great", 98% of survey participants gave a ranking greater than or equal to 3,and for the question "Please rate how strongly you feel GeCAA made a positive impact on yourview of astronomy and astrophysics", 94% of respondents gave a ranking greater than or equal to3, with 43% choosing themaximum ranking of 5. Qualitatively, the students described the GeCAAexperience with phrases such as "feeling like a scientist", "solving fun challenges", "having anoverall fun and rewarding experience". Aside from the theoretical experience, competitions alsogive students the chance to explore the observational and practical part of astronomy. Studentsoften get the chance to engage with telescopes and learn to observe the sky with them.
A very important aspect of the competitions is that they help build community. Through thetraining and participation process, students often develop many friendships, many of whichlast into the next stages of their life, and create their support network and community in theiracademic journey. In students’ feedback, they said they appreciated "learning from each other",and "learning the value of teamwork".
Most importantly, the competitions at the international level bring together many countries,such as IOAA who receives participants from 46 countries, and IPhO who gets 85. This helpsthe students become accustomed to and develop international collaborations, which are veryimportant for many of their future careers.
Finally, competitions play a role in research retention in the long term, and serve as a pipelinefor a career in research. Competitions expose students to research questions, and get themthinking about challenges they would like to pursue in science. Problems are created straightfrom research applications (ex: gravitational wave detection, using transit timing variations andtransit duration variations to detect exo-moons).
Competitions provide networks necessary to educate students early on on the path to research,and they create a community of researchers and mentors who are available to offer support tothe students. Many alumni of the astronomy and astrophysics olympiad programs have pursuedstudies of math, physics and astrophysics in college, and have even pursued PhDs and beyond.
In conclusion, through the training and participation program, competitions bring an importantimpact on education, where they increase awareness of astronomy and astrophysics, directly ed-ucate student in the field, and provide opportunities for observational practice; they contributeto community building, encouraging friendship, communication, and international collaboration;finally, they play a role in research retention, by creating a pipeline for a career in research.
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Project-Based Competitions

Speaker: Danijela Takač, Croatian Astronomical Society, Croatia

This talk will address the national astronomy competitions inCroatia from a teacher/mentor/committee member point of view.In a more than 50 years tradition of competition in astronomythere have been different models of realization. There were yearsonly with the theoretical round, only with the project round andwith their combination (nowadays). It will be shown the benefitsand problems we encounter when applying each model as well asthe problems of objective evaluation of project-based competitions.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/J_32mIym75Q

Astronomy competitions have been organized in Croatia since 1967. From the beginning until2008, the competitions were organized and realised by a several non-government organizationsand societies (Narodna tehnika, Astronomical Astronautical Society "Zagreb", Croatian NaturalScience Society (HPD), Croatian Astronomical Society (HAD))with support of ZagrebAstronomicalObservatory, local astronomical societies, schools and Ministries.After 2008 the organizationwas given to AZOO (Education and Teacher Training Agency) that is still responsible for it.
The Astronomy competition consists of 3 rounds: school, county and national. At the beginningof competition (usually during December and first half of January), students must send abstractsof their projects. They are reviewed, approved (or rejected) and suggestions are sent backto them. The school round is organized by the teachers in their own schools and is a way ofselecting the best students that later attend the regional competition. School round is usuallyheld in January and consists only of a written exam. Students from 5th to 12th grade competein 8 classes. The second round is the county competition and it is organized in March withinschools in each county separately. This round consists of a theoretical exam and students areobliged to bring their project report. Every project can be realized by two students from thesame class. The national committee then anonymously reviews the projects (by two referees ineach class). The students with the best combined exam and project results are invited to thenational round in May.
The members of the national committee have designed a grading rubric for the projects. Thecommittee members grade the clear goals and logics of the project work, motivation, grammarand spelling, detailed and clear description of the used materials, equipment and the workreproducibility. They also grade the quality of the result analysis, calculations of the errors aswell as the quality of the conclusion. In the rubric there are points for naming all the referencesand sources of photographs used. The last grading point and one of the most difficult ones is theinnovation and amount of work put into this project. The committee also writes their remarkson the project work as well as suggestions for improvement.
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Upon attending the national competition students write the theoretical exam and afterwardspresent their project using the Powerpoint presentation. There is also a rubric to help thecommittee with grading the presentations and posters. This rubric evaluates the clearnessand order of the presentation, how the student is familiar with the theme of his project, thepresentational skills, the design of the presentation as well as the quality of the suggestedimprovements the students made. Final ranking list is made based on the exam, presenta-tion/poster results and project review. The winners and runners up are invited to attend theselection for the national IOAA team, organized by the Zagreb Astronomical Observatory andCroatian Astronomical Society.
During the years we have tried different approaches to organizing astronomy competitions.When I first started teaching astronomy, 4th grade students (10-year-olds) could also competeon the regional level but only with the written exam. As a teacher I found it very motivatingfor the students because they could get the overview of the competition before attendingit in the 5th grade. In middle school, astronomy is an extracurricular activity and teachersusually have it once a week, but it is mostly not enough if students want to participate in thecompetition. Teachers have to prepare students not only for the written exam but also mentorthem during the making of the project. High school students are easier to mentor since they aremore independent as the 5th and 6th grade students have to be mentored step-by-step. Thebiggest problem usually is the math background (statistics) and their minimum knowledge ofthe scientific method. Sometimes teachers have to be very creative when choosing the topic ofthe project and making it more simple for the young students. They also have to keep in mindthat any project you are competing with should have measurements, calculations and analysisof the results and calculations of the errors. This is easier to do in the last two grades of middleschool as the students have physics and chemistry as subjects and understand the scientificprocess. Nevertheless the project part of the competition is the most demanding and the mostrewarding. Students have to work extra hard for a month or two depending on the topic andthey learn so much more than during regular lessons. In fact, the astronomy competition is oneof the most demanding STEM competitions in the Croatian educational system. For example,the national physics competition has two categories: theoretical (exam) and project-based one,but in astronomy they are combined in one.
As a teacher/mentor I usually choose the students that will attend the competition very early inthe school year and start working with them on their project long before January. I usually helpthe youngest students decide on a topic and design a project that could be measured in thedaylight or for just a few nights of stargazing since one cannot expect 10-year-old students tospend nights outside measuring in the cold.
Teachers try to motivate students by integrating astronomy projects in the physics or technologycurriculum, explaining to them that by doing these projects they would "become scientists" andget an idea of the exciting work real astronomers do every day. After the students pick theirproject topic they explore it online, make a plan on the experimental measurements and preparestargazing charts. After gathering the measurements students analyse them and write a report(10 - 15 pages). Before the national competition students design a Powerpoint presentation anda scientific poster. I love the idea of a poster because it gives a "real scientific conference vibe"and the students can browse the posters the committee hangs in the halls of the venue andbrainstorm the ideas for topics they can do for the next year’s competition.
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During the years the national committee has tried different approaches to the competition.National competition consists of only exams, but as it is only theoretical knowledge and inastronomy observing the sky is a "must" and a biggest motivation for students and future youngscientists so it was not very well accepted. The committee also tried to hold the national level ofthe competition with students only presenting their projects but the students felt it was unfairand subjective because some national board members liked some topics more than others, soit was decided to hold both theoretical and practical parts of the competition. This is not aperfect system but for now it works well. There are some margin for errors as well as room forimprovements. For example, the biggest problem we are facing is the lack of students that arewilling to compete. There are many factors that contributed to that through the years, like thefact that the Ministry of Education does not allow astronomy to be a optional subject, but onlyan extracurricular activity which brings problems to teachers as they are often not supportedfor that and students do not get grades so they are sometimes not motivated in taking part of it.Also we have found that mostly physics and geography teachers feel confident enough to teachastronomy and prepare the projects for the competitions.
Anyhow, experienced teachers, with the help of astronomers, organize teacher trainings as wellas workshops for young children and students in order to increase their interest in Astronomyand STEM as well as teach them scientific literacy.

Astronomy Education: Unlocking Creativity in Kids through
Astro Art Competition

Speaker: Olayinka Fagbemiro, Astronomers Without Borders (AWB), Nigeria
An excellent medium of teaching astronomy to kids, especiallyfrom less privileged background is through Arts which provides anavenue to express their creativity. The Covid-19 pandemic whichresulted in a prolonged lockdown on schools across Nigeria wasutilised by AWB Nigeria to launch the first ever Astro Art Contestin the country. This maiden Edition of the Astro Art Contest forElementary and High School kids in Nigeria saw 164 entries sent inby participants from across Nigeria. The star prize in this contestbeing a SSVI homemade telescope signed by foremost BelgianAstronaut, Dirk Frimout was a great motivation for participants. Forentries submission, participants were expected to make paintingson an A4 sized paper accompanied with a short write up describingtheir art work.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/gNTh0rwq55c
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An excellent medium of teaching astronomy to kids, especially from less privileged backgroundsis through Arts, which provides an avenue to express their creativity. AWB Nigeria launchedthe first ever Astro Art Contest in the country. This maiden Edition of the Astro Art Contestinvolved Elementary and High school kids aged 8 - 18 years. The participants were requiredto send in their entries, Astro Art paintings on an A4 sized paper accompanied with a shortwrite up describing their artwork. In all, 164 entries were sent in by participants from acrossNigeria. There are a number of lessons we got from the competition. Kids have interesting ideasabout Astronomy. The participants came up with really great ideas about their understandingof Astronomy. Their paintings showed they understood the concept of Astronomy reasonablywell.
Art brings out the creativity in kids. With arts, the imagination of these kids is unlocked andthey begin to showcase great talents. Kids ask the most intriguing questions about space. Theywant to explore the many possibilities that lie within and outside of our cosmos. Creative Artpresents a great avenue to teach Astronomy to kids without having to worry so much about thetechnicalities and big terms they may not fully understand. Having an Astronomy competitionthat is art-based created the opportunity to explore different aspects of Astronomy in a countrywhere Astronomy is not taught at the Elementary and High school levels. The winners of theAstro Art competition were rewarded appropriately and there were a lot of consolation prizesas well. This was done to motivate the kids and encourage them to do better in subsequenteditions of the competition which we believe has come to stay.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

The Educational and Scientific Importance of the CanSat School
Project

Presenter: João Dias, ESERO / Ciência Viva, Portugal
CanSat Portugal is an educational project of ESERO Portugal,organised by Ciência Viva and ESA. This initiative challengessecondary school students from all over the country to designand build a functional model of a small satellite with the samedimensions as a soda can. All teams are given a primary missionand have to choose a secondary one. They have to design andbuild their own CanSat, along with its parachute, prepare it forlaunch, assure its communications with the ground station andanalyse the scientific data obtained. They are also strongly advisedto look for external scientific and technological support. Overall,this competition engages the students to work together as a teamon a real space mission and to live a challenging yet fun scientificand technological experience.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/rh0YmNEXm94

CanSat Portugal (https://www.esero.pt/568/8---edi--o-do-CanSat-Portugal) is aneducational project of ESERO Portugal and Ciência Viva’s National Agency for Scientific andTechnological Culture. This competition has an international version run by ESA Education forthe winners from each country.
This initiative challenges teams composed of 4 to 6 secondary school students from all over thecountry to design and build a functional model of a micro-satellite with the same dimensions asa soda can – hence the name CanSat. This competition gives students the opportunity to gothrough all the stages of a real space project throughout a whole school year. Each team’s workis mentored by one teacher from their schools. The mentors do not need to be science teachers.The process required to develop a CanSat implies a learning process known as problem-based
learning, a teaching method in which the students are the main characters and must be theones who solve the problems. In Portugal, the students’ work is evaluated in the competition’sfinal by a jury composed of experts in Space education, science and technology. Essentially,they are all researchers and/or engineers working in space-related companies and scientificinstitutions.
All teams have the samemandatory primarymission to achieve, which allows the jury to comparethe work developed by each team, their results and the methods they use to reach a commongoal. In particular, it consists in measuring the atmospheric temperature and pressure. Eachteam also has to choose a secondary mission of their own, offering the students the opportunity
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to make use of their creativity and knowledge to achieve an original scientific goal. In general,all teams have to design their own CanSat, integrate all its components, test its systems, buildits parachute, prepare it for launch and analyse the scientific data obtained. The students arealso responsible for the satellite’s communications with its ground station. In other words, thisschool project invites the students to make good use of what they learn in the school curriculaand tests their skills to work together as a team on a challenging and innovative Space projectinvolving so many theoretical and hands-on activities with a high level of difficulty.
The students are also invited to promote their work in their educational community and onsocial media and are highly advised to look for external scientific and technological support,such as partnerships and consultancy. In addition to technological and scientific competences,students develop other skills such as teamwork, communication in Portuguese and English andproblem solving. The winners of each edition have the opportunity to represent Portugal inthe European CanSat Final, which takes place every year. Overall, this competition engagesthe students to work on a real and large-scale Space mission and to live a demanding yet funscientific and technological experience.
On a final note, it is very rewarding for us, as organisers of this competition, to see the greatimpact it has had over the years on the student’s lives, their higher education performances andeven on their future careers. Just to give an example, many of them got university scholarshipsfor participating in CanSat or were offered internships in the industry or science researchcentres. But most of all, it is textbfvery rewarding for the students to reach the final of such ademanding competition after a whole school year of hard work, fulfilling their dream to seethe micro-satellite they built being launched from a rocket, falling down safely with the help ofthe parachute they built, to collect their signals with an antenna they built and to analyse theresults of the mission they choose, reaching a scientific goal together as a team. I am sure theywill all remember and cherish this experience for the rest of their lives!

Innovation in Space Science Learning Project

Presenter: Madelaine Rojas, National Secretariat of Science, Technology andInnovation (SENACYT), Panama
The free professional development programs and astronomicalcontests inspire, engage and empower the next generation of Pana-menian scientists. The number of registered in all the activitiespresented a decrease in the pandemic. Therefore, the objectiveof the study is to correlate audience participation to astronomyoutreach activities. For this study we have maintained an updatedparticipants database that allows a qualitative, quantitative, anddocumentary analysis. The database is categorized by regions, gen-der and interests. Audience participation rates differ by genderwith 60% female participation in astronomical competitions and90% female participation in professional development programs.
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Our intention with the Space Science Learning Project is to inspire the general public, the nextgeneration of space enthusiasts and the educational community with tools and experiencesthat allow them to get an idea of what it means to be an astronomer, to work in science, andto discover the mysteries of the Universe. The project´s mission is to promote and safeguardastronomy in all its aspects, including research, communication, education and development,through international cooperation.
Throughout the pandemic, free professional development programs and astronomical contestshave remained active to inspire, engage and empower the next generation of Panamanianscientists. In our country we have different activities to promote astronomy popularization andeducation. However, even though the number of registered participants in all the activities thatwe have carried out have been acceptable, we have presented a noticeable decrease in thenumber of people who remained participating continuously.
Therefore, the objective of the study is to correlate audience participation to astronomy outreachactivities. For this study, we have maintained an updated participants database that allows aqualitative, quantitative, and documentative analysis.
The database is categorized by regions, gender and interests. Audience participation ratesdiffer by gender with 60% female participation in astronomical competitions and 90% femaleparticipation in professional development programs. It will be presented how the analysis todevelop an astronomy education kit aimed for teachers and how this cooperation betweenan academic institution and schools is helping educators in their pedagogical practice to teachastronomy in the classroom.
Every year, students and teachers from all over the country take part in the Panamanian SpaceSciences Olympiad (OliPaCE). This has the aim of both spreading space science concepts andtraining teachers about these topics. A valuable link with the community at the national levelwill be generated by involving the entire educational sector in Panama, including children withspecial needs.
Also, we educate new generations of teachers and re-educate the current ones. We workwith university professors and amateur astronomers in order to train future teachers and wecooperate with the departments of education in order to train experienced elementary andhigh school teachers.
The Innovation in Space Science Learning Project has a Network for outreach coordinator thatvisits a marginal community to help tackle educational disparities and improve access to STEMfor women and girls in astronomy. The main goal is to set up in each country a local group ofoutreach members who carry on teaching space science every year and create new courses byusing our materials, like animations, articles, photos, games, simulations, interactive programsand videos.
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Qatar Astronomy Olympiad for Schools

Presenter: Hani Dalee, Olympiad Coordinator and IAU-NOC, Qatar

In our poster, we are going present a summary of "Qatar AstronomyOlympiad for Schools" and its different projects, which werecarried out in different editions of the Olympiad. We will show thepositive impact, as students were involved in the work. We willalso show how we could utilize these events to create a communityof amateur astronomer descending from different nationalitieswho are living in the State of Qatar.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/kFPgEJIkYFY

Qatar Astronomy Olympiad for Schools is an annual competition started at HBKU university in2015-2016, in cooperation with QNRF and the Ministry of Education.
The competition is dedicated for the students in both middle and high schools. It covers topicsabout astronomy, astrophysics, astrophotography, space physics and other applicable topics.
So far, six Olympiads were organized with 17 astronomical projects carried out by students.
The average number of students participating in the Olympiad every year is 300 students fromlocal and international schools. Each school was asked to form a team of 4-6 students to carryout the assigned projects, one or two teachers were allowed to supervise this team, with 60 isthe average number of schools participating in the Olympiad each year.
Projects of the Olympiad: Each competition was fulfilling particular objectives, depending onthe level of students targeted; middle or high school students.
1st Olympiad - 2015/2016 - 35 schools from 160 Students. The projects are: EratosthenesMeasures the Circumference of the Earth, How the Big Dipper will look like after 100,000years from now, Hands-on for the Real Model of the Solar system and Assemble your GalileanTelescope.
2nd Olympiad – 2016/2017 - 344 students from 59 schools. The projects are: Make a Sundialfor Your School and Make an Astrolabe and Use It.
3rdOlympiad - 2017/2018 - 420 students from84 schools. The projects are: Al-Biruni measuresthe Radius of the Earth, Make a Star Dome and The Qatari Calendar: Study & Analysis.
4th Qatar National Astronomy Olympiad for Schools – 2018/2019 - with 340 students from
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65 schools. The projects are: The Physics of the Winter Hexagon Stars, make a Model for theStars of the Winter Hexagon and Draw the constellations of the Winter Hexagon.
5th Olympiad – 2019/2020 - 220 students from 56 schools. The projects are: Mercury Transit-11 November 2019, Annular Solar Eclipse- 26 December 2019 and Voyager’s Pale Blue Dot- 30thAnniversary 14 Feb 2020.
6th Olympiad – 2020/2021 - 246 students from 57 schools. The projects are: Measure theDistance to the Moon by Parallax and Lunar & Solar Mansions.
Benefits and output of the Olympiad: Enthusiasm among students was seen through theirmanner of talking and explaining. A group called Amateur Astronomy in Qatar was founded andthe Qatar team for the International Olympiad on Astronomy & Astrophysics was formed.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The talks were followed by a lively discussion with the speakers. Audience members wereinterested in knowing more details about project-based competitions that are integrated inCroatian Astronomy Olympiad program. There were queries how students found the wholeexperience and how much support such a concept gets from school teachers. One of thecolleagues of Danijela Takač joined the discussion and explained that the teachers mentoringthe Olympiad participants realise value of such proto-research projects and hence are veryenthusiastic in helping their students. There were also questions about prestige associated withAstronomy Olympiads vis-a-vis Physics or Mathematics Olympiad and if Astronomy Olympiadlike competitions can be introduced for slightly younger students (roughly aged 14-15). Thespeakers explained that the Astronomy Olympiad is much younger than Physics or MathematicsOlympiad, hence it would be unreasonable to expect similar levels of participation immediately.Speakers also discussed the need to have an ecosystem of student competitions where allcompetitions learn from each other and work towards the common goal of attracting schoolstudents to astronomy.
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Teaching about Indigenous Astronomy

Session organiser: Sivuyile Manxoyi, SouthAfrican Astronomical Observatory, South Africa

SESSION OVERVIEW

Astronomy is the most ancient discipline of science and one of its unique features is its multicul-tural roots. This stems from the fact that every person in the world has a profound relationshipwith the sky and the stars. This session explored the relationship between astronomy, cultureand society; appraised the value, relevance and significance of indigenous astronomy. This pre-dates western academic astronomy by thousands of years. This session concludes by revisitingchallenges experienced in the teaching of indigenous astronomy and appropriate pedagogicalapproaches were shared.
Some of the challenges noted are the absence of indigenous astronomy content in school cur-ricula in many countries, inaccurate representation, constant description of this knowledge andpractices as irrational and absence of training and support for teachers. Reflexivity, recognitionof epistemological diversity and willingness to engage in intercultural dialogues are imperativefor the successful teaching of indigenous knowledge.
Appreciating multiple facets of different astronomies allows us to better understand how humanideas and models of the sky are generated. The teaching of indigenous astronomy presents uswith an excellent opportunity to rehumanize science and society.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomies, Cultures and Education

Speaker: Alejandro Martín López, CONICET, Sección Etnología, Instituto deCiencias Antropológicas, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
Some people talk about "astronomy" (the academic Westernone) and "cultural astronomies" (the astronomies of "particular"cultures). This is a profound misunderstanding of the legacy ofthree decades of cultural astronomy studies. In this presentationwe aim to discuss this confusion and to point out the contributionsof cultural astronomy studies in thinking about astronomicaleducation from an intercultural perspective. The sky and theirphenomena have been an area of great interest for many culturesthroughout the planet over time. In "Western culture", since theCopernican revolution, astronomy has become a model for allscience. Due to the colonial expansion of the Western societytheir academic astronomy is taught today in the most diverseplaces on Earth. However, cultural astronomy has shown usthat every astronomy is the result of a history and a society."Western academic astronomy" is not "the" astronomy, and itis grounded – like all the others – on a series of implicit culturalassumptions. A truly inclusive and decolonial scientific educationfor our present and future world, supposes the possibility forthe students and teachers of a critical appropriation of "Westernacademic astronomy", and the chance of putting it in dialogue withthe astronomical knowledge systems of their own societies.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/qn8a_mzAeCM

Some people talk about "astronomy" (the academic Western one) and "cultural astronomies"(the astronomies of "particular" cultures). This is a profound misunderstanding of the legacyof three decades of studies in cultural astronomy. Cultural astronomy is an interdisciplinaryacademic field, not an adjective to identify some kind of "strange" astronomy.
Cultural astronomy is the study of all astronomical systems as social facts; not a search forfragments of "our" astronomy in distant cultures. This interdisciplinary field includes as someof their sub-fields: ethnoastronomy, archaeoastronomy, and a social history of Astronomy. Inthis presentation we aim to point out the contributions of cultural astronomy, especially ethnoastronomy, in thinking of astronomical education from an intercultural perspective, transformingit from the point of view of cultural astronomy.
Ethnoastronomy is a perspective, a way of approaching ethnographically, ethnologically and
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anthropologically the knowledge and practices about the sky of any contemporary social unit(such as an ethnic group, a social class, a family, a professional group, or an institution; both"Western" as "non-Western"), understanding them as an integral part of their social and culturallife. It seeks to place that knowledge and practices in their regional and global context, aswell as in their historical development. It is interested in generally shared and largely implicitknowledges and practices (logics of practice, lebenswelt, worldviews/cosmovisions) and also,thosemore explicitly formulated and frequently associated with specialists (cosmologies, ontolo-gies); understanding all of them as articulated, but always unfinished and under construction.Among the notes that characterize the ethno astronomical view, we can mention: a) the interestfocused on giving an account of the perspective of the group studied; b) the question about themeaning of practices, discourses and their complex links; c) the holistic intention (any aspect ofsocial life must be seen in connection with the whole); d) the centrality of the direct presenceof the researcher and his / her interpersonal links with the members of the group studied; e)the "estrangement", as an effort to denature one’s own common sense and that of the groupstudied; f) "reflexivity" or conscious analysis about our own position and influence in the con-struction of knowledge; g) a dominantly inductive character that includes comparison, modelsand general theories; h) the application of many combined techniques (such as interviews –especially informal – archives, life stories, elicitations, network analysis, images, videos, audios,surveys, statistical data, etc.) but articulated with participant observation; i) commitment,involvement and reciprocity with the studied community and local circumstances.
From ethnoastronomy we can learn that astronomical knowledge – as all human knowledge –is a socio-cultural construction, an important part of our adaptation to the world we inhabit:a physical, biological, but also social environment. Our world is a universe full of meanings,schemes of perception and metaphors in which we are introduced by other members of oursociety, essentially by primary socialization, imitation, and day-to-day life. The experience of thesenses limits the possibilities of any humanworld view, but not to the point of generating a singlecompatible option. Also the social character of this knowledge and the need to legitimize thatknowledge and comply with accepted truth regimes imposes limits on the possible world viewsin a given society at a given time, but they are not absolute either and they do not unequivocallydetermine only one possibility. From these socially shared ideas, or world views, grows theexplicit systems of knowledge about the world that we call cosmologies. World views andcosmologies are poles of a continuum. Every system of ideas and practices about the sky has aconstitutively unfinished and changing character, and is connected to general ideas about body,person, space, time, causality, etc. Also, knowledge systems are always involved in the generalsocial field, with varying degrees of autonomy with respect to it and this implies that they arestrongly traversed by power and social institutions.
The sky and their phenomena have been an area of great interest for many cultures throughoutthe planet over time. In "Western culture", since the Copernican revolution, astronomy hasbecome a model for all science. Due to the colonial expansion of the Western society, theiracademic astronomy is taught today in the most diverse places on Earth. However, culturalastronomy has shown us that every astronomy is the result of a history and a society. "Westernacademic astronomy" is not "the" astronomy, and it is grounded – like all the others – on a seriesof implicit cultural assumptions. A truly inclusive and decolonized scientific education for ourpresent and future world, supposes the possibility for the students and teachers of a criticalappropriation of "Western academic astronomy", and the chance of putting it in dialogue withthe astronomical knowledge systems of their own societies.
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Cultural astronomy has an enormous potential to collaborate in a radical improvement ofastronomical education. A deeper understanding of the astronomies of other cultures, whichdoes not relegate diversity to a distant past, would be crucial to improve the teaching ofastronomy in the world. But a huge amount of material about the astronomy of differentcultures used in the teaching and popularization of astronomy, has no methodological rigor.Also, astronomies of other cultures are usually used in an "anecdotal"manner, as a kind of curiousintroduction to the strange things that were "thought" before the arrival of Western science.Hopefully, there are professionals in cultural astronomy and professional associations: SociedadInteramericana de Astronomía en la Cultura (SIAC), Société Européenne pour l’AstronomieDans la Culture (SEAC), International Society for Archaeoastronomy and Astronomy in Culture(ISAAC). They can help us to address the different ways of knowing the sky in greater depth,understanding its structure, allowing us to appreciate the way in which the ideas and modelswith which humans seek to know the world are generated. Also, they can help us to understandthe logics, metaphors, interests and observations in which the Western Academic Astronomyrests, making it easier for educators to design strategies to approach the teaching of this kind ofastronomy in diverse cultural contexts, and for the people to critically appropriate of WesternAcademic Astronomy. Also, we can learn a much wider variety of models, metaphors andapproaches to the sky that can also be useful for Western Academic Astronomy.

Central and Mesoamerican skies: More than 4000 years of
Astronomy

Speaker: Javier Mejuto, Archaeoastronomy and Cultural AstronomyDepartment, Space Sciences Faculty, National Autonomous University ofHonduras (UNAH), Honduras
The archaeological record of the Meso and Central Americanpeoples allows us to recognize, without a doubt, a methodicaland continuous knowledge of the celestial space. Beyond this,indigenous peoples have perpetuated and are custodians of thatknowledge in its most varied cultural expressions. This valuableastronomical knowledge brought to the classroom not only allowsus to expand our knowledge of the universe and the humanbeing, but also allows us to educate in a transversal way usingancestral astronomical knowledge to deconstruct ethnocentricdiscourses that support epistemological hegemonies, bringing thestudent closer to an explanation of the complex reality of our world.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/qYmm87cOUHY

The archaeological record of the Meso and Central American peoples allows us to recognize,without a doubt, a methodical and continuous knowledge of celestial space. The first thing
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that we must take into consideration is that astronomical knowledge in other cultural contextsincludes not only celestial space but also agriculture, weather forecasting, worldview, amongothers. That is, wemust bear inmind that it is a knowledge system and not isolated knowledge.
In the Mesoamerican cultural context we can identify three types of structures for observing thesky, either directly or indirectly. The first type is the hemispherical, similar to the observatoriesof contemporary western astronomy. An example we have in the Caracol of Chichén Itzá, Mexico,from which specific moments in the apparent movement of Venus were observed. The secondtype is the horizontal observatory where the shadows of vertical elements, such as stelae, areused to know the time of year along with other ritual aspects. An example of this can be foundin the Plaza de las Estelas de Copán Ruinas, in Honduras. Finally, the vertical observatories, usedto know the days when the sun passes through the zenith (Aveni, 1981). Astronomical eventstypical of the intertropical zone and that in the case of the first passage of the sun through thezenith coincides with the beginning of the rainy season with the obvious agricultural implicationsfor Mesoamerican communities. Examples of this type of observatories are in Xochicalco andthe P structure in Monte Albán, both in Mexico.
We can also identify, through iconography, which celestial objects were mainly observed. Thepersonification of the solar god K’inich Ajaw appears profusely in a variety of archaeologicalsites but perhaps the most profuse is in Kohunlich with its stuccoed masks (Velasquéz, 1995) orthe Mayapán paintings located in the same country. This god also appears in the company ofthe moon goddess on the celestial bench of the Honduran site of Copán Ruinas. As we mightexpect, both the sun and the moon are the most represented celestial bodies but not the onlyones, among them, the next in frequency of appearance in the archaeological record is theanthropomorphization of Venus. Although there are also many records on various supports,the paintings and representations in Cacaxtla are of relevance throughout the cultural area.Assumed as an omen of misfortune whose light was pernicious, it was related to the Haab civilcalendar of 365 days through its synodic cycle and to the eclipses, well known in Mesoamerica.Of this we have written sources such as the so-called eclipse table of the Dresden Codex orthe solar eclipse of 1531 that appears in the colonial section of the Telleriano-Remensis Codex(Códice Telleriano-Remensis, 1964).
Although it is only a brief brushstroke of the enormous knowledge of the celestial space that wasdeveloped in the Mesoamerican cultural region, we cannot ignore that it is not a petrified andforgotten knowledge but that it is still alive through the indigenous peoples that currently inhabitthe region. This valuable astronomical knowledge brought to the classroom not only allows us toexpand our knowledge of the universe and the human being, but also allows us to educate in atransversal way using ancestral astronomical knowledge to deconstruct ethnocentric discoursesthat support epistemological hegemonies, bringing the student closer to an explanation of thecomplex reality of our world.
Despite all this clear astronomical knowledge accumulated for more than 4000 years, wedo not see it at all reflected in the curricula of the history of Astronomy subjects or in theassociated degrees (as it happens with other cultural regions worldwide). This gives an ideaof an unique course in the history of celestial space knowledge together with an evolutionaryidea of it. Nothing could be further from reality. Astronomy, as a science, is a cultural productthat has meaning and validity within the culture that has developed it, as is the case in pastand contemporary cultures. With this we must motivate students to appreciate epistemological
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diversity both in the past and in the present and its value for the present and the future ofhumankind. Expanding our understanding of other knowledge systems is not only importantfrom an academic and pedagogical point of view, but it is an education in values that makes usstop looking only upwards, without a cultural or social context, to dream a future for all amongthe stars.
References:

• Aveni, A. and Hartung, H., (1981). "The Observation of the Sun at the Time of Passagethrough the Zenith in Mesoamerica", Journal for the History of Astronomy Supplement,12.
• Códice Telleriano-Remensis (1964) en "Antigüedades de México", based on Lord Kingsbor-ough compilations.
• Velázquez Morlet, Adriana (1995), "Cosmogonía y vida cotidiana en Kohunlich", Arque-ología Mexicana 14, pp. 32-36.
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Astronomy Education at the Crossroads of Science and
Indigenous Knowledge

Speaker: Duane Hamacher, School of Physics, University of Melbourne,Australia
The Knowledge Systems and cultural traditions of First Peoplesaround the globe contain layers of complex scientific knowledgederived from detailed observation, experimentation, collectedwisdom and deduction through a priori and a posteriori systemsof knowledge, which is passed down to successive generationsthrough oral tradition. By learning from the teachings of IndigenousElders, we can understand a great deal about the developmentof scientific information and how that can be used for a varietyof applications. As Elders teach, everything in the sky is reflectedon the land, a concept promoted by Annette Lee in the LakotaFirst Nation as Kapemni. As science educators, we also need toconsider ways of assisting First Peoples who can approach scientificresearch and education through the lens of Etuaptmumk, "TwoEyed Seeing" - what Mi’kmaw elder Albert Marshall explains isseeing with one eye through the Indigenous world and the otherthrough the Western academic world. This occurs at what TorresStrait Islander educationalist Martin Nakata calls the CulturalInterface. These theoretical frameworks provide a foundation forteaching Indigneous astronomy and science, and support the nextgeneration of Indigneous scientists. This talk will focus on theseframeworks and show examples from around the world about howIndigenous cultures developed scientific knowledge about themachinations of the cosmos and their relationships to events onthe Earth.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/bsvEmuQorA0
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Teaching Material of History of Astronomy Using Digital
Archives in Japan

Speaker: Harufumi Tamazawa, Kyoto University, Kyoto City University of Arts,Tokyo, Japan
Digital archives make us learn the history of astronomy moreeffectively. Understanding the transition of the view of theuniverse is important in learning astronomy, but there are fewteaching materials or workshops prepared compared to those wholearn knowledge of astronomy. It is useful to touch on historicaldocuments about astronomy. The promotion of digital archives inrecent years provides this opportunity. In a class on the historyof astronomy at the university, using digital archives, studentssearched for a diagram of the solar system drawn in historicaldocuments about astronomy in Japan and conducted a task toconsider how it differs from the real solar system. Using digitalarchives may make students understand how the heliocentrictheory has flowed into Japan and the transition of the view of theuniverse deeper than simple lecture.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/7EvkJ4pP8wc

When considering the relationship between education and history in astronomy, it is necessaryto consider how to incorporate historical content as a teaching material in astronomy. In thecase of archaeoastronomy, site, heritage, land/skyscape are research contents. In the ethnoastronomical approach, records and memos of habits, narratives, movements such as songsand dances are research material. What does it take to convert these research content intoeducational content? Archive is useful to change research material to educational material.
NOJIRI Hoei（野尻抱影）(1885-1977) and KITAO Koichi（北尾浩一）(1953-) are pioneers offolklore studies of astronomy in Japan. They have asked people and collected star names ineach region. Kitao has collected not only words but also folk songs about astronomy in Japan(for example , Kitao 2021). In some cases, however, the interview survey was not conducted onthe premise that the archive will be released, so some material about research is not able to beused. In the field of paleoastronomy research, researchers use document archives to search foruseful documents to detect astronomical events in history. For example, in Hayakawa et al. 2017,archive of Japanese historical documents in order to know how large the space weather eventin 1770 was. There are two types of approaches to change research material to educationalmaterial about indigenous astronomy. In the case of Ethnoastronomy or Folklore studies ofAstronomy, archiving of research material (recording data, memo, and so on) itself is education.On the contrary, in the case of the history of astronomy or paleoastronomy, archiving researchmaterial and using archives is also education.
How about the relation between archive and lecture? History of astronomy is usually taught
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in "classroom type lectures". What are the teaching materials of the history of astronomy?After Covid 19 pandemic, lectures in university were changed to online, therefore lecturersshould make online versions of teaching materials of the history of astronomy . What is theteaching material about the history of astronomy, especially the transition of the view of theuniverse? Examining papers on astronomy materials that include historical content reveals thatthey can be divided into three types; Reproduction of historical observation methods (includingcalculations), remake (creation of past observation instruments), and reuse (observation andconsideration by visiting and using the real thing (Astronomical heritage, old telescope). To makematerial about the transition of the view of the universe, however, we should make anothertype because we should approach cultural Astronomy and Input science Studies, philosophy ofscience.
The author conducted the following tasks in a class on the history of astronomy as a test case.Students search "平天儀図解"（Heitengi-zukai）written by Zenbei Iwahashi (telescope craftworker with lens), using "Japan search", portarsite about japanese archives, and look at thefigure, point out the points that are different from the current way of thinking of the solarsystem, and ask them to think about what causes them. Many students do not explain that it isa simple geocentric diagram, but they explain that the moon, the sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturnare rotating around the earth, and Venus and Mercury are rotating around the sun. About 10%of the students made comparisons with Tycho Brahe and others. There was a tendency forthe amount of description to be larger than other lesson contents. It is presumed that manystudents were interested in the task.
Tomake teachingmaterial of indigeneous astronomy, an archive of researchmaterial is important.Researchers should make a methodology of archiving research material of ethnoastronomyor folklore studies of astronomy(rule, ethics, privacy, skill, and so on). Using of archiving, andrelated studies (History of science, Science studies, and so on) is also important to make teachingmaterial about ingigeneous astronomy.
References:

• Hayakawa, H., et al. (2018). The Astrophysical Journal, 862(1), 15.
• Kitao, K. (2021) Publications of the Japanese Society for Education and Popularization ofAstronomy, 33, 5, pp.21-33 (in Japanese)
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The questions and discussion focused on the availability of material for teaching indigenousastronomy and readiness and preparedness of teachers to teach indigenous astronomy. Sofar, there is a growing movement of developing materials in the USA, Canada, Australia, andSouth Africa. However, the development and circulation of best practices in materials develop-ment for indigenous knowledge are needed as well as collaborations across the countries andcontinents.
Furthermore, some universities have begun including indigenous knowledge teaching in theireducation and science education courses and training programs. There are organisations dedi-cated to development and support of indigenous astronomy such ISAAC (International Societyfor Archeoastronomy and Astronomy in Culture) and host conferences annually.
All the speakers, without exception, emphasized that all knowledge is socially constructedincluding astronomical knowledge. Therefore, astronomy has to be viewed as a cultural product,even though every culture has its own version of astronomical knowledge. Western academicastronomy is one of the many versions of astronomical knowledge. Its dominance can beascribed to colonial past and current western cultural imperialism. It is critical and imperativeto acknowledge, recognize and respect astronomical knowledge of other cultures, Indigenouscultures in particular.
There were questions and an elaboration byMartin Alejandro Lopez on intercultural approach tothe teaching of astronomy. He pointed out that it is empowering for learners to learn about howother astronomers of other cultures handle and understand the sky and the stars. Recognizingthat cultures influence each other and have many commonalities may assist in addressing issuesof domination, disrespect and powers. He argued that recognition of indigenous practices mayassist and contribute to the decolonization of knowledge and science.
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Teaching Methods

Session organiser: Sara Ricciardi,INAF OAS/Game Science Research Center,OAE Center Italy, Italy

SESSION OVERVIEW

This workshop session is devoted to analyzing teaching methods and practices that can encour-age students’ engagement and the understanding of Astronomy, Astrophysics and in generalSTEM disciplines and their methods. For this round of the workshop we decided to focus onprimary and junior secondary school levels but we believe our conversations are relevant ingeneral and for learners of any age.
So the first questions we posed preparing this session are: in the school environment howshould STEM learning be? How can Astronomy be integrated into that?
We found a common ground in the vast majority of the talks and posters submitted. Somepeople clearly pointed out that the learning experience should be meaningful and significant,learners should be able to experiment and understand with their own experience. Otherssuggest the learning should be personal and creative as personal and creative is the work ofscientists. Others focus more on a very important aspect that regards the idea of STEM learningand how this is connected with children’s lives and worldviews. STEM learning should be for all:we cannot allow the learners to boycott themselves thinking they "are not enough" for science.We also should be conscious that people are different and with different ways to interpretthe world; as a community we should provide multiple practices and perspectives. We had 5speakers from North America (U.S.), South America (Argentina), Asia (Japan), Africa (Tanzania),Europe (The Netherlands) and 5 posters.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

A Creative Learning Approach to Astronomy Education

Speaker: Carmelo Presicce, Lifelong Kindergarten Group, MIT Media Lab, USA
In this talk I will briefly describe the 4 P’s of creative learning:Projects, Peers, Passion and Play. Despite being quite simple ideas,applying them to the design and facilitation of creative learningexperiences is far from easy. The 4 P’s do not define a method or aspecific practice: they are guiding principles that help educators asknew questions, challenge assumptions, and inform their practice. Iwill highlight some current experiences in astronomy educationthat, in my opinion, resonate with this framework. I hope that thefour P’s of creative learning can be a useful framework for teachersto imagine and develop meaningful learning experiences, helpingtheir students grow as thoughtful and curious inhabitants of theuniverse.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1myaeRk1Oto

At the Lifelong Kindergarten research group at MIT we study how to design technologies andexperiences to help young people learn by creating. Our group is well-known for creating Scratch,a free visual programming language that allows everyone to easily create interactive stories,animations and video games [1]. But our research is not limited to developing tools. For us it isimportant that children learn by making projects that they find meaningful, in collaborationwith others, and with a playful spirit.
We call this approach creative learning, and we summarize it with four words that we call the 4P’s of creative learning: Projects, Passions, Peers, and Play [2]. The creative-learning approachis applicable in a wide variety of educational contexts and disciplines. In my talk I reflect onhow the 4 P’s of creative learning can be applied to design-learning experiences related toastronomy.
Projects: People learn better when they are actively engaged in creating something: a sandcastle, a poem, a computer program, or a theory of the universe. [3] How can we engagestudents in an active and creative learning process? What type of projects or activities can helpthem encounter some particular ideas, or spark certain questions?
In order to see wonderful examples of active and creative learning in astronomy, I suggestlooking at the work of Nicoletta Lanciano and Franco Lorenzoni. In their books [4][5] theydescribe activities in which children make observations and drawings of celestial bodies to tracktheir movements over time; manipulate object or construct physical tools to measure angulardistances in the sky; explore myths and traditions from different cultures in the world, and
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collaboratively write their own myths about the creation of the universe. All these activitiesallow students to encounter and generate new knowledge through concrete objects and creativeexperiences.
Passion: When people are engaged in an activity that they find interesting and meaningful, theyaremore likely towork harder and persist when they face challenges. But although some childrenmight be already fascinated by stars and planets, others might see astronomy as something toofar from their life, or simply not for them. How can we design activities that are engaging foreveryone?
One way is to make the activities more concrete and closer to their lives. For example, Lorenzoniand other educators organize the "first night of school", bringing students outside to observestars and planets, sharing stories and questions. It is easy to imagine how exciting it can be forstudents to meet outside at night, and how this experience can get many of them curious aboutthe sky and what is out there.
Peers: Learning flourishes as a social activity, since people are engaged in sharing ideas, collab-orating on projects, and building on each other’s work. Learning together can take differentforms, from big group discussions to small group collaborations, from sharing feedback toremixing other people’s ideas. In such collaborative, peer-to-peer environments, teachers actas facilitators and play a wide variety of roles, sometimes guiding the exploration, other timesresponding to questions, other times acting as connectors among the students.
I recently participated in an online workshop called "Incontriamo i Cieli del Mondo" organizedby Nicoletta Lanciano, Néstor Camino and other astronomy educators, involving participantsjoining from different continents and latitudes. The workshop fully leveraged the cultural andgeographical diversity of participants: we shared myths and traditions linked to astronomicalevents in our local cultures, we made observations of the Moon from our window at differenttimes, and shared drawings and pictures with others, discussing analogies and differences, andmaking discoveries that none of us could have done alone.
Play: The most engaging type of learning involves playful exploration and experimentation:trying new things, tinkering with materials, testing boundaries, taking risks, iterating again andagain. What type of activities can engage students in an iterative, exploratory, experimentalstyle of learning?
It might seem hard to imagine ways to playfully experiment and iterate quickly with astronomicalknowledge, especially when direct observation is involved. But sometimes technology can help.For example, with softwares like Stellarium [6] everyone can simulate the sky from anywhereon Earth at any specific time, make time flow faster or slower, and zoom in on objects as theywould with a very powerful telescope. It is definitely not as fun as being outside and watchingthe sky, but these tools provide unique opportunities to students to experiment and tinker withthe sky.
The four P’s of creative learning might seem quite simple ideas, but the practice of designingand facilitating creative learning experiences is far from easy. Projects, Passion, Peers, and Playdo not define a method or a specific practice: they are guiding principles that help us ask newquestions, challenge assumptions, and inform our practice as educators. I hope that the 4 P’s of
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creative learning can be a useful framework for teachers to imagine and develop meaningfullearning experiences for their students and help them grow as thoughtful and curious inhabitantsof the universe.
References:
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Astronomy Education as a Means to Transform our Worldviews

Speaker: Néstor Camino, Complejo Plaza del Cielo - CONICET-FHCS UNPSJB,Esquel, Chubut, NAEC Argentina, Asociación Argentina de Astronomía,Argentina

The way we see the world is a construction whose characteristicsare historical, cultural, social, psychological and strongly associatedwith teaching and learning processes, mainly through formaleducation and outreach. We will discuss what elements theactions of Education in Astronomy should have to contribute tothe construction of solidarity world views, respectful of diversityand modern in terms of the relationship of human beings with thesky in our time, with projection to a future in peace. and socialharmony, linked to the sky.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/tE612QF6Jys
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It is possible to define Astronomy, in the broadest possible sense and from the very beginningof human times as one of the cultural forms of civilizations to relate to the sky. In a muchmore restricted definition, both due to its specificity and its temporality, Astronomy would be amodern activity specialized in building and validating scientific knowledge about the Universe.This last definition is included in many ways in the first one, however, both of them imply thatpeople and human groups build a certain view on ourselves and of the universe that includesus. Furthermore, we can assume that human beings have always built "worldviews" (or also"cosmovisions"), whose main function would be to provide a way to interact and give meaningto natural and social world, whose characteristics are idiosyncratic, historical and cultural, beingso broad that they integrate all the aspects that constitute life, individual and social, one ofthem the sky. In this very complex process, Education, also in the broadest possible sense, isone of the main factors involved in the construction of a certain worldview, both of individualsand of groups.
What can we share in the field of Astronomy among educators from China, Latin America, Africa,Germany, etc.? We do share the key elements of the scientific discipline of Astronomy as anormal science in the present epoch, in kuhnian terms; in other words, we share the constitutiveelements of the present paradigm, being built through at least a few centuries. Elements, suchas, the ideas of Copernicus, the expansion of the universe, the nature of light, and gravitationalwaves, observing with the naked-eye or via hyper technological multi-frequency resources,and much more. The dominant paradigm is a strong structure omnipresent, among others, inbooks, universities, and schools. So, there are not serious differences about those paradigmaticconstituents among text books, resources, curricula structures, in those places all around theworld. That is because when we teach, what we teach are mainly those paradigm components.We can share, we should share, the fundamental characteristics, theoretical, methodological,even its critics, of the dominant paradigm of what we call Astronomy. But, this is just useful forthe Teaching of Astronomy, it is not enough for Astronomy Education.
As scientists, we can affirm that we share a paradigm, in the historical context of our scientificdiscipline: Astronomy. But people do not live inside paradigms, they (each one of us) liveinside worldviews. Sometimes, those worldviews include elements of scientific paradigms: fromAstronomy, Biology, Physics, etc.; many other times, they do not. We must remember that itis totally possible to live without a scientific paradigm, even without elements of a scientificparadigm, but it is not possible to live without a worldview.
Astronomers construct paradigms in the small scientific community they belong to and inwhich they investigate; educators contribute to the construction of worldviews with those whoare being educated in a much extended, non-professional and open global community. Butworldviews not only are constructed by formal education, which should include elements ofthose scientific paradigms, they are constructed gradually and continuously from the birth,through other types of education, by religion, family and groups, by social representations, etc.,in an even more informal and complex process through the entire vital cycle.
In the broad field of Astronomy Education, we are mainly educators, not just astronomers!!! So,we must consider that Astronomy Education is much more than Teaching of Astronomy, andmust be conscious that Astronomy Education is immersed in the whole process of Education, inwhich the respect for identities, interests and idiosyncrasies must be fundamental, like in thecase of worldviews.
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It is just the strong idiosyncratic nature of worldviews that must be taken into account when wedesign any proposal to develop proposals on Astronomy Education, mainly in formal educationalsystems. When we educate, we do it in aspects of life much more diverse and profound than ina restricted area, whose relevance is no doubt fundamental to our scientific paradigm but thatcould be irrelevant to everyday life. If we speak of "Astronomy for Education", we must put eachof those key elements of the present, complex, and highly specialized astronomical paradigmin a transposition process to create many and diverse educational actions for everyone, notrestricted to certain groups of age, gender, capabilities, interests.
It is the Didactics of Astronomy, the most specialized tool that we have to assure that we arereally educating through Astronomy, the main goal of Astronomy Education and Astronomy forEducation. It is through Didactics of Astronomy that we should accomplished that didacticaltransposition, to develop myriads of proposals than contribute in a significative way to theconstruction of worldviews that include the sky among its multiple elements, both in its culturaldiversity as from a conception of scientific knowledge.
Didactics of Astronomy means that we take into account the way people learn, more thanthe way teachers teach; we must think more in terms of learning than teaching, if we want tobring scientific elements to the complex structure of a worldview. Such construction process ofscientific elements to be included in worldviews means, among many other aspects, the abilityto wonder about what is perceived and to problematize the supposedly validated knowledge,the ability to see differently, to imagine other explanations, different ways to possible futures,actions that will gradually modify the dominant worldviews of the group itself and of the epoch,inside and outside the restricted field of Astronomy as a science.
Furthermore, if we analyse the curricular designs of formal education in our countries, especiallyat the secondary level, wemust ask about the presence and characteristics of Astronomy in them.What paradigmatic elements of nowadays Astronomy are really present in formal education? Inwhich ways are they transposed in order to assure they are being subsumed in a broader, morevivential and significant personal and social worldview, historically and culturally contextualized?Are there actual adequacies of Astronomy concepts and methodologies according to culturaldifferences? Is there any discussion of Epistemology of Astronomy, in order to comprehendthe complex process of scientific knowledge construction, very different to common senseknowledge which is actively present in worldviews? Are there elements of Nature, Science, andAstronomy in those formal curricula? Is there a discussion about social relevance of scientificdevelopment and its relationship with, e.g., technology, society, environment, human rights,ethics, life, and what is the role of Astronomy in those items? These are some of the questionswe must find answers to, as soon as possible, not only from Astronomy but from AstronomyEducation.
It is usual that when planning an educational action, we carry out a diagnosis of previous oralternative ideas, in order to "know the student", as meaningful learning requires. But fromthe perspective of Astronomy Education as a means to contribute with scientific elements toenrich and diversify personal and social worldviews, that approach is no longer satisfactory.Alternative conceptions are, we must think of them, as the small tip of a huge iceberg. Theiceberg is a worldview, but we only perceive and conceptualize the tip. People learn in a muchmore complex way; people learn through their worldviews, which are always present, andconstitute an epistemological structure, much more than a few alternative conceptions. Even
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more, most of the time, worldviews do not match scientific paradigms, so it is a mistake to thinkthat we can teach without knowing or without taking account of the fact that people see theworld in many different ways than the one we want to teach. Astronomy Education must bemore significant in the future than simply teaching Astronomy, if we want people to live theirworldviews including scientific elements.
Astronomy Education, Astronomy for Education, must be a dynamic and professional activity,developed by specialists who must be aware of the relevance of worldviews. An activity re-spectful of the diversity and identities of human groups, with deep roots in scientific knowledge,with a vision of the future but with awareness and respect for the past, with rigor as well asepistemological humility, and conscious of the ethical responsibility that concerns us as scientistsand educators towards the society that we integrate and that we collaborate in the constructionof more genuine ways of seeing the world.
We must be aware that every time we educate in Astronomy, we bring to people new elementsto transform their worldviews. It is not an invasive way if we design the didactical structurethinking in "him", in each one of the learners; it would be invasive, imperialistic, totalitarian,if we teach the same, independently of in which part of the world and with what people wewill work. We would be only teaching components of a scientific paradigm; we would not beeducating through Astronomy.
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What all Teachers Should Know about Astronomy Education in
Primary and Lower Secondary Education

Speaker: Akihiko Tomita, Wakayama University, Japan
Contents of school education are defined by curriculum standardsin each country or territory. Though it is not easy to meet allthe demands, the standards are based on years of discussions,therefore, the standards indicate what all teachers should know;we already have the answer. On the other hand, there aredifficulties teachers face in teaching astronomy. Based on papersand interviews with teachers about their work in Japaneseclassrooms, I will present what general teachers in Japan want toknow about astronomy for their teaching work. The presentationfocuses on primary and lower secondary education because manyteachers in the levels are not always well versed in astronomy,therefore, what they want to know indicates what all teachersshould know from the perspective of teachers.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/0ABERfDdU_4

Astronomy is popular among all ages. Students are crazy about black holes, extraterrestrial in-telligence, space missions, and many others. Social capital for astronomy education is abundant.In Japan, more than 350 planetariums are open to the public in all areas including rural areas,more than 200 thousand projections are made a year, and more than 8 million people visitthere a year. However, when it comes to school science classes, both students and teachers arenot good at the content. Except for a few teachers who are good at astronomy, many teachershave a hard time teaching astronomy. This presentation is a summary from a teacher’s point ofview, not a student’s point of view. Thus, the first research question was set like this: What doteachers who are not good at astronomy have trouble with in their classes?
Method: First, build relationships with the teachers and then proceed with the interview. Then,collaborating on actual classroom planning based on this research. If we just list the problems,it has already been done in many research publications. If this is all we do, it will be reinventingthe wheel. Today, my presentation is the first result of the interview.
Preliminary results: These are some feedbacks from preliminary interviews. The first is thedifficulty in direction and location. "The students need to think about the direction, time, position
of the Sun, and phase of the Moon at the same time. But these topics are not so rooted in
students’ daily lives."
Some surveys have shown that thinking about positional relationships is linked to ability inmathematics rather than science. This is also connected to map-based learning in social studies.Cross-curricular teaching and STEAM education are now very popular among science educationas well as astronomy education. I believe that advice from this perspective would be very usefulfor teachers who are not good at astronomy. Not only math and technology, but astronomy
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education can also be linked to history, geography, literature, art, craft, music, health education,moral education, and international understanding education.
Next is the issue that experimentation can lead to misunderstanding. The textbook says, "The
phase of the Moon changes because the positions of the Moon and the Sun change." However,
many students think that this is due to the change in the positions of the Moon and the Earth
from the experiment of looking at a lighted ball, and I do not fully understand this.When I tried to
show a quarter moon and a crescent moon in the experiment using a ball and a light, I moved the
position of the light, which made the students think that the position of the Sun also changed.

This is a great opportunity. Rather than being pessimistic about getting the wrong concepts andthe confusion, here is an issue that needs to be carefully researched: what students looked at,what students thought, what students concluded, what students were confused about, andwhat students came up with. Rather than whether it was correct or not, we should encouragestudents’ way of thinking. We can then make a new class plan based on the above investigation.There are a wide variety of ideas as to what causes the phases of the Moon. Some scienceeducation researchers may just be disappointed to see the results of such a survey. Rather,we should investigate what kind of moon the students see in their daily lives, no matter howridiculous it is, how they interpret it, and how they connect their interpretation to the moonthey actually see. Primary and lower secondary school teachers are good at such investigationsand would also enjoy doing it, regardless of whether they are good at astronomy or not.
In a classroom that nurtures the thinking ability, thanks to the classroom teacher’s great PCK,students are going to the next step to explore further. As the students’ understanding of the
Moon phase increases, a new question arises: "Why does the Moon move like that? This is a
question that is not related to the textbook description. How should I respond to such a question?This episode shows the new next step after "what about this kind of material," and "what aboutthis kind of teaching method?" The teacher was very confused. Of course, it is not true that thiskind of comment by a student is a getting-off subject just because it is not written in the textbook.First, researchers in astronomy education can appreciate the teacher’s high-level classwork. Howto respond to students’ high curiosity is not easy, of course. Not by just transferring knowledge,but by creating a new exciting environment based on the students and the class atmosphere,this is a new issue for joint research between researchers and teachers.
This presentation is the first result of some interviews, so please wait for some time to showthe result of the whole research. Instead of that, here I would like to introduce a new project toexchange and discuss together about the difficulties the teachers have faced in school classesand how they have motivated students, created a cheerful class, and brought out students’thinking ability and scientific views. For teachers who are not good at astronomy, we shouldnot just dump knowledge and provide physical materials, but also share ideas that will makethe teacher feel positively, "What? This is the kind of classroom creation I am very good at!" or"Wow! This is the kind of classroom creation I can do from now on!"
My colleagues and I are preparing a project called New Astronomy Day in Schools as a platform,which will host this project. The website will be accessible in September.
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Challenge in Teaching Astronomical Causes of Seasons in the
Tropics

Speaker: Noorali Jiwaji, Open University of Tanzania, Tanzania
Tropics, especially close to the Equator experience mild changes oftemperature during the year, so seasons are marked primarily bythe bimodal rainfall pattern, which is broken by proximity to ocean,resulting in weakly defined seasonal changes. Astronomical causesof seasons are taught using the northern "gospel" of summer,winter, autumn and spring without understanding the regularityand profound seasonal changes experienced away from the tropics.Hence the local seasons as well as its astronomical causes are notproperly understood and misconceptions and wrong ideas areintroduced at a young age. We show how this problem is reflectedin Tanzanian learning, especially when local language (Kiswahili)terminologies are used to describe seasons.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/oRmpIR4eIME

Astronomy is taught in schools primarily as a science subject, in particular, Physics. It is alsotaught as part of Geography for its influence on weather and seasons under the Solar Systemtopic with additional topics such as eclipses, tides, remote sensing are also included.
Tanzania has a colonial legacy from millennia with Arab traders trading with dhows to theeastern African coast making use of the Monsoon winds and navigating using the stars. TheArab and Bantu culture assimilated to produce the Swahili culture and the Kiswahili languagethat is now used across east and central Africa. The German rule from 1880’s and the BritishProtectorate from 1916 imposed foreign culture and provided education for clerical jobs requiringrote learning that is practiced to date. Teaching materials used today are derived from colonialmaterials.
Teaching in Schools: In Tanzania Astronomy topics are introduced in Primary school in Standard3 (Grade 3) (TIE, 2019b). The local Kiswahili language used as a medium of instruction introducesmisrepresentations from translations done by authors not familiar with Astronomy. This has alsointroduced a big confusion in planet names, in spite of the rich Kiswahili Astronomy terminologiesfrom ancient sailors compiled recently by Knappert, 1998.
In Secondary schools, where themediumof instruction changes to English, Astronomy is includedas a chapter in Physics with a previously weak chapter (TIE, 1996) that included misconception,which has how been included in a more thorough chapter on Astronomy at the very end of thenew Physics textbook (TIE, 2019c). The inexperience of teachers in Astronomy glosses over thetopic and students have to learn it by rote. In Geography, the Solar System topic is introduced inForm 1 (Grade 8) and Form 2 (TIE, 2019a) with a focus on the four standard seasons using 2Ddiagrams to show a 3D systemwith Earth’s axial tilt not easy to understand how the four seasonsarise. Misconceptions such as "the North Pole faces the sun directly" and wrong explanations
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such as "temperatures are hot due to long duration of sunlight" confuses the learner further.The standard four seasons of Summer, Winter, Autumn and Spring are explained without anyassociation with local experiences of the climate. Close to the Equator only two prominentseasons can be experienced: Hot and Rainy. Elsewhere in the tropics such as in Tanzania (1oSto 10oS), a bimodal rainfall pattern gives three main seasons: Hot, Short Rains, and Long Rainswhich cause wide local variations due to relief and ocean.
Study on understanding of Astronomical connection with seasons: Knowledge and under-standing of the four standard seasons and its relation to Astronomy for the annual cycle wasstudied using a questionnaire. True and False options were provided together Do not Knowand Do not Understand options were also given. The questionnaire was distributed to nearly200 Secondary school teachers and adults for online responses and by hard copy to nearly 200Secondary school students from different schools across Tanzania, who had passed throughthe seasons topic in their Geography classes. Even after several reminders and urging, only 10responses were received from adults including teachers. However, responses from 170 studentswere received.
Lack of understanding: Lack of responses from adults is seen as a reluctance to show their lackof understanding long after they left school. However, the results obtained from students wereuseful. Though Summer was well connected (90%) with the hot season, the other three seasonswere not as well known. Questions about the time of year for each of the four standard seasonsshowed a wide range from January to December for all seasons, although they know the timefor long rains. The cyclic nature of the seasons was understood by about half the respondents.Cause of hot temperatures was well connected with decrease with altitude, but there was amisconception (70%) about the closeness of the Sun to Earth even at Noon as causing it to behot.
Our study shows that among students there is a lack of understanding of the four standardseasons and their astronomical causes. To alleviate this problem special in-service training ofteachers is needed urgently which has begun in collaboration with experts from the Networkof Astronomy School Education (NASE). Two training sessions have been held and more areplanned. Corrections of school texts are being pursued for local Kiswahili language materialsin Primary schools and producing radio programs for the public. Creation of the Astronomylexicon related to its concepts will benefit a wide population across eastern and central Africa.Secondary school Geography textbooks also need to be corrected and improved to include localclimate variations; with the four standard seasons being stressed to be for high latitudes and usetheir clear demarcations to show the cyclic Astronomical nature of seasons. Clear understandingof how local seasonal effects can be understood will be essential to prepare the public for theexpected climate changes to be tackled.
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Challenge-based Learning for Astronomy Education

Speaker: Jasmina Lazendic-Galloway, TU/e innovation Space, EindhovenUniversity of Technology, Netherlands and School of Physics and Astronomy,Monash University, Australia
Challenge-based learning (CBL) has emerged in the last decade asa response to the complexity of problems facing society in the21st century. This way of learning prepares students for the futureof multi- or inter-disciplinary work and decision-making, withemphasis on self-awareness and teamwork, among other things.Students work on complex open-ended projects, often directlyrelated to societal challenges in collaboration with "challengeowners" such as government or societal organisations, universityresearchers or industry. CBL has been applied for learning inhigh-schools, universities, companies and scientific organisationssuch as CERN. I would discuss ideas how one could use CBL totackle societal issues through astronomy education.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/jwD-xCSR_c0

How to use challenge-based learning to tackle societal issues through astronomy education?
Challenge-Based Learning (CBL) has emerged in the last decade in response to school students’disengagement in classes and desire to provide them with more challenging coursework that islinked to real-life context (Apple Inc 2009). CBL involves active participation and collaborationwith experts across different levels (teachers, industry, community members) in order to fosterdeeper learning andwhere students can comeupwith ideas of how tomake a difference. While ithas been extended further to higher education and work-based learning to tackle the complexityof problems we face today in society and workplace, the fact that CBL requires exploration oftopics from multitude of perspectives and disciplines makes it suitable as a learning approach atany level. I would discuss ideas on how one could use CBL approach to tackle societal issuesthrough astronomy education, starting with one of the topics from Big Ideas in Astronomy "Wemust preserve the Earth, our only home in the Universe".
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An example: Big Idea: Light pollution and its effect on humans and other living organisms.
Generate "essential question": What is the impact of light pollution on human life and humanactivities such as astronomy? State the challenge: Increase awareness. Create opportunitiesfor dialogue between the key players. Create ideas for technical solutions. Create ideas forsocietal solutions. Design process - Guiding questions/activities/resources: Students identifythe knowledge they will need to understand to develop a solution to the challenge, e.g.: Whatis light pollution caused by? What are the issues/barriers in changing the current practices?Identify activities needed, e.g., conduct experts surveys, make games, do calculations etc. toacquire the knowledge needed. Identify resources needed, e.g., podcasts, websites, videos,databases, contact information for experts. Identify solution/action: For example, make acampaign to inform and/or convince family, peers, or community members about the need forchange. Assessment (publishing/reflections): For example, students document their experienceusing audio, video, and photography and can be provided with a series of prompts for finalreflections about what they learned about the subject matter and the process. Students canshare their findings with everyone online, or at a school event with other students and/or thewhole community.
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The Significance of Doing Practical and Experimental Astronomy

Presenter: Carles Schnabel & Rat Parellada1, Planetari Fora d’Òrbita andObservatori Astronòmic Garraf, Spain
Astronomy is explained in an encouraging but theoretical way.They provoke sensations of admiration in the face of violent andspectacular phenomena. Their meaning is seldom understoodand contextualized. We need to raise questions about thingswe can see, instead of giving answers about what we never seewith our own experience. Everyone has access to the sky and hismovements. Main stars are easily observable and measurable. Youcan experiment with your own body and simple materials. Oncethe basic concepts are well established, we will be able to facethem with the guarantee that the receiver will want to achievea clear and contextualized understanding of the concepts of thephysics of the universe.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/8UuZFDLPb_Y

Astronomy is usually explained in a very theoretical way. This approach can be very exciting.Kids and teens love to learn more about the Big Bang, black holes, galaxies, exoplanets, Martianrovers, and more. However, it is a knowledge that, with a few exceptions, remains very super-ficial in the receiver. They provoke the characteristic sensations of admiration in the face ofviolent, spectacular and large-scale phenomena. But their meaning is seldom understood andcontextualized. They are "out-of-place" knowledge.
But astronomy admits of a much more practical approach, from the receiver’s own experience.Everyone has access to the sky: all the world’s population, all cultures, all ages, and all genders.The movements of the sky and the main celestial objects are easily observable and measurablewithout even the need for instruments. The observation of the Moon and the Sun, for instance,occurred thousands of years before the establishment of calendars.
This allows you to practice astronomy with your own body and with simple materials from theimmediate environment. This type of practical astronomy, which can be done both day andnight, is at the bottom of cognitive processes. Once the basic concepts are well-established,we will be able to face them successfully and with the guarantee that the receiver will wantto achieve a clear and contextualized understanding of the deepest concepts of the physics ofthe universe, in astronomy. We need to raise in the receiver the questions about the things hecan touch and see, instead of giving him answers about what he has never seen with his ownexperience.

1https://planetari.cat/
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We propose to mark some footprints in the school yard: North-facing footprints are used toobserve the shadows of the sun throughout the day and at different times of the year. Othersouth-facing footprints are used to observe the positions and phases of the Moon throughoutthe month and throughout the year. The meridian (line from north to south) and the parallel(line from east to west) drawn on the ground are used to compare the shadows that occur onthe ground with those that are drawn on a globe.
With these simple resources, questions will be generated such as: Why do the Sun and theMoon always move in the same direction? Why do the Sun and the Moon change in heightduring the day, throughout the month, or throughout the year? Why is the Moon not visiblealways? Why is it sometimes seen in the morning and sometimes in the afternoon? And so on.They can be invited to continue with similar observations at home, with their family, to observethe movement of the night sky: stars and planets. This simple observation of the sky will raise alot of questions about distances, type of stars, how are they distributed in space, etc. This isonly an example. Other ideas we worked out can be seen at https://tuit.cat/tVx9q. Theseare catalan spoken videos, but they are also subtitled in English.

Astronomy Education Outreach with Younger Community
through an Online Service-Learning Approach

Presenter: Othman Bin Zainon, Department of Geoinformation, Faculty of BuiltEnvironment and Surveying, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bahru, Johor,Malaysia
Astronomy involve concepts that related to everyday phenomena.Astronomy is also about the science of celestial observation andevaluation involving celestial objects that happened outsidethe earth’s atmosphere. In Malaysia, astronomy topic has beenadapted in various of school levels especially in science and mathe-matics syllabus. However, some of the younger communities’ haveproblem in understanding about the basic concept of astronomy.Therefore, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia Astronomy Co-Curricularstudents have carried out an online Service-Learning approach fortransferring the astronomy knowledge to the younger students.This innovative astronomy service-learning approach consists offive activities namely Astronomy Talks, Demonstration, Hands-on,Quiz and Competition.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/o_xxZBbj3tw

Astronomy is about the science of celestial observation and evaluation involving celestial objectsand events that happened outside the earth’s atmosphere. In Malaysia, astronomy has been
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adapted as one of the subtopics in various school levels starting from kindergarten, primaryschool, and secondary school especially in science and mathematics syllabus. However, someof the younger communities’ have problems in understanding the basic concept of astronomy.Therefore, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia have designed an Astronomy Co-Curricular course forthe university students. In the pandemic situation today, the students must carry out an onlineService-Learning to transfer the astronomy knowledge to the younger students.
Service-learning pedagogies combine learning goals and community service in ways that canenhance both student growth and the common good (Bandy,2001). Service learning is a combi-nation of teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service withinstruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, andstrengthen communities". The objectives of this project are to increase understanding of theconcept of astronomy to the younger students and to increase the younger student’s interest inscience through astronomy knowledge transfer. This study illustrates five innovative astronomyactivities that used to enhance the learning potential of service-learning pedagogy. The fiveactivities are Astronomy Talks, Demonstration, Hands-on, Quiz and Competition.
Before the Covid-19 pandemic, the service-learning program was conducted face to face at thechosen community. Now, because of the Covid-19 situation the program was conducted througha social media online platform. A few programs were organized by the astronomy co-curriculumcourse students.
A pre-survey was conducted before the online outreach program started. The result shows thatmore than 60% of respondents do not understand the knowledge of the astronomy presentedtopics. After the online program a post survey was carried out and the results showed thatmore than 80% of respondents have the knowledge of astronomy topics presented to them. Inconclusion, the systematic planning of activities using the service learning approach and fiveinnovative activities can help the young community to understand and enhance their knowledgein astronomy through a selection of a few selected topics.
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Teaching Undergraduate Astronomy Classes with Active
Learning Strategies

Presenter: Newton Figueiredo, Universidade Federal de Itajubá, Brazil

Active learning methods have been successfully used to teachscience, technology, engineering, arts and math (STEAM) subjectsat all levels of formal education. In this talk I will show what canbe accomplished by combining three of these methods - flippedclassroom, just-in-time teaching and peer instruction - to teachastronomy to undergraduate students enrolled in STEAM courses. Iwill also present effective ways the instructor can use, under thisapproach, to assess the students’ learning without written exams.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/MTihpq5l2Bs

Active learning methods have been successfully used to teach science, technology, engineering,arts and math (STEAM) subjects at all levels of formal education (e.g. Crouch & Mazur, 2001;Freeman et al., 2014). Those methods comprise a wide range of different approaches thathave in common the search for an active role for the students in the teaching-learning process,as opposed to a passive posture that characterizes lecture-based teaching (Bonwell & Eison,2001).
Although each of these methods has been developed independently, the literature reportspositive results for the combined use of more than one active methodology in real classroomsituations. Araujo andMazur (2013), for example, present a successful application of peer instruc-tion and just-in-time teaching in higher education. Furthermore, the use of activemethodologiesin higher education institutions has been shown to be an effective strategy to reduce dropoutrates and significantly improve student learning (e.g. Watkins & Mazur, 2013). The effectivenessof this type of approach can significantly increase when face-to-face teaching is associated withInformation and Communication Technology resources (Hogarth, 2009).
We have been combining three of these methods - flipped classroom (Abeysekera & Dawson,2015), just-in-time teaching (Novak et al., 1999) and peer instruction (Mazur, 1997) - to teach anintroductory astronomy course to undergraduate students majoring in meteorology, physicsand chemistry at a research university in Brazil since 2017. Before class, students are assignedtasks such as watching a video, running a computer simulation or answering a quiz in the virtuallearning environment. During class, they have peer instruction classes and problem-solvinggroup activities. After class, they are assigned hands-on activities. All tasks are assessed by theinstructor or by their classmates, but there are no written exams.
A quantitative analysis of the interaction among the students in each peer instruction session isperformed bymeans of a binomial test (Figueiredo& Figueiredo, 2019), and also by a comparison
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of the overall class score before and after the interaction. These analyses show a significantincrease in student learning when combining flipped classroom, just-in-time teaching and peerinstruction (De Paula et al. 2021).
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The Transferential Relationship from the Discourses between
Children and Monitors in an Observatory

Presenter: Gleici Kelly de Lima, UNESP / Bauru, IFC / Rio do Sul, Brazil
The main purpose of this research was to interpret the discoursesof the transferencial relations between children and monitorsteachers in an astronomical observatory. Were concepts of trans-ference and discourse is introduced highlighting the psychoanalyticaspect as reference to understand the teacher-student relation,during a class visit in an astronomical observatory. Is theoreticallyand methodologically based on Education, Psychoanalisys andAstronomy Education references. The results obtained by theanalysis of the four lacanian discourses of the unconscious pointto traces of three approaches to the discursive transferentialrelationship between monitors and children at the observatory:authoritarianism, excitability and otherness.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p75

The main objective of this research was to interpret the transference relations discourses be-tween children and monitor teachers of an astronomical observatory. Introducing the conceptsof transference and discourse [1], highlighting the psychoanalytic aspect as a reference to under-stand the teacher-student relationship, during a class visit to an astronomical observatory. Thefocus of study was the Didactic Observatory of Astronomy, "Lionel José Andriatto" at Unesp inBauru, São Paulo, Brazil. The speaking subjects of this research are children in early childhoodeducation, who visited the observatory, as well as the teacher assistants who guided the visit.Data collection was made through observation, using audiovisual recording and records in afield diary, later transcribed, so this study is based on qualitative fieldwork [2].
In Lacanian theory, language is an independent system that binds people together. In additionto being an instrument of human control, it is the structuring of social ties, a wordless modeof social engagement. In Lacanian theory, discourses are ways of using language as a sociallink, building on the signified part of the sign that produces the discourse. As discourses areunconscious and wordless, the signifiers in them represent sound, since language is composedof sounds. When these signifiers are articulated, they produce what Lacan calls meaning [3].We started from this assumption using the metaphor of Lacan’s theory of four unconsciousdiscourses: the Master’s, the University’s, the Hysteric’s and the Analyst’s, helped us to interpretthe discourse and attain, even partially, the understanding of the transference relationshipbetween teacher assistants and children.
Using Lacan’s four discourses in our final analyses made it possible to find traces of transferentialengagement between the subjects. These findings allow us to define at least three approachesthat outline the demands of children and assistants. First, we have the Authority Approach,paving the way for a more Cartesian, dogmatic relationship, and promoting literacy throughthe "clear ideas" of science, constantly demanding answers from children. Second, there is
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the Excitability Approach, which relies on the hysteric’s discourse, with a more meaningfultransference, grouping children together under the rhetoric of astronomy, exciting, and urgingthem to seek knowledge, proposing questions and encouraging their participation. The third isthe Alterity Approach, which describes a relationship more concerned with the construction ofknowledge in the other, as when the assistants invested more in encouraging children to speak,enabling a scientific literacy that considers alterity.
References:
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Scaffolding from Astronomers: Delivering Lessons
to Schools and STEAM Education

Presenter: Hidehiko Agata & Tokiko Fujita, National Astronomical Observatoryof Japan, Japan
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ) launched the‘Fureai Astronomy’ education and outreach program in 2010. Thisis an activity in which NAOJ staff members give classes on stars anduniverse at elementary and junior high schools, with the aim ofgetting to know each student individually. In the 2020 fiscal yearof the Corona pandemic, in addition to the traditional deliveryof classes to schools, online classes using Zoom, etc. were alsoconducted. In the case of online classes, it is possible to participatefrom outside Japan. In addition to a discussion of the differencesbetween face-to-face and online, this talk will present examplesof scaffolding from astronomers that can be expected to lead toSTEAM.
Poster link: https://youtu.be/_Ql6-XFuYE0

"Fureai (=Friendly) Astronomy" (https://prc.nao.ac.jp/delivery/) is a NAOJ outreachproject that started from a single idea: What interesting reactions might occur if children had
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Face-to face lecture-type vs Zoom online

Face-to-face (FtoF) vs online learning

the opportunity to meet actual astronomers? 2021 will mark the twelfth year of its implemen-tation. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, in 2020 we conducted online sessions in addition toour customary in-person sessions. Hosting online sessions allowed international participation,so we were able to hold 99 sessions in total (69 domestic and 30 overseas schools), with 64NAOJ’s astronomers serving as instructors.
There was no significant difference in enjoyment between those participating in sessions taughtdirectly by NAOJ personnel at schools and those taught online via Zoom, etc.
Participant satisfaction increased in classes with easy-to-understand content and an appropriatelevel of excitement. The higher the prior interest in astronomy, the more it increased afterimplementation (prior guidance is important). Satisfaction (fun) and change (increase) in interestshowed positive correlations with difficulty (easy-to-understand). Small class sizes tended toincrease satisfaction.
90% of children and students want to engage with astronomers again. Please consider imple-mentation at your university or facility. The "Fureai Astronomy" has inspired into the IAU’s "Meetthe IAU Astronomers!" (https://www.iau.org/public/meettheiauastronomers/).
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Néstor Camino and Carmelo Presicce, our invited speakers, set the stage; Carmelo helped us toconnect with the experience of the Lifelong Kindergarten group at MIT Media Lab; he opened areflection about how to cultivate creativity in STEM learning through learning communities con-necting with Astronomy learning practices. Néstor discussed Astronomy Education as a meansto transform our worldviews pointing out how Astronomy Education - through a connectionwith the physical sky - could contribute to the construction of world views based on solidarity,respect of diversity to prepare for a peaceful future. Akihiko Tomita interviewed teachers inJapan and he highlighted the teacher’s perspective on STEM teaching/learning and possiblecriticalities. Noorali Jiwaji discussed his experience in Tanzania where seasons are taught as inEurope despite the fact people cannot observe such seasons. Jasmina Lazendic Galloway talkedabout a particular way to interpret change in STEM learning: Challenge-based learning (CBL)describing ideas how one could use CBL to tackle societal issues through astronomy education.
The discussion was very lively and engaging. We realized that we are facing similar issues indifferent countries but also across disciplines (e.g. astronomy and computer science). Wealso realized there are so many interesting and diverse practices in teaching and learning inAstronomy; the general conclusion of this session is that in the knowledge society, it is a matterof democracy to allow children to connect with science, to develop their own ideas, and to actin our society as an active citizen. This global network of goodwilling people can really make adifference nurturing this community, cultivating personal practices and sharing them with thebroadest community. This network has an important role: to help people (teachers in particular)to connect and to share ideas, cultivating a stronger and more connected community.
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Teaching with Astronomy Exhibits

Session organisers: Giuliana Giobbi, INAF-OAR -National Institute for Astrophysics, OAE CenterItaly, Italy and Renate Hubele,Haus der Astronomie/ZAH, HeidelbergUniversity, Germany

SESSION OVERVIEW

This session focuses upon the use of easy-to-reproduce exhibits in contemporary interactiveteaching of Astronomy in schools and for public outreach purposes. We invited a few as-tronomers and educators from various scientific institutes around the world, to find out abouttools, ideas and techniques, and two speakers engaged in inclusive teaching, with exhibits dedi-cated to people with visual impairments. Wolgang Vieser, from the ESO Supernova ExhibitionCentre, Germany, focused on a couple of workshops he and his colleagues have created, forintroducing a few concepts of optics and astronomy to secondary school pupils. Rick Tonello,from the Gravity Discovery Centre located in Gingin, Western Australia, described their Space-time Simulator, an impressive exhibit that illustrates how gravity and mass induced space-timecurvature work. Farprakay Jiarakoopt, from the National Astronomical Research Institute ofThailand, described two exhibits in detail, which can easily be reproduced and are useful to beapplied in classroom activities for more effective lessons about basic concepts of astrophysics.B.S. Shylaja, from the Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium of Bangalore, India, explained the use of aclock and another exhibit for a simple explanation of time, phases of the moon, and the orbits.Nicolas Bonne, from the Tactile Universe Outreach Centre at the University of Portsmouth,UK, illustrated the tactile models of galaxies they produced and used mainly with groups ofblind and visually-impaired pupils and people. Amelia Ortiz Gil, from the University of Valencia,Spain, showed us the 3D tactile model of Mars prepared on the occasion of the "Inspiring Stars"Exhibition organized for the 100 years of IAU. We also had two poster contributions from TanJyh Harng (Singapore Science Centre) and Sitaram Bettadpur (Kolkata, India).
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Engaging through DIY Workshops to Discover Scientific
Principles and High-Tech Applications

Speaker: Wolfgang Vieser, European Southern Observatory, Germany
Effective learning relies on the involvement of as many senses aspossible and a positive learning environment. ESO Supernova Plan-etarium & Visitor Centre, of the European Southern Observatory(ESO), is in high demand as an out-of-school learning location offer-ing a varied education programme. In this talk, I wll explain how weengage students with the discovery of curriculum-related physicalprinciples through hands-on workshops that make use of low-costmaterials and easy to make, portable setups. With the example ofour Telescope workshop, I will illustrate how both basic scientificprinciples and applications of modern engineering, e.g., for the Ex-tremely Large Telescope of ESO, can be investigated by the students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/F2Ifo7OmbFY

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) is the foremost intergovernmental astronomy organ-isation in Europe and well known for designing, constructing and operating powerful ground-based observing facilities. At its Headquarters in Garching near Munich, ESO is also running theESO Supernova Planetarium & Visitor Centre that engages with more than 60000 visitors a year.The ESO Supernova (ES) is not only a free astronomy centre for the public with a state-of-the-artplanetarium, a huge exhibition floor and seminar rooms for conferences, talks and workshopsbut also an out-of-school learning location that attracts approximately 9000 pupils (K-12) a yearcoming from 11 different countries (numbers from 2019). The permanent exhibition "The LivingUniverse" features 13 themes covering the science and technology behind modern astronomy,encompasses 2200 square meters of barrier-free exhibition space and is bilingual (English &German) throughout. The content is presented to the visitors in many different ways: interactivedigital and physical exhibits, video and audio clips, large-scale images and models as well aspanels and touch screens so that visitors can individually choose the depth of information.
Many studies indicate that there are positive long-term impacts of museum experiences and thatlearning actually happens in science centres (e.g. Falk et al., 2014). In contrast to everyday schoollife, "Scientific field trips to science centres can generate a sense of wonder, interest, enthusiasm,motivation, and eagerness to learn, which are much neglected in traditional formal schoolscience" (Eshach 2007, p. 125). A field trip for pupils K-12 to ES includes a visit to a planetariumshow, an age-appropriate guided tour of the exhibition led by an education specialist, a trainedstudent or staff member from ESO’s science or engineering department and an inquiry-basedworkshop led by an educator. This programme is free of charge and allows authentic experiences
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Figure 1: The setup of the "Catching Starlight"workshop (left) and the activity to introduce mod-ern telescope technology to the pupils (right) Figure 2: Focusing of parallel laser rays via amagnifying glass is made visible in the cube ofcoloured synthetic resin.

with science and technology in the context of autonomous, active, pupil-centred learning. Ithas been shown that this way of learning elicits extended engagement and self-directed inquiry(Allen, 2004) and supports intrinsic motivation, interest in science, self-confidence and sciencelearning achievement (DeWitt & Storksdieck, 2008). Observations of school groups during aguided tour at ES show that especially the interactions with the guide, the possibility to askquestions and to have discussions among themselves, leads the pupils to be more cognitiveand emotionally engaged during the visit than they were in the classroom. Since studies (e.g.Henriksen & Jorde, 2001) indicate that students’ interaction with exhibits can generate andfacilitate misconceptions, ES’s interactive exhibits are part of the guided tour, so that the pupilsalready have a conceptual understanding of the exhibits before they go exploring on their ownlater on.
For the inquiry-based workshops, the essential design factors for exhibits, that allow a playfuland exploratory discovery of scientific principles, and the curriculum relevant requirementsare taken into account. The workshop design allows multiple opportunities for exploration andcollaboration and also features phenomena that contrasted with pupils’ previous experiences.The workshops also include cognitively challenging parts, allowing for internal differentiationand adaptation to different learning speeds. They are implemented in such a way that they canbe easily replicated, repeated and enhanced in educational institutions or at home for low cost.The construction manuals as well as the student and teacher worksheets can be downloadedfrom ES’s website.
Theworkshop "Catching Starlight" for example covers large parts of the curriculum topic "Optics".The objective is to find out more about lenses, how to classify and to combine them to buildan optical device - in this case different telescope designs. When experimenting, additionalphenomena can also be investigated, such as why the orientation of an image changes whenseen through a lens, how to mix light of different colours, why an obstacle in the beam pathlike a secondary mirror does not lead to an incomplete image. The workshop consists of manyactivities that enhance scientific understanding via the method: predict, observe, explain. Likeall our workshops, this one is also made of everyday materials (see Figure 1). A laser cannon,made out of a drainpipe, a laser pointer, a diffraction grating and a magnifying glass, generatesmany parallel laser beamswith which the discovered principles can be validated and the focusing
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of light can be perceived as a three-dimensional process when the laser rays become visibleinside the light ray block made of coloured synthetic resin (see Figure 2).
Although the used gadgets and implemented methods are engaging, the sole use of "old-style" telescope designs to find out more about optics is not particularly exciting for pupils.We therefore designed additional activities to make pupils familiar with modern telescopetechnologies, namely segmented mirrors and active optics that are used in ESO’s ExtremelyLarge Telescope. Here, the pupils need to focus parallel laser beams with the aid of six single flatmirrors (see Figure 1). The mirrors stick magnetically to the surface, can be moved and adjustedin their angle of inclination (with the help of "actuators"). Different ways of focusing the lightare possible: prime focus, Cassegrain focus or Nasmyth focus.
The "Catching Starlight" workshop takes about 60 to 90 minutes in total and is very popular forpupils aged 10 – 15 years but is also extensively used for teacher training.
In total the ESO education programme offers six different workshops for different age groups (K-12). More workshops are in preparation as well as a professional evaluation of the workshops.
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Space-time Simulator Demonstration

Speaker: Richard (Rick) Tonello, Gravity Discovery Centre, Australia
In 1915, Albert Einstein published his celebrated "The GeneralTheory of Relativity", the concept of curved space and warpedtime caused by the mass of an object was only within the graspof professional physicists and well out of reach for the everydaylayperson or school student. Using simple construction materialsand methods, the "SpaceTime Simulator" (STS) has changed that bygiving the teacher and student, the ability to observe a "simplified"version of Einstein’s four-dimensional Spacetime. Using differentmass spheres, the STS can now demonstrate and observe howobjects are affected by the curved geometry caused by the mass ofobjects. A number of demonstrations can be performed utilisingSpace Time Simulator (STS). From demonstrating how a photon oflight travels in a straight line with no mass present to how matteris "spaghettified" by the gravitational interactions of a simulatedBlack Hole.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1bRyg8O4BN8

"Matter tells Space(Time) how to Curve; Space tells Matter how to Move".-John Wheeler-

In 1915, Albert Einstein published his celebrated "The General Theory of Relativity", the conceptof curved space and warped time caused by the mass of an object was only within the grasp ofprofessional physicists and was well out of reach for the everyday layperson or school student.
This apparatus has changed that by giving the teacher and student the ability to observe a"simplified" version of Einstein’s four-dimensional Spacetime. By the use of different massspheres, they can now experiment and observe how objects are affected by the curved geometrycaused by the mass of objects.
Equipment: The SpaceTime Simulator (STS) is very simple in its construction. The GravityDiscovery Centre’s STS is made from an old trampoline frame that was recovered from a localrecycling centre. The frame may be constructed from any number of materials (steel tube,aluminium or timber) depending on its availability and the skill of the person constructing theSTS.
The circular design has proven to work the best, given when a mass is applied to the fabric, itproduces an even curvature rather than a strange curvature produced by a square/rectangularframe. However, a square/rectangular can still work well enough to demonstrate curved Space-Time. The Fabric used is Lycra®or Spandex®. This material is durable, has the ability to stretch
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a great amount and return to its original form. One addition to the fabric would be grid-linesthat may represent the dimension of Time. Time can be observed to remain constant (i.e. nostretching or compressing) when there is no mass applied and "stretch" when a mass is appliedto the fabric.
The test masses (planets & stars) can be anything from golf balls, tennis balls, billiard balls,bocce balls, shot-puts/solid iron balls and even ten-pin bowling balls. A range of masses is ideal,a heavy mass to represent a star, an intermediate to represent a Super Jupiter/Jupiter planet,and numerous, lighter masses for small planets.
Demonstrations: As the video shows, a number of demonstrations can be performed utilisingSTS. From demonstrating how a photon of light travels in a straight line with no mass present tohow matter is "spaghettified" by the gravitational interactions of a simulated Black Hole. TheSTS has been in use at the Gravity Discovery Centre for well over 15 years and has demonstratedto countless people how Gravity is an acceleration along the curved geometry of Spacetime.
We imagine that Albert Einstein would have been delighted to see his complex theory demon-strated in a manner that is understood by people of all education levels and ages.

Designing an Astronomy Exhibition to Support Outdoor
Education for School

Speaker: Farprakay Jiarakoopt, National Astronomical Research Institute ofThailand
The astronomy exhibitions in Thailand were designed with thecontents related to the basic education core curriculum in mind.The exhibitions feature interaction both via the use of technologyand more traditional means to provide a better experience forthe audience. The audience are encouraged to experience andpromote inquiry to further explore the exhibits. The exhibition isproduced in-house, therefore, visitors can easily deliver ideas ofthe exhibited equipment to apply with their activities in classroom.Our exhibition values lifelong learning and teaching, curiosityand inquiry, iteration and evidence, integrity and authenticity forsustainability. Examples of exhibition zones such as moon phases,scattering of light, and proof of the Earth’s rotation by using thependulum, etc.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/RM65P1iA0SU
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The National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand or NARIT is a research institute undertheMinistry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation. Itsmainmissions are to carryout, support, and promote the development of astronomy and astrophysics in Thailand throughresearch, public outreach, and educational activities. To raise awareness of astronomy, NARITprovides exhibition services for students and the general public across all regions in Thailand toexplain the basic knowledge of astronomy by designing with the contents related to the basiceducation core curriculum in mind: Astronomy and Space. The exhibitions feature interactionboth via the use of technology andmore traditional means to provide a better experience for theaudience. The audience are encouraged to experience and promote inquiry to further explorethe exhibits. The exhibition is produced in-house including technologies, contents, infographics,etc. Therefore, visitors can easily deliver ideas of the exhibited equipment to apply with theiractivities in the classroom. Our exhibition values lifelong learning and teaching, curiosity andinquiry, iteration and evidence, integrity and authenticity for sustainability.
Objectives

1. To be a learning center in astronomy for local communities, schools, and universities tosupport astronomical academic services in school’s curricula. And become the modernastro-tourism attractions of the region.
2. To be a learning resource where visitors can easily deliver ideas of the exhibited equipmentto apply with their activities in the classroom.
3. To pursue knowledge and technology transfer in the field of astronomy.

Exhibition in AstroPark: The exhibitions feature interaction both via the use of technologyand more traditional, emphasis on self-learning through devices and demonstration video.Furthermore, there are staff standbys to give more information to the visitor. There are twomain exhibitions in AstroPark.
1. The Basic Astronomy Exhibition is inspired by basics of astronomy that can be seen ineveryday life. Divided to 17 zones including Exploring the Solar system, Songs of theUniverse, Moon Phases, Tides, Cosmic ray detector, Spectrum, Pattern in the sky, Aper-ture and Intensity, Seasons, Compare the weight on each planet, Your weight on otherplanets, Rotation of gas giant, Meteorite, Stellar evolution, The cosmic calendar, FoucaultPendulum, and Mission on Mars. In addition, the content and format of the exhibitionare modified and updated to create a variety of learning.
2. The Astronomy Insight exhibition applied knowledge of fundamental physics and intro-duced in-depth astronomy data in the research field. There are 14 zones consist of Colorsof light, Scattering of light, Refraction of light, The speed of sound, Pinhole Camera, Sun-dial, Liquid mirror telescope, Multiwavelength Astronomy, Infrared, Exoplanet exploration,Black Hole, Gravitational Lensing, Infinite reflections, and Astronomical phenomena.

Year-to-Date Operating Results: During July 2020 to July 2021 there were 160,945 people whovisited the exhibition in AstroPark (temporarily closed due to COVID-19 in April to June 2021).And 1,160,290 people participated in the online events.
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Future development and service plans: NARIT has plans to develop online learning materialson astronomy, virtual exhibitions with interactive activities in these virtual tours. To keep upwith the changing era that focuses on online platforms which makes it easier and faster to accessas well as transfer an astronomy exhibition into simple astronomy learning tools. By using theexhibition as a prototype, then applying the working principle to modify and create more simpleequipment that can be easily found for further interactive learning activities in the classroom.

Astronomy Exhibits from Classroom to Demonstration Models

Speaker: Shylaja B. S., Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium, Bengaluru, India

Teaching astronomy requires a platform which is different fromthe conventional blackboard technique. In this talk I would liketo show some of the tools I utilised to explain the concepts likeLagrangian points (for Trojan asteroids) the duration of the day ondifferent planets (especially Mercury), the difference between thephases of a moon through the month and during lunar eclipse andmany more. A demonstrative exhibition called "Science in Action"which generally covers physics and chemistry was conducted with20 such exhibits and attracted over 2000 visitors. All these exhibitswill be discussed.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1ZF35GEB_V0

Astronomy is quite a difficult subject to grasp for people of all ages - the reasons are many.Although quite sharp in grasping the mathematical essence, many falter while applying it to thesky. This implies that a physical model is essential to get the complete understanding of thesubject.
In the last two and a half decades of my teaching astronomy for various age groups I havefound that the exhibits, after all, have emerged out of classroom teaching experiences. We, asteachers, created some tools within our reach, including different approaches like role-play tocommunicate the essence effectively. Such humble tools transformed themselves to exhibits inthe science parks and exhibition halls in the planetariums and the like. We hold 3-day exhibitionscalled "Science in Action", where the table top prototypes were demonstrated by students inthe age group 12 to 15. As many as 30 such demonstration models made a huge collection.However the metamorphosis into larger gadgets (tamper proof and weatherproof) demanded adifferent approach - money being the main constraint.
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The globe with its axis parallel to that earth hasbeen very useful for demonstrations on ZeroShadow Day. The models exhibited in the 3-day exhibition in-clude the Vertical model.

The "Vertical" model

Almost all the exhibits, irrespective of the country of origin, invariably have a horizontal planeas the reference. Models to demonstrate the phases of the Moon or eclipses or even planetarymotion assume the orbital plane of the earth to be parallel to the table / horizon. We may haveinherited this from traditional globe makers who had to accommodate the 23.5 degree tilt ofthe rotation axis of the earth. Thus the concept of seasons, or even day and night, is easilyunderstood inside the classroom but not so efficiently in the real sky. While explaining this I hadto tilt the globe to make my standing posture parallel to a doll (a piece of chalk) representingme on the globe. (This idea transformed into a huge globe positioned parallel to earth’s axis inthe science park) Such an exercise repeated over several years resulted in the design of a modelwhich I am explaining now. The model is named "vertical" model for quick identification. Thishas the plane of the ecliptic perpendicular to the plane of the table. The earth goes round thesun in the vertical plane. This immediately drives home the point that we turn "upside down"after 12 hours. I have found this gadget extremely helpful and it has always been reserved for thefirst session of the first day in any workshop. It makes a good beginning to explain the gradualchange in the visibility of constellations throughout the year and throughout the night.
The meaning of full moon, newmoon can be easily explained here although there is no provisionto mount an object as the moon. Here, in India, the names of the months are coined in a specialway and thus are known to laypersons. The full moon in March / April is seen near Spica. Itslocal name is Chitra and the name of the lunar month is Chaitra. Each month the star in thedirection of the full Moon is different. The fan in the ceiling or a point on the table beneath or alight source elsewhere in the room - can all serve as reference stars to clarify this point.
The Clock as a teaching tool

The other easily available gadget is the mechanical clock which was a household item till theadvent of its digital descendants. Still its usage is known to everyone and therefore, it becomesa very handy gadget for explaining various facts as we shall see now.
The discussion begins with the question on the interval between successive overlap of the handsof the clock. At 12:00 hours they overlap; at 6:03 hours the angle between them is 180 degrees.The students are asked - what is the interval after which this configuration repeats. The variety
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of answers (12 hours, 24 hours etc) leads to a good discussion and finally terminates at thecorrect answer - about 65 minutes. There are three periodicities here - hour hand of 12 hours,minute hand of 1 hour and the third is the 65 minute interval. A discussion on this quickly revealsthat the three are interrelated. Knowledge of any two will fetch the third.
Senior students may be asked to derive the formula - it is pretty simple, and often finds a placein quiz question banks.

1

t
=

1

T
− 1

T ′

T and T’ are the periodicities of the hands and t is the interval between successive overlaps /constant angle difference.
1. Sidereal timeIt is very well known that the meridian transit of a star occurs 4 minutes earlier day byday. One hand represents the sun with a (diurnal) periodicity of 24 hours. The star arrivesin advance by 4 minutes every day and will get aligned with the sun after 365.25 days.Putting these numbers into the formula we get the periodicity of the other hand - theduration of the sidereal day as 23 hour 56 minutes. However, we need to give valuesaccurate to 4 or 5 decimal places to get this result. If we use sidereal day = 23.9344696 h,we get the duration of year as 365.2422326
2. Orbital period of the MoonThe month has several definitions - the most popular one may be described as the intervalfrom full moon to full moon (or new moon to new moon). We define the full moon to berepresented on the clock by the two hands exactly separated by 180 degrees. One handis the sun covering 360 degrees in 365.2422 days; the other hand represents the moon.The overlap occurs in 29.530588 days. Plugging these numbers into the formula we getthe orbital period of the moon as 27.321661 days. This is the orbital period of the moonwith reference to a star. Thus if we see the Moon very close to Aldebaran it will againapproach the star after 27.32 days. This demonstration is very useful in explaining thelunar occultations and conjunctions. Here in India, the day is reckoned with the nameof the star in conjunction with the moon. Thus the 27 stars attributable to the positionof the moon are known to lay persons. They will be able to appreciate the meaning ofsidereal month.
3. Orbital period of planetsThe hands of the clock now can be extended to understand the motion of planets. If onehand is Mars and the other sun, the 180 degrees position represents the opposition. Theinterval between successive oppositions can be deduced from patient observations as780 days. When this is plugged into the formula, we get T’ as the orbital period of Mars.Opposition measurements are not relevant for inner planets. Here the successive intervalbetween maximum elongations can be used instead. The students were delighted toknow that this method has been in use for more than 2000 years.
4. Day and night on MercuryMercury with the orbital and revolution periods as 59 and 88 (earth) days, poses achallenge to imagine the duration of the day and night there. The clock depiction comesin handy there. Imagine yourself on Mercury going round once in 59 days. This represents
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This clock depicts the position of the sun and the moon as wellas the lunar phase.

one hand of the clock. The sun appears to go round Mercury in 88 days - this is the otherhand of the clock. Plugging in the numbers to the formula, you will be wonderstruck. Thesun will be at your zenith after 176 days - one "day" is equal to one and half "years"!! Thiscan be used for Venus as well.
The Sun-Moon Clock

Even as we found this clock to be a very useful tool in the classroom, we implemented a largeclock in the premises. The "Sun-Moon clock" has 3 m dial and the concealed hands to depictthe positions of the sun and the moon in the sky as seen by the observer on Earth (the center ofthe clock). It shows not only their positions in the sky but the phase of the moon also. This isone example for demonstrating how a classroom discussion with a humble clock made its wayto a large science park exhibit.
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3D Planetary Tactile Globes for the "Inspiring Stars" Exhibition

Speaker: Amelia Ortiz-Gil, University of Valencia Astronomical Observatory,Spain
Collaborators: J. Burguet-Castell, F. Ballesteros, M.J. Moya, M. Lanzara & M. Pallardó (Universityof Valencia Astronomical Observatory, Spain), and A. Fernández-Sot (IFCA (UNICAN-CSIC)) 1

One of the exhibitions created for the 100th anniversary of theIAU in 2019 was "Inspiring Stars", an exhibit with the goal ofshowcasing examples of inclusion in astronomy. Our contributionto this project was a set of tactile 3D globes of the terrestrialplanets and the Moon. They were specially designed to allowpersons with visual impairments (BVI) explore by themselvesthe most relevant features of these celestial bodies. Initiallythe design and creation of the globes involved complex, but weeventually developed a software capable to produce efficiently 3Ddigital tactile models from 2D maps. All the models, the softwareto make them and a couple of activity books are available fordownloading at the projectŐs website: "A Touch of the Universe"(https://www.uv.es/astrokit/).
Talk link: https://youtu.be/8icU6LnJ8XA

One of the exhibitions created for the 100th anniversary of the IAU in 2019 was "Inspiring Stars",an exhibit with the goal of showcasing examples of inclusion in astronomy. Our contribution tothis project was a set of tactile 3D globes of the terrestrial planets and the Moon. They werespecially designed to allow persons with visual impairments (BVI) to explore by themselves themost relevant features of these celestial bodies. Initially the design and creation of the globesinvolved complex procedures, but we eventually developed a software capable of efficientlyproducing 3D digital tactile models from 2D maps. All the models, the software to make themand a couple of activity books are available for downloading at the project’s website: "A Touchof the Universe" (https://www.uv.es/astrokit/).
In 2019 the International Astronomical Union celebrated its 100th anniversary with activitiesand exhibitions all around the world. One of those exhibits was "Inspiring Stars", which focusedon a range of examples of inclusion in astronomy, from underrepresented groups to people withdisabilities.
Our contribution to "Inspiring Stars" was the creation of a set of tactile 3D globes of the terrestrialplanets and the Moon (Figure 1). They were specially designed to allow the blind and visuallyimpaired (BVI) to explore by themselves the most relevant features of these celestial bodies.The final models were put to test by BVI astronomers and also users from the general public.The feedback that we gathered allowed us to improve the tactile planetary globes.
1This work has been funded by the project PID2019-109592GB-100/AEI/10.13039/501100011033 from the SpanishMinisterio de Ciencia e Innovación - Agencia Estatal de Investigación.
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From maps to 3D tactile globes, with Mapelia

Initially, the design and creation of the globes involved several steps of diverse complexity,starting with the edition of the original 2D map to increase the image contrast and smooth outthe excess details, in order to obtain a tactile representation of the most important featureswhile getting rid of too much details that make the model confusing when touched for the firsttime by a blind person. After image editing, as we are astronomers, we used IRAF to createan ascii file from the image in polar coordinates, adding the pixel brightness in each position.Then a 3D rendering software was used to translate the data into a 3D file of the tactile globe[1]. The whole process was long and tedious and prone to introducing errors in the final 3D files.Therefore, we set out to develop a software, calledMapelia, that can do the job easily, helpingus and also the rest of educators and researchers who could then create their own models [2].
Mapelia is a tool written in Python that uses as input jpg or png files that contain maps (thatis, gridded datasets where the value of each pixel is the elevation, brightness or whicheverproperty we wish to render in each case) in any of the following projections: equirectangular,Mercator, central cylindrical, Mollweide or sinusoidal. The output of the program is a 3D file (ofpolygons like .ply or .stl, or points in space like .asc), that can be visualized and manipulated withprograms like MeshLab or Blender. Mapelia is accompanied by its "friends" guapelia, pintelia,
poligoniza, stl-split and smooth, which add some other functionalities. In particular, guapeliais a GUI to useMapelia, and pintelia converts maps into coloured 3D images. All the models,the software to make them and a couple of activity books are available for downloading at thewebsite of the project "A Touch of the Universe" [3].
References:

1. Ortiz-Gil, A. (2018) "3D Tactile Moon", in Proceedings of the EPSC 2018, Berlin (Germany),id.EPSC2018-869
2. Ortiz-Gil, A. & Burguet-Castell, J. (2018) "Mapelia and friends: create 3D models frommaps", Journal ofOpen Source Software -2475-9066, 3, 25, 660-661. doi: 10.21105/joss.00660
3. A Touch of the Universe, https://astrokit.uv.es
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The Tactile Universe: Accessible Astrophysics Public
Engagement with the Vision Impaired Community

Speaker: Nicolas Bonne, Institute of Cosmology and Gravitation, University ofPortsmouth, UK

Astronomy is a topic that engages and inspires a wide range ofaudiences around the world, but blind and vision impaired peoplecan often find it difficult to engage with the subject due to its veryvisual nature. The Tactile Universe is an award winning publicengagement project based at the University of Portsmouth whichis opening up current topics in astrophysics research to blind andvision impaired people through accessible tactile resources basedon real data. We will discuss how involving the vision impairedcommunity in the development of these resources has made themtruly unique and versatile.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/btRPHqTTYz0

Astronomy is a topic that engages and inspires a wide range of audiences around the world, butblind and vision impaired (BVI) people can often find it difficult to engage with the subject due toits very visual nature. The Tactile Universe is an award-winning public engagement project basedat the University of Portsmouth which is opening up current topics in astrophysics researchto BVI people through accessible tactile resources based on real data. The project’s aim is todemonstrate to this community that astrophysics can be accessible and, in particular, raise theaspirations of young BVI people. The project is led by vision impaired astronomer Nic Bonne.
The core resources of the Tactile Universe are tactile ‘height map’ images of galaxies, referredto as models. These are created digitally using a custom plug-in created by project technicallead Dr Coleman Krawczyk for the open-source 3D modelling software package Blender. Usingmonochrome galaxy images, the plug-in maps the image to a 3D surface, where the height ofthe surface scales directly with the brightness of the corresponding image pixel. The brighter thesource image pixel, the higher it is from the base of the model, the darker the pixel, the closerto the base of the model. Physical models can then be produced through techniques like 3Dprinting and users can feel the shape and features of a galaxy through changes in brightness byrunning their hand across the model, without the need to see it. An example of an Sloan DigitalSky Survey (SDSS) observation of galaxy Messier 51 (the Whirlpool galaxy) and its correspondingtactile model are shown in Figure 1.
To prototype and develop this basic idea, the Tactile Universe was funded by the South EastPhysics Network to run a 6-month pilot project in 2016. One of the challenges in developingaccessible resources for the BVI community is that every person with a vision impairment isunique, both in terms of the nature and degree of their sight loss, but also in how they haveindividually adapted to this. To ensure that our tactile images worked for as many different
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Figure 1: An SDSS image of galaxy Messier 51 (left)and the corresponding tactile model producedusing the Tactile Universe’s custom Blender plug-in (right). The height of any point on the surfaceof the model scales with the brightness of theimage’s pixels.

Figure 2: 3D printed tactile models of galaxyMessier 51 from the front and the back. On thefront (left) the models include the tactile surface,a tactile name plate for easy identification, as wellas a raised border around the edge of the modelwhich is the height of the brightest point in thatimage. The back of the model (right) has a mir-rored print-out of the image used to make themodel, so that users with some vision can lookat this while touching the corresponding tactilefeatures on the front.

people as possible, it was crucial to involve the BVI community in further developing ourresources. To facilitate this, we tested our tactile model concept with a BVI support group basedin Portsmouth, so that we could get their feedback.
Initially, we produced a series of tactile images of galaxies with a variety of tactile heights (thedistance between the dimmest and brightest point on the model) ranging from 1mm to 5mm.The consensus from the group was that a tactile height of 3mm was the best option, as moregradual changes in brightness could still be perceived, and abrupt changes in brightness (as inthe case of foreground stars) were not so sharp as to be unpleasant to touch. We also producedmodels of different sizes. Models roughly the size of a postcard were the preferred option, asthese were easy to handle, and were not so large that participants got lost as they felt their wayacross them.
Members of the support group also provided suggestions that allowed us to improve the modelsin other ways. To allow users with some vision to use their tactile and visual senses, we added aprint-out of the original galaxy image used to make the model to the model’s back face, mirroredso that it would directly correspond to the tactile features on the front. Participants also wanteda way to judge how high or ‘bright’ any part of the model was. The solution was to add araised reference border around the tactile image which has the same height as the brightesttactile feature. Users can easily compare this to whichever part of the model they are exploring.Lastly, to allow users to quickly identify which model they were handling, we developed tactilename plates which sit at the ‘top’ of each tactile image. These name plates are particularlyuseful when jumping between sets of these models where we use multiple versions of the samegalaxy in different wavelengths. The 3D printed models with all of these features can be seen inFigure 2.
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During these test sessions we quickly realised the importance of appropriate descriptions andexplanations to support users in understanding these models. Working with this group, we wereable to find analogies and comparisons that worked. For example, using rugby balls and CD’sto describe the 3D shapes of elliptical and spiral galaxies, and demonstrate how we perceivegalaxies from different angles; linking the idea of colour in a galaxy to the temperature of itsstars; comparing the structure of a galaxy to a rain cloud etc.
Beyond this pilot, the Tactile Universe received funding from the Science and Technology FacilitiesCouncil to expand its reach and to further develop its resources for applications to a classroomsetting. Working with BVI students from local primary and secondary schools we have developeda series of lesson plans that incorporate models of a variety of distinct galaxy types, alongsidelanguage, descriptions and analogies that are accessible to BVI participants, but can also benefitsighted classmates. These workshops begin with local scales and sizes in our solar system, buildup to Milky Way scales, and finally discuss galaxies in their many different forms.
To allow anybody to access these resources (3D printable models, Blender plug-in, lesson plansand scripts for primary and secondary school students) we have shared them online for free.They can be downloaded from our project website (www.tactileuniverse.org).
Engaging with the BVI community throughout this project has been a sometimes challengingbut ultimately rewarding experience. By working with the BVI community from the beginningand by listening to their feedback and suggestions, our resources are more versatile, and howwe use them to engage the community has been improved in ways that would not have beenpossible without their input.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Teaching with Astronomy Exhibits

Presenter: B. R. Sitaram, Zeal Education, Ahmedabad, India

In this poster my collection of Astronomy teaching aids is presented.These include the sunrise locator, sunrise timer, sub-solar pointmodel, seasons models, moon phase calculator, constellationcharts, guess the constellation, etc. All these are actual hands-onmodels, not computer apps and can be easily assembled bystudents. As an example, the sunrise locator and timer shows youthe location and time of sunrise/set at any latitude on any day ofthe year.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p77

These are some Astronomy teaching aids that I have designed (https://www.teacherspa
yteachers.com/Store/Sitaram-Bettadpur). All these are actual hands-on models. Weregularly conduct workshops where students are sent kits in advance and they assemble andlearn how to use them. These, and similar models in science and maths, have proved to be verypopular with students. The models discussed are:

1. Sunrise Timer: Shows the time of sunrise on any date at any location: Useful in explainingseasons (duration of sunshine).
2. Sunrise Locator: Shows the location of sunrise on any date at any location. Useful inexplaining seasons (angle at which sunshine strikes ground).
3. Sub-solar point model: Shows the subsolar point (point on earth’s surface where the sunis at the zenith) at the instant of observation. Useful for showing apparent north-southmovement of the Sun.
4. Moon phase calculator: Finds the phase of the moon on a specific date. Important forsky-watch planning, timings of tide and for festivals based on the lunar calendar.
5. Ephemeris: Shows celestial longitude of Sun, Moon and planets over a calendar year.Shows difference in speed of movement across sky, possibility of seeing a planet on aparticular night, phase of the moon, retrograde and prograde motions.
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6. Solar System Distances Strip: A long (5 m) strip that concertina folds into a pocket mapshowing the distances between the sun and planets. Also shows the Sun to scale, showinghow vast the system is even compared to the Sun.
7. Constellation cards: A jig-saw puzzle with constellations represented in three forms: onlystars, stars with connecting lines and with imaginary figures superimposed.

Starry Starry Night

Presenter: Tan Jyh Harng, Singapore Science Centre, Singapore, Malaysia
Constellations are excellent stepping stones for young childrenwhen they begin learning astronomy. It is common pedagogyinvolving storytelling when it comes to learning. Constellationshave rich stories behind them which makes them easy to teachchildren. From there, it is easy to link up to other areas as well, suchas the names of the major stars and also seasons as well. In thisexhibit and activity, a star chart is made with sticks representing asstars and rubber bands as the imaginary connecting constellationlines. Children can practice remembering the constellations by‘connecting the lines’ using the rubber bands.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p21

It is common pedagogy involving storytelling in early childhood education. Hence, constellationsare suitable for young children due to the rich mythologies involved. Using these stories, othertopics of Astronomy can be introduced as well. In this exhibit, a star chart is made with sticksrepresenting stars and rubber bands as the imaginary connecting constellation lines. Childrencan practice remembering the constellations by ‘connecting the lines’ using the rubber bands.Located in Science Centre Singapore, KidsSTOP™ is a dedicated Children’s Science Centre. Oneof the interactive exhibit booths that KidsSTOP™ has is the Starry Starry Night. This booth usesplastic tubes of various diameter to represent the stars of the night sky. Children can make useof the rubber bands to connect the plastic tube together to form the imaginary lines of theconstellation.
With the common constellations already traced out, children can follow it to ‘connect’ the stars.This process can help them familiarise with the shape of the constellation. Alternatively, childrenmay also use their own creativity to connect the plastic tubes to trace out their own constellationor asterisms. Educators may also use the opportunity to teach of the term asterisms, commonlyidentified patterns of stars that are not a constellation. To enhance the visual appeal of theexhibit, fluorescent materials are used in the plastic tubes. Under black light, the ‘stars’ canappear to glow.
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A challenge of the Starry Starry Night exhibit is the height of the wall. As the star map is rel-atively tall, younger children may have issues reaching the ‘higher’ stars. Use of a stool ormaking the star map wall smaller are possible mitigation methods. Such interactive exhibitcan also be made into smaller-scale hands-on activity. For example, using toothpicks on afoam/cork board to create a star map and thereafter using rubber bands or strings to trace outthe constellations. For more information about Science Centre Singapore and KidsSTOP™ , visit
https://www.science.edu.sg/.

One entry point of KidsSTOP™.

Starry Starry Night exhibit.

An example of a self-created asterism in the constel-lation of Orion.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

In the first discussion session, we received a certain number of questions addressed to NicolasBonne, concerning the 3D Models he introduced in his presentation, which he uses for As-tronomy teaching and outreach purposes, mainly aimed at the visually-impaired, blind pupils,and the general public. In particular, he was questioned about the size of the models, thetype of 3D printers used, the difficulties he experienced in people’s feedback, and the lessonslearned. Nicolas answered promptly, with indications about the size of the models, the linkfor downloading the globes’ files, and the models of 3D printers used by his team. He alsodescribed the mixed reactions of children and the general public, which could help decidepossible modifications of the models. We then asked Amelia Ortiz-Gil whether her team carriedthe 3D globes in the school’s classrooms, and whether she was thinking of producing otherglobes and other exhibitions after the "Inspiring Stars" exhibit. Amelia confirmed that the globeshad been used in Spanish schools, whereas the exhibition was travelling in other Europeancountries, Italy in particular. As hosts, we then asked Wolfgang Wieser how he had adaptedhis workshops to a virtual format during the pandemic, the challenges he faced, and whetherhis team had produced a virtual tour of the large and interesting ESO Supernova exhibitionhalls. Wolfgang confirmed that online workshops had been prepared and widely used duringthe lockdown, and a lengthy virtual tour had been produced by his colleagues. Finally, we askedFarprakay Jiarakoopt whether they organized teacher training courses, and indeedwe discoveredthat NARIT offers courses at various levels and focused on different topics of Astronomy andAstrophysics.
In the second discussion session, we started by asking Rick Tonello to describe his experiencestravelling with a telescope for stargazing activities in various villages of Western Australia. Rickdescribed his "adventures in the bush" and the enthusiasm of the public during stargazingnights. Since he was also asked about the fabric used for his space simulator and the issuesfaced with the public, he gave details about Spandex and funny anecdotes on people’s questionsand reactions. Nicolas was asked about the possibility of creative labs for visually-impairedpupils, and he said it would be a good idea and they would think about it. Wolfgang wasasked about the role of interactivity in his workshops, and he confirmed this was indeed thecore of such teaching activities. B.S. Shylaja was asked about the age-group of pupils that herclasses are aimed at. She confirmed there were labs aiming at different age groups. Amelia wasasked about the best possible feedback she had received from the public, and she describedvery moving and rewarding episodes. Finally, on request, we allowed Jan Sermeus, from KULeuven University Planetarium, Belgium, to announce the survey organized by his team aboutplanetarium activities and needs in various countries.
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